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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the

publication of t\\Q Philosophical Transactions^ take this opportunity

to acquaint the Public, that it fully appears, as well from the

council-books and journals of the Society, as from repeated de-

clarations which have been made in several ioxmQX Transactions,

that the printing of them was always, from time to time, the

single act of the respective Secretaries, till the Forty-seventh

Volume : the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves

any further in their publication, than by occasionally recom-

mending the revival of them to some of their Secretaries, when,

from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Transactmis

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And

this seems principally to have been done Avith a view to satisfy

the Public, that their usual meetings Ayere then continued, for the

improvement of knoAvledge, and benefit of mankind, the great

ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and Avhich

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their

communications more numerous, it Avas thought advisable that a

Committee of their members should be appointed, to reconsider

the papers read before them, and select out of them such as they

should judge most proper for publication in the future Transac-

tions

;

which was accordingly done upon the 26th of March,

1752. And the grounds of their choice are, and will continue to
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be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advan-

tageous manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer

for the certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings,

contained in the several papers so published, which must still

rest on the credit or judgment of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is

an established rule of the Society, to which they will always

adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body, upon any sub-

ject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And
therefore the thanks, which are frequently proposed from the

Chair to be given to the authors of such papers as are read at

their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose
hands they receive them, are to be considered in no other lio-ht

than as a matter of civility, in return for the respect shewn to

the Society by those communications. The like also is to be
said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosi-

ties, of various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society;

the authors whereof, or those who exhibit them, frequently

take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the public

news-papers, that they have met with the highest applause and
approbation. And therefore it is hoped, that no regard will

hereafter,be paid to such reports, and public notices
; which

in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the disho-

nour of the Society,

j icdt
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PHILOSOPHICAL

TRANSACTIONS.

I. On the fire-damp of coal mines, and on methods of lighting the

mines so as to prevent its explosion. By Sir H. Davy, LL. D.

F.R.S. V.P.R.I.

Read November 9, 1B15.

The accidents arising from the explosion of the fire-damp

or inflammable gas of coal mines, mixed with atmospherical

air, are annually becoming more frequent and more destruc-

tive in the collieries in the North of England.

A committee has been for some time formed at Sunderland

for the benevolent purpose of investigating the causes of

these accidents, and of searching for means of preventing

them. In consequence of an invitation from the Rev. Dr.

Gray, one of the most active members of this committee,

I was induced to turn my attention to the subject. I went to

the North of England, and visited some of the principal col-

lieries in the neighbourhood of Newcastle, for the purpose of

ascertaining the condition of the workings, and the state of

their ventilation. I found the greatest desire to assist my
enquiries in the gentlemen acquainted with the northern col-

lieries, as well as in the inspectors or viewers of the mines

;

MDCCCXVI. B
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and I have particular obligations on this point to the Rev.

Dr. Gray, Cuthbert Ellison, Esq. M. P,, the Rev. John

Hodgson, Mr. Buddle, and Mr. Dunn. Dr. Fenwick, Dr.

Clanny, and Mr. Fenwick, likewise kindly olfered me their

assistance.

From the information which I collected on the spot, in-

creased by the perusal of a report of Mr. Buddle on the

state of the mines, I was convinced that, as far as ventilation

was concerned, the resources of modern science had been

fully employed
; and that a mode of preventing accidents

was only to be sought for, in a method of lighting the mines

free from danger, and which, by indicating the state of the

air in the part of the mine where inflammable air was disen-

gaged, so as to render the atmosphere explosive, should

oblige the miners to retire till the workings were properly

cleared.

An account of an ingenious apparatus for burning a candle

supplied with atmospherical air by a bellows through water,

has been published in the Philosophical Transactions, by Dr.

Clanny ; but I believe this apparatus has not yet been used

in any of the collieries.

The common means employed for lighting those parts of

the mine where danger is apprehended from the fire-damp,

is by a steel wheel, which, being made to revolve in contact

with flint, affords a succession of sparks : but this apparatus

always f^uires a person to work it ; and, though much less

liable to explode the fire-damp than a common candle, yet it

is said to be not entirely free from danger.

Mr. Buddle having obligingly shown to me the degree of

light required for working the collieries, I made several ex-

DSJ



methods of lighting the mines without producing its explosion. 3

periments, with the hope of producing such a degree of light,

without active inflammation; I tried Kunckel's, Canton's,

and Baldwin's phosphorus, and likewise the electrical light

in close vessels, but without success ; and even had these

degrees of light been '

sufficient, the processes for obtaining

them, I found, would be too complicated and difficult for the

miners.

The fire-damp has been shown by Dr. Henry, in a very

ingenious paper published in the nineteenth volume of

Nicholson's Journal, to be light carburetted hydrogene gas,

and Dr. Thomson has made some experiments upon it ; but

the degree of its combustibility, as compared with that of other

inflammable gases, has not, I believe, been examined, nor

have many different specimens of it been analysed; and it

appeared to me, that some minute chemical experiments on its

properties ought to be the preliminary steps to enquiries

respecting methods of preventing its explosion. I therefore

procured various specimens of the fire-damp in its purest

state, and made a number of experiments upon it. And in

examining its relations to combustion I was so fortunate as

to discover some properties belonging to it, which appear

to lead to very simple methods of lighting the mines, with-

out danger to the miners, and which, I hope, will supply the

desideratum so long anxiously required by humanity. I

shall in the following pages have the honour of describing

these properties, and the methods founded upon them, to the

Royal Society, and I shall conclude with some general

observations.

The fire-damp is produced in small quantities in coal mines,

during the common process of working.
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The Rev. Mr. Hodgson informed me, that on pounding

some common Newcastle coal fresh from the mine in a cask

furnished with a small aperture, the gas from the aperture

was inflammable. And on breaking some large lumps of

coal under water, I ascertained that they gave off inflammable

gas.* Gas is likewise disengaged from bituminous shist,

when it is worked.

The great sources of the fire-damp in mines are, however,

what are called blowers, or fissures in the broken strata,,

near dykes, from which currents of fire-damp issue in con-

siderable quantity, and sometimes for a long course of years.-f

When old workings are broken into, likewise, they are often

found filled with fire-damp ;
and the deeper the mine the

more common in general is this substance.

* This is probably owing to the coal strata having been formed under a pressure

greater than that of the atmosphere, so that they give off elastic fluid when they are,

exposed to the free atmosphere : and probably coals containing animal remains, evolve

not only the fire-damp, but likewise azote and carbonic acid, as in the instance of

the gas sent by Dr. Clanny.

In the Apennines, near Pietra Mala, I examined a fire produced by gaseous matter,

constantly disengaged from a shist stratum : and from the results of the combustion,

I have no doubt but that it was pure fire-damp. Mr. M. Faraday, who accompanied

me, and assisted me in my chemical experiments, in my journey, collected some gas

from a cavity in the earth about a mile from Pietra Mala, then filled with water, and

which, from the quantity of gas disengaged,, is called Aqua Buja. I analysed it in

the Grand Duke’s laboratory at Florence, and found that it was pure light hydro-car-

bonate, requiring two volumes of oxygene for its combustion, and producing a volume

of carbonic acid gas.

It is very probable, that these gases are disengaged from coal strata beneath the

surface, or from bituminous shist above coal ; and at some future period new sources,

of riches may be opened to Tuscany from this invaluable mineral treasure, the use of

which in this country has supplied such extraordinary resources to industry.

f Sir James Lowther found a uniform current produced in one of his mines for.

two years and nine months, Phil. Trans. Vol. XXXVIII. p. H2.
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I have analysed several specimens of the fire-damp in the

laboratory of the Royal Institution ; the pure inflammable part

was the same in all of them, but it was sometimes mixed with

small quantities of atmospherical air, and in some instances

with azote and carbonic acid.

Of 6 specimens collected by Mr. Dunn from a blower in

the Hepburn Colliery, by emptying bottles of water close to

it, the purest contained only of atmospherical air, with no

other contamination, and the most impure contained of

atmospherical air ;
so that this air was probably derived from

the circumambient air of the mine. The weight of the purest

specimen was for 100 cubical inches 19,5 grains.

One measure of it required for its complete combustion by

the electric spark nearly s measures of oxygene, and they

formed nearly 1 measure of carbonic acid.

Sulphur heated strongly, and repeatedly sublimed in a por-

tion of it freed from oxygene by phosphorus, produced a con-

siderable enlargement of its volume, sulphuretted hydrogene

was formed, and charcoal precipitated; and it was found that

the volume of the sulphuretted hydrogene produced, when it

was absorbed by solution of potassa, was exactly double that

of the fire-damp decomposed.

It did not act upon chlorine in the cold ; but, when an elec-

tric spark was passed through a mixture of 1 part of it with

2 of chlorine, there was an explosion, with a diminution to

less than f, and much charcoal was deposited.

The analysis of specimens of gas sent to my friend John

George Children, Esq. by Dr. Clanny, afforded me similar

results; but they contained variable quantities of carbonic

acid gas and azote.
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Different specimens of these gases were tried by the test

of exposure to chlorine both in darkness and light: they

exhibited no marks of the presence of olefiant gas or hydro-

gene; and the residuum produced by detonation with chlorine

showed them to be free from carbonic oxide.

It is evident, then, that the opinion formed by other chemists

respecting the fire damp is perfectly correct ; and that it is

the same substance as the inflammable gas of marshes, the

exact chemical nature of which was first demonstrated by Mr.

Dalton; and that it consists, according to my view of definite

proportions, of 4 proportions of hydrogene in weight 4, and

1 proportion of charcoal in weight 11.5.

I made several experiments on the combustibility and ex-

plosive nature of the fire-damp. When 1 part of fire-damp

was mixed with 1 of air, they burnt by the approach of a

lighted taper, but did not explode ; 3 of air and 3 of air to 1

of gas produced similar results. When 4 of air and 1 of gas

were exposed to a lighted candle, the mixture being in the

quantity of 6 or 7 cubical inches in a narrow necked bottle,

a flame descended through the mixture, but there was no

noise : 1 part of gas inflamed with 6 parts of air in a similar

bottle, produced a slight whistling sound : 1 part of gas with

8 parts of air, rather a louder sound : 1 part with 10, 11, 12,

13 and 14 parts, still inflamed, but the violence of combustion

diminished. In 1 part of gas and 15 parts of air, the candle

burnt without explosion with a greatly enlarged flame ; and

the 'effect of enlarging the flame, but in a gradually dimi-

nishing ratio, was produced as far as 30 parts of air to %

of gas.

The mixture which seemed to possess the greatest explo-
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sive power, was that of 7 or 8 parts of air to 1 of gas; but the

report produced by 50 cubical inches of this mixture was less

than that produced by of the quantity of a mixture of 2

parts of atmospherical air and 1 of hydrogene.

It was very important to ascertain the degree of heat

required to explode the fire-damp mixed with its proper

proportion of air.

I found that a common electrical spark would not explode 5

parts of air and 1 of fire-damp, though it exploded 6 parts of

air and 1 of damp : but very strong sparks from the discharge

of a Leyden jar, seemed to have the same power of exploding

different mixtures of the gas as the flame of the taper.

Well burned charcoal, ignited to the strongest red heat, did

not explode any mixture of air and of the fire-damp ;
and a

fire"made of well burned charcoal, i. e. charcoal that burned

without flame, was blown up to whiteness by an explo-

sive mixture containing the fire-damp, without producing its

inflammation. An iron rod at the highest degree of red heat,

and at the common degree of white heat, did not inflame ex-

plosive mixtures of the fire-damp ; but, when in brilliant com-

bustion, it produced the effect.

The flame of gaseous oxide of carbon as well as of olefiant

gas exploded the mixtures of the fire-damp.

In respect of combustibility, then, the fire-damp differs most

materially from the other common inflammable gases.

Olefiant gas, which I have found explodes mixed in^the same

proportion with air, is fired by both charcoal and iron heated

to dull redness. Gaseous oxide of carbon, which explodes

when mixed with 2 parts of air, is likewise inflammable by

red hot iron and charcoal. And hydrogene, which explodes

when, mixed with j- of its volume of air, takes fire at the lowest
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visible heat of iron and charcoal ; and the case is the same

with sulphuretted hydrogene.

I endeavoured to ascertain the degree of expansion of

mixtures of fire-damp and air during their explosion, and

likewise their power of communicating flame through

apertures to other explosive mixtures.

I found that when 6 of air and i of fire-damp were

exploded over water by a strong electrical spark, the explo-

sion was not very strong, and, at the moment of the greatest

expansion, the volume of the gas did not appear to be in-

creased more than

In exploding a mixture of i part of gas from the distilla-

tion of coal, and 8 parts of air in a tube of a quarter of an

inch in diameter and a foot long, more than a second was

required before the flame reached from one end of the tube

to the other; and I could not make any mixture explode in a

glass tube y of an inch in diameter : and this gas was more

inflammable than the fire-damp, as it consisted of carburetted

hydrogene gas mixed with some olefiant gas.

In exploding mixtures of fire-damp and air in a jar con-

nected with the atmosphere by an aperture of half an inch,

and connected with a bladder by a stopcock, having an aper-

ture of about of an inch,* I found that the flame passed into

the atmosphere, but did not communicate through the stop-

cock, so as to inflame the mixture in the bladder : and in com-

paring the power of tubes of metal and those of glass, it

appeared that the flame passed more readily through glass

tubes of the same diameter; and that explosions were stopped

• Since these experiments were made. Dr. Wollaston has informed me, that he

and Mr. Tennant had observed some time ago, that mixtures of the gas from the

distillation of coal and air, would not explode in very small tubes.
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by metallic tubes of | of an inch,^ when they were i^inch

long; and this phenomenon probably depends upon the heat

lost during the explosion in contact with so great a cooling

surface, which brings the temperature of the first portions

exploded below that required for the firing of the other por-

tions. Metal is a better conductor of heat than glass : and it

has been already shown that the fire-damp requires a very

strong heat for its inflamma?tion.

Mixture of the gas with air I found, likewise, would not

explode in metallic canals or troughs, when their diameter

was less than the y of an inch, and their depth considerable

in proportion to their diameter; nor could explosions be

made to pass through such canals.

Explosions likewise I found would not pass through very

fine wire sieves or wire gauze.

I mixed azote and carbonic acid in different quantities with

explosive mixtures of fire-damp, and I found that even in very

small proportions they diminished the velocity of the inflam-

mation. Azote, when mixed in the proportion of 1 to 6 of

an explosive mixture, containing la of air and 1 of fire-damp,

deprived it of its power of explosion ;
when 1 part of azote

was mixed with 7 of an explosive mixture, only a feeble

blue flame slowly passed through the mixture.

1 part of carbonic acid to 7 of an explosive mixture de-

prived it of the power of exploding ; so that its effects are

more remarkable than those of azote
;

probably, in conse-

quence of its greater capacity for heat, and probably, likewise,

I do not give this result as perfectly exact, as the bore of the metallic tube had

not the same polish as that of the tube of glass.

cMDCCCXVI.
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of a higher conducting power connected with its greater

density.

The consideration of these various facts, led me to adopt a

form of a lamp, in which the flame, by being supplied with

only a limited quantity of air, should produce such a quantity

of azote and carbonic acid, as to prevent the explosion of the

fire-damp, and which, by the nature of its apertures for giving

admittance and exit to the air, should be rendered incapable

of communicating any explosion to the external air.

If in a close lantern, supplied with a small aperture below

and another above, a lighted lamp having a very small wick

be placed, the natural flame gradually diminishes, till it

arrives at a point at which the supply of air is sufficient for

the combustion of a certain small quantity of oil ; if a lighted

taper be introduced into the lantern through a small door in

the side, which is instantly closed, both lights will burn for a

few seconds, and be extinguished together.

A similar phenomenon occurs, if, in a close lantern, supplied

with a quantity of air merely sufficient to support a certain

flame, a mixture of fire-damp and air is gradually admitted,

the first effect of the fire-damp is to produce a larger flame

round that of the lamp, and this flame, consuming the oxy-

gene which ought to be supplied to the flame of the lamp,

and the standard of the power of the air to support flame being

lowered by the admixture of fire-damp and by its rarefaction,

both the flame of the fire-damp and that of the taper are extin-

guished together; and as the air contained a certain quantity

of azote and carbonic acid before the admission of the fire-

damp, their effect, by mixing with it, is such as to prevent an

explosion in any part of the lantern.
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I tried several experiments on the burning of a flame in

atmospheres containing fire-damp. I inclosed a taper in a

little close lantern, having a small aperture below and a

larger one above, of such size that the taper burnt with a

flame a little below its natural size. I placed this lantern, the

taper being lighted, on a stand under a large glass receiver

standing in water, having a curved tube containing a little

water, adapted to its top to confine the air, and which was of

such a capacity as to enable the candle to burn for some

minutes; I then rapidly threw a quantity of fire-damp into the

receiver from a bladder, so as to make the atmosphere in it

explosive. As the fire-damp mixed with the air, the flame

of the taper gradually enlarged, till it half filled the lantern

;

it then rapidly diminished, and was suddenly extinguished

without the slightest explosion. I examined the air of the

receiver after the experiment, and found it highly explo-

sive.

I tried similar experiments, throwing in mixtures of air and

fire-damp, some containing the maximum, and others the

minimum of fire-damp necessary for explosion, and always

with the same satisfactory results. The flame considerably

increased, and was soon extinguished.

I introduced a lighted lantern to which air was supplied by

two glass tubes of of an inch in diameter and half an inch

long, into a large jar containing an explosive mixture of i

part of fire-damp and lo parts of air; the taper burnt at first

with a feeble light, the flame soon became enlarged, and was

then extinguished. I repeated these experiments several

times, and with a perfect constancy of result

It is evident, then, that to prevent explosions in coal mines,

Ca
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it is only necessary to use air-tight lanterns, supplied with air

from tubes or canals of small diameter, or from apertures

covered with wire gauze placed below the flame, through

which explosions cannot be communicated, and having a

chimney at the upper part, on a similar system for carrying

off the foul air ; and common lanterns may be easily adapted

to the purpose, by being made air-tight in the door and sides,

by being furnished with the chimney, and the system of

safety apertures below and above.

The principle being known, it is easy to adopt, and multi-

ply practical applications of it.

The first safe lantern that I had constructed, was made

of tin-plate, and the light emitted through four glass plates in

the sides. The air was admitted round the bottom of the flame

from a number of metallic ^tubes of of an inch in diameter,

and an inch and \ long. The chimney was composed of two

open cones, having a common base perforated with many

small apertures, and fastened to the top of the lantern, which

was made tight in a pneumatic rim containing a little oil; the

upper and lower apertures in the chimney were about ~ of

an inch : the lamp, which was fed with oil, gave a steady

flame of about an inch high and half an inch in diameter.

When the lantern was slowly moved, the lamp continued to

burn, but more feebly, and when it was rapidly moved, it

went out. To obviate this circumstance, I surrounded the

bottom of the lantern with a perforated rim; and this ar-

rangement perfectly answered the end proposed.

I had another chimney fitted to this lantern, furnished with

a number of safety tin-plate tubes of the sixth of an inch in

diameter and two inches long : but they diminished consi-
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derably the size of the flame, and rendered it more liable to

go out by motion ;
and the following experiments appear to

show, that if the diameter of the upper orifice of the chimney

be not very large, it is scarcely possible that any explosion

produced by the flame can reach it.

I threw into the safe lantern with the common chimney, a

mixture of 15 parts of air and 1 of fire-damp : the flame was

immediately greatly enlarged, and the flame of the wick

seemed to be lost in the larger flame of the fire-damp. I

placed a lighted taper above the orifice of the chimney'*, it

was immediately extinguished, but without the slightest pre-

vious increase of its flame, and even the wick instantly lost

its fire by being plunged into the chimney.

I introduced a lighted taper into a close vessel containing

15 parts of air and 1 of gas from the distillation of coal, suf-

fered it to burn out in the vessel, and then analyzed the gas.

After the carbonic acid was separated, it appeared by the test

of nitrous gas to contain nearly ^ of of its original quantity

of oxygene ; but detonation with a mixture of equal parts of

hydrogene and oxygene proved that it contained no sensible

quantity of carburetted hydrogene gas.

It is evident, then, that when in the safe lantern
j the air

gradually becomes contaminated with fire-damp, this fire-

damp will be consumed in the body of the lantern ; and that

the air passing through the chimney, cannot contain any in-

flammable mixture.

I made a direct experiment on this point. I gradually threw

an explosive mixture of fire-damp and air into the safe lantern

from a bladder furnished with a tube which opened by a large

aperture above the flame ;
the flame became enlarged, and
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by a rapid jet of gas I produced an explosion in the body of

the lantern ; there was not even a current of air through the

safety tubes at the moment, and the flame did not appear to

reach above the lower aperture of the chimney ; and the ex-

plosion merely threw out from it a gust of foul air.

The second safety lantern that I have had made is upon the

same principle as the first, except that instead of tubes, safety

canals are used, which consist of close concentric hollow me-

tallic cylinders of different diameters, and placed together so

as to form circular canals of the diameter of from ^ to ^ of

an inch, and an inch and long, by which air is admitted in

much larger quantities than by the small tubes. In this ar-

rangement there is so free a circulation of air, that the chim-

ney likewise may be furnished with safety canals.

I have had lanips made for this kind of lantern which

stand on the outside, and which may be supplied with oil and

cotton without any necessity of opening the lantern; and in

this case the chimney is soldered to the top, and the lamp is

screwed into the bottom, and the wick rises above the air

canals.

I have likewise had glass lamps with a single wick, and

argand lamps made on the same principle, the chimney

being of glass covered with a metallic top containing the

safety canals, and the air entering close to the flame through

the circular canals.

The third kind of safe lamp or lantern, and which is by far

the most simple, is a close lamp or lantern into which the air

is admitted, and from which it passes, through apertures

covered with brass wire gauze of of an inch in thickness,

the apertures of which should not be more than of an
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inch; this stops explosions as well as long tubes or canals,

and yet admits of a free draught of air.

Having succeeded in the construction of safe lanterns and

lamps, equally portable with common lanterns and lamps,

which afforded sufficient light, and which bore motion per-

fectly well, I submitted them individually to practical tests,

by throwing into them explosive atmospheres of fire-damp

and air. By the natural action of the flame drawing air

through the air canals, from the explosive atmosphere, the

light was uniformly extinguished; and when an explosive

mixture was forcibly pressed into the body of the lamp, the

explosion was always stopped by the safety apertures, which

may be said figuratively to act as a sort of chemicalfire sieves

in separating flame from air. But I was not contented with

these trials, and I submitted the safe canals, tubes, and wire

gauze fire sieves, to much more severe tests : I made them the

medium of communication between a large glass vessel filled

with the strongest explosive mixture of carburetted hydro-

gene and air, and a bladder i or full of the same mixture,

both insulated from the atmosphere. By means of wires

passing near the stop-cock of the glass vessel, I fired the

explosive mixture in it by the discharge of a Leyden jar.

The bladder always expanded at the moment the explosion

was made ;
a contraction as rapidly took place; and a lambent

flame played round the mouths of the safety apertures, open

in the glass vessel
;
but the mixture in the bladder did not

explode : and by pressing some of it into the glass vessel,

so as to'make it replace the foul air, and subjecting it to the

electric spark, repeated explosions were produced, proving

the perfect security of the safety apertures ; even when acted
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on by a much more powerful explosion than could possibly

occur from the introduction of air from the mines.

These experiments held good whatever was the propor-

tions of the explosive mixture and whatever was the size of

the glass vessel, ( no one was ever used containing more than

a quart) provided as many as 12 metallic tubes were used of

y of an inch in diameter, and 2|- inches long ; or provided the

circular metallic canals, were ^ of an inch in diameter, i.y of

an inch deep, and at least 2 inches in circumference
; or pro-

vided the wire gauze hadapertures ofonly^^ofan inch. When
IS metallic tubes were employed as the medium of commu-

nication, y of an inch in diameter and an inch long, the ex-

plosion was communicated by them into the bladder. Four

glass tubes of the of an inch in diameter and 2 inches

long, did not communicate the explosion ; but one of this

diameter and length produced the effect. The explosion was

stopped by a single tube of an inch in diameter, when it

was 3 inches long, but not when it was 2 inches long.

The explosionwas stopped by the metallic gauze of when

it was placed between the exploding vessel and the bladder,

though it did not present a surface of more than half a square

inch, and the explosive mixture in the bladder in passing

through it to supply the vacuum produced in the glass vessel,

burnt on the surface exposed to the glass vessel for some

seconds, producing a murmuring noise.

A circular canal — of an inch in diameter, an inch and a

* These results appear at first view contradictory to those mentioned page 9. But

it must be kept in view that the first set of experiments were made in tubes open in

the air, and the last in tubes exposed to the whole force of air explosion, and con-

nected only with close vessels filled with explosive mixtures.
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half in circumference, and 1-5% of an inch deep, communicated

explosion, but four concentric canals, of the same depth and

diameter, and of which the smallest was two inches in dia-

meter, and separated from each other only by their sides,

which were of brass, and about of an inch in thickness, did

not suffer the explosion to act through them.

It would appear then, that the smaller the circumference

of the canal, that is the nearer it approaches to a tube, the

greater must be its depth, or the less its diameter to render

it safe.

I did not perceive any difference in these experiments, when

the metals of the apertures were warmed by repeated explo-

sions ;
it is probable, however, that considerable elevation of

temperature would increase the power of the aperture to pass

the explosion ; but the difference between the temperature

of flame, and that marked on our common mercurial scale,

is so great that the addition of a few degrees of heat pro-

bably does not diminish perceptibly the cooling power of a

metallic surface, with regard to flame.

By diminishing the diameter of the air canals, their power

of passing the explosion is so much diminished that their depth

and circumference may be brought extremely low. I found

that flame would not pass through a canal of the fo

inch in diameter, when it was of an inch deep, and forming

a cylinder of only ^ of an inch in circumference; and a num-

ber of apertures of -jio of an inch are safe when their depth

is equal to their diameter. It is evident from these facts,

that metallic doors, or joinings in lamps, may be easily made

safe by causing them to project upon and fit closely to paral-

lel metallic surfaces.

MDCCCXVI, D
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Longitudinal air canals of metal may, I find, be employed

with the same security as circular canals
; and a few pieces

of tin-plate soldered together with wires to regulate the dia-

meter of the canal, answer the purpose of the feeder or safe

chimney, as well as drawm cylinders of brass.

' A candle will burn in a lantern or glass tube made safe with

metallic gauze, as well as in the open air
; I conceive, how-

ever, that oil lamps, in which the wick will always stand at

the same height, will be preferred.

But the principle applies to every kind of light, and its

entire safety is demonstrated.

When the fire-damp is so mixed with the external atmo-

sphere as to render it explosive, the light in the safe lantern

or lamp will be extinguished, and warning will be given to

the miners to withdraw from, and to ventilate, that part of

the mine.

If it be necessary to be in a part of the mine where the

fire-damp is explosive, for the purpose of clearing the work-

ings, taking away pillars of coal, or other objects, the work-

men may be lighted by a fire made of charcoal, which burns

without flame, or by the steel mill, though this does not

afford such entire security from danger as the charcoal fire.

It is probable, that when explosions occur from the sparks

from the steel mill, the mixture of the fire-damp is in the

proportion required to consume all the oxygene of the air,

for it is only in about this proportion that explosive mixtures

can be fired by electrical sparks from a common machine.

As the wick may be moved without communication between

the air in the safe lantern or lamp and the atmosphere, there

is no danger in trimming or feeding them ; but they should be
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lighted in a part of the mine where there is no fire-damp, and

by a person charged with the care of the lights : and by these

inventions, used with such simple precautions, there is every

reason to believe a number of lives will be saved, and much

misery prevented. Where candles are employed in the open

air in the mines, life is extinguished by the explosion ;
with

the safe lantern or safe lamp the light is only put out, and

no other inconvenience will occur.

It does not appear, by what I have learnt from the miners,

that breathing, an atmosphere containing a certain mixture of

fire-damp near or even at the explosive point, is attended with

any bad consequence. I ascertained that a bird lived in a

mixture of equal parts of fire-damp and air ;
but he soon

began to show symptoms of suffering. I found a slight head

ache produced by breathing for a few minutes an explosive

mixture of fire-damp and air : and if merely the health of
V

the miners be considered, the fire-damp ought always to be

kept far below' the point of its explosive mixture.

Miners sometimes are found alive in a mine after an explo-

sion has taken place ; this is easily explained, when it is

considered that the inflammation is almost always limited to a

particular spot, and that it mixes the residual air with much

common air; and supposing i of fire-damp to 13 of air to be
* exploded, there will still remain nearly ~ of the original quan-

tity of oxygene in the residual gas : and in some experiments,

made 16 years ago, I found that an animal lived, though with

suffering, for a short time, in a gas containing 100 parts of

azote, 14, parts of carbonic acid, and 7 parts of oxygene.
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Explanation of the Plate.

Plate I.

Fig. 1. Represents the safe lantern, with its air-feeder and

chimney furnished with safety metallic canals. It contains

about a quart of air. The sides are of horn or glass, made

air tight by putty or cement. A. is the lamp through which

the circular air-feeding canals pass : they are 3 concentric

hollow cylinders, distant from each other of an inch : the

smallest is 2-| inches in circumference ; their depth is 2 inches.

B. is the chimney, containing 4 such canals, the smallest 2

inches in circumference : above it is a hollow cylinder, with

a cap to prevent dust from passing into the chimney. C. is

the hole for admitting oil. D. is a long canal containing a

wire by which the wick is moved or trimmed. E. is the tube

forming a connection between the reservoir of oil and the

chamber that supplies the wick with oil, F. is the rim round

the bottom of the lantern to enable it to bear motion.

Fig- 2. Is the lamp of Fig. 1., of its natural size, the re-

ferences to the letters are the same.

Fig. 3. Is a common chimney which may be used in the

lantern ; but the safety chimney doubles security.

Fig. 4. Exhibits the safety concentric canals or fire sieves,

which if —r of an inch in diameter, must not be less than 2

inches in exterior circumference and 1.7 inch high.

Fig. 5. Exhibits the longitudinal safe canals or fire sieves.

Fig. 6. Exhibits a safe lamp having a glass chimney covered

with tin-plate, and the safety apertures in a cylinder with a

covering above: the lower partis the same as in the lantern.
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Fig. 7. An argand lamp of similar construction, with safe

air canals without the flame, and metallic gauze apertures

within.

Fig. 8. A tin-plate chimney top for the lamp, made safe

by metallic gauze.

Fig. 9. A metallic gauze safe lamp. AAA. Screens of

metallic gauze orflame sieves. BB. Wires for trimming the

wick.

Fig. 10 A glass tube furnished \n\X\\ flame sieves^ in which

a common candle may be burnt. A A. The flame sieves.

B. A little plate of metal to prevent the upper flame sieve

from being acred on by the current of hot air.

The lamps burn brighter the higher the chimney.

From my experiments it appears, that a mere narrow throat

and opening to the metallic part of the chimney, is sufficient

to prevent explosions from passing through the lamp, suppos-

ing them possible ; but with the safety canals or metallic

gauze in the chimney the security is absolute.

The circular canals and the apertures covered with metallic

gauze, are so much superior to tubes in practical application,

that I have no doubt of their being generally used ; I have q
therefore given no sketch of the first safe lantern I had con-

structed with tubes ; but substituting tubes for canals it is

exactly the same, as that represented Fig. 1.
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APPENDIX.

L In the beginning of my inquiries I had another close lantern

made, which may be called the fire-valve lantern. In this, the can-

dle or lamp burns with its full quantity of air, admitted from an

aperture below, till the air begins to be mixed with fire-damp

;

when, as the fire-damp increases the flame, a thermometrical

spring at the top of the lantern, made of brass and steel, riveted

together, and in a curved form, expands, moves a valve in the

chimney, diminishes the circulation of air, and extinguishes the

flame; but I did not pursue this invention, after I had discovered the

properties of the fire-damp, on which the safe lantern is f ainded.

2. The safety of close lamps or lanterns may probably be likewise

secured by sieves made of asbestus, or possibly even hair or silk,

placed over the air apertures : but metallic gauze will be necessary

above in the chimney. I have little doubt but that windows of

fine metallic gauze may be used for giving light in lanterns, with

perfect security
;
perhaps for the chimney it may be worth while to

have fine silver plated wire gauze made.

3. The expansive powers of the fire-damp during its explosion,

are so small as to render no precautions, with respect to the thick-

ness of the glass or horn in the lamps or lanterns, necessary,
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II. An account of an invention for giving light in explosive mix-

tures of fire-damp in coal mines, by consuming thefire-damp.

By Sir Humphry Davy, XL. D. F. R. S. V. P. R. I.

Read January ii, 1816.

I HAVE already had the honor of communicating to the Royal

Society an account of a safe light, which becomes extinguished

when introduced into very explosive mixtures of fire-damp

;

in this communication I shall describe a light which will burn

in any explosive mixture of fire-damp, and the light of which

arises from the combustion of the fire-damp itself.

The invention consists in covering or surrounding the flame

of a lamp or candle by a wire sieve
;
the coarsest that I have

tried with perfect safety contained 625 apertures in a square

inch, and the wire was ^ of an inch in thickness, the finest

6400 apertures in a square inch, and the wire was of an

inch in diameter.

When a lighted lamp or candle screwed into a ring sol-

dered to a cylinder of wire gauze, having no apertures, except

those of the gauze or safe apertures, is introduced into the

most explosive mixture of carburetted hydrogene and air, the

cylinder becomes filled with a bright flame, and this flame

continues to burn as long as the mixture is explosive. When
the carburetted hydrogene is to the air as 1 to 12, the flame

of the wick appears within the flame of the fire-damp
; when

the proportion is as high as 1 to 7, the flame of the wick

disappears.
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When the thickest wires are used in the gauze, it becomes

strongly red hot, particularly at the top, but yet no explosion

takes place. The flame is brighter the larger the apertures

of the gauze ; and the cylinder of 62,5 apertures to the square

inch, gives a most brilliant light in a mixture of one part

of gas from the distillation of coal, and 7 parts of air
;
the

lower part of the flame is green, the middle purple, and the

upper part blue.

I have tried cylinders of 6400 apertures to the square inch,

in mixtures of oxygene and carburetted hydrogene, and even

in mixtures of oxygene and hydrogene; and though the wire

became intensely red hot, yet explosions never took place

;

the combustion was entirely limited to the interior of the lamp.

In all these experiments there was a noise like that pro-

duced by the burning of hydrogene gas in open tubes

These extraordinary and unexpected results lead to many

enquiries respecting the nature and communication of flame

;

but my object, at present, is only to point out their application

to the use of the collier.

All that he requires to ensure security, are small wire

cages^ to surround his candle or his lamp, which may be

made for a few pence, and of which various modifications

may be adopted ;
and the application of this discovery will

not only preserve him from the fire-damp, but enable him to

apply it to use, and to destroy it at the same time that it gives

him an useful light.

• Fig. II. PI. I. represents this contrivance.
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III. On the developement of exponential functions ; together with

several new theorems relating to finite differences. By John

Frederick W. Herschel, Esq. F. R. S.

Read December 14,, 1815.

In the year 1772, Lagrange, in a Memoir, published among

those of the Berlin Academy, announced those celebrated

theorems expressing the connection between simple exponen-

tial indices, and those of differentiation and integration. The
demonstration of those theorems, although it escaped their

illustrious discoverer, has been since accomplished by many

analysts, and in a great variety of ways. Laplace set the

first example in two Memoirs presented to the Academy of

Sciences,* and may be supposed in the course of these

researches, to have caught the first hint of the Calcul des

Fonctions Generatrices with which they are so intimately

connected
; as, after an interval of two years, another demon-

stration of them, drawn solely from the principles of that

calculus appeared, together with the calculus itself, in the

memoirs of the Academy. This demonstration, involving,

however, the passage from finite to infinite, is therefore

(although preferable perhaps in a systematic arrangement,

where all is made to flow from one fundamental principle)

less elegant
; not on account of any confusion of ideas, or

want of evidence
; but, because the ideas of finite and infinite,

as such, are extraneous to symbolic language, and, if we

* Mem. des Savans Etrangers, 1773. p. 535.—Mem. del’Acad. 1772. p. io2»
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would avoid their use, much circumlocution, as well as very

unwieldy formulae must be introduced. Arbogast also, in

his work on derivations, has given two most ingenious

demonstrations of them, and added greatly to their gene-

rality ; and lastly, Dr. Brinkley has made them the subject

of a paper in the Transactions of this Society,* to which I

shall have occasion again to refer. Considered as insulated

truths, unconnected with any other considerable branch of

analysis, the method employed by the latter author seems

the most simple and elegant which could have been devised.

It has however the great inconvenience of not making us

acquainted with the bearings and dependencies of these

important theorems, which, in this instance, as in many

others, are far more valuable than the mere formulas.

The theorems above referred to are comprehended in the

equation.

or, more generally

/(i+A)m_^=/ 0>)

where the A applies to the variation of and the D to the

functional characteristic u\ and where n may have any value

whatever.

Taking these theorems for granted, I shall observe, that,

in their present form, they are but abridged expressions of

their meaning, and that to become practically useful, their

second members must be developed in a series of the powers

of Ax.D. This part of their theory has been most beautifully

and satisfactorily treated by Laplace in the case of = — l

* Phil- Trans. jSoy. I,
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(one of the most important). Unfortunately, his method

turns upon an artifice which, although remarkably ingenious,

fails to afford us any satisfaction except in this particular case;

and I am not aware that his researches have since extended

beyond it. The essay of Dr. Brinkley (the only author I

have met with who has attempted the general problem) goes

to the bottom of the difficulty, and leads to a formula which,

considering the complex nature of the subject, must be

allowed to be far more simple than could have been ex-

pected. It is often, however, advantageous to undertake the

solution of the same problem by different methods. The

excellent geometer I have mentioned, has adopted one which

appears at first sight very inartificial. It consists in expanding

the second member of the equation {a) reduced to the form

by the well-known theorem for raising a multinomial to the

n*’' power. The difficulties and apparent obstacles which this

method presents, he has overcome or eluded by a singularly

acute discussion of the combinations of the various numerical

coefficients and their powers. But it is obvious that this

method, applied to the more general equation (/>), would lead

into details of extreme complexity. This consideration in-

duced me to begin with that equation, regarding the other as

a particular case of it ;
and I have thus arrived at a general

and highly interesting formula (equation
( 2 )

of the following

pages) hitherto, I believe, totally unnoticed, and which in the

particular case of the equation (a), when n is a positive

integer, affords precisely the same result as Dr. Brinkley

has given : when n^ however, is negative, it yields an expres-
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sion widely differing from his in point of form (though of

course affording the same numerical results) and which in

the most important case, where w=— i
,
takes a form of

greater simplicity than any I am yet aware of.

I purpose then to consider the second member of (b) as

developed in a series of powers of A:r. D (which for the sake

of brevity we will denote by t). If then we suppose

/(f<)=A„+A'i+A/+ &c.

we shall have

A -
1.2 X . dt ^

where t =. o after the differentiations

o

Now, it is easy to see that
dt^

will, by performing the

operations indicated, assume the form

Dy(/)+ &c.

K
^

being a certain numerical coefficient, depending on an

equation of differences

,

=
whose complete integral is

XT r* ^ r* (3'— I ( i \ if! P
K. —^C • y C • t

-- —i— ij • iV*^ix,y y y—^ I
' ' w—

Cy being an arbitrary function of y, to determine which we
have only to consider that ^ is always, necessarily, unity

;

and consequently

c,.^-_c,_..<±^+ (-iff c„.

Now, we know that

1.2 .. . .
(x—l)

-Ilf. ^ &C. = 1.2 .... 4;
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that is,

1 .

2

X
X

1.2.,.. (j:— i)
Ifziili 4. &c. = 1

whence it is plain that

and of course that

K =— ' .-.-i——
x,y 1.2 y

1-2 ;y

’

where denotes the first term of the differences of

the terms of a series 0*, 1*, s*', &c. We have then making

I
^ • • 1.2.. ..X

If we separate the symbols of operation from those of quan-

tity, the second member of this equation may be much more

elegantly written as follows :

pA (Da)2
,

(Da)^ ^ . /.AItH

—

--r
referring the D to the functional characteristic/*, and the A
to the 0 and its powers.-— Or, we may throw it into the fol-

lowing form,

Upon this, we have to observe— first, that the addition of the

term/ (1) at the beginning of the series within the brackets

makes no difference in the result ; adding only to it the term

/(i)xo
, which vanishes of itself: and, in the next place,

that we are at liberty to suppose the series continued to

infinity

;

as every term beyond y A * 0 * vanishes, owing
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to the well-known jDroperty of the functions

&c., each of which is equal to zero. Our series

then becomes

{/(l) o*=/(i+a)o*

and we have therefore

/(/)=/(! )+4'/ (2)

In applying this series to any particular case we have only to

develope/(i+Aj in powers of A: then striking out the first

term, as well as all those where the exponent of A is higher

than that of t, to apply each of the remaining ones imme-

diately before the annexed power of 0, and the developement

is then in a form adapted to numerical computation. This

formula may be also farther compressed into

/(/) = /(i+A)/'*; (3)

by simply writing it as follows :

/(/)=/(i+A){'+ V+'-^+

I shall notice one more form in which the same ^sult may

be exhibited. If we continue the series (1), as before, to

infinity, and add the term 1 at its commencement, it becomes

whence, we obtain

/(/)=/(!) +T-^

or, attending carefully to the application of the symbols

/(,')=/T^+T + ^’+ }

A.D + o.t
7(1); (4)

We will now proceed to spply these results to the actual
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developement of equation [a). And, first, in the case where

n\s dL positive integer, we have

/(/)=(/-!)"; /(i) = (i-ir.
consequently,

/(i+a)=(i+a-i)"= a"

wherefore the equation (2) becomes

ft ^ \U t .71
I . 71 'i t Q / \

(f —1) =y*A ^ +t:^A (5).

of which the first n— 1 vanish of themselves.

Let us next consider the formula (/— 1

—

n being a

negative integer. As this function, when developed, must

evidently contain the negative powers of t, as far as we
first throw it into the form

, or its equal

supposing then/(f^) = { -713^ }
", we shall have by applying

the equation (s)

{ 77^1

&c.; (6).

All that now remains to be done is, to develope the func-

tion
| |

” in powers of A. When n = i, the deve-

lopement is well known to be

---- 4-^"- &c
*

Hence, if we suppose

—— = ~-l- &c.

we shall have

B 0 ^
X A
f AO^ A-0^

,
, A* 0 ^—

'T ±7Ti^’ ( 7 ).
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and in general, if

we shall have

B flog.
{
i+a)|»—
A ( 8 ).

The coefficient of in the function
|
", deve-

loped in powers of A, is evidently

d^+n. ( log , i )

«

I. 2
(
JT + m].

t being made = i after the differentiations Now we easily

find, that the expression

J7^+«
After executing the operations indicated must take the form

. log. ”"“*A .(log.

tx -{ n

and the equations which determine A ,
&c. are

’'-'K+^= -{^+n)”-^K
= - (»+») -"“X+Cw-i

A^^, = - (.r+«).A^+ 1, >A,

The integration of these equations is attended with no diffi-

culty, and gives for the value of A^ (the only one wanted)

as followk ;

f — iV 1.2 (x-^n— i). S_i_ S _L_

where there are {n— i )
signs of integration

;

included under each. If now we suppose

S S_l_
x-\-n

a constant being

T + -

7 +--

T^ + r? + r, +

-=5
• • • •
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and so on, we shall have no difficulty in convincing ourselves

that

A^== (x + ;z— 1). S }

All the constants vanishing but that added at the first inte-

gration which is equal to 1.2. .. . n. When t = 1, the expres-

sion for ^ reduces itself to A ,
and therefore the co-

efficient of A"" will become

(-i)-
l.Z n M—

I

S'/—!—}
\ I JX -\‘fi
1.

We are thus conducted to the following value of

«o fAo* M— i^C I 7 w— IQ.C I 7

—^'1 , >

The cases where w = 1 and n =?, are the only ones of suffi-

cient importance to merit a more particular consideration. In

the former, we have already in our equation (7) given the

expression for 'B or B . Its alternate, even values (the

signs alone excepted) are those numbers so well known in

analysis by the name of the “ Numbers of Bernouilli,^' and

among the variety of expressions they admit, I know of none

so compendious, or so readily computed arithmetically. In-

deed, to compute the higher numbers of Bernouilli directly

has always been attended with some labour. If we examine

the values of B
,
B

, B ,
&c., we shall observe that all the

0 I 2

odd ones (with the exception of B^ == •— vanish: as indeed

may easily be shown a priori from the nature of the function

t

t*-—\
*

A considerable simplification of the latter case takes place

owing to this circumstance : the alternate values of ®B^ being

MDCCCXVI. F
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susceptible of an expression by means of those of 'B : In

fact, the odd values of B vanishing (except B ), we have

= + + B^ + &c.)}‘

and, comparing the coefficients of in the two members

of this equation, we obtain

Hence this remarkable theorem,

(10)

which may also be regarded as affording another general ex-

pression for the numbers of Bernouilli.

Laplace has shown that the developement of the function

may be derived from that of and that, if the coeffi-

cient of V' in the developement of the latter be represented

by it will be — in that of the former. Now, by the

application of our equation (2), we find that

{,-iir“iTr+4idr.}''>+s-s*}’»-+‘!‘'i I”)

Making then ?z=i, we find for the value of ax—i

-
I

A-2^-3 a* + ±
I

0

^X—l 1.2 {x— l). 2"

and consequently the coefficient of t* in will be

1
2
^“^ A—2^“^ A* + ± A^—*

I

0^“*

1.2 l). 2*. (2^^— l)

Dr. Brinkley has arrived at the same result.

(12)

The computation of the functions ”
iTTI }

^ ^ •

is attended with very little difficulty ;
for, if we multiply toge-

ther successively the terms 1+ 2 -{- 2), 3 -f- 2;, &c. and call
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the co-efficient of in the product (,r), we shall have

j;— n+
•••••• IV

and, as every value of S

wanted, the principal part of the work consists in calculating

the first n terms of the successive products, which, (being

derived from one another) except n is considerable, is attended

with very little trouble.

The remarkable form of our equation (2) enables us to ex-

hibit a variety of properties of the functions comprehended

under the expression A” 0*, some of the principal of which I

shall now proceed to notice.

Suppose/ (/) = a^~\~ . t /* -}- &c.

Then, as we have shown,

f{i±A)o\= (13)

from which we find

f {1 A) 0^ = 1.2 (^4*)

If then the developement of/(/) be given, we are enabled to

assign the value off (1 + A)o"" in functions of x, and the con-

verse. It is scarcely necessary, however, to remark, that the

extent of these equations is not limited to cases in which the

actual developement of/(i A )
in powers of A \s practicable

,

or in which the form of/is known, or even dependent on

analytical relations. >

Let us suppose a function F(f), and any two others/(^)

and /' (^), so related that

F(i)=/( 0-/'(0
Let also

F (0 = -|- Aj . t -f f &c.

F 2

V
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a similar notation being used, for f{t) and/ (/), changing

only A into a and a'. It is evident then, that

h. =^a .a* 4- a . a' ,a! .

In this equation, substituting for A &c., their values drawn

from (13), we find

F( 1

+

aK=/(i+A>VX 1

+

A)o-+^/( 1+ A)oV>(1+

“f” &C.

This equation may be abbreviated, upon the principles we
have all along adopted, by a very simple and convenient arti-

fice of notation, viz. by applying an accent to one of the A and

also to the corresponding 0 ; these accents not altering the

meaning of the symbols, but solely pointing out those which

are to be applied to one another. The second number of this

equation then becomes

/(l+A)oV'(l+A')o'« +^/(i+A)o./'
(
1 +A')0'^—+&C.

in which the symbols of operation may now, without confu-

sion^ be separated from those of quantity, when it will take

the form

/ ( 1 A ) */ ( 1 + A'
) 1

0'^ -
1
" . 0. &c. }

And our equation becomes

F(i+a>'=/(i+A) ./' (i+a'){o+o'}'; (15)

We must here notice, that the second member of this equation

is precisely what the first would become, if, instead of F(i-f-A)

we had written/
( 1 + A

) ./ ( 1 -j“ A), its equivalent^ and in-

stead of .7 the symbolic expression 0 -j- 0 which is equal to it

in quantity, and then applied the former A to the former 0,

and the latter to the latter, by the method of accentuation
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above explained. Pursuing this idea, let us suppose F(i) to

be decomposable into any number of factors/ ( if ),/'

&c., and by executing the same mechanical process on the

expression F (i a)o*, we resolve it into

/(l + A)./'(l +A').-&C. |o+ o'+o" + &c.p.

A moment's attention to the method by which (15) was ori-

ginally derived, will convince us that (attending to the proper

application of the symbols) we are at liberty to develope the

expression ^^0 o' o'

'

&c. and thus we have the

equation

F(i+A)o*=/( i+a)/'(i+A').&c.
I
o+o'+&c.p (16')

Should any one of the functions / (i-j- A), &c., be of the

form
(
i-|-a)^ any term multiplied by o' in the developement

of
I
0 -j- 0' -j- &c.

I""
will acquire the coefficient (1 -f- A)'^ o\

which, being, by (14), the coefficient of V in the develope-

ment of (1 + i— 1 y, or fy multiplied into 1.2.3 evi-

dently equal to Now it is the same thing whether we
write k* for ( 1 -f- A 0* after the developement, or at once

strike out (1 + A)^ and for 0 write k previously to it. Hence

we conclude that

( i-f-A)lF(i-f-A)o"=/(l-(-A)/'( i+A').&c.-[^-|-o-l-o'-|-&c.

(17)
where, as before, F(^) =ff) >f{t). &c.

The expression /(i -j-A)o'' is susceptible of a somewhat

varied form, deducible from the identical equation

1

/U')=/{U"V}
The coefficient of i* in the second member of this is equal to

that of in/{ {/Y] multiplied by that is, by (13), to
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I /

1

(i+ and thus we obtain

il^
' X.Z

/|(i + a)”}o« = M'»^/(i + a)o’'; (i8)

From this equation it is easy to derive the two following

0 = {/(i + A) +/(,-:^)}o“— ; (I9 j

0 = {f(i + ^) ( 30 )

Let/(/) be a rational, integral, finite function of t, and

suppose it to contain the powers of r, &c.
; it is evi-

dent then that we shall have, by (14,)

/(i+a)o‘'= o;
( 21 )

in every case except where x is equal to either of the num-

bers p, q, r, &c. The following forms of/ satisfy this condition

f{t) = (log. «)”

/(O=‘L(0+ *L{f}

/(0 = ”L(i + «) + (-i)-; ”Lp +.1}

/(0 = ’‘C(i)-(-i)»«c||}

or, lastly, the sums, powers, or products of any of these forms,

any how combined.* The excepted values of x, are—for

the first of these forms, x = n—for the second, jr=2,

and for the third and fourth, jr= /z, or — 2, — 4, &c. Also

.from the general theorems delivered by Mr. Spence, we find

for the value of/(i -j- a)o«-“2^ (which comprehends all the

excepted cases) in the third and fourth of the above forms re-

spectively (2) and ^x+iQ
(1 ).

It may not be uninteresting to descend to a few more par-

ticular applications of these general theorems. If we suppose

• Logarithmic transcendents, pages 45, 69.
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f (^):=(log. /)”, n being a positive integer, we have

and consequently, by equation (14),

jlog. (i-fA)|«o*==o ; (22).

in every case but where w=n, when it becomes 1. 2 .... If

7v=:i, this becomes

" = -1 r + ±—-
( 23 )-

in every case but where a?==i

Ifwe take/ = y , or /* we find in the same way

i=A^o^— A^“"^
......+Ao* (24).

Again, let ff) = then will/(/) = sec (;^)j
^^^d as

the coefficient of in sec. 9 is (as Euler has shown
^2X+ Z 2X-^l

^2X+l * ^ (1 )>

that of f* in sec. -j— will be

^zx+i ( )•

which, compared with the expression /( » + a)
^
gives

1*2« •

r _ ) 1

2 .T-l- I J ^ V

C(i)= (—if.lli Cor’;

which seems the most compendious form in which this com-

plicated function is capable of being exhibited in finite terms,

as well as the most easy of computation in any insulated case.

If/(0 =-7^--7^. we have/(/)=tan -4=, and
V_i * +* V—

I

^
I ^ ^2X—

I

2^—1 1.2 [2X—l)' I-J-{I+A)*

® Calc. difFerentialis. ^•*'4-^ C(i) is used to denote the series
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But the coefficient oi Mn tan IS

(-^r? I
2®*'— l).

B
2 {

Z.r)
^ 2X—1

where B here denotes the ixf^ in order of the numbers ot
ZX 1

Bernouilli. Equating these two values, we find

B = (
1 )*'. zx —

; (3&).

We will now proceed to consider the developement of any

function of the form

u=J{e\ &c.)

t, t’i t”, See. being any number of independent variables. The

coefficient of /*. t'-^. /"*. &c. being denoted by ,
we

have

y> 1.2 XX j- ‘ * -y X See. X dt". di!\ &c.

Now, regarding as a function of /, we have

^“=/(i+A, &c.)0'

Again, considering this as a function of /, we obtain

dt=‘. dt 'ŷ
=/( l+A, l+A', A &c.) 0".

(the accents over the A, and o, indicating, as before, the

application of the symbols)—and so on. Thus we find

^+y+»+&c.^ _ j gjp )
0* oV 0-/.. &c.

dt=‘. dfy. dt"^. Sec.

and of course,

^ /(I+A , 1 + A*. I+A", &c.) 0^ o'>. o"”. Sec.

( 27-)
X, y, z. Sec. i . . . . xxi . • • • yxi Sec.

Laplace has shown,* that, in any function ^^^ y^^^ sec .

y, z, Sec. if oc be made to vary by cc,y by /3 ,
&c. simultaneously,

the following equation, analogous to (<2) wjll hold good ;

* Theorie Analytique des Probabilites, p. 70.
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n
A U

f &c.K dx^^dy^
X, y, z. Sec. L i X, y, z. Sec* • • • • • V )

Hence the function to be developed is

{;. V'./'. &c. —1|“

n being a positive or negative integer

In the former case, the coefficient of &c. is

|(i + a). (i + a'). &c. _I 0*'. o'/. &c.

\.i. . . .X X 1. 7. . . . . y X Sec.

that is, developing the numerator

|(
i + A )". (1 + a')". &c. — I + a )"r ^ &C.+ &c.

I
o*'. o'/, &c.

1. 2 X X i 2 ‘ • -y X &c.

Now,
(

0^ = n"',
(
1+a')’^ o'y=n^, &c. and thus the

numerator of this expression becomes,

+ ^ + + See.n

(38).

= A“o
and the coefficient of t"". P. &c. therefore becomes

A H •^r+3'+ &C.A ” 0 ' ^
\.z ... .X X i.2.,,.;yx &c. X, y, Sec.'

In the latter case, where the exponent is negative (==— ?^)

the function to be developed is

p+ &c.

the coefficient of P. P. &c. in the latter part of this expres-

sion, is

riog. ( (
i +A )•

{
1 + A' ). &c. \ ”

'J ___L — L i />* n':

( ( 1+ A)(I + AO- &C. — I
J

0*. 0 ^. Sec.

1.2 ATX I* 2 . . . . , ;y X Sec.

Now, let us for an instant suppose the expression

y . * » • t

J"log. |(I + A)(I + A'). &c.|

A)(i + A')- &c. - I
J

GMDCCCXVr.
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developed in a series of powers of (i+a)( i+a'). &c. con-

tinued both ways to infinity, (which is evidently possible)

and let K( 1+A)'. &c. be any term of the deve-

lopement The corresponding term in the above coefficient

will be K(i-4-a)*o*.
(
i+a)^ o^. &c. >that is, K. i’‘. P. &c.

or K. But it is plain that the performance of the

same operations on
|

' ^ would have led

to the same result : and we may therefore conclude that the

numerator of [e) is rightly represented by this latter ex-

pression, whose value w'^ehave already determined (equations

8, and 9). The coefficient therefore of V‘. t'y. &c. in the

developement of { ..t'.V L-,
n
B
'Ar-f3>+&c,

A Jk ———I m< tm m “ )•••••••• ••«( )

X, y, &c. I X XI jx \ ^ y

i>and’ the Same reasoning may be applied to any function of

/• &c. whatever.

Analogous theorems to those we have deduced respecting

functions of one variable may easily be deduced from the

value of
^

given in (27). Thus, since

&c.)

we ought to have

^ f\ (
1+ A)”

,
( i-j-A')” ,

&c.
I

0 &c. = n . n^. &c.
'i

,

P /*|l"f“A, 1 -j-A^, &c.
j
0^.0^. &c

( 30 )

which, by assigning particular values to tz, n', &c. affords an

infinite number of theorems analogous to
( 19) and 20).

Similar theorems respecting the product of two or more

functions of /, &c. may be derived. For instance, if
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we shall have

f{{j+A),(i+A')}o*-«'-'=
=/{(l+A),(l+A')}xr{(l+A,),(l+ A/)}(0+0,)'.(o'+0/y,

(31 )
•

This, as well as other analogous theorems, flows with such

facility from the principles above laid down, that it is unne-

cessary, as it would lead me beyond the limits I proposed, to

enter into any detail respecting them.

Let us now consider the developement of a function of the

form /, and %|/ being functional characteristics of a

given form, and denoting the result of n—1 successive

substitutions of for t iii the expression of {t). Let us

then suppose, for brevity’s sake, i]/ (log. (i+ ^)) == (p (t), and

equation (3) will give

JHt) =/<p(A)/'‘ (/)

and for f writing f \|/”
*

again forf writing/^ and for t, p (A) we get

and so on to

|<f.(A("-^l)
I
=/9 (A<'"-‘^)

Collecting, now, the whole result, and, for the sake of con-

venience, inverting the order of the accents, we obtain,

f"^^ (0 ^ (a)£‘^‘?’( A'l+o'-ipf a")+ 0^”
•

^ ^ *(32 )

The second number of this equation, actually developed be-

comes

>S
/<P(A)o“ {<P(A)}*o'^

y

G 2
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S denoting that the sum of all the possible values of the

expression within the brackets is to be taken ; a, (i, , . ,.Vy

(whose number is varying through all integer values,

separately, from o to oo . Now the several factors which

compose this expression are respectively, the coefficients of

i"', f in the developements of/\|/ (i^), (4^0^’ • • • •

(i]y^)‘'. Let these coefficients be represented by

. . , . and we shall find

fr (0 = . “K^ . '‘K,. r }; (S3)
If for instance, (i) = log.—

i
{t), we have

H =/(^ -J- A)o°^
.

1 2 • • « • ^ 1.2 .... j3

,, &C.

whence we obtain

fiog.-n it)= ; (34)

To take another example, let us suppose the developement

of/;J/” (t) were required, where ^ (t) = — i. In this case

‘equation (/) becomes simply

/>(0=/(A)a"^
and the formula in (33) gives

In this case also (33) becomes

(i) = Sf
PyW-A- ....A'- / 1

( )

which gives, if/(^ ==t.

.|, _
,y I

A / X . a'" o'
j , 1

I..../3X I

Now A. 0^ = 1, and if, for the sake of symmetry we write

a, /3, jw, .instead of /3, 7, . . . .y, we shall have
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(0
a“o® X A^o’' X

» X I ... .13 X
0

^ 1 • • • /A

the number of the indices a, (3 ,
[x, being n— i.

It seems hardly necessary, after what has been said, to

notice that the developement of any function, such as

/ {'I'” (0. '4'"' («').&=•}

in which t, i', &c. denote any number of independent vari-

ables, 4^, '4^, &c., any functional characteristics, and n, n\ &c.,

any indices, may be accomplished by the same means—or,

more conveniently, derived from (33) in the same manner as

the formula (27) was obtained from our equation (2)

;

and

the result included in a brief and simple expression. The cases

however are few, where the results afforded appear, if I may
so express it, in their natural form, and it would therefore be

useless at present to extend our views farther in this direction.

Cambridge, Nov. 17 , 1815 .

JOHN F. W. HERSCHEL.
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IV. On new properties of heat, as exhibited in its propagation

along plates ofglass. By David Brewster, LL. D. F. R. S.

Fond, and Edin. In a Letter addressed to the Right Hon,

Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G, C. B. P. R. S,

Read January ii, i8i6.

Dear Sir,
t

In two papers published in the Transactions of the Royal

Society,^ I have given some account of the action of heat in

enabling glass to arrange a beam of light, into two oppo-

sitely polarised pencils, and I have shown that unannealed

glass, in the form of Prince Rupert's drops, possesses dis-

tinct optical axes, and acts upon light like all regularly

crystallized bodies.

My attention was sometime ago recalled to this subject, in

consequence of having discovered that reflection from all the

metals, and total reflection from the second surfaces of trans-

parent bodies, produced the same effect as crystallized plates,

in separating a beam of polarised light into its complementary

tints. I was thus led to believe, that the existence of two oppo-

sitely polarised pencils, and the production of the complemen-

tary colours, were concomitant effects, and I prepared to exa-

mine the truth of this supposition in the case of heated glass.

In my early experiments on this subject, I had not observed

these colours, as I was not then in the possession of a mode

of detecting them, when they formed the lower tints of the

* See Phil. Trans. 1814, p, 436, and 1815, p. i.
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first order of Newton's scale [Opticks, B. II. Part II.) ; but I

have since discovered a method of rendering them in every

case visible,by their effects in modifying the colour of a standard

plate of sulphate of lime.

The results of these experiments, while they confirm the

supposition which I had made, have also led to the discovery

of many singular phenomena, which constitute a new branch

of physics, analogous in its general character to the sciences

of magnetism and electricity. The curious properties of light

and heat, which are explained in the following paper, and the

new views which are unfolded respecting the structure of cry-

stallized bodies, will I trust, attract the notice of the chemist,

the mineralogist, and the natural philosopher; while the variety

and splendour of the phenomena which it embraces, will

recommend it to the attention of those, who value scientific

researches merely as subjects of exhibition or amusement,
I

Sect. I. On the transient effects exhibited during the propagation

of heat along plates of glass, or during its communicationfrotn

glass to surrounding bodies,
^

Proposition I.

When heat is propagated along a plate of glass, its progress is

marked by the communication of a crystalline structure, which

changes its character with the temperature, and which vanishes

when the heat is uniformly diffused over the plate.

If we lay the edge of a plate of glass upon a bar of red

hot iron placed horizontally, and transmit through it a ray of

light polarised in a plane inclined 45° to the horizon, the light

will be depolarised in various degrees in different parts of the

glass. When the temperature is made uniform, the glass plate

loses its property of depolarisation. In order to prove that an
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inequality of temperature is necessary to the developement of

this structure, I held a small plate of glass in a pair of hot

pincers with globular ends. It instantly acquired the depola-

rising structure, and lost it when the diffusion o- the heat be-

came uniform. I then cooled the glass, and held it a second

time in the same pincers, which were now much colder than

before : the depolarising structure was again communicated to

it as formerly.

The same result was obtained when 12 plates of glass

were placed upon a bar of red hot iron.

Proposition II.

fFhen a plate ofglass is brought to an uniform temperature con-'

siderably above that of the atmosphere, the communication of its

heat to the surrounding air, or to other contiguous bodies colder

than itself, is marked by the production of a crystalline structure,

similar to that which is described wider the preceding propo-

sition.

I took three plates of thick mirror glass, and brought them

to an uniform temperature by immersion in boiling water.

In this state they exercised no action upon polarised light
; but

when their edges were placed upon a mass of cold iron, the

inequality of temperature, occasioned by the abstraction of

their heat, produced a crystalline structure at the very edge

of the plates, which polarised a bluish white tint of the first

order. At a greater distance from the edges, the plates de-

polarised a lower'*' tint in Newton’s scale. When the plates

• One tint is said to be higher than another, when it belongs to a higher order, or

is at a greater distance from the black, or the commencement of the scale. This ex-

planation is rendered necessary, in consequence of M. Biot’s having used this term

in the opposite sense.
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are held in the air, the same effect is produced, but in a less

degree. See Prop. XIV.

Proposition IIL

When heat is propagated along a plate of glass, its particles as^

sume such an arrangement that it exhibits distinct neutral and

depolarising axes, like all doubly refracting crystals, the neutral

axes being parallel and perpendicular to the direction in which

the heat, is propagated.

When a ray of light polarised in a plane inclined 45°

to the horizon, is transmitted through a glass plate DCEF
Fig. 1. (PL II.) placed upon a piece of hot iron AB, lying hori-

zontally, it is completely depolarised
; but when the plane of

primitive polarisation is parallel or perpendicular to the hori-

zon, no change is produced upon the polarised ray, an inter-

mediate effect being exhibited in intermediate positions, as in

regularly crystallized bodies. Hence DE is the neutral axis,

and DF the depolarising axis of the plate.

Proposition IV.

When the depolarising structure is communicated to glass by heat

in the manner already described, the glass acquires the property

of arranging polarised light into its complementary col >urs.

The apparatus being arranged as in Prop. Ill, let the light

transmitted through the glass DCEF be analysed b_) a prism

of calcareous spar, or by reflection at the polarising angle from

a plate of black glass, having a motion of rotation round the

polarised ray. When the plane of reflection from the black

glass is perpendicular to the plane of primitive polarisation,

the whole surface of the glass plate will be covered with

beautiful and highly coloured fringes parallel to CD, as

MDCCCXVI. H
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represented in Fig. a. (PI. II.) ; and when the plane of reflection

is moved round 90® from this position, tlie surface of the glass

will be covered with the complementary fringes, the colours

gradually passing from the one state into the other during the

rotatory motion of the black glass, in the same manner as in

crystallized bodies.

The nature and intensity of the tints are represented by the

following formulse, which are the same as those which M. Biot

found for crystallized bodies.^

P == O E cos.® 2 a.

n = E sin.® 2 a.

In these formulae P represents the ordinary pencil, and n the

extraordinary pencil : O is the coloured tint which preserves

its primitive polarisation, and is not acted upon by the crys-

tallized glass : E is the complementary tint which has lost its

primitive polarisation by the action of the glass being polarised

in an angle equal to 9, a: and a is the azimuthal angle which

the axis of the plate forms with the plane of primitive pola-

risation.

Proposition V.

The coloured fringes mentioned in the preceding Proposition, and

represented in Fig. 2. consist of six different sets, two exterior,

two interior, and two terminal sets. The exterior sets occupy

the edges, the interior sets the middle, and the terminal sets

the extremities of the glass plate, and each set is separatedfrom

its adjacent set by a deep blackfringe.

These different sets of fringes are represented in Fig. 2.

(PI. II.) where CDEF is the glass plate, and CD the edge of

it which rests upon the hot iron. The first exterior or lateral

* See Biot’s Rechercbss sur la polarisation de la lumiere, p. 21.
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set, is comprehended between CD tlie edge of the plate and

the black fringe MN, and the 2d exterior or lateral set

between the opposite edge of the plate FE and another

black fringe OP.

The first interior or central set lies between MN and 6, a

line equidistant from the two black fringes, and the 2d interior

or central set between OP and the same line a b. The first

exterior set contains a greater number of fringes than the se-

cond exterior set, but in the latter they have a greater breadth ;

and in both these sets the fringes diminish in breadth, as they

recede from the black spaces MN, OP. The terminal fringes

appear at the extremities MO, NP of the plate.^ They are

separated from the central fringes by a faint black space,

which becomes lighter as the tints increase ; and from the

lateral fringes by a diagonal black space bisecting the angles

E,C, D, F. As the tints increase in number, the terminal

fringes suffer particular changes, which will be described in

the second part of this paper.

When the glass plate extends far beyond the heated iron,

the terminal fringes are not produced.

Proposition VI.

To explain the successive developement and subsequent extinction.

of the fringes during the propagation of the heat along the

glass plate.

When the plate of glass CDEF, Fig. 2. (PI. II.) is set upon

the hot iron, a fringe or wave of a pale white colour instantly

appears along the line CD, and gradually advances upon the

* The terminal fringes are not shown in this figure ; but they are represented in

Figs. 3, 4, 8, (PI. II.) 20 and zi. (PI. III.)
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glass, driving as it were before it a dark and undefined wave.

Nearly at the same instant a similar but fainter white wave

adv'ances from the upper edge EF, driving before it a similar

undefined dark wave
; and at no perceptible interval of time,

another white fringe appears in a very diluted state about the

centre a 6, advancing towards the edges CD and EF. The

waves of white light, v/hich have their origin at the edges of

the plate, and those which advance to meet them from the

middle, have the effect of condensing the undefined dark waves

into two black fringes MN, OP. A faint yellow wave next

appears at CD, encroaching gradually upon the white one,

and is followed by orange and red tints, completing the first

order of colours in Newton's scale. The colours of the second

order next advance in succession, and the same thing happens

with all the superior orders, so that three,four, and sometimes

even nine or ten orders of colours are distinctly seen between

MN and CD. When the green colour of the second order ap-

pears at CD, a wave of yellow of the first order is seen at FE

advancing upon the plate, and is followed by tints of orange,

red, purple, &c. till several orders are distinctly visible be-

tween FE and OP; and nearly at the same time another yellow

wave developes itself at a b, and gradually encroaches on both

sides upon the white fringe, but never reaches MN or OP.

The yellow at a b next becomes orange, pink, purple, blue, green,

&c. Each of these colours advances towards MN and OP, but

never covers entirely the preceding colour, so that new fringes,

sometimes to the number of six or eight, are thus formed

between the black spaces.

The terminal fringes are developed at the same time, and

nearly in a similar manner.
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As the heat of the iron becomes more uniformly diffused
%/

over the plate of glass, the fringes between MN and CD di-

minish rapidly in number, and pass off at CD, those which

remain always increasing in magnitude. The same effect takes

place at EF, but more slowly, so that there is a particular time

wlien the fringes between EF and OP are equally numerous

as those betw^een CD and MN. The two interior sets diminish

and disappear in a similar manner, the part AB re-exhibiting

all its former colours in an inverse order. Nothing is now
seen but the white and black fringes, which gradually die

away, and at last disappear when the temperature of the glass

becomes uniform.

Proposition VII.

The colours of thefringes in all the six sets ascend in Newton's

scale as they recede Jrom the black spaces MN, OP, thefringes

adjacent to these spaces behig composed of the colours of the

first order.

The truth contained in this proposition might have been

safely deduced from a comparison of the tints with those in

Newton's scale, or with the table ofcolours which I have found

in the rings exhibited by topaz when exposed to a polarised ray.*

In order, however, to obtain a more convincing proof, I took a

plate of sulphate of lime, which polarised a bright blue of the

second order, and combined it with the plate of glass CDEF.
When the axis of the sulphate of lime was parallel to the

axis CD, the blue of the second fringe below MN was con-

verted into blacky a tint due to the difference of their ac-

tions
; but when its axis was at right angles to CD, the same

* See Pbil, Trans , 1814, p. 2®4.
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bluefringe was converted into a yellowish green, a tint due to

the sum of their actions. Hence it follows, that the blue

in .the second fringe below MN is a blue of the second order.

Similar results were obtained by combining the sulphate of

lime with the parts of the glass which produced the other sets

of fringes.

Another proof of the proposition was obtained in the fol-

lowing manner. I took two plates of thick glass, and having

placed them on a hot iron, as before, I w^aited till all the fringes

had disappeared except the white of the first order. When

one of the plates was lifted vertically, so that the portion of

the glass CDNM was opposite to a h, the two white fringes

produced a black tint. When the same plate was depressed

till a b of the one plate was opposite to CD of the other, the

white fringe above CD was also converted into black. This

black, however, was not so deep as before, as the white in the

exterior fringe is brighter than in the interior one. In the first

case, this superiority was compensated by the cooling of the

glass at CD, in consequence of its being lifted from the hot

iron, whereas in the second case, the cooling had not affected

the interior part a b. When, on the contrary, the one plate was

held in such a position that its fringes were at right angles to

those of the other, as shown in Fig. 3, (PI. II.) the white of

the exterior fringes of the one plate combined with the white of

the exterior fringes of the other, produced black. Ihe white

of the interior fringes of the one plate, when combined witli

those of the other plate, produced black, and the white of

the interior fringes of the one plate, when combined with the

white of the exterior fringes of the other, produced a brighter

white.
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The result of these combinations is the production of a dark

cross, as represented in Fig. 3. (PL II.) This cross is extremely

regularand beautiful when the two plates have the same breadth,

polarise the same tints, and have their exterior fringes of the

same magnitude at both edges. When some of these circum-

stances are varied, the cross changes its form in a manner

which can easily be ascertained from a previous examination

of the separate fringes
;
but,when the one plate polarises higher

tints than the other, the cross is no longer produced. The
fringes of the plate which polarises the highest tint, are bent

from their rectilineal direction, as represented in Fig. 4,. (PL II.)

As the figures exhibited at the intersection of two plates can

always be determined, a priori, from a knowledge of the fringes

which each plate produces separately, so the nature of the

separate fringes, and the rate at which the tints change,’ may
be easily predicted from the* figures which are exhibited at

the place of intersection. When the tints polarised by the

two plates are numerous and brilliant, the intersectional

figures are singularly beautiful.
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Proposition VIII.

The parts of the plate ofglass which exhibit the two exterior sets

offringes, have the same structure as that class of doubly refract-

mg crystals, including sulphate of lime, quart%, &c. in which

the extraordinary ray is attracted to the axis, while the parts of

the glass, which exhibit the two interior and the terminal sets,

have the same structure as the other class of doubly refracting

crystals, including calcareous spar, beryl, &c. in which the de-

viation of the extraordinary rayfrom the axis, is produced by

a repulsiveforce.^ The portions between these which produce

the black spaces, have an intermediate structure, like those por-

tions of muriate of soda,Jiuor spar, and the diamond, which are

destitute of the property of double refraction.

In order to establish this singular result, I combined a

standard plate of sulphate of lime which polarised a bright

blue of the second order, with the different parts of the glass

which produced the six sets of fringes. When the axis of the

plate of sulphate of lime was parallel to the fringes, or to CD,

the blue of the second fringe in the first exterior set below

MN, and the blue of the second exterior fringe above OP, were

converted into black, but when the axis of the sulphate of lime

was perpendicular to CD, the blue of the same fringes was

converted into yellowish green. On the contrary, when the

axis of the plate of sulphate of lime was perpendicular to CD,

the blue of the second fringe of the first interior set above

MN, and the blue of the second fringe of the second interior

• See Laplace’s valuable Memoir, ^ur la loide la refraction extraordinaire dans

les cristaux diaphanes, Mem. de L’Institut. 1809,
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set below OP, were converted into black; but when 'the axis

of the sulphate of lime was parallel to CD, the blue of the

same fringes was converted into a yellowish green. Hence it

follows, that the axis of the parts of the glass which form the

exterior sets of fringes, is at right angles to the axis of the parts

which form the interior sets. The same result is deducible

from the second experiment in Prop. VII. Since, therefore,

the same effects as those which we have described, are pro-

duced by combining crystallized plates taken from the two

classes of doubly refracting crystals, as has been ably proved

by M. Biot,* we may consider the truths stated in the Pro-

position as completely established.

Cor. It follows from this Proposition, that a single plate of

glass, crystallized by the propagation of heat, and exposed to

a polarised ray, exhibits the same variety of phenomena as

all the crystals in the mineral kingdom. We have already

seen, that it possesses the structure of all the three classes of

doubly refracting crystals. But the individual crystals which

compose these classes, are distinguished from each other by

the magnitude of their polarising forces, and the same variety

is exhibited in the polarising forces of the glass, the parts

which are adjacent to CD, ah, and FE, having the structure

which gives the greatest polarising force, and the parts adja-

cent to OP, MN, the structure which gives the least polarising

force.

* See M. Biot’s Memoire sur la decouverte d’une proprie'te nouvelle dont jouissent

lesforces polarisantes de cerlains cristaux, Mem, de I’Institut,

MDCCCXVI. I
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Proposition IX.

ff^hen the temperature of the source of beat remains the same, the

thicknesses of the glass, whether one or more plates are used,

which polarise any particular colour, under a perpendicular

incidence, are proportional to the thicknesses of thin uncry-

stallized plates, which would reflect the same colour in the

phenomenon of coloured rings.

M. Biot has shown with much ingenuity, that the thicknesses

of sulphate of lime, rock crystal, and calcareous spar, which

polarise any particular colour, are proportional to the thick-

nesses of the uncrystallized plates which reflect that colour

and there was reason to believe that the same law Would regu-

late the phenomena exhibited by heated glass.

I took several plates of glass of various thicknesses, from

the thinnest German crown glass, about ~th of an inch thick,

to plate glass J of an inch thick, and, having placed them all

upon a piece of red hot iron, I found that the number of orders

of colours which were developed, was nearly related to the

thickness of the glass. As these plates, however, had not

the same chemical composition, I employed several pieces of

thick mirror glass cut out of the same plate. I placed one of

these by itself on the hot iron, and marked the particular tint

which it polarised in the first order of Newton's scale.

All the rest of the plates having been placed on the hot

iron at the same time with the first, I took each of them in

succession, and joined it to the first plate ; the tints which

were thus produced, ascended in the order of colours as the

* See 'Dior's Recberches sur la polarisation de la lumi'ere, p. 53.
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number of plates was increased, and were always sucli as

belonged to a thickness taken in proportion to the number in

the third column of Newton's scale.

When one plate, for example, polarised at ahy a yellow of

the first order, two plates gave an indigo of the second order,

three a red of the second order, four a green of the third

order, five a bluish red of the third order, and six yellowish

green of the fourth order. Now the numbers representing

these tints in Newton s scale, are nearly 4, 8, 12, 16, so, 24,

and the corresponding thicknesses are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. A
variety of other experiments were made with the same result.

Proposition X.

If a 7iumber ofglass plates of the sameform and of the same chemi-

cal composition^ hut of various thicknesses, areplaced upon a hot

iron, then if two or more of them are combined symmetrically,

that is with their edges CD coincident, the colour polarised in any

part will he the same as that which would have been polarised

by a single plate having a thickness equal to the sum of the

thicknesses of the plates ; hut if the plates areplaced transversely
^

or with their edges CD at right angles to each other, the colour

polarised at those parts of the glass, which are similarly situated

with regard to the black spaces, is the same as that which would

have been polarised by a single plate, whose thickness is equal

to the difference of the thicknesses of the two transverse plates

or systems of plates,

I took two plates of mirror glass that had different thick-

nesses, but nearly the same colour, and having cut them into

equal rectangular pieces, I foUnd that three of the one had the

same thickness SLsfive of the other.

I 2
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These two parcels of plates were then placed upon the hot

iron, and the one parcel exhibited the same tints as the other,

both in the exterior and interior fringes.

In order to prove the second part of the proposition, I took

three parcels, one of two plates, another o^four plates, and a

third of six plates, all of them having been cut out of the same

mirror. I then placed the different parcels upon the hot iron,

and when the colours were perfectly developed, I held the

system offour plates in a position transverse to the system of

six plates as shown in Fig. 3. (PL II.
)
A broad fringe of blue

light of the second order appeared at the intersection of the

central lines ah, a’h'. The very same colour was polarised

by the system of two plates, whose united thickness was equal

to the difference of the thickness of the transverse parcels.

See Prop. XV.

Proposition XI.

The number andform of the plates of glass I'emaining the same,

the tints which are polarised at the central line a b, and at the

edges CD, FE, Fig. s, (PL II. ) ascend m Newton’s scale as

the temperature of the source of heat is increased.

I took a thick plate of mirror glass 6,g inches long, 2,27

inches high, and 0,163 ^Lick, and having placed it upon a

heated iron, which just appeared red hot in the dark, I found

that it polarised the green of the second order in xhofirst ex-

terior set of fringes, and the greater part of the white of the

first order in the second exterior set of fringes. When the

heat was more intense, the same plate polarised Xho green of

the third order in the first exterior set of fringes.

When 15 plates of mirror glass were placed upon the top
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of a tin vessel enclosing water at a temperature of 190°, they

polarised a green of the second order. The united thickness of

these plates was a.7 of an inch.

When the heat of my hand was communicated to 11 plates

of crown glass, they polarised the blue of the first order, and

exhibited distinctly the two black spaces. The temperature of

the room during these experiments was 64,®. Even one plate

of crown glass about 0.28 of an inch thick, exhibits the black

spaces and the bluish white fringes by the heat of the hand.

The preceding results are neither sufficiently numerous

nor accurate to enable me to determine the relation between

the thickness corresponding to the highest tint, and the tem-

perature of the source of heat. An apparatus, however, is pre-

paring for me, by which this point will be easily ascertained

by obtaining various temperatures from heated oil or mercury.

See Sect. II.

Proposition XII.

The number andform of the plates of glass, and the temperature

of the source of heat remaining the same, the magnitude of the

fringes of thefirst exterior set depend upon the law of the decrease

of temperature in that part of the glass which produces them.

The highest order of colours is ahvays developed where the tem-

perature is a maximum, and the tints descend in the scale as the

temperature diminishes.

Let CDEF, Fig. 5. (PI. II.) be a plate of glass, MN one of

the black spaces, and the portion CDNM, that which produces

the first exterior set of fringes.

The temperatures at the points B, K, G may be represented

by the ordinates BD, GH, KL, of the curve TLHD. The
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highest tint is polarised at B where the temperature BD is

greatest. A lower tint in the scale appears at G, depending

on the temperature GH, and a still lower tint at K where the

temperature is reduced toKL. As the temperature of the iron

RS diminishesj and the diffusion of the heat over the glass be-

comes more uniform, the temperature at B will be changed

to B d, the temperature at G to G h, and the temperature at

K to K /. So that the curve will now have the form mlhd.
When this happens, the fringes grow broader and diminish in

number.

When the diffusion of the heat is uniform, the temperatures

and consequently the ordinates will every where be equal,

and the curve will change into a straight line, in which case,

the fringes completely disappear. When the plate CDEF is

lifted from the iron, it begins to cool at CD. The fringes pass

off at the edge CD, exhibiting a broad fringe of the same tint.

The differences of the temperatures now vary less rapidly,

and the line TLHD, becomes a curve of contrary flexure, such

as TLHVW or TLHX, when the cooling has made greater

progress.

I have not been able to ascertain exactly the relation be-

tween the thickness corresponding to the polarised tints at

different distances from the source of heat, and the tempera-

ture of the glass at the same points; but by assuming the

most probable law of th^ decrease of temperature, and com-

paring it with the magnitude of the fringes, there is reason to

believe, that the thicknesses are nearly proportional to the

temperature.

The tints polarised at different parts of the glass plate ( a sec-

tion of which is shown in Fig. 6^. (PI. II.) by ACB) will be
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represented by the ordinates of some cuvyq'mn op q, cutting

the axis at the neutral points np. They reach their maximum
at m and q, where they have the same character, and also at

0, where they have an opposite character
;
and they vanish

at n^pi the points which correspond to the black spaces.

Proposition XIII.

The upper edge of the plate which polarises the highest tint in the

second exterior set of fringes, has received no sensible accession

of heat, and the central parts of the plate, whichform the two

interior sets offringes, exhibit no variation of temperature con-

nected with the colours which they polarise. IVhen the number

and form of the plates of glass, and the temperature of the

source of heat remain the same, the magnitude of these three sets

offringes depends upon the law oj the decrease of temperature at

that part of the glass which produces thefirst exterior set.

It will be seen from experiments given under a subsequent

Proposition, that the depolarising structure is communicated

to the upper edge of the plate of glass, even when it is 2, 4, 5,

6, and 7 inches high. In some of these cases, the edge of

the glass has the same temperature as the circumambient air,

although the heat necessary to produce the same fringe at the

iower edge of the plate, is much greater than that of boiling

water.

By spreading over the surface of the plate a thin film of oil of

mace, which melts with a slight degree of heat, I was enabled

to ascertain that there was no particular variation of tempe-

rature connected with the tints which were polarised by the

three sets of fringes mentioned in the Proposition.
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In every case the number of fringes in these sets increased

and diminished with the number in the first exterior set.

Their breadth also varied with the breadth of the fringes of

the first exterior set, and consequently depended on the law

of the decrease of temperature in that part of the glass.

Scholium.

The truth contained in the preceding Proposition, will, I

have no doubt, be regarded by philosophers, as one of the

most extraordinary in physics. The production of a crystalline

structure in the part of the glass adjacent to the heated iron,

though a curious property of radiant heat, is in no respect

hostile to our established notions. But the communication of

the same structure to the remote edge of the glass, where

there is no sensible heat, and where the corpuscular forces,

by which the particles cohere, are not weakened by any ap-

proximation to fluidity, and the existence of an opposite struc-

ture in the middle of the glass, developing itself on both sides

from a central line, are results to which we can find nothing

analogous, but in the perplexing phenomena of magnetical

and electrical polarity.
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Proposition XIV.

When a plate ofglass heated uniformly ^
and having a temperature

considerably above that of the atmosphere ^
receives a crystalline

structure in cooling, as described in Prop. IL the parts which

produce thefour sets offringes have each a structure opposite to

that which they had when the plate zvas crystallized by the in’-

traduction of heatfrom without. That is, the parts of the glass

which cpford the two exterior sets of fringes, have the same

structure as the class of doubly refracting crystals, in which the

extraordinary ray is repelledfrom the axis, and the parts which

form the two interior sets offringes, have the same structure as

the class in which the extraordinary ray is attracted to the axis.

I took 1 2 plates of mirror glass, and brought them to an

uniform heat by laying them successively on their sides and

edges upon a bar of hot iron. Having ascertained, by expos-

ing them to a polarised ray, that they had no action upon

light, I placed them with their edges upon a cold iron, so as

to exhibit distinctly the white fringes of the four different sets.

When the axis of a plate of a sulphate of lime, which pola-

rised a blue of the second order, was placed at right angles to

the direction of the fringes, the white of the two exterior sets

was converted into a brownish red, and the white of the two

interior sets into a light green. The converse of this hap-

pened, when the axis of the sulphate of lime was coincident

with the direction of the fringes. When the four white fringes

are produced by placing the glass upon a hot iron, all these

phenomena are reversed, the green tint being now produced

MDCCCXVI. K
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instead of the brownish red, and the brownish red instead of the

green.

The same result was obtained by combining glass plates

crystallized in these tw'o different w^ays.

In order to obtain a still more uniform temperature, I took

a parcel of 15 crown glass plates, and suspended them in a

vessel of boiling water, at some distance from the bottom-

As soon as they had acquired the temperature of the w^ater, I

lifted them out, and placed them with their edges on a cold

iron. The black spaces and fringes immediately appeared,

and a yellow tint was visible in the middle of the interior

fringes. The interior fringes had the same properties as the

exterior fringes described in Prop. VIII. and vice versa. This

experiment was frequently repeated with the same result.

The fringes produced in this manner, we shall call the

unusual series of fringes, in opposition to the usual series, or

those produced by placing cold glass upon a hot iron.

I was now anxious to observe the phenomena that would be

presented by inducing the unusual series of fringes upon a

parcel of plates that already possessed the usual series. In

order to effect this, I placed the parcel of 15 plates of glass,

already mentioned, with their edges on the bottom of a vessel

filled with boiling water.

The bottom of the vessel being very hot, communicated to

the parcel of plates the usual series of fringes, just like a plate

of hot iron. When the parcel was taken out and placed

upon a cold iron, the usual squqs of fringes was distinctly seen

;

but after the lapse of some seconds, it gradually disappeared,

and was displaced by the unusual series advancing from the

edges, and occasioned by the cooling of the plates. The
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struggle between the advancing and retiring fringes, had a

curious appearance. Before the usual series of fringes vanished,

the external fringes became broader, while the middle one gra-

dually diminished. The two black spaces met in the middle

of the plate, forming a broad undefined dark space, and the

new or unusual series were seen advancing from the edges of

the glass. At this instant there were two white spaces in the

middle of the plate, and two external ones, but one of the

middle white spaces quickly died away, and the unusual series

was speedily developed.

If plates of glass that exhibit the usual fringes are taken

from the hot iron and allov/ed to cool in the open air, the

fringes will gradually pass away as described in Prop. VI.

but, as soon as they disappear, or a little before their disap-

pearance, the opposite sets begin to advance upon the plate in

the manner already described.

Proposition XV.

When similarfringes of the usual and unusual series are combined

symmetrically, the polarised tint is that which is due to the dif-

ference of the thicknesses, but when they are combined trans-

versely, the tint is that which is due to the sum of the thick-

nesses of the plates. When dissimilarfringes of the tzvo series

are combined symmetrically, the polarised tint is that which is

due to the sum of the thicknesses, but when they are combined

transversely, the polarised tint is that which is due to the diffe-

rence of the thicknesses of the plates that produce them.

The preceding truth was established by combining the •

fringes produced by 15 plates of crown glass cooled from the

heat of boiling water, |with those produced by a plate of glass

Ke
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placed on a hot iron. The effects produced by the transverse

combination will be understood from Fig. 7. (PI. II.
)
in which

C, C, &c. represent the similar fringes where the combined

effect is produced, and DD, &c. the dissimilar portions where

the difference of the effect is produced. The portions C, C,

See. will therefore polarise tints higher up the scale than any

that are polarised by the plates singly, whereas the portion

D D, &c. will polarise tints much lower on the scale than any

of those polarised by the single plates.

When the tints of the usual series are of the same intensity

with those of the unusual seines, the effect of crossing is very

beautiful, and is represented in Fig. 8. (PL II.) where the

portions corresponding to C, C, &c. are obviously affected with

high lints in the scale, while those corresponding to DD, &c.

are almost entirely black. The tint polarised in the central

fringes of the plates, when separate, was the commencement

ofyellow. The combined tint, in the figure of a round cir-

cular spot, was a beautiful indigo, which appeared at the centre

of the square of intersection ABCD. This gradually shaded

off through all the lower tints, and terminated in a dark cir-

cular fringe. Beyond this fringe, towards the angles A,B,C,D,

an opposite set of fringes were seen ; but towards the sides

nothing but a dark shade was visible. All these phenomena

are the necessary results of the principles already laid down.

Scholium.

The phenomena described in the Proposition are the same

as those which are exhibited by crossing plates of the two

classes of doubly refracting crystals. The former, are how-

ever, far more beautiful than the latter.
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Proposition XVI.

To explain the effects produced upon the fringes by varying the

height of the glass plates.

In order to observe the changes occasioned by increasing

the height of the plates, I employed pieces of glass whose

height varied from o.i8 of an inch to 8 inches. When the

height is very small, and not above 2 inches, the black spaces

occupy nearly the position as shown in Fig. 2. (PL II.) The
fringes are therefore very small, as they must always dimi-

nish with the height, but they are remarkably brilliant, and

exhibit much beauty in their developement.

When the plates exceed two inches in height, the distances

NP, PE, Fig. 2. (PL II.) increase much faster than ND ; a

smaller number of fringes is developed beyond OP, and their

brightness is ii.uch impaired. (This effect is shown in Fig. 9.

PL II.) When the plates are 8 inches high, the whole

fringe is faintly seen above OP. The colours of the two

interior fringes are developed from a line much nearer MN
than OP, and the black fringe OP is extremely indistinct.

As high plates almost always burst in pieces when the maxi-

mum tint is nearly produced, I was obliged to use plates of

common window glass, but, on account of its dark green

colour, I could not examine the phenomena with much satis-

faction
;
in using parcels of these large plates, much caution is

necessary, as there is almost a certainty of some of them
bursting with violence during every experiment.
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Proposition XVII.

To explain the effect produced upon the frhiges hy varying the

shape of the glass plates.

When the breadth of the plates is very small compared

with their height, the black spaces have the form shown in

Fig. lo, 11. (PL II.) the breadth AB of the former being

0.8 of an inch, and that of the latter 2.35 inches. In Fig. 10.

(PI. II.
)

the upper black space ABCD was indistinct about

CD, and was scarcely separated from the lower black

space E 3 F. Coloured fringes appear at 1, 2, 3, and a white

space between AB, CD extending pretty high, and grow-

ing gradually fainter, the parts 1, 2, have the same tint,

and the parts 3, 4, the opposite tint. With a piece of glass

whose height AC was 4|- inches, its breadth AB 4 inches, and

its thickness f- of an inch, I obtained an effect similar to

what is represented in Fig. 11. (PI. II.) The lowest part of

the black fringe above 2 was inch above CD, and the

space at 4, all the way to the edge AB, was a pale bluish white.

There were numerous fringes between C and D. In Fig, 11.

(PL II.) the black spaces AB CD, and EF were separated by a

whitish space 2. The portions 1, 2, 3, had the same tint, and

the portions 4, 5, the opposite tint. See Prop. XXXVI.

The form of the black spaces and the fringes varies in

general with the outline of the plates. When the lower edge

CD, Fig. 12. (PL II.) had a waving form, and was placed

upon a hot iron, the adjacent black space had likewise a wav-

ing form, and the parts M, N, though the most distant from

the source of heat, polarised tints higher in the scale than th^

parts O, P.
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In a piece of glass shaped as in Fig. 13. (PI. II.j when

CD was heated, part of the upper black space had the form

a be, and the other part ^ /, terminated at/.

Proposition XVIII.

To explain the effects produced upon thefringes by an interruption

in the continuity of the glass.

If the second exterior and the two interior sets of fringes

were caused by the actual communication of heat to the parts

of the glass which produce them, there was reason to believe,

that they would not be affected by any breach of continuity in

the glass, which did not obstruct the progress of the heat. In

order to determine this, I broke a plate of glass ABCD,

Fig. 14. (PL III.) through the middle wtz, and having ob-

tained a very clean fracture, I placed the upper fragment CD,

upon the lower one. This compound plate was set upon the

hot iron RS ;
but no effect was produced on the upper plate,

the fringes developing themselves in AB, just as if CB had

been removed. When the heat was almost uniformly dif-

fused over AB, CD began to exhibit faint traces of the white

fringes, AB now serving as a new source of heat. The very

same result was obtained when the two plates were joined by

the interposition of zvater, Canada balsam, or rosin,

I now took a piece of glass ABCD, Fig. 15. (PI. III.) in-

terrupted by a fissure, or crack m n extending a short way

into the plate. When the heat was communicated to its

lower edge, the fringes were seen above mn, as if the crack

had not existed, and the depolarised white light appeared con-

densed at n, like a fluid rushing round the point. The crack,

however, suddenly extended to 0; the upper piece of glass
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flew off with violence from the lower one, and a black frinsre

instantly sprung up below the new edge mo, just as if the

upper part of the glass had never been in contact with the

lower part. In another experiment, attended with the same

result, the crystalline structure above m n instantly vanished

w^hen the crack reached o, although the two pieces of glass

still cohered with some force. When the fissure m n was

placed vertically, as in Fig. i6. (PI. III.) the same effect took

place as if the two pieces had been separate, and no change

was observed by cementing them with Canada balsam.

Instead of fissures, I now substituted deep grooves cut across

the glass. A thick plate which had a horizontal groove cut

half through it, and extending from edge to edge, was laid

upon the hot iron. The white fringes appeared imperfectly

above the groove, and an undefined dark wave below it, as if

some fluid had been obstructed in its passage through a nar-

row channel. It is not improbable that this dark wave was

occasioned by the combination oftwo white fringes of different

sets. For if BC, DE, Fig. 17. (PI. III.) be a vertical section

of the plate, and AFG the groove, the parts G F 0 m E may

be considered as acting like a separate plate, and will there-

fore have op, mn for its black spaces, while the other part,

DBCAF 0 m, will also act as a separate plate, and have tu,rs,

for its black spaces. But the white of the exterior fringe of

the first of these plates between FG and op will thus be oppo-

site to the white of one of the interior sets in the other plate,

and as these are produced by opposite crystallizations, a black

tint will be the result of their union. The bursting of the

plate in the direction of the groove, prevented any farther

examination of the phenomena.
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I next took a plate of glass that had a diamond cut across

the middle, where the interior white fringes appeared. Having

broken it in two, a black fringe instantly arose between the cut

mTz, Fig, 14,. (PI. III.) and the plate displayed all the interior

sets of fringes without receiving an additional supply of heat.

I now attempted to bring the two separated surfaces into

close contact by grinding them upon each other; but I could

not succeed in making them act upon light like a single plate;

The following method, however, enabled me to surmount the

difficulty, and to obtain some new results.

I took a piece of annealed crown glass of the size repre-

sented in Fig. 52. (PI. V.) about 0,42 inches thick, and 0.5 broad,

and having made a notch with a file at the point B, I applied to

it a heated iron, which instantly produced a fissure B 5 r 6?, and

intercepted all the incident light by the total reflection which

was produced. After standing an hour, this fissure began to

disappear, and in the course of a day, it was as completely

closed up as if it had never been made. The fissure was

frequently reproduced by a hot iron ;
and it regularly closed,

unless when the expansive effect of the heat was capable of

separating the surfaces to too great a distance. Sometimes it

closed in a few seconds, and at other times a little mechanical

pressure was requisite to effect the reunion. When the fissure

was open, I laid the glass upon a hot iron, and it quickly pro-

duced the fringes shown in Fig. 53. (PI. V.) where the pheno-

mena are exactly the same as if the two pieces AB, BD, had

been completely separated. But when the fissure was closed,

and the glass laid upon the hot iron, it exhibited the different

sets of fringes as shown in Fig, 54^. (PI. V.) just as if it had

been one continuous mass.

MDCCCXVr. L
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Now it is manifest, that the two pieces AB, BD, though

they touch one another optically, are not in physical contact,

or in the same state in which they were before the fissure was

formed. If we were to make several other notches in the

glass with a file, it would always break at the place of the

fissure ; which proves that the force of cohesion has there been

weakened, and that the surfaces, though optically in contact,

are physically at a distance. The crystallization of the solid

AD, as if it were continuous, forms a fine analogy with the

curious fact in magnetism, that two bars of steel pressed

together at their extremities, may be magnetised as if they

had formed only a single bar, and will exhibit a neutral point

at the place of junction.

Proposition XIX.

Wlmi heat is propagated from the centre of a plate ofglass in

radial lines, all the fringes and the black spacesform concen-

tric circles, andfour black radial spaces, at right angles to each

other, divergefrom the centre in directions parallel andperpen-

dicular to the plane ofprimitive polarisation,

I took a large plate of glass, and applied to its Centre a ball

of red hot iron. The four black radial lines were distinctly

seen diverging from each other at right angles, but the two

concentric dark spaces were indistinctly developed. I next in-

tended to grind a hole in the centre of the plate, and to place

in it a red hot bail, but having discovered a much better

method of generating the circular fringes, which will be ex-

plained in the next section, I proceeded no farther in the

experimental illustration of the Proposition.

If we suppose ABCDEFGH, Fig. i8, (PI. III.) to be eight
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equal plates of glass placed upon the faces of octagonal bars

of hot iron, the black spaces and fringes will have likewise

an octagonal form, abstracting the effects which take place

at the extremities of the plates. Now if light polarised in a

plane inclined 45° to the horizon, is transmitted through this

system of plates, the fringes will be distinctly seen in the

four plates A, C, E, G, because their depolarising axes are

all coincident with the plane of primitive polarisation, but no

fringes will be seen in the plates B,D,F,H, as their depo-

larising axes are inclined 45° to the plane of polarisation.

If this system of plates be now turned round the centre O,

each of them will exhibit its fringes when it comes into the

positions A, C, E, G. These fringes will gradually disappear

during the motion of the plates into the positions B, D, F, H,

where they will cease to be visible.

Let us now suppose, that the hot iron is applied to the

centre of a circular plate of glass ABCDEFGH Fig. 19.

(PI. III.) the black spaces will obviously have a circular form

abed efg h and ABCDEFGH; and as the neutral axis

of each elementary plate, into which we may suppose the

circle of glass to be divided, is directed to the axis O, the

dark positions will still be B, D, F, H, and consequently there

will be a black cross B bfF,T> d h H,. having its arms in-

clined 45° to the horizon. This cross will continue in the

same position during the rotation of the plate about its centre

O, every elementary plate losing its depolarising power when

it comes into the lines BbJFjDdhH.

Ls
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Proposition XX.

When heat is propagated from tzvo different sources
, in contact

with the opposite edges of a plate of glass, the different Sets of
fringes preserve the same character, the only effect of the addi-

tional heat being to polarise higher tints in the dfferent sets of

fringes.

I placed 12 plates of window glass upon a hot iron, and
when the different sets of fringes were distinctly visible, I held

another bar of hot iron in contact with their upper edges, and
observed higher tints polarised in all the four sets of fringes.

Many of the plates, however, burst with great violence, so

that I could not perceive the phenomena that took place when
the diffusion of the heat became more uniform.

Proposition XXI.

When heat is propagated through calcareous spar, rock crystal,

topaz, beryl, the agate and other minerals that have the pro-

perty of double refraction, no optical change is produced in then'

structure.

The greatest heat which I could conveniently apply to dou-

bly refracting crystals, produced no change whatever in their

action upon light, whether the heat was propagated in the

direction of their neutral, or of their depolarising axes. These
crystals appear to be in the state of steel bars saturated with

magnetism, which cannot acquire any additional impregnation.

Being already in a state of perfect crystallization, they are not

capable of receiving from heat any addition to their crystalline

structure.
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Proposition XXII.

When heat is

p

7vpagated through muriate of soda,fluor spar, obsi-

dian, semi-opal, and other minerals that have not the property of

double refraction, they exhibit the same phenomena as heated

glass.

A mass of muriate of soda, when laid upon a hot iron, exhir-

bited a yellow of the first order, both in the external and

internal fringes. Fluor spar was very slightly affected. Semi-

opal suffered a greater change; and Obsidian displayed the

fringes as readily as glass. A piece of Obsidian of consider-

able transparency, and about y of an inch thick, possessed

naturally the fringes produced by heat. It must therefore

have been formed by igneous fusion. This specimen, for which

I was indebted to Mr. Sivwright, was cut out of a round

mass, and preserved its original outline. It probably was of the

first variety discovered by Sir George Mackenzie.^

Rosin, gum copal, horn, amber, tortoise shell, the indurated

ligament of the chama gigantea,f and various other sub-

’* Sir George Mackenzie has observed, that there are two very distinct varieties

of obsidian. One of these transmits light when cut into thin plates, which, however,

seldom appear of an uniform degree of transparency. This variety, at a temperature

much under that which can be excited in a common fire place by a pair of bellows,

swells, and is converted into pumice by the extrication of a gaseous fluid, which Sir

George Mackenzie and Dr. John Davy attempted without success to collect.

During the experiment, the smell of nitrous acid was very perceptible. The other

variety is denser, of the deepest black colour, and is scarcely translucent at the edges

of thin fragments. It does not swell on the application of heat, much more intense

than what converts the other variety into pumice. Should this note meet the eye of

a skilful analyst, he would do a service to mineralogy by examining both varieties, and

by comparing the analysis of pumice with that of the pumice formed from the first

variety.

f I have been Indebted to Dr. Francis Buchan an, F. R. S. for this curious

substance. It is as hard and transparent, and has as rich a colour as amber..
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stances, both of animal and vegetable origin, receive a new •

structure during the propagation of heat.

Sect. II. On thepermanent effectsproduced upon glass by the coin-

municatiqn of its heat to surrounding bodies.

The phenomena described in the preceding Section are of

the most transitory nature. Every fringe is in a state of per-

petual change : one colour quickly succeeds another, and

after heat has rapidly developed all the various tints due to

its intensity, they repass through the same hues which they

exhibited in their formation, and they finally disappear after a

slow and gradual decline. In this respect, only, do the phe-

nomena of crystallized glass differ from those of the regularly

organised bodies that compose the three kingdoms of nature.

The fine display of colours which characterises the action of

crystalline lamina upon polarised light, are in every respect

permanent. The same mineral possesses an invariable struc-

ture, and patience only is necessary to detect the phenomena

which it presents, and to obtain an accurate knowledge of the

character and intensity of its action. The coloured fringes of

heated glass, on the contrary, are not susceptible of correct

mensuration. Where every thing is in a state of change, no

fixed character can be seized, and, instead of measuring, it is

often difficult to observe their variations. From this perplexity,

however, I have been fortunately relieved by the discovery of

a method of fixing glass in a crystalline state, and giving it a

character as permanent as that of the most perfect minerals.

An account of this method, and of the results which it has

enabled me to obtain, will form the subject of the present

Section.
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Proposition XXIII.

When a plate ofglass brought to a red heat is cooled in the open

air, or is placed zvith one of its edges upon a bar of cold iron, the

different sets of fringes described in Section I. are developed

during its cooling, and they have the same character zvith those

which are produced by placing coldglass upon a hot iron. When
the cooling is co7npleted, the structure which affords thefringes,
becomes permanent, and the colours, when thusfixed, possess the

same brilliancy which they displayed during theirformation.

When the red hot plate is exposed to a polarised ray, it

exhibits at first no action upon light
;
the tints advance slowly

from the edges, and, after the lapse of 12 or 15 minutes, the

glass is cooled, and the crystallization complete.

In this way I have formed various plates of glass which

possess a permanent structure, and exhibit the phenomena

described in the Proposition, but not havipg obtained a com-

plete series of different heights and thicknesses, I have not

yet taken any exact measurements of the fringes.

The following results with four different plates of glass,

will convey some idea of tiie nature of the tints which are deve-

loped. All the plates were brought to a red heat so as not to

lose their shape, and were cooled by placing their lower edges

upon iron of the same temperature as the surrounding air.

Thickness of the

plates.

Maximum tint at

the lower edge.
Tint in the middle.

Numbers in New-
ton’s Table corre-

sponding to the

maximum tint.

No. I. 0.1 125 inch
C Beginningof blue Blue of the ist. 7

\ of the 2d. order. order. j
0.7

2. 0.2000 1
Green of the 3d Beginning ofblue f

\ order. of the 2d. order. |

0.28^^
t Green of the 4tli Beginningofpur- ? 1

J
\ order. pleoftheist.order j

1
Nearly end of the Pink of the 2d. 7

4 - 0-4375 1 red of the 5th order. j
35-5

[ order.
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By comparing the numbers in the 5th column, which are mil-

lionth parts of an inch, with those in the second column, it

will be found that the constant factor, by which we must mul-

tiply the thickness of any plate of glass, in order to obtain

the thickness of the plate which would afford by reflection a

tint similar to its maximum tint, is nearly tjtso-

It is a curious circumstance, that the permanent fringes

have precisely the same character as the transient fringes

which are produced by placing glass plates upon a hot iron,

while the transient fringes, developed during the cooling of

glass plates, have an opposite character.

The limiting temperature at which the former are changed

into the latter, is probably that, at which the permanent struc-

ture is communicated.

When the glass plates are cooled more at one edge than at

another, the fringes are less distinct, and the tints lower at

the edge that is least rapidly cooled. This difference becomes

more perceptible as the height of the plates is increased.

When the plates of glass are thick, and exposed to a con-

siderable heat, they often lose their polish, and exhibit on their

surface a delicate fibrous texture when examined by a micro.-

scope. This texture sometimes consists of grooves which

exhibit by reflection the coloured images produced by mother

'Of pearl. It also communicates the same property to wax.
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Proposition XXIV.

When a plate ofglass, crystallized in the manner described in the

preceding Proposition
f

is inclined to the polarised ray in a plane

perpendicular to the direction of the fringes^ the central tints

ascend in the scale of colours^ as if the plate had increased in

thickness ; but, when it is inclined in a plane parallel to the

direction ofthefringes, the central tint descends in the scale, as

if the plate had become thinner. When the plane of inclina-

tion forms an angle of with these planes, no change is pro-

duced in the tints.

I took a plate of crystallized glass which polarised in the line

a b, Fig. 2. (PL II.) a broad but -very faint tinge of yellow;

when it was inclined in a plane perpendicular to the direction

of the fringes, the tint which it polarised became a dark orange

yellow—but, when it was inclined in a plane at right angles

to the former, the tint became a pale bluish white. A similar

result was obtained, when the colours belonged to higher

orders in the scale.

The effect of inclination may be seen more advantageously

when two plates that polarise the very same tint, are placed

transversely, so as to exhibit the cross represented in Fig. 3.

(PI. II.) By inclining one of the plates, the other is necessa-

rily inclined in an opposite plane, so that the tints of the

one ascend, while those of the other descend in the scale of

colours.

The consequence of this is a separation in the middle of the

cross, producing two curved black fringes, having the same

appearance that is afforded by crossing two plates that pola-

rise different tints.

MDCCCXVI. M
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Proposition XXV.

a plate of crystallized glass is cut in two pieces by a diamond

along the line a h, Fig. 20. (PI. III.) each ofthe separate plates

will exhibit the properties ofa whole crystallized plate. The

portion r s op of the separateplate which hadformerly the struc^

ture of the attractive class of doubly refracting crystals, has now
the structure of the repulsive class ; another portion op which

had the attractive structure, has now an intermediate structure,

similar to that of muriate of soda, &c.^ and so on with the other

parts of the crystal.

If a plate of crystallized glass ABCD, Fig. 20. ( PL III.J is

cut with a diamond along the line a b, through the central

white fringe, the portion a b DC has the same structure as the

whole plate, as is represented at rs GH, Fig. si. (PI. III.)

a dark space having started up at op, while the other dark

space MN has descended io mn', the portion r sp o,mn GH,
have now the structure of the repulsive class, and the

intermediate portion op n m^, that of the attractive class of

crystals.

The same change takes place in the upper plate KB ha.

Fig. 20. (PL III.) which has the appearance shown at EF
Fig. 21. (PL III.) In one case I found that the fringes in the

upper plate were exactly the reverse of those in the under

plate.

When the plate is cut perpendicularly to the fringes, an

analogous effect is produced. Terminal fringes instantly ap-

* See the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Yo\. VIII. Parti,

where the properties of this intermediate class of crystals are described.
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pear at the new extremities. A similar, though a more unex-

pected result, was obtained by breaking in pieces a large

plate, in which the crystallization was extremely irregular,

polarising here and there a portion of white light. The plate

had a small crack in it, and when broken in three pieces,

principally along a line nearly parallel to its edge, each piece

was regularly crystallized, having the two black spaces with

their accompanying fringes of white light.

The same effects are produced when the plate is cut in

pieces by a slitting wheel, or has its shape altered by grinding.

The preceding experiments are not easily made, as it is

very difficult to cut this kind of glass with a diamond. It

generally flies into many pieces as soon as it is scratched, and,

when this does not happen, the pieces separate of their own

accord, some time after the diamond has been applied.

Scholium.

The truth contained in the preceding Proposition is analo-

gous to the celebrated experiment in magnetism, where the

smallest portion detached from the extremity of a magnet,

becomes itself a complete magnet, possessing distinct north

and south poles. The exhibition of the same phenomena in

glass transiently crystallized during the propagation of heat,

as described in Prop. XIIL, might have been supposed to arise

from some new property of heat, which enabled it to act on

the remote edge of the glass without any sensible indication

of its presence. This opinion, however, is to a certain extent

excluded by the results obtained with glass permanently crys-

tallized and having an uniform temperature. Any portion of

the glass passes with the utmost facility from one cryjStalline

M 2
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structure to the opposite structure, and from one degree of

crystallization to another, according to its position with regard

to the edge of the plate ; and there cannot be an equilibrium

among the forces, by which this change is produced, unless

the plate exhibits the different sets of fringes which have al-

ready been described.

This optical polarity is produced by heat, just as electrical

polarity is developed in the tourmaline, and other minerals

by the same agent
;
and there is as much reason to ascribe

the production of the optical phenomena to the action of a

peculiar fluid, as there is to explain the phenomena of elec-

tricity and magnetism by the operation of magnetical and elec-

trical fluids. The optical fluid, as we may call it, may be

supposed to reside in all bodies whatever in its natural state,

consisting of two fluids in a state of combination, and capable

of being decomposed, and fixed in particular parts of a body

by the agency of various causes. It would be a waste of time

to point out the numerous and striking analogies, which exist

between many of the results contained in this Proposition and

some of the most interesting phenomena of electricity and

magnetism. Some of them will be noticed in the demonstra-

tion of a subsequent Proposition.
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Proposition XXVI. '

When a rectangular plate ofglass is brought to a red hat, and

cooled as already described, it will acquire such a permanent

structure as to exhibit the colouredfringes zvhen polarised light

is transmitted through any of the parallelfaces by which it is

hounded; every rectangular plate being considered as a solid

contained by six parallel planes. The depolarising axes are

distinctly developed in all these directions, andform angles of

45° with the common sections of the planes.

The fringes described in the Proposition are extremely

minute, in plates of glass of an ordinary thickness. They

consist of the same number of sets, having the same cha-

racter and properties as those seen through the broad sur-

faces of the plates, and their maximum tint is generally lower,

though sometimes higher, than the maximum tint of the large

fringes produced by the broad surfaces. They are in general

perfectly regular, even when there is a great degree o‘' irregtu

larity in the form of the large fringes. In a plate of glass which

had various breadths, and which polarised a faint yellow of

the first order in its central fringes, and a bright blue of the

second order in its exterior fringes, the central tints seen

through its edges varied with the breadth of the plate, from a

faint yellow of the first order, to a deep blue of the second

order.

In order to examine with more accuracy the fringes formed

by transmitting polarised light through the different faces of

a plate of glass, I crystallized a rough parallelepiped of crown

glass, which was about three inches long, and half an inch
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thick, and when it was properly cut, and polished on a lapi-

dary's wheel, it had the dimensions shown in Figs. 22, 23, and

34,, (PL III,). The fringes seen through its two broadest

surfaces are represented in Fig. 2s. (PL IIL) The maximum
tint of the central fringes is the commencement of the green

of the second order, and that of the exterior fringes a green

of the third order. In the fringes seen through the edges of

the plate, which are shown in Fig. 23. (PL IIL) the maxi-

mum tint of the interior set is a yellow of the second order,

and that of the exterior set is a green of the third order.

The fringes seen through the ends of the glass plate are very

curious, and are represented in Fig. 24. (PL III.) where A
shows their form when the line AB is inclined 45° to the plane

of primitive polarisation, and B their form when the line AB
is parallel, or perpendicular to that plane. I have another

parallelopiped of flint glass, about 4.3 inches, by 1 broad, and

1 inch deep, which was crystallized when in the form of a

cylinder, and afterwards ground into the shape of a paralle-

lopiped. It exhibited the same phenomena as the preceding,

and equalled it in the fine display of numerous orders of

colours. The beautiful figures produced by crossing these

two pieces, surpass in splendour every optical phenomenon

that I have seen.

In these and several other specimens of very thick crystal-

lized glass, the maximum tint was always diminished by the

operations of grinding and polishing.

The following descriptions of four specimens of crystal-

lized glass will point out the effects which are produced by

changing the form of the plate.
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No. 1. One of the most curious specimens of crystallized

glass which I have obtained, is a parallelepiped about 0.38 of

an inch broad and deep, and 1.11 inch long. It depolarises a

faint yellow of the first order in the central fringe^ when

polarised light is transmitted through the faces of the paral-

lelepiped. But when the light is transmitted along the axis

of the parallelepiped, and when the line;s AC, AB are parallel

or perpendicular to the plane of primitive polarisation, the two

.images formed by calcareous spar exhibit the forms repre-

sented in Figs. 25, 2^. (PI. III.) The first of these consists of

a black cross surrounded with beautiful fringes of contrary

flexure, and has bright green spots of the third order with a

little yellow of the same order; their centre at the four angles,

A, B, C,D. Figure 25. (PI. III.) exhibits a form exactly com-

plementary to Fig. 26. (PI. III.) and remarkable like it for the

symmetry of its form. The coloured spots at the angles are

now a brilliant pink, with a spot of blue in the middle of

them. When the lines AB, AC are inclined 45° to the plane

of primitive polarisation, the two images exhibit the forms

represented in Figs. 27, and 28, (PI. IV.)

No. 2. Is another piece of glass of a square form, and 0.3

of an inch thick, it produced the central cross, and exhibited at

the angles all the tints up to the blue of the second order

arranged in circles, having the blue or maximum tint in the

centre. See Figs. 29 and 30. (PI. IV.)

No. 3. A third plate 0.4 of an inch thick produced the

same effect, the angular tints rising in this case to the yellow

of the second order.

No. 4. A fourth plate, 1.2 inch thick, produced fringes of
contrary flexure like those of No, 1, but rising to the pink of

the fourth order.
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The terminal and lateral fringes are produced by No. 2, 3, 4,

when they are turned round 45°. Their complementary
fringes are extremely beautiful.

When No. 2 is combined with No. 3, they produce fringes

of contrary flexure like No. 1. The nature and origin of all

these fringes are explained in a subsequent Proposition.

Proposition XXVII.

If a rectangular plate of crystallized glass which exhibits the

fringes through its edges is inclined to the polarised ray in a

plane perpendicular to the direction of thefringes, the central

tint will descend in the scale as if the plate had increased in

depth ; hut when it is inclined in a plane parallel to the direc-

tion of the fringes, the tint will ascend in the scale as if the

plate had diminished in depth.

The result contained in this Proposition was established by

the same experiments which are described in Prop. XXIV.,
the fringes seen through the edges of the plate being used

instead of those seen through its broad surfaces. The effects

of inclination in these two cases are directly opposite.

Proposition XXVIII,

The regularity in the crystallization of a plate ofglass according

to one of its dimensions, is not disturbed by any irregularity of

its crystallization in another direction.

If a plate of glass is crystallized from a centre, as in Prop.

XIX., or if a confused crystallization is induced by cooling it

at different places, so that no distinct fringes can be seen when

polarised light is transmitted through the broad surfaces of

the plate, the fringes seen through its edges will be perfectly
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developed, and will possess the same properties as if the whole

plate had been regularly crystallized. .

Proposition XXIX.

At the extremities A,B of every plate of crystalli%ed glass ^ there

are four portions N, S, N' S', at the boundary between the

terminal and the lateralfringes ,
which possess a structure differ

rentfrom the rest of the plate. These portions have their axes

inclined to axes of the other parts of the glass. The portions

N, N have their axes in the same direction, and S, S' in a

direction opposite to those of N, N'.

When a plate of crystallized glass is exposed to a polarised

ray, so that its length in the direction of the lateral and cen-

tral fringes is parallel or perpendicular to the plane of primi-

tive polarisation, it will exhibit the appearance shown in

Fig. 31. (PI. IV.) where all the lateral, central, and terminal

fringes have vanished. Four luminous spots, however, N, S,

N^ S', will be seen at the extremities A, B, exhibiting tints

which, in general, vary from the white of the first order to the

pink of the second order, and sometimes exceed, and some-

times fall below, the maximum tint of the central fringes. In

order to examine the nature of these tints, I took a plate of

glass, which when held in the position already mentioned,

polarised at the points N,S, N', S', a blue of the second order.

I then combined with it a plate of sulphate of lime which pola-

rised the same tint, and which had its axis inclined 45° to the

plane of primitive polarisation. The resulting tints at the

angles N, N', were black, or that which was due to the

difference of their actions, while the resulting tint at S,S',

MDCCCXVI. N
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was green, or that which was due to the sum of their actions.

The same result was obtained when I combined with the above

plate the central part of another crystallized plate which had

the direction of its fringes inclined ^5® to the plane of primitive

polarisation.

When the axis of the plate of sulphate of lime was turned

round 90®, or when the blue tint was taken from the lateral

fringes of a plate of crystallized glass, having the direction of

its fringes inclined 45° to the plane of primitive polarisation,

an opposite effect was produced, that is, the resulting tint of

the portions S, S', was black, and that of the portions N, N',

green.

In two crystallized plates of a square form which afforded

the lateral sets of fringes C, D, and the terminal sets A, B,

but no central sets, as shown in Fig. 32. (PI. IV.) the por-

tions N, N', S, S', had the structure described in the Propo-

sition. When the plate was held with the line A, B, parallel

or perpendicular to the plane of primitive polarisation, it exhi-

bited the phenomenon shown in Fig. 33. (PL IV.

)

When any plate of crystallized glass, as AB, Fig. 31. (PI. IV.)

is cut through at CD, either by a diamond or upon a lapidary's

slitting wheel, new fringes, ;z, s, s' similar to N, N' S, S'

start up at the new extremities of the plate.

The fringes described in this Proposition may be called the

diagonalfringes.
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Proposition XXX.

In all the phenomena which have hitherto been described, the results

are precisely the same, whether the anterior or the posterior face

of the glass plate is exposed to the polarised ray ; but, in the

portions N, N' S, S' the tints change their character, according

as one or other of the facesfirst receives the polarised light.

If the plate ^6, Fig. 34^. (PI. IV.) has its lower surface ex-

posed to the polarised light, the portions n' exhibit, when

combined with sulphate of lime, a tint due to the difference

of their action ;
and s, s' a tint due to the sum of their

action ; but when the upper surface is exposed, as in Fig. 35.

(PI. IV. )
the portions s' exhibit, in combination with sul-

phate of lime, a tint due to the difference of their action,

and the portions n, 11', a tint due to their sum. This curious

phenomenon arises from the axes of the elementary crystals

suffering an angular change of position, amounting to 90°, by

turning the other side of the plate to the polarised ray, as

shall be more particularly explained in a subsequent Pro-

position.
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Proposition XXXI.

If a crystallized plate ab,Fig. 34,. (P/. /P.
)

is placed symmetri--

cally above A B, Fig.31. (P/. IF
. )

either with the two anterior

or the two posterior faces coincident, or with the anterior face

of the one coincident with the posteriorface of the other, or with

the end a above A or b above B, or with b above A or a above

B, in all these positions the tints polarised by the portions

N, N' S, S' will ascend in the scale of colours, and be that

which is due to the sum of the thicknesses of the plates. If the

extremity a orb is placed above B or above A, so that the lines

AB, a, b,form a continuous straight line, the tint polarised by

the combination, will descend in the scale, and be that which is

due to the difference of the thicknesses of the plates.

The truth contained in this Proposition, has been established

by direct experiment, although it might have been deduced

from the Propositions which precede it.

t

Proposition XXXII.

When the neutral axes of a plate of crystallized glass are parallel

or perpendicular to the plane of primitive polarisation, both the

exterior and interior sets of fringes vanish, if the polarised ray

is incident perpendicularly upon the plate ; but, if the plate' is

inclined to the incident ray,four sets offringes are developed.

They are separatedfrom each other by three black spaces, and

the fringes on each side of the central black line have the same

character.

When the lateral and the central fringes have vanished, the

four diagonal fringes A, B, C, D, Fig. 36. (PI. IV.) alone
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appear at a vertical incidence, but, upon inclining the plate to

the incident ray, in the direction of its length OP, three black

spaces mw, OP, qr, are gradually developed. One of them

OP passes through the centre of the plate
; and between the

black spaces are four sets of fringes i,i; i,i; 2,2; 2,2; By
examining these fringes with a standard plate of sulphate of

lime, and with plates of crystallized glass, I found that the

fringes 1, 1, 1,1, had the same character as the diagonal fringes

A, D, while the fringes 2,2, 2,2, had the same character as

the other two diagonal fringes C, B. In\ one plate, where

the maximum tint of the interior fringe was a faint yellow

of the first order, the fringes 1, 1, 2, 2, consisted of a blue of the

first order, and in another plate where the maximum tint of

the interior fringe was a faint yellow of the second order, the

fringes between m n and q r consisted of a green of the second

order.

Proposition XXXIII.

When a plate of crystallized glass is placed on a red hot iron^ the

number of its fringes is increased. These additional fringes

are the same that ivould have been produced by combining with

the crystallized plate an uncrystallized plate of the same form
and thickness, and subjected to the same temperature as the cry-

stallized plate. They disappear when the glass cools, but the

permanentfringes are not altered unless the heat be very intense,

in which case, they suffer a small diminution.

The results described in the Proposition were obtained by
placing crystallized plates upon bars of iron of different tem-

peratures. The plate was held out of the heat of the red hot

iron, when its effect was combined with that of an uncrystal-
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lized plate. The state of the crystallized plate is analogous

to that of a bar of steel not saturated with magnetism. It is

capable of receiving from heat a much higher degree of crys-

tallization. See Prop. XXI.

Proposition XXXIV.

When a plate of permanently crystallized glass is brought to an

uniform temperature in boiling water, or boiling oil, and is then

cooled in the open air, the tints descend in the scale, in propor-

tion to the temperature employed, but, they again resume their

former intensity when the plate acquires the temperature of the

surrowiding air.

This diminution of the tints, arises from the production of

the transient and unusual series of fringes described in Prop.

XIV., which, being of an opposite character from the perma-

nent fringes, necessarily causes them to descend in the scale.

The effect is here precisely the same, as if the permanently

crystallized plate had been combined, when cold, with a hot

plate of the same thickness, oppositely and transiently crystal-

lized by cooling.

Proposition XXXV.

When the centre of a plate of glass brought to a red heat is laid

upon the summit of a small cylinder of iron standing vertically,

it acquires in cooling a permanent structure, which exhibits black

spaces, andfringes of a circularform, and the black cross exhi-

bited in Fig. 19. ( PL III.

)

In a specimen of plate glass crystallized in this manner, the

dark spaces and the black cross are very distinctly developed,

a yellow tint of the first order appearing between the dark
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spaces. When polarised light is reflected from this plate at

the polarising angle, the preceding phenomena are very

finely displayed. The minute fringes mentioned in Prop.

XXVI. are also seen by looking through the edges of the

plate, and are not affected by the circular crystallization.

Proposition XXXVI.

When a cylinder of glass is brought to a red heat, and cooled in

the open air, it acquires a permanent crystallization, in which

the principal sections of all the elementary crystals are directed

to the axis of the cylinder.

The phenomena exhibited by transmitting polarised light

along a cylinder of this kind, about
2;J:

inches long, and of

an inch in diameter, are. shown in Figs. 37 and 38. (PI. IV.)

where A B CD, Fig. 37. (PI. IV.) is the principal image, and

abed. Fig. 38. (PI. IV.) the complementary image. The
dark cross AC, BD, instead of having its arms inclined 4,5°

to the horizon, as in Fig. 19. (PI. III.), has them parallel and

perpendicular to the horizon, as the light transmitted through

the cylinder happened to be polarised in the plane of the

horizon. The luminous spaces between the arms of the cross

contain about 10 beautiful rings of coloured light. The com-

plementary image ab c dh marked with four dark spots, cor-

responding to the four luminous portions round the central

part of the cross, and the outer part has four dark sectors

A, B, C, D, corresponding with the light ones in the other

image, -and formed of small concentric arches of a dark hue,

fringed with tints of different colours. In ordn' to see this

phenomenon in all its beauty, it is necessary th..t the polarised

ray be exactly parallel to the axis of the cylinder, as the slight-

est deviation completely destroys the regularity of the figure.
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The crystalline structure which exhibits the dark rectan-

V gular cross may be imitated, by forming a circle with various

sectors of calcareous spar, having the principal sections of

each directed to a common axis.

Having had occasion to grind a part of a glass tube into the

shape shown in Fig. 39. (PL IV.) I was surprised to observe,

upon transmitting polarised light along its axis, and analysing

it with calcareous spar, that it was depolarised in eight places,

3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, Fig. 40. (PI. IV.) When the line AS
was parallel or perpendicular to the plane of primitive polari-

sation, the tints were of the first order of Newton^’s scale.

The other image formed by the spar, had the appearance

shown in Fig. 41. (PL IV.) where the dark spots correspond

to the white ones in Fig. 40. ( PL IV.

)

. In order to discover the origin of these depolarising aper*

tures, I cut another piece out of the same tube and polished

the ends of the small cylinder, without grinding off any of the

cylindrical circumference. When it was exposed to pola-

rised light, it exhibited the appearance shown in Fig. 42.

(PL IV.) where A C B D is a dark cross, separating four

luminous sectors, and MNOP a dark circular space increasing

in darkness towards the points M, N, O, P. If we now suppose

the portions C a b, D c d to be cut off, something like eight

luminous apertures will be left, as in Fig. 40. (PL IV.) This

however is not the cause of the phenomenon. The four aper-

tures on each side of the centre C, are the four diagonal

fringes of the square pieces AC, BC, which act as if they were

separated at C, the communication being nearly cut off. In

this case, the cylindrical crystallization was converted into a

rectangular crystallization by changing the shape of the

glass. See Prop, XXV,
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When polarised light was transmitted through the flat sides

of the glass ABCD, Fig. 39. (PL IV.) four white spots were

depolarised as shown at 1,2, 3, 4. All these spots have the

same bluish white tint, but those marked 1,2, have their axis

at right angles to that of the spots 3, 4.*

The preceding phenomena as explained by the reasoning

in Proposition XIX. furnish us with a complete explanation

of the appearances exhibited by oil of mace^ and described in

a former paper.-f The dark and luminous sectors are obvi-

ously produced by circular groups of crystals, having their

axes directed to the same centre, and the halo, or nebulous

image must be caused by the crystals having a form approach-

ing to that of a sphere. This species of circular grouping is

actually seen in a particular kind of adipocire, which I have

noticed in the Paper already quoted. The axes of the crystals

of adipocire, however, are not directed to the same centre,

and therefore do not exhibit the same phenomena as oil of

mace.

Scholium.

The results contained in the Proposition, afford the most

satisfactory explanation of the optical properties of Prince

Rupert's drops described in a former Paper. (See Phil. Trans.

1815, p. 1.) The cleavages which they exhibit in lines con-

verging to the axis of the drop, and in lines concentric with

the outer surface, are necessary consequences of the radial

crystallization explained in the Proposition, and may be re-

garded as an ocular demonstration of its truth.

* These spots are the diagonalfringes described in Prop, XXIX,

t See Phil, Trans. 1815, p. 38, and 49.

MDCCCXVI, o
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Proposition XXXVII.

JJ'hen a piece ofglass is regularly crystallized, every set of lateral

fringes which it exhibits is accompanied with another set of an

opposite kind, and theforces by which thesefringes are produced,

are not in equilibrio, unless when two sets offringes of one

character are opposed to two sets of frijiges of the opposite

character.

The truth of this Proposition is demonstrated by all the

preceding experiments. Some apparent exceptions to it will

be stated in the Scholium.

Scholium.

The result announced in the Proposition, naturally leads us

to point out the striking analogy which subsists between the

phenomena of crystallized glass and those of magnetism.

' In order to avoid circuitous expressions, I shall consider the

part of the glass which polarises the highest tint in one set of

fringes as a north pole, and the part which polarises the highest

tint in the opposite set as a south pole,

1. When heat is propagated along a plate of glass, or when

glass is permanently crystallized by cooling, and exhibits the

fringes shown in Fig, 3. (PI. IL), its poles will be arranged

as in Fig. 43. (PI. IV.) which represents a section of the

glass across the fringes. The north poles are situated at

N, N', and there is a south pole in the middle at S', A, and

B being the neutral points corresponding to the black spaces,

where the one kind of polarity passes into the other. This

arrangement of the poles is precisely the same as that of a
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magnetical needle, which has received its polarity by placing

the north pole of a magnet upon its centre, and drawing it

several times towards the one extremity without returning

back again, and afterwards as many times towards the other

extremity. The indefinite nature of the poles and fringes,

when the plate of glass is high, as described in Prop. XVI.

and XVII., and when the heat advances from one edge of the

plate, is perfectly analogous to the indefinite polarity commu-

nicated to a steel bar, by applying the pole of a magnet to one

of its extremities. The same diffused polarity is acquired by

hot glass, when one of its edges is cooled much more rapidly

than the other. As two distinct poles, therefore, cannot be

given to steel, by applying the magnet at one extremity, in

like manner a distinct polarity cannot be communicated to

glass, either by heating or cooling it solely at one edge, un-

less when the height of the plate is very small.

Such is the resemblance, indeed, between the two classes of

phenomena, that a description of the state and progress of the

poles in magnetising a steel bar, is an accurate description of

the state and progress of the poles in crystallizing a plate of

glass.

2. When a heated plate of glass is cooled in the open air,

and produces the transient fringes described in Prop. XIV.,

the poles are arranged as in Fig. 44^. (PI. IV.) where S, S'

are south poles, and N a north pole in the middle, A and B

being the two neutral points. This arrangement of the poles

is exactly the reverse of the preceding, and is the same as

that which takes place in a needle magnetised in the manner

already described, but with the north instead of the south pole.

3. In a plate of glass of the same form and size as Fig. 45.

O 2
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(PI. V.) the two preceding structures are combined. It has

thre^ black spaces, mn, [xv, op, the parts D and B have the

same structure as that which produces the exterior sets of

fringes, and the parts A,C, the same structure as that which

produces the interior set in regularly crystallized plates. The
poles are therefore arranged in the manner shown in Fig. 46.

(PI. V.) which resembles a magnet with consecutive poles,

4. Out of nearly one hundred pieces of crystallized glass

I have found but one which exhibited only two sets of fringes.

The piece of glass AB, Fig. 47. (PI. V.) was intersected in

cooling with a crack m^n, which extended completely across

the plate. The parts still cohered with such firmness, as not

to separate when taken up in the hand. Upon exposing it

to a polarised ray, it gave two white fringes E, F, separated

by a dark space OP. The two fringes had opposite charac-

ters, so that the poles were arranged as in Fig. 48. (PI. V.)

which resembles that of a perfect magnet. This state of the

poles, however, is in the case of glass a state of violence, for

when the plate broke in two pieces at the crack m E n, the

fringes vanished entirely, and it retained no mark whatever

of its former crystalline state. The other portion T did not

act upon polarised light either before or after the separation.

The pressure of the portion T, therefore, had not allowed the

other piece of glass to recover from the state of constraint in

which it was held.
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Proposition XXXVIII.

To explain the origin andform of the different sets of fringes

described in the preceding Propositions,

-jl. On the fringes produced by rectangular plates.

It is i>6t easy to ascertain in what manner the various sets of

opposite fringes are produced during the heating and cooling

of glass, (See Prop. XXXIX.) but it is obvious from the pre-

ceding experiments, that when a plate of glass is either transi-

ently or permanently crystallized, all the elementary crystals

of which it is composed, turn one of their neutral axes in the

direction of the current of heat. The principal axes of the

crystals which form the exterior fringes, are parallel to.the one

edge, and perpendicular to the other. Thus in Fig. 49, (PI. V.

)

the axes of the exterior fringes are perpendicular to AD and

BC, and the axes of the terminal fringes are perpendicular to

AB and DC, while the axes of the interior fringes are parallel

to AD and BC.

Let us now consider, what change should take place in the

position of the crystals situated at the angles A, B, C, D. An

elementary crystal at E will have its neutral axes perpendi-

cular to AD, as it is out of the reach of the forces which act

upon the crystals at the edges AB, DC ;
but, a crystal G in

the diagonal AH, BH being similarly situated with respect to

the edges AB, AD, will have a tendency to turn its axis both

in the direction AB, and in the direction AD, and being unable

to obey both these solicitations, it will turn it in the direction

of the diagonal AH, forming angles of 45°, with the axes of

all the other crystals of which the glass is composed. Any
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other crystal a situated out of the diagonal AH, will be acted

upon by forces proportional to its distances am, an, from the

edges AB, AD, and in the direction of these lines. It will

therefore turn its axes in the direction a A the diagonal of the

parallelogram hnam. In like manner it may be shown, that

all the other crystals will turn their axes towards A in lines

diverging from A as a centre. Each angular portion, there-

fore, exactly resembles an inverted quadrant of the cylindrical

piece of glass represented in Fig. 37, (PI. IV.) and described

in Prop. XXXIV., and consequently an arm of the black cross

will appear in the diagonal AH in every quarter of a revolu-

tion. The diagonal portions AH will be dark when all the

other fringes are visible, and the diagonal fringes will appear

in their full beauty, when the rest have vanished. Since the

diagonal fringes at A and C have their axes AH, CH parallel,

they will exhibit tints of the same character, and opposite to

those of B and D which have their axes BH, DH at right

angles to the former. The reason is therefore manifest, why

each diagonal fringe changes its character by inverting the

plate, for when this inversion takes place the axis of the dia-

gonal portion is put into a position at right angles to its first

position.

These observations enable us to explain the appearances

shown in Fig. 10, and 1 1 ,
( PI. II.

)
and described in Prop. XVII.

In Fig. 10, where the plate is narrow, the black spaces at C and

D, bisecting the angles, interfere and nearly obliterate the

interior fringes, but in Fig. 11, where the plate is consider-

ably broader, the influence of the angular crystallization does

not extend so far, and therefore the interior fringes are seen

at 2, Fig. 11. The state of the crystallization at the angles
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A,B.C,D,Fig.49,{Pl.V.) is also peculiar. The glass cools

more rapidly there than at any other part, and therefore a

higher tint is developed at the angles, than towards the

middle of the plate.

2. On thefringes produced by square pieces ofglass.

If the breadth of the glass plate is equal to its length, as in

Fig. 32, ( PL IV.) all the four diagonal portions nearly meet,and

therefore, when the lateral and terminal fringes are developed,

the central part is altogether black, as the central fringes

have entirely disappeared. When the line AB is parallel or

perpendicular to the plane of primitive polarisation, the diagonal

fringes appear as in Fig. 33, (PI. IV.) being always separated

from each other by a black space in the form of a cross. This

black cross is a necessary accompaniment of the diagonal

fringes, for it follows, from the reasoning in Sect. I. of this pro-

position, that all the crystals situated in the central lines, AB,

CD, have their neutral axes in the directions AB, CD, and

therefore cease to depolarise the incident light when the

diagonal fringes are in full perfection.

3. On the fringes produced by cylindrical pieces ofglass.

As the heat radiates most copiously from the heated cy-

linder, in lines perpendicular to its surface, that is, in lines

directed to its axis, it follows that the axis of all the elementary

crystals will be directed to the axis of the cylinder. The uni-

formity of the radiation in every part of the cylinder, will

produce an uniformity of structure, which will develope si-

milar tints at similar distances from the axis, and thus produce

fringes concentric with the cylindrical circumference. The
effect of a radial crystallization combined with an angular
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crystallization is shown in Fig, 50, (PL V.) where ABCD is a

plate of glass cooled upon a cylinder of iron at its centre. See

Fig. 19, (PL III.) and 29, (PL IV.)

When the section of the glass is a polygon of any number
of sides, the form of its fringes may be easily deduced from

the principles which have already been established. When
the section is a triangle, no regular figure is seen. If the

triangle is equilateral, the lines which bisect the angle, and

those which are perpendicular to the sides, are inclined to

each other 120°. So that the axes of the crystals are not

symmetrically related to the rectangular axes of the particles

of light. When the glass is a sphere, the axes are all directed

to its centre.

Proposition XXXIX.

To ascertain the probable mechanical condition of the parts of the

' glass that produce the different sets offringes.

I have not felt myself authorised to deduce, from any of

the preceding results, the mechanical condition of the parts

of the glass which produce the different sets of colours. It is

obvious that in the case of a red hot plate of glass, cooled in

the open air, there is a variable density diminishing from all

the edges inwards, but in the propagation of heat along a cold

plate, there is no direct argument to prove, that such an in-

creasing density exists at any of the edges, excepting the one

adjacent to the source of heat. A similarity, however, in the

mechanical conditions of the two plates, may be safely inferred

from the perfect similarity of their optical properties. The
central part of the crystallized plates, which produce fringes

of an opposite character, are in a state of dilatation decreasing
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from the central line to each of the black fringes.^" This

inference is not founded on any direct experiment, but it

derives a support almost amounting to demonstration, from a

series of new experiments, which I shall soon have the honour

of submitting to the Royal Society. These experiments were

made by altering the mechanical state of parallelopipeds of

animal jellies, both by gradual induration, and by the applica-

tion of variable pressures
;

and I have in this way obtained

results"analogous to those which are described in the preceding

paper. In every case the compression of the jelly produced a

set of fringes of an opposite structure to those which are oc-

casioned by expansion, and every compression was accom-

panied with a corresponding dilatation. In like manner it will,

be found, that there is in all crystallized bodies a variation of

density related to their axes, and connected with their polarity,

which affords an easy explanation of the fringes of different

forms which are exhibited by the various cr}^stals of the mi-

neral kingdom.
•f'

* The appearance of tlie fracture of glass across the fringes, whether it is tran-

siently or permanently crystallized, is very instructive. It has always the same aspect,

and plainly indicates the different mechanical states of the different parts of the glass.

From this cause crystallized glass is incapable of being cut with a hot iron, like glass

of uniform density, and there is only one way in which the division of the plate can

be effected.

f Since this Paper was written, I have discovered that glass, and all other substances

that have not the property of double refraction, are capable of receiving it from

mechanical pressure, and that a compressing force always produces the structure

which gives the exterior fringes in crystallized glass, while a dilating force produces

the structure which developes the interior fringes. We are, therefore, entitled to con-

clude that the middle parts are in a state of dilatation, and the external parts in a state

of compression. Piy a peculiar application of the compressing forces, I have even

succeeded in obtaining uniform tints like those produced by plates of sulphate of

lime of equal thickness.

MDCCCXVI. P
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Proposition XL.

Radiant heat is not susceptible of refraction, and is incapable of

permeating glass like the luminous rays.

The propagation of radiant heat along glass can be ren-

dered visible to the eye by the methods described in the first

section of this paper. It advances from the heated edge of

the plate, crystallizing the glass during its passage, and pro-

ducing changes in those parts of the plate where it does not

exist in a sensible state.

If the radiant heat is received upon a convex lens, the very

same effect is produced. Instead of being bent, like light, at

the convex surfaces, it advances, whatever be the angle of

incidence, in lines perpendicular to that surface, crystallizing

the glass in its progress ; and, as soon as it has reached the

second surface, it is again discharged, as if from a new source

of heat. This experiment I conceive to be an ocular demon-

stration of the first part of the Proposition.

Dr. Herschel, in his celebrated inquiry into the properties

of invisible heat, has deduced the very opposite result from

several experiments ;
but, independently of the minuteness of

the effects which he observed, it is manifest, that the thermo-

meter placed in the focus of his lens, received its heat by ra-

diation from the lens itself
;
and it is also demonstrable, that

a convex lens, radiating heat at an uniform temperature, will

produce *a greater effect upon a thermometer placed in its

axis, than upon another having a different position. From the

form of the lens, the edges are always the coldest, giving

out their heat to the metallic ring in which they are placed.
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and therefore, the discharge of heat must be most copious in

the direction of the axis.^*

The inability of radiant heat to pass through glass, may be

considered as a consequence of its refusing to yield to the

refractive force ;
for we can scarcely conceive a particle of

radiant matter freely permeating a solid body, without suffer-

ing some change in its velocity and direction. The ingenious

experiments of M. Prevost of Geneva, and the more recent

ones of M. Delaroche, have been considered as establishing

the permeability of glass to radiant heat. M. Prevost em-

ployed moveable screens of glass, and renewed them con-

tinually, in order that the result which he obtained might not

be ascribed to the heating of the screen; but such is the

rapidity with which heat is propagated through a thin plate of

glass, that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to observe

the state of the thermometer, before it has been affected by

the secondary radiation from the screen. The method em-

ployed by M. Delaroche of observing the difference of

effect, when a blackened glass screen, and a transparent one,

were made successively to intercept the radiant heat, is liable

to an obvious error.

* The circumstance of the glass cooling most rapidly at the edges, which may be

proved by exposing it to a polarised ray, enables us to account for the anomalous and

hitherto unexplained fact observed by the younger Euler, that the focal length of

a lens is shortened when its temperature is increased. The observation having always

been made when the lens was actually cooling, the density, and consequently the

refractive power had increased towards the circumference of the lens, and therefore

its focal length was diminished.

Might not the spherical aberration of lenses be diminished, and even corrected, by

giving them a variable density from their vertex ? I have three object glasses of this

kind, two crystallized and one uncrystallized, and ground carefully upon the same

tool ; but I have not yet been able to examine their optical properties,

> P 2
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The radiant heat would find a quicker passage through the

transparent screen, and therefore, the difference of effect was

not due to the transmitted heat, but to the heat radiating

from the anterior surface. The truth contained in M. Dela-

roche's fifth Proposition is almost a demonstration of the

fallacy of all those that precede it. He found that “ a thick

plate of glass, though as much, or more permeable to light

than a thin glass of worse quality, allowed a much smaller

quantity of radiant heat to pass.” If he had employed very thick

plates of the purest flint glass, or thick masses of fluid that

have the power of transmitting light copiously, he would have

found that not a single particle of heat was capable of passing

directly through transparent media.

Proposition XLL

To construct a chromatic thermometerfor measuring differences of

temperature below that offluidglass, by the optical effects zvhich

they produce.

Differences of temperature have hitherto been measured by

the expansions and contractions which they produce in solid,

fluid, or gaseous bodies, and all the various thermometrical

instruments that have been constructed, differ from each other

only in the' method by which these mechanical effects are

rendered visible. The experiments contained in the first

Section of this Paper, present us with an entirely new princi-

ple for the construction of a thermometer. We, have there

seen, that the tints polarised by a plate of glass, increase with

the temperature by which they are produced, and therefore

these tints may be used as a measure of the temperature, after
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the tints, corresponding to several points in the thermometri-

cal scale, have been accurately ascertained.

An instrument of this kind which I have constructed, is repre-

sented in Fig. 51
,
(PI. V.

)
where ABC is a series of 20 plates of

glass, whose length AB is 3.2 inches, their breadth 1.2 inches,

and their united thicknesses BC 5.4 inches. A metallic vessel,

DEFG, has its bottom formed of a thin layer of tin or lead,

or any other suitable metal which can be poured in a fluid

state upon the upper edges of the glass plates, so as to touch

them in every part. This perfect contact may be obtained for

higher temperatures, by grinding the bottom of the metallic

vessel till it touches the edges of the glass in every point.

When a heated fluid is poured into the vessel DEFG, its

heat will be instantly communicated to the edges of the plates,

and when exposed to a polarised ray, subsequently analysed

by reflection from a transparent body, they will exhibit the

coloured fringes at AB. Now every tint in the scale of

colours has a corresponding numerical value, which becomes

a correct measure of the temperature of the fluid.

Instead of pouring the fluid into the vessel, we may remove

the vessel altogether, and plunge the glass plates into the

fluid. They must then betaken quickly out and suspended

in a position where they are properly exposed to polarised

light. The maximum tint which they develope at the centre,

while cooling, is a measure of the temperature which they

have acquired in the fluid.

In order to obtain some idea of the nature of the scale, I

made the following trials.—The heat of my hand when
applied to the edges of 20 plates of glass, produced instantly

the fringes with the black spaces. With 12 plates I have
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produced the yellow of the first order
;
and when one plale

only was used, the black spaces, and the bluish white fringes

w'ere distinctly visible. A temperature of about 8o°, that of

the glass being 6o°, when applied to 20 plates, polarised in

the central fringe a yellow of the 'first order, which corres-

ponds to a tint whose value is 4 in the scale of colours. Hence,

one plate would have produced a tint corresponding to =
0.20 of the scale.

When one of the plates was placed upon a bar of red hot

iron, just visible in daylight, it polarised in the central fringe

the commencement of the green of the second order, which

corresponds to 9.35 in the scale.

Now the dilference of temperature answering to 0.20 was

80° — 60°= 20°. Hence we have

As 0.20: 9.35 =20°: 935°

the difference of temperature of the iron and the glass. The

temperature of the iron is therefore 935°-|- 60°= 995°*

If we suppose the tints to be so indefinitely marked that

the eye can only observe units of the scale of colours, we

shall, even in this case, have a scale of 187 to measure the

temperature of 935° 20°= 915°, which is a scale having

each of its divisions equal to nearly 4°. 9. The tints,

however, are much more definite than we have supposed, for

in the second order of colours, in which the observations

may always be made, the eight difierent tints have the follow-

ing measures.

I
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Tints. Values.

Violet _ _ - 7.20

Indigo - - 8.18

Blue - - - 9.00

Green 971
Yellow 10.40

Orange - - 11.11

Bright red 11.83

Scarlet - ^ 12.67

Now the difference of the values for violet and scarlet is 547 >

corresponding to seven different colours. Hence, upon the

supposition that the eye can distinguish merely these separate

colours, the accuracy of the scale is increased in the ratio of

547 to 7, that is, from 1S7 to 239, which gives 3°.83 for the

value of each unit.
»

It is quite manifest, however, that we can distinguish at

least three points in the developement of each colour; and

even if this could not be accomplished by the unassisted eye,

it can readily be effected, to a much greater extent, by cross-

ing the fringe with a standard crystallized plate, and observing

the degree of curvature which is produced in the fringes.

This standard plate may be shaped like a wedge, so as to

exhibit the variation of its tints to a great degree of minute-

ness. ,In a wedge of this kind, two inches long, and ground
out of a crystallized parallelepiped, so as to have an angle of

8°, the highest tint is between the blue and the white of the first

order, corresponding to 2.20 of the scale, and the lowest tint

is between the black and the blue, corresponding to about 0.8.

We have therefore a scale of nearly 2 inches to measure a

variation in the tints amounting to 2.20 — 0,80 = 140, The
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method of using the wedge or nonius is shown in Fig. 55, (PL V.)

where AB is the wedge, exhibiting tints which vary in in-

tensity from A to B. If we wish to ascertain the tints of a

piece of crystallized glass CD, it must be held as in the figure,

and moved from A to B. When it has the position CD, the

intersectional figure is open horizontall}^ which shows that

the tints of AB, at the point m, are higher than those of CD.

In the position GH the figure is open vertically, and therefore

the tints of the wedge at 0 are lower than those of the plate.

But in the intermediate position EF, a dark cross is produced,

which evinces the perfect equality between the tints of the

wedge at n and those of the plate EF. In this manner all tints

may be compared with each otlier, and referred to the scale of

colours.

By forming wedges of crystallized glass in this way, we

are enabled to observe the gradations by which the tints pass

into each other, and to perform many experiments on the

orders of colours, which would otherwise have been imprac-

ticable.'

' The sensibility of the preceding instrument depends on

several other causes. 1st. On the intensity of the polarised

pencil, 2d. On the transparency of the glass. And 3d. On

the removal of all internal reflections at the junction of the

plates. In the instrument v/ith 20 plates already mentioned,

the glass has a green tinge, and the polarised light suffers no

fewer than 4,0 reflections before it reaches the eye. In order

to remove these evils, the light should be polarised by re-

flection from several of the thinnest and most colourless plates

of glass that can be procured, so that each plate may polarise

and reflect the light which is transmitted through the plate
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immediately above it. In this way, I have obtained a light as

brilliant as that which is reflected from silver. The internal

reflections may be removed by interposing a film of oil be-

tween each of the plates, so as to rise above that part of the

plate where the tint is to be examined.

If the instrument is properly constructed, with these pre-

cautions, I have no hesitation in saying, that it will distinctly

mark a difference of temperature equal to 1° of Fahrenheit’s

thermometer.^

I have thus endeavoured to give a brief view of the nume-

rous experiments which have led to the general results un-

folded in the preceding enquiry. The length to which this

paper has extended, has prevented me from describing many

phenomena, and detailing many experiments, which, though

interesting in themselves, did not appear absolutely necessary

to the establishment of general views.

Had I included in the demonstration of every proposition,

the various experimental proofs which I had actually obtained,

this Paper would have swelled to a size which would have

rendered it unfit for the consideration of the Royal Society ;

I have, therefore, selected such experiments as appeared most

striking, and have left the detail of the rest, and the repre-

sentation of many of the phenomena, for a separate work

which I propose to publish on the subject.-^|"

* This thermometer possesses advantages peculiar to itself, in enabling us to mca*

sure the intensity of the heat produced by the friction of any two substances whatever.

When glass is one of the substances, the method of employing the instrument is ob-

vious. When any other substance is used, it must be fixed, without cement, to the

lower edge of one or more plates of glass, so that its rubbing surface may be as near

as possible to the edge of the glass.

f There is one practical result of the preceding experiments, which deserves parti-

cular notice. All articles made of glass, whether they are intended for scientific or

MDCCCXVI. O
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I cannot conclude this paper without expressing my obliga*

lions to the Rev. Dr. Milner of Cambridge, for the very

handsome manner in which he transmitted to me a quantity

of thick plate glass, which I found it impossible to procure from

any other quarter. I was thus enabled to obtain several new
results, and to complete many experiments that had been left

imperfect.^

I have the honour to be, &c.

DAVID BREWSTER.
To the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.

G, C. B. P. R, S. Sjc. 6̂ c. 8̂ c.

domestic purposes, should be carefully examined by polarised light before they are

purchased. Any irregularity in the annealing, or any imperfections analogous to

what workmen call pins in pieces of steel, will thus be rendered visible to the eye, by

their action upon light. The places marked out by these imperfections, are those

where the glass almost always breaks when unequally heated, or when exposed to a

slight blow. Hence, glass-cutters would find it of advantage to submit the glass to

this examination before it undergoes the operations of grinding and polishing.

• Since the preceding letter was written and sent to Sir Joseph Banks, I have

learnt that M. Seebeck has published in a German Journal for Dec. 1814, an account

of some experiments similar to those contained in Sect. II. of this Paper. As there is,

so far as I know, only one copy of this Journal in England, in the possession of Dr.

THOMsoN, I have not been able to obtain a sight of it, in order to compare M. See-

beck’s results with mine. I understand, however, that he has discovered the fact,

that a plate of red hot glass often acquires, in cooling, the depolarising structure, and

that the tints depend upon the mode of cooling the glass. This result, however, has

no connection whatever with the new properties of heat unfolded in the first Section

of the preceding Paper, and does not anticipate the developement of the phenomena

contained in the Second Section. The discovery of the new property of heat was made

by me early in 1814, and an account of it was read before the Royal Society on the

t9th of May, 1814. See Thil. Trans. 1814, p. 436.
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V. Farther experiments on the combustion of explosive mixtures

confined by wire-gauze^ with some observations on flame.

By Sir H. Davy, LL, D. F, R, S. V. P. R. I.

Read January 25, 1816.

I HAVE pursued my enquiries respecting the limits of the

size of the apertures and of the wire in the metallic gauze,

which I have applied to secure the coal miners from the explo-

sions of fire-damp. Gauze made of brass wire, of an inch

in thickness, and containing only ten apertures to the inch, or

100 apertures in the square inch, employed in the usual way

as a guard of flame, did not communicate explosion in a

mixture of 1 part of coal gas and 12 parts of air, as long as

it was cool, but as soon as the top became hot, an explosion

took place.

A quick lateral motion likewise enabled it to communicate

explosion.

Gauze made of the same wire, containing 14 apertures to

the inch, or 156 to the square inch, did not communicate

explosion till it became strongly red hot, when it was no

longer safe in explosive mixtures of coal gas ;
but no motion

that could be given to it, by shaking it in a close jar, produced

explosion.

Iron wdre gauze of and containing 24,0 apertures in the

square inch, was safe in explosive mixtures of coal gas, till it

became strongly red hot at the top.
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Iron wire gauze of -3^, and of 24, apertures to the inch, or

of 57(3 to the square inch, appeared safe under all circum-

stances in explosive mixtures of coal gas. I kept up a con-

tinual flame in a cylinder of this kind, 8 inches high and 2

inches in diameter, for a quarter of an hour, varying the pro-

portions of coal gas and air as far as was compatible with their

inflammation; the top of the cylinder, for some minutes, was
strongly red hot, but though the mixed gas was passed

rapidly through it by pressure from a gasometer and a pair

of double bellows, so as to make it a species of blast furnace,

yet no explosion took place.

I mentioned in my last communication to the Society, that

a flame confined in a cylinder of very fine wire gauze, did

not explode a mixture of oxygene and hydrogene, but that

the gases burnt in it with great vivacity. I have repeated

this experiment in nearly a pint of the most explosive mixture

of the two gases
; they burnt violently within the cylinder,

but, though the upper part became nearly wliite hot, yet no

explosion was communicated, and it was necessary to with-

draw the cylinder to prevent tlie brass wire from being

melted.

These results are best explained by considering the nature of

the flame of combustible bodies, which, in all cases, must be con-

sidered as the combustion of an explosive mixture of inflammable

gas, or vapour and air
; for it cannot be regarded as a mere

combustion at the surface of contact of the inflammable matter :

and the fact is proved by holding a taper or a piece of burning

phosphorus within a large flame made by the combustion of

alcohol, the flame of the candle or of the phosphorus will
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appear in the centre of the other flame, proving that there is

oxygene even in its interior part.

The heat communicated by flame must depend upon its

mass; this is shown by the fact that the top of a slender

cylinder of wire-gauze hardly ever becomes dull red in the

experiment on an explosive mixture, whilst in a larger cylin-

der, made of the same material, the central part of the top

soon becomes bright red. A large quantity of cold air thrown

upon a small flame, lowers its heat beyond the explosive

point, and in extinguishing a flame by blowing upon it, the

effect is probably principally produced by this cause, assisted

by a dilution of the explosive mixture.

If a piece of wire-gauze sieve is held over a flame of a lamp

or of coal gas, it prevents the flame from passing it, and the

phenomenon is precisely similar to that exhibited by the wire-

gauze cylinders
;
the air passing through is found very hot,

for it will convert paper into charcoal
;
and it is an explosive

mixture, for it will inflame if a lighted taper is presented to

it, but it is cooled below the explosive point by passing through

wires even red hot, and by being mixed with a considerable

quantity of air comparatively cold. The real temperature of

visible flame is perhaps asJiigh as any we are acquainted with.

Mr. Tennant was in the habit of showing an experiment,

which demonstrates the intensity of its heat. He used to fuse

a small filament of platinum in the flame of a common candle;

and it is proved by many facts, that a stream of air may

be made to render a metallic body white hot, yet not be itself

luminous.

A considerable mass of heated metal is required to inflame
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even coal gas, or the contact of the same mixture with an
extensive heated surface. An iron wire of ^ of an inch and

8 inches long red hot, when held perpendicularly in a stream

of coal gas, did not inflame it, nor did a short wire of one sixth

of an inch produce the effect held horizontally; but wire of the

same size, when six inches of it were red hot, and when it was
held perpendicularly in a bottle, containing an explosive mix-
ture, so that heat was successively communicated to portions

of the gas, produced its explosion.

A certain degree of mechanical force which rapidly throws

portions of cold explosive mixture upon flame, prevents

explosions at the point of contact; thus on pressing an explo-

sive mixture of coal gas from a syringe, or a gum elastic

bottle, it burns only at some distance from the aperture from
which it is disengaged.

Taking all these circumstances into account, there appears

no difficulty in explaining the combustion of explosive mix-

tures within and not without the cylinders ; for a current is

established from below upwards, and the hottest part of the

cylinder is where the results of combustion, the water, car-

bonic acid, or azote, which are not inflammable, pass out.

The gas which enters is not sufficiently heated on the outside

of the wire, to be exploded, and as the gases are no where
confined, there can be no mechanical force pressing currents

of flame towards the same point.

It will be needless to enter into further illustrations of the

theoretical part of the subject: and I shall conclude this Paper

by stating, what I am sure will be gratifying to the Society,

that the cylinder lamps have been tried in two of the most
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dangerous mines near Newcastle, with perfect success
;
and

from the communications I have had from the collieries, there

be immediately

adopted in all the mines in that neighbourhood, where there

is any danger from fire-damp.

is every reason to believe that they will
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VI, Some observations and experiments made on the Torpedo of

the Cape of Good Hope in the year 1S12, By John T. Todd,

late surgeon of His Majesty’s ship Lion. Communicated by

Sir Everard Home, Bart. V.P.R. S.

Read February 15, 181b.

WH I L s T the Lion was stationed at the Cape of Good
Hope, the seine, as is the custom throughout the navy, was

frequently employed in procuring fish for the use of the ship^s

company, and besides the more edible kinds, many of the

Torpedo were caught. In this manner the opportunity was

afforded me of making the following observations, some of

the imperfections of which I must be allowed to attribute to

the “ manus nuda” of my situation. The fish were generally

caught early in the morning, and examined as soon after as

possible. When this could not be done, they were placed in

buckets of sea-water, where they sometimes remained alive

for three, and in one instance for five days.

The torpedo is seldom met with to the eastward of the

Cape of Good Hope. Hence, whilst I rarely failed in pro-

curing them in Table Bay, I never but once succeeded in

doing so in Simon's Bay, although the opportunities were the

same in both places. It was never caught but by the seine,

although the hook and line, with bait of every variety, were

as often made use of exactly in the same situations. It differs

in no respect, as far as I have been able to observe, from the

same fish of the northern hemisphere, except that it was never
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found so large ; being never more than eight, nor less than

five inches in length, and never more than five, nor less than

three inches and a half in breadth. The colour of the animal

is various ; the upper surface being generally hazel grey,

reddish brown, or purple
;
the under surface greyish white,

yellowish white, or white with black patches.

The columns of the electrical organs were larger, and less

numerous in proportion, than those described by Mr. Hunter,

in the torpedo caught at La Rochelle. When separate and

uninfluenced by external pressure, they appear to be of the

form of cylinders, as is shown as nearly as possible by sus-

pending them by one of their extremities. The different

forms which they exhibit in a horizontal section of the whole

organ, are produced by their unequal attachment to one

another by the intermediate reticular substance.

The electrical organs are so placed within the curvature of

the semilunar cartilages of the large lateral fins, as to be

entirely under the influence of the muscles, which are inserted

into these cartilages. So that in any lateral motions of these

cartilages towards the trunk, or in any increase of curvature

of these cartilages, the electrical organs must be coippressed.

There appears also to be a muscular structure, which connects

the anterior part of these cartilages to a process projecting

from the anterior part of the cranium, the action of which

' must tend to increase this effect.

The inferior and posterior terminations of the small lateral

fins are covered with lamince of osseous matter, which are

enveloped in the epidermis.

A much larger proportion ofnerves is supplied to the electri«

cal than to any other organs. This has appeared to others so

MDCCCXVI. R
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important an observation, that it may be repeated with pro-

priety.

The shocks received from the torpedos which I examined,

were never sensible above the shoulder, and seldom above

the elbow-joint. The intensity of the shock bore no relation

to the size of the animal (sensation being the only measure

of intensity), but an evident relation to the liveliness of the

animal, and vice versa. The shocks generally followed simple

contact, or such irritation as pressing, pricking, or squeezing,

sometimes immediately, and sometimes not until after

frequent repetition. Not unfrequently, however, animals

apparently perfectly vivacious suffered this irritation without

discharging any shock. There appeared no regularity of

interval between the shocks. Sometimes they were so fre-

quent as not to be counted ; at other times, not more than

one or two have been received from one animal ; and, in a

few instances, it has been impossible by any irritation to elicit

shocks from some of them. When caught by the hand, they

sometimes writhed and twisted about, endeavouring to extri-

cate themselves by muscular exertion, and did not, until they

found these means unavailing, discharge the shock. In many
instances, however, they had recourse to their electrical power

immediately.

The electrical discharge was, in general, accompanied by

an evident muscular action. This was marked by an apparent

swelling of the superior surface of the electrical organs, par-

ticularly towards the anterior part, opposite to the cranium,

and by a retraction of the eyes. It was so evident, that when

the animal was held in the hand of another person, I was

often able to point out when he received the shock. In this.
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however, I was also sometimes deceived ; and I think I have

received shocks (particularly when the animal has been debi-

litated, and the shocks weak,) without having been able to

observe this muscular action.

Two of these animals, as nearly alike in every circumstance

as possible, being each placed in a separate bucket of sea-water,

from one of them frequent shocks were elicited by irritation,

viz. simple contact, or pricking, &c. ; the other was allowed to

remain undisturbed. The former became languidj the in-

tensity of its shocks diihlnished, and it soon died
;
the last

shocks being received in a continued succession, producing

pricking sensations never extending above the hand. The
latter continued vivacious, and lived until the third day. This

experiment was frequently repeated with the same results ;

and it might be observed, in general, where there was no di-

rect comparison made, that those which parted with the shocks

most freely soonest became languid, and died ; and those

which parted with them most reluctantly, lived the longest.

Two torpedos being placed exactly in the same circum-

stances as the last- mentioned, from one shocks were elicited

until it became debilitated. It was then allowed to remain

until the following day. When they were both examined,

it was found that the animal from which no shocks had been

previously received, discharged them very freely
; but it was

with the greatest difficulty that they could be procured from

the other.

Having made an incision on each side of the cranium and

gills of a lively torpedo, I pushed aside the electrical organs,

so as to expose and divide their nerves. The animal was

then placed in a bucket of sea-water. On examining it in

R2
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about two hours afterwards, I found it impossible to elicit

shocks from it by any irritation ; but it seemed to possess as

much activity and liveliness as before, and lived as long as

those animals from which shocks had not been received, and

which had not undergone this change.

Two of these animals being procured, the nerves of the

electrical organs of one of them were divided after the manner

above described. They were placed each in separate buckets

of sea-water, and allowed to remain undisturbed. This \vas

performed in the morning, and when examined in the evening,

t was impossible to distinguish between the liveliness or

activity of either.

Of two of these animals, the nerves of the electrical organs

of one of them were divided. Being placed each in separate

buckets of sea-water, they were both irritated as nearly alike

as possible. From the perfect animal, shocks were received

;

after frequent repetition it became weak, and incapable of

discharging the shock, and soon died. The last shocks were

not perceptible above the second joint of the thumb, and so

weak as to require much attention to observe them. From

the other no shocks could be received ; it appeared as vivacious

as before, and lived until the second day. This experiment

was frequently repeated with nearly the same results.

The nerves of one electrical organ only being divided in a

lively torpedo, from which shocks had been previously

received, on irritating the animal it was still found capable of

communicating the shock. Whether there was any difference

in the degree of intensity could not be distinctly observed.

One electrical organ being altogether removed, the animal

still continued capable of discharging the electrical shock.
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Having divided one of the nerves of each electrical orgaii

in a torpedo, from which shocks had been previously received,

I still found the animal capable, after this change, of commu-
nicating the shock.

Having introduced a wire through the cranium of a torpedo,

which had been communicating shocks very freely, all motion

immediately ceased, and no irritation could excite the electrical

shock.

I never received a shock from a torpedo, when held by the

extremities of the lateral fins or tail.

The preceding account appears to me to afford grounds for

the following conclusions.

1. That the electrical discharge of this animal is in every

respect a vital action, being dependent on the life of the

animal, and having a relation to the degree of life and to the

degree of perfection of structure of the electrical organs.

3. That the action of the electrical organs is perfectly

voluntary.

3. That frequent action of the electrical organs is injurious

to the life of the animal
; and, if continued, deprives the

animal of it. Is this only an instance of a law common to all

animals, that by long continued voluntary action they are

deprived of life Whence is the cause of the rapidity with
which it takes place in this instance ? Or is it owing to the
re-action of the shock on the animal ^

4. That those animals, in which the nerves of the electrical

organs are intersected, lose the power of communicating the
shock, but appear more vivacious, and live longer than those
in which this change has not been produced, and in which
this power is exerted. Is the loss of the power of commu-
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nicating the shock to be attributed to the loss of voluntary

power over the organ ? Does this fact bear any analogy to

the effects produced by castration in animals ?

5. That the possession of one organ only is sufficient to

produce the shock.

6. That the perfect state of all the nerves of the electrical

organs, is not necessary to produce the shock.

And, 7. From the whole it may be concluded, that a more
intimate relation exists between the nervous system and elec-

trical organs of the torpedo, both as to structure and func-

tions, than between the same and any organs of any animal

with which we are acquainted. And this is particularly shown,

1st, By the large proportion of nerves supplied to the electrical

organs : and, 2d, By the relation of the action of the electrical

organs to the life of the animal, and vice versa.
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Vn. Direct and expeditious methods of calculating the excentric

from the mean anomaly of a planet. By the Reverend Abram

Robertson, D.D, F.R. S, Savilian Professor of Astronomy in

the University of Oxford, and Radclijfan Observer. Commu-

nicated by the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B.

P. R, S.

Read February 15, 181b.

Since the publication of Kepler's discoveries in astronomy,

the attention of men of science has frequently been directed

to the problem distinguished by his name, and their exertions

have frequently been employed to overcome the acknowledged

difficulty of its solution. A statement of the various degrees

of success, with which these endeavours have been made, is

foreign to the present design. An account of this kind is now
also needless, as Dr. Brinkley's examination of such attempts,

published in the ninth volume of the Transactions of the Royal

Irish Academy, affords a satisfactory review of most of the

proceedings on this subject, previous to the year 1802.

After the following methods had occurred to my consider-

ation, and I had fully proved their utility by actual application

to examples, I was anxious to ascertain whether any author

had anticipated me in the manner in which the investigations

are conducted. With this view I examined such solutions as

are referred to in Dr. Brinkley's very able Memoir, all those

mentioned by Montucla,^ of which I could procure a sight,

* Histoire des Mathematiques, Tom. II. p. 343, &c. I have searched, without

success, for Lorgna’s and Trembley’s publications.
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and some others which had occurred to me in the course of

my reading. The result of this search is a belief that no one
before has aimed at a direct solution through the same small

angle, and, by means of an equation in which this angle and its

powers are the only unknown quantities, obtained a quickly

converging series for its value in knowTi terms. The small

angle being found, with due precision, the eccentric anomaly
readily becomes known.

M. Delambre, in his Astronomy, published at Paris in

1814, in three quarto volumes, calculates the excentric ano-

maly by a method founded on those of Cassini,* La Caille,-}''

Simpson,J and Cagnoli.§ This eminent astronomer says of

it, “ Ce procede, le plus directe que je connaises, est aussi le

plus precis ; il n'est qu'approximatif, mais il est toujours

exact au-deia des dixiemes de seconde pour toutes les planetes

de notre systeme.’^ That the reader may readily judge how
far the third method, which I now propose, deserves atten-

tion, I have annexed to my investigation the calculation by it

of M. Delambre's two examples, and also one relating to the

comet of 1682 and 1759. ^

Each of the following methods of solution is to be considered

as direct, although it proceeds through the medium of what

is commonly called Cassini's approximation. This approxi-

mation, as here used, can only be considered as the first cer-

tain step in the computation. No hypothesis is introduced

* Memoifes de I’Academie de Pannee 1719.

f Lemons Elementaires d’Astronomie, Paris, 1761.

% Essays on several curious and useful subjects, London, 1740.

§ Trigonometrie, Paris, 17S6.
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into the proceeding, and therefore no correction by trial and

error is requisite.

Let ALP be the orbit of a planet, C the centre of the ellipse,

S that focus in which the sun is placed, and AMP a circle

described on the greater axis AP as a diameter. Let L be

the true place of the planet, and AM the corresponding mean

anomaly. Through L let the straight line ER be drawn,

perpendicular to AP, and let it meet AP in R and the circle in

E. Let EC, CM, SM be drawn, and let ST be perpendicular

to EC, SG to CM and MN to ST. Then MN is parallel to

ET, and NT is equal to the sine of the arc EM. It is easily

proved, as in almost every writer on the subject, that ST is

equal to the arc EM.
In this Problem it is supposed that AC, CS, AM are given,

and it is required to find AE the excentric anomaly, for AE
-being found, the true anomaly ASL is easily obtained.

In each of the three following methods the angles CMS,

CSM are used, and their difference is found by this pro*-

portion.

MDCCCXVI. S
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1CM + CS : CM— CS : : tan
. i ACM : tan. | (CSM — CMS),

Hence the angles become known by their sum and difference.

As the angle SMN is very small, and consequently the angle

MSC nearly equal to ECA in the orbits of almost all the

planets, this way of finding the angle CSM is usually called

Cassini's approximation to the excentric anomaly ACE.

First Method.

Having found the angle CSM, sin. CSM : CM : : sin. SCM :

SM, which therefore becomes known. Let 2; equal the angle

SMN, s equal the series expressing its sine, and c equal the

series expressing its cosine. Put a equal the sine of CMS,

and h equal its cosine. Then, radius being 1, ac —*6^— sin.

CMN = sin. ECM = sin. (CMS — %). Also, 1 : SM : \ s:

SN = SM X Sy and ac -—65-4" x 5 = TN -f- SN = EM ==

CMS— and therefore CMS— ;^ ac— 65 4” SM y.s= z -][-ae

SM.— 6 X 5.

Let<i=SM— 6, andthen QMS>= %-\-ac-\‘ds-=^%-\-a (1— —

•3 * 2-34-S

— &C.

+
z" z'‘

2.34 2 34.5.6

a “4" ^ “4“

+ 2-34-5-6-7-«

az

2

az^dz^ .

2.3. "I 2.34

&c.) -+J-^
+

-&C.)

2. 3. 4.5

Let g==CMS

—

a, and putting A, B, C, &c. for the coefficients

e= Az — Cz^ -f D2" + Ez^— Fz" — Gz^ -f &c.

By reversing this series we find z = e + <2^

d a
, S^d ^4 , 5

^^

6(i4rf)‘'‘

+ &C.

2(1 + d)s 24(1 +dy 2(1 +fl) 8(i+rfp

This equation is in parts of the radius, and in order to have

it in degrees we use this proportion, i : 57°. ^957795 • • ^ • 57*

^957795 ^ 2:, putting R° for 57°. 2957795-
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HenceR «= ^e+ +6fr+^*^ +7(717?^ +

Second Method.

The substitutions for the sines and cosines of the angles

CMS, SMN being as in the preceding method, let SG be per-

pendicular to MC, and then radius being i, i : CS : : sin.

ACM : CS X sin, ACM:r= SG. But sin. CMS : SG ; : sin. SMN :

SN, that is, d: : CS x sin. ACM : : s :

^
s — SN, and

therefore ac — bs + cs x sin. ACM
^ _ XN + SN = ST =

CMS— 2;. Let ct=
^^

and then ac ds =
CMS — z, and CMS = z ae ds, as in the preceding

method.

Third Method.

Let 2: = the angle SMN, s= the series expressing its sine,

and r= the series expressing its cosine, as before ; but let a

now denote the sine of CSM, and b its cosine, and let MN
meet CS in H. Then ae -j- bs is equal to the sine of the sum

of the angles SMH, MSC, that is, ae bs= sin. MHA= sin.

ACE, the excentric anomaly. We have therefore CE : ac bs

: ; CS : — ST = CMS— z.

Let d — and e = ^nd then rfc+ ei=CMS

—

z,

and CMS = z -|- dc -
1
- es = z d

dz^
,

dx/'' dfa®

2 ‘ 2.3.4 2 .34 - 5-6

ex? I 0-- j I I
dz^ ez?— &c. = d-\- z-\- ez —'
— — —

' ' 2 2.3+ &c. + ez-- +
+ 4—

—

&c. Let f= CMS — d, and then f=Az

s— Bz^— Cz^ + — &c. putting A, B, C, &c. for the

coefficients. By reversing this series, or by putting d for

Ss
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e for andy^for e, in the series in the first method, we find

f3 JL -f3

+ ' 2(i-fe)VJ I b(i+e)*-t -* 2 {i+e)^-l " 24(1+ 0*'^R”«= .f?/+ I 6(i+e)‘*-

J f*
_L p I &c.

' i2(i+e)^d I S[i-\-eyU I

I prefer this method to the first or second, and therefore I

proceed to calculate by it.

Example I.

Let us suppose with M. Delambre^ that the mean ano-

maly is 135°3 and the excentricity of the orbit 0.25, the mean

distance from the sun being 1.

Here CM-|-CS= 1.25, CM—CS= . 75, and
CM—CS 75

CM + CS 1.25'*

the log. of which is to be used for any given mean anomaly

in the orbit.

7x5
- - R°g- 97781513

Log, tan. 67°..30' - 10.3827737

Log. tan. 33 ..22. .4,9.84 10.1609270

CMS is found by tliis

proportion, 2,0626

:

1

CSM = 122 ..32. .49.84

CMS = 12.. 7.. 10. 16=43630". 16

206264.8

CMS = . 21 13249

Log- 9-S979400
Log- 9 9H178S

<^=•2099511 Log. 9.332x183

.2113249 = CMS

.0015738 =/; Log. 7. 1969495

: : CMS in seconds : its

length in parts of the ra-

dius.

CS = 0.23

a

CS
h

Log. 4.6397867
Log. 5.3144251

Log. 9.3253616

Log. 9.39794°°
Log. 9.7347108

«=-i357223 Log. 9.1326508.

As CSM is obtuse, e is negative.

1 +^=.8642778 Log. 9.9366334.

• Vol. II. page 28.
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The angle SMN is therefore calculated from the series in

the following manner

:

133

First term.

/ -

1 e

Numb.

Log. 1.7581226
Log- 7-1969495

8-9550731
Log. 9.9366534

1043322 Log. 9.0184187
For. 2d term .0000231

Sum - 0°.1043553 = 6'..i5/'67
= SMH. CSM - = i22°..52 ..49. 84

ACE =

Second term.

Log. 1.7581226
Log. 9.3221183
Log. 4.3938990

15-4741399
- 0.3010300

R° -

d - -

/-* -

2. Log. -

. , ,
15.1731099

(i+^) - Log. 9.8099602

Numb. .0000231 Log. 5.3631497

122 ..59..5.51

This differs from M. Delambre's conclusion only in the
second place of the decimals.

Example II.

Supposing, with M. Delambre, that the mean anomaly in

the same orbit is 96°, required the excentric anomaly.

We have as before ^ - - - _ _ 97781513
Log. tan. 48°.. -

10.0455626
Log. tan. 33^^4o^^i".5i 9*82371 qq
CSM = 8i..4o..4i".5i

CMS 14 .,19 ..18. 49 = 5155^*49 Log. 47123003
206264.8 Log. 5.3144251

CMS = .2499627 Log. 9-397^752
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CS = 0.25
a

Log- 9-3979400 LS = 0.25

Log. 9-9954030

d= . 2473677 - Log. 9-3933430
. 2499627 = CMS

.0025950=/ - Log. 7.4141374

First term of the series.

- - - Log. 1.7581226R° - -

/ - - •

(i + e)

Num. .1434906
2cl term .0000429

Sum 0°. 1435335
= SMN. CSM

ACE

Log. 7.4141374

9.1722600
Log. .0154366

Log. 9.1568234

= 8'..36''.72

= 8 i°..4o ..41 .51

Log. 9-3979400
Log. 9.1605669

^ = .0361832 Log. 8.5585069
14-^=1.0361832 Log. .0154366

Second term of- the series.

R° - - Log. 1.7581226
^ - Log. 9.3933430

- - Log. 4.8282748

159797404
Log. .3010300

15.6787104
Log. .0463098(i + «)^

Num. .0000429 Log. 5.6324006= 81 ..49. .18 .23

This also differs from M. Delambre’s conclusion only in

the second place of decimals.

Example III.

Let us suppose ALP to be the orbit of the comet which

appeared in 1682, and reappeared in 1759, according to the

prediction of Dr. Halley ;
that CE is equal to 18.07575, that

that CS is equal to 17.49225, and that the mean anomaly is

i79°-47^-3^^^-i 7» required to find the excentric anomaly.

Here §^3 = 3-^’ - - - Log. 8.2149815

Log. tan. 89°..53'..46''.o8 - - I 2.74i553i

Lon. tan. 83 ..41 ..34 .5 - - 10.95^534^^

CSM = 173 ..35 -20 58

CMS== 6 ..12 ..11 58 = 22331.58 Log. 4.3489194

206264.8 Log. 5.3144251

CMS = .1082666 Log. 9.0344943
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CS = 17.49225
a -

CE = 18.07575

d = .1080544
.1082660 =

Log. 1.2428457
Log. 9 0478932

10.2907389
Log. 1,2570963

Log. 9.0336426
CMS

.0002122 =/, Log. 6.3267454

First term of the series.

R° - - Log. 1.7581226

/ - - - Log. 6.3267454

8.0848680
(i+e) - - Log. 8.5835638

Num. .3171788 Log . 9.5013042

Second term of the series.

“ Log. 1.7581226
- Log. 2.6534908

- - - Log. 9.0336426

1344023^0
2 - - Log. .3010300

13.1442260
(1+^) - Log. 5.7506914

Num. .0024748 Log. r3935346
.3171788

3^3334

.0000386

•319^922 sum of the positive— .0000406

SMN=o°.31965i6 = iq'.. io".7^
CSM= i73..g5„,o .58

173-54 •31 '33

€8=17.49225 Log. 1.2428457
b - - Log. 9.9972757

11.2401214
CE=i8. 07575 Log. 1.2570963

e = . 9616678 Log. 9.9830251
As CSM is obtuse, e is negative.

i+^=;.0383322 Log. 8.5835638

Third term of the series.

R° - -

e - -

r -

6 -

(1+0*

Num. — .0000406

Fourth term

R" - -

r - -

(1+0= - -

Num. .0000386

Log. 1.7581226
Log. 9*9830251

' Log. 8.9802362

20.7213830
Log. 7781513

19-9432325
Log- 4-3343552

Log. 5.6089774

)f the series.

Log. 1.7581226
Log. 8.0672852
Log. 8.9802362

18.8056440
Log. .3010300

18.5046140
Log. 2.9178190

Log. 5.5867950

— ACE. With the design already
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expressed, I adopted in this example the same data with Mr.

Ivory : see Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

Vol. V. page 236.

The preceding method bears a nearer resemblance to that

given by Keill, in his Astronomy, than to any other of which

I know. Adapting his manner of proceeding to the figure here

used, he puts y
~ EM, e == sin. AM,/ cos. AM, and g = CS.

The series expressing the sine of AE, is therefore equal to

e^fy —j-^ &c. But the radius, which is 1, is

to |be sine of AE as CS or g is to ST or EM, that is to y.

Consequently y = ge—gfy — + 7“ + 7^ there-

fore ge =y gfy —7— &c.

By reversing this he obtains a series, which, omitting the

numbers in the coefficients, converges as the powers of
^

1 +\:s x^cos^M ‘ degree of convergency to the value

ofjy in the foregoing examples is as follows.

In the first example as the powers of .2147372,

In the second example as the powers of .2553020,

In the third example as the powers of .1086700.

In the third method which has been here investigated, the

series converges to the value of SMH as the powers of

-7 or
CS X

This degree of convergency in

the foregoing examples is as follows.

In the first example as the powers of .0018209,

In the second example as the powers of .0250438,

In the third example as the powers of *0055358.

The third method, by which the three foregoing examples
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are calculated, appears to me the most simple and precise in

theory, and the most expeditious in practice of any which I

have seen. This I say with the greater degree of freedom,

as I am so well aware of the similarity between its series and

that of Keill's, and so perfectly convinced of the advantages

which it derives from Cassini's approximation, that I consider

it, with the exception of some deviations, as a combination af

their methods.

MDCCCXVI. T
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VIII. Demdnstrations of the late Dr, Maskelyne^s formulafor

finding the longitude and latitude of a celestial object from its

right ascension and declination ; andforfinding its right ascen^

sion and declination from its longitude and latitude, the ohh~

quity of the ecliptic being given in both cases. By the Rev.

Abram Robertson, D.D. F.R.S. Savilian Professor of

Astronomy in the University of Oxford, and Radcliffian Ob-

server. Communicated by the Right Honourable Sir Joseph

Banks, Bart. G.C.B. P.R.S,

Read February 15, 1816.

The methods given by our late Astronomer Royal, for solving

the two problems alluded to, were printed in his introduction

to Taylor’s Logarithmic Tables. Since their appearance

before the public, they have met with the warmest approba-

tion from those most capable of judging of their merit; but

no one, so far as I know, has fully demonstrated them ; nor

has any one, so far as my knowledge extends, observed two

mistakes with which they are accompanied, and which in cer-

tain cases would affect the accuracy of their application.

These circumstances, and a consideration of the high cha-

racter of the author of the formulae, induced me to reduce the

following demonstrations and remarks into the form of a

short memoir. I trust I shall not be charged with any im-

proper motive for thus noticing the mistakes. Candour, I
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hope, will view them only as accidental oversights, and the

most sincere regard for his memory will allow the propriety

of correcting them.

Problem I.

The right ascension and declination of a celestial object,

together with the obliquity of the ecliptic, being given, to find

its longitude and latitude."

Let QAR, Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, (Pi. VI.) be the equator, P its

north, and p its south pole. Let CAL be the ecliptic, E its

north and e its south pole. In the first three figures, let P/)R

be the first and P/>Q the fourth quadrant of right ascension;

E^L the first and E^C the fourth quadrant of longitude, A in

these figures being the first point of aries. In the last three

figures, let P/>R be the second and P/Q the third quadrant of

right ascension
;
EeL the second and E^ C the third quadrant of

longitude, A in these figures being the first point of libra.

Let S be a celestial object, and let PSH ory>SH be a circle,

of declination, and ESF or ^SF a circle of latitude passing

through it, the angle LAR or QAC being the obliquity of

the ecliptic. Then, reckoning from the first point of aries

and according to the order of the signs, AH is the right

ascension, SH the declination, AF the longitude, and SF the

latitude of S.

In each of the figures, let it be supposed that the arc of a

great circle passes from A to S, and then SAH, SAF will be

two right angled triangles.

By trigonometry, sin. AH : R :: tan. HS : tan; HAS=
R tan. HS
sin. AH

R tan. declination

sin. , north or south as the declination is.

Let this first auxiliary angle be called A, and let O denote the
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obliquity of the ecliptic. Then in the first and second qua-

drants of right ascension, for a star whose declination is north,

A ~ O= SAF= B, the second auxiliary angle, but in these

quadrants for a star whose declination is south A + O =
SAF=B.

In the third and fourth quadrants of right ascension, for a

star whose declination is north, A -f- O= SAF = B, but in

these quadrants for a star whose declination is south, A ~ O

= SAF= B.

If S be on P^, as represented in Fig, 3 and 6, then 90°—

O

==SAF= B.

Tofind the longitude,

We have the following proportions cos. SAH : R : ; tan. AH :

tan. SAi.and R : cos. SAF : : tan. SA : tan. AF.
cos. SAF tan. AH

Hence cos. SAH * cos. SAF 1 1 tan. AH . tan. Ai —— sah
,

cos. B tan. Al
That is tan. longitude = —

cos.
' a" -

Or, as tan. A : R : : sin. A : cos. A= ^
being put for

cos, A in the preceding expression, we have also tan. longitude

tan. A cos. B tan.M
Fi- sin. A *

jp jg 1^0 Qji then R i cos. SAF r i tan. SA . tan. AF
CAT? (*-^-11 Q A 1*1 COS. (qo®"“0 )

tan. dcclin._ cos.- SAF tan. SA longitude= —
^

^ *

To find the latitude.

By trigonometry, sin.AF :R :: tan. SF : tan. SAF, and therefore

tan. SF=
sin.AFton.SAF^ latitude =

i ^ 1 • A T7'
tan.AFcos.AF

But tan . AF ;R ; : sin. AF ; cos. AF, and sin . Ah = g

and this being put in the preceding expression for sin. AF, we

, tan. AF cos. AF tan. B tan. long.cos.long.tan.B ^

have also tan. latitude= R*
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Rulesfor ascertaining the longitudefrom the precedingformulce.

1. The longitude falls in the first, second, third, or fourth

quadrant, according as the right ascension is in the first,

second, third, or fourth quadrant, unless the auxiliary angle

B be equal to or greater than qo°.

2. If B be equal to 90° the longitude =0, if the right as-

cension is in the first or fourth quadrant ; but if the right

ascension is in the second or third, the longitude= 180'".

3. If B be greater than 90° the following are the conse-

quences. If the right ascension is in the first quadrant, the

longitude falls in the fourth, and on the contrary, if the right

ascension is in the fourth, the longitude falls in the first. If

the right ascension is in the second, the longitude falls in the

^ third, and on the contrary, if the right ascension is in the third,

the longitude falls in the second.

4,. If S be on the equinoctial colure, as represented in Fig.

3 and 6, (PI. VI.) the following are the consequences, ff S be

between the first point of aries and Pthe longitude falls in the

first quadrant, but if S be between the first point of libra and

P the longitude falls in the second. If S be between the first

point of aries and p the longitude falls in the fourth quadrant,

but if S be between the first point of libra and p the longi-

tude falls in the third quadrant.*

The first of these rules will be evident after the second

and third are demonstrated. v

* No provision is made in Dr. Maskelyne’s formulae for ascertaining the tengi-

tude of a celestial object on Yp in either of the two hemispheres.
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Demonstration of the second rule.

It is evident that the circle of latitude for any star in EA^ coin-

cides with EA^, and therefore in Fig. 1,2,3, (PI. VI.
)
in which

A represents the equinoctial point of aries, the longitude of

such a star is 0. Now in Fig. 3. let S be a star at the inter-

section of the arcs A<?, pD, and in this case, SAL in the fii’st

quadrant is equal to B==90°. Again in Fig. 3. let S be a star

at the intersection of the arcs EA, PH, and in this case SAC

in the fourth quadrant is equal to 6=90°. In Fig. 6. (Pl. VI.)

let S be a star at the intersection of the arcs eA, /?H, and accord-

ing to the rule, SAL in the second quadrant is equal to 6=90°.

Lastly, in Fig. 6. let S be a star at the intersection of the arcs

EA, PH, and according to the rule, SAC in the third quadrant

is equal to 6=90°. It follows from these circumstances, that

if B be equal to 90°, the star must be in EA^, and therefore

that its longitude must be either o or 180°.

Demonstration of the third Rule.

Let S be a star in Fig. 2. between the arcs Ap, Ae, and then

it is evident that its right ascension H is in the first, but its

longitude F is in the fourth quadrant, and that SAL=B is

greater than ^AL or 90°. Again let S be a star in Fig, 2. be-

tween the arcs EA, PA, and then it is evident that its right

ascension H is in the fourth quadrant, but its longitude F is in

the first, and SAC, which is equal to B, is greater than EAC

or 90°. In Fig. 5. (PI. VI.) let S be a star between the arcs

A Ap. Then H the right ascension is in the second qua-

drant, but F the longitude is in the third, and SAL, equal to

B, is greater than e AL or 90°. Again in Fig. 5. let S be a

star between the arcs EA, PA, and then it is evident that H
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its right ascension is in the third quadrant, but F its longitude

is in the second, and SAC, which is equal to B, is greater than

EAC or 90°.

Hence it follows, that if B be greater than 90°, the star

must be situated between e A and p A, or between EA and PA,

and that the consequences with respect to its longitude, must

be as stated in the third Rule.

Dr. Maskelyne says, p. 59, Problem XIII. ‘‘ Longitude

will be of the same kind, or in the same quadrant of the circle

as is, unless B exceeds 90°, which can only happen when ^
is in second semicircle.^ Then ifM be in third quadrant or

from 6® to 9®, longitude will be in second quadrant or from

3' to 6®, and the operation will give L. cot. excess of long,

above 3*. Or if jR be in fourth quadrant, or from 9* to 12®,

longitude will be in first quadrant ; and the operation will

give, L.t, long, under 3% or in first quadrant.'^

Problem II.

“ The longitude and latitude of a celestial object, with the

obliquity of the ecliptic, being given, to find its right ascension

and declination.’’

Using the same figures as in the last article, by trigono-

Rtan.SF R tan. latitudemetry, sin. AF : R :: tan. SF ; tan. SAF — — -r—,—r—r,'' sm. AF sin. longitude’

north or south as the latitude is.

Let this first auxiliary angle be called A. Then when the

longitude is in the first or second quadrant A+0=SAH=B,
the Second auxiliary angle, if the latitude is north, but A O
= SAH= B, if the latitude is south.

* The words printed in italics contain a mistake, which would affect the longitude

of any celestial object situated between Ap, Ae, and pe, both in Fig. 2 and 5,
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When the longitude is in the third or fourth quadrant, then

A'^Oi=SAH= B, if thelatitude is north, butA+0=SAH=B,
if the latitude is south.

If S be on E<?, as represented in Fig. 3, and 6, then 90°—

O

= SAH= B.

Tofind the right ascension.

We have the following proportions, cos. SAF;R::tan.AF:tan.SA

and R:cos. SAH::tan.SA:tan.AH

Hence, cos. SAF : cos. SAH : : tan. AF : tan.AH=
That is tan.M =

But tan. A : R : : sin. A : cos. A R sin. A
tan. a'’

for the cos. A in the preceding expression, we have also

^ ^ tan. A COS. B tan. longitude
lan.itt R sin. A *

If S be on then R : cos. SAH ; : tan. SA : tan. AH

= ws.SAH.an,SA
_ ^ ^ cos. (90

--0) tan, Mtud.
_

Tofind the declination.

By trigonometry sin.AH : R:: tan. SH : tan. SAH, and tan. SH

= ah tan.SAH
jg declination == But tan

AH:R:: sin. AH : cos. AH, and sin. AH= and this

being put for sin. AH in the preceding expression, we have

, IT.- tan. Alcos. Altan.B
also tan. declination = .

Rules for ascertaining the right ascension from the preceding

formulce.

1. The right ascension falls in the first, second, th^rd or

fourth quadrant, according as the longitude is in the first,

second, third or fourth quadrant, unless the auxiliary angle B

be equal to, or greater than 90°.
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2. If B be equal to 90°, the right ascension is= 0, if the

longitude is -in the first or fourth quadrant; but if the longi-

tude is in the second or third, the right ascension is 180°.

3. If B be greater than 90°, the following are the conse-

quences. If the longitude is in the first quadrant, the right

ascension falls in the fourth, and on the contrary, if the lon-

gitude is in the fourth, the right ascension falls in the first. If

the longitude is in the second, the right ascension falls in the

third, and on the contrary, if the longitude is in the third, the

right ascension falls in the second.

4. If S be on Ke, as represented in Fig. 3 and 6, the follow-

ing are the consequences. If S be between E and the first

point of aries the right ascension falls in the fourth quadrant,

but if S be between E and the first point of libra the right

ascension falls in the third. If S be between ^ and the first

point of aries the right ascension falls in the first quadrant,

but if S be between e and the first point of libra the right

ascension falls in the second quadrant.*

The first of these rules will be evident after the second and

third are demonstrated.

Demonstration of the second Rule.

It is evident that the circle of declination for any star in

PAy>, coincides with PA/>, and therefore in Fig. 1, 2, 3, (PI. VI.)

in which A represents the equinoctial point of aries, the right

ascension of such a star is 0. But in Fig. 4, 5, 6, (PI. VI.) in

which A represents the equinoctial point of libra, the right

ascension of a star on FAp is 180°.

Now in Fig. 3. let S be a star at the intersection of the arcs

* No provision is made in Dr. Maskelyne’s Formula: for ascertaining the right

ascension of a celestial object on Eain either of the two hemispheres.

MDCCCXVI. U
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PA, EF, and in this case SAR, in the first quadrant, is equal

to B=qo°. Again in Fig. 3. let S be a star at the intersection

of the arcs ^ A, ^F, and in this case SAQ, in the fourth qua-

drant= 90°= B. In Fig. 6. let S be a star at the intersection

of the arcs P A, E F, and in this case SAR, in the second qua-

drant, == 90°= B. Lastly, in Fig. 6. let S be a star at the in-

tersection of the arcs pA, rF, and in this case SAQ, in the

third quadrant,= 90°=B. Hence it follows that if B = 90%

the star must be in PA/>, and its right ascension as stated in

the rule.

Demonstration of the third Rule.

In Fig. 3. let S be a star between the arcs EA, PA, whose

longitude F is in the first quadrant, but its right ascension H
in the fourth, and then according to the rule SAR, which is

greater than PAR or 90° is equal to B. Again in Fig. 2. let

S be a star between the arcs pA, eA, v/hose longitude F is in

the fourth quadrant, but its right ascension H in the first, and

then according to the rule, SAO in the fourth, which is greater

than pAO or 90°, is equal to B. In Fig. 5. let S be a star be-

tween the arcs PA, EA, whose longitude F is in the second

quadrant, but its right ascension H in the third, and then ac-

cording to the rule, SAR which is greater than PAR or 90° is

equal to B. Lastly, in Fig. 5. let S be a star between the

arcs pA, eA, whose longitude F is in the third quadrant,

but its right ascension H in the secondh and then, accord-

ing to the rule, SAQ, which is greater than /AQ, or 90°, is

equal to B.

It therefore follows, that if B be greater than 90° the celes-

tial object must be situated between EA and PA, or between

eA and pA i for if it be not so situated, B will not be greater
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than @0°. The consequences therefore with respect to its

right ascension, must be as stated in the third rule.

In Dr. Maskelyne's XIVth Problem, it is said, “ right

ascension will be of the same kind, or in the same quadrant

of the circle as the longitude is, unless B exceeds 90°, which

can only happen when long, is in ist semicircle.^ Then if long,

be in 1st. quadrant ; M will be in 4th quadrant
; and the ope-

ration will give log. cot. excess ofM above 9*. Or if long,

be in 2d. quadrant,M will be in 3d. quadrant, and the opera-

tion will give L. t. excess ofM above 6\

In each of the two Problems the quantity which comes out

by calculation, either for the longitude or right ascension, is

the distance from the nearest equinoctial point. In the first

quadrant this quantity itself is the longitude or right ascension.

In the second quadrant this quantity must be subtracted from

180°, but in the third quadrant it must be added to 180°, and

the difference or sum will be the longitude or right ascension

sought. In the fourth quadrant this quantity must be sub-

tracted from 360°, and the remainder will be the longitude or

right ascension required.

M. Delambre has duly appreciated the value of Dr.

Maskelyne^s method, while comparing it with that of M.
Lalande. Lalande uses the four following proportions for

finding the longitude and latitude.-'f"

R : cos. AH : : cos. SH : cos. SA.

R : sin. AH : : cot. SH : cot. SAH.
R : cos. SAF : : tan. SA : tan. AF.

R : sin. SA : : sin. SAF: sin. SF.

* These words printed in italics also contain a mistake, similar to that pointed out

in the preceding Problem. In consequence of these mistakes, in each of the two
instances, the remarks after the words in italics in the quotations are incomplete,

t Page 304. Vol. I.
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He afterwards observes that the right ascension and declina-

tion may be found from the longitude and latitude by means

of the same analogies, by putting the longitude instead of

right ascension, and latitude instead of declination.

Of these and Dr. Maskelyne’s formulae, Mr. Delambke:

proceeds to say,^ “ Maskelyne a r^duit a trois les quatre ana-

logies de Lalande. Par ce changement Maskelyne a reme-

di^ fort heureusement a un d^faut assez considerable de la

methode de Lalande. Quand Pastre est voisin des points

equinoxiauX, la premiere analogie de Lalande qui fait trouver

I’inconnue par son cosinus, ne peut donner aucune precision.

Maskelyne, au contraire, en evitant cette inconnue, qui n’est

qu’un arc subsidiaire, n’emploie que la tangente, qui n’est

jamais sujette a cet inconvenient/’

f Page Vol. X*.
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IX. Some account of thefeet of those animals whose progressive

motion can be carried on in opposition to gravity. By Sir

Everard Homej Bart. V. P. R, S.

Read February 22, 1816^.

The house-fly, as is well known, is capable of W'alkirrg

upon the ceilings of rooms, in which situation its body is not

supported on the legs ; but the principle, by which it is en-

abled to do so, has never been satisfactorily explained, owing

to the animal being too small for the feet to be submitted

to anatomical investigation.

I was not aware that any animal of a much larger size was

endowed by nature with a power at all similar, so as to admit of

this very curious principle being investigated, till Sir Joseph

Banks, a few months ago, mentioned that theLacerta Gecko,

a native of the island of Java, comes out of an evening, from

the roofs of the houses, and walks down the smooth hard

polished chinam walls, in search of the flies that settle upon

them, whkh are its natural food, and then runs up again to

the roof of the house. Sir Joseph Banks, while at Batavia,

amused himself in catching the Lacerta Gecko, by standing

close to the wall, at some distance from the animal, with a

long flattened pole, which being made suddenly to scrape the

surface of the wall, knocked the animal down.

He has procured for me a specimen of a very large size,
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weighing five ounces three quarters, avoirdupoise weight,

which has enabled me to ascertain the peculiar mechanism by

which the feet of this animal can keep their hold of a smooth

hard perpendicular wall, and carry up so large a weight as

that of its body.

Tlie foot of the Gecko has five toes, at the end of each of

which, except the thumb, is a very sharp claw much curved

;

on the under surface of each toe are sixteen transverse slits,

leading to so many cavities or pockets, the depth of which is

nearly equal to the length of the slit that forms the orifice
,;

they all open forwards, and the external edge of each opening

is serrated, like the teeth of a small-toothed comb. The

cavities, or pockets, are lined with a cuticle, and the serrated

edges are covered with it. On each side of the bones of the

toe, which are three in number, is situated a large muscle of

an oval form ; its origin is at the tarsus, the fleshy portion

extends to the end of the first bone of the toe, and the tendons

of both are continued on to the claw, which is moved by these

muscles. From the tendons of these large muscles, two sets

of smaller muscles originate ; one pair of which is lost upon

the posterior surface of each of the cavities, or pockets, that

lie immediately over them.

The large muscles, by their contraction, draw down the

claw, and necessarily put the small muscles that go off from

the tendons of the larger upon the stretch, so that under such

circumstances they act to a greater advantage. When these

contract, they open the orifices of the cavities, or pockets, to

which they belong, and turn down the serrated edge upon the

surface on which the animal stands.

On each side of the toes there is a loose fold of skin, giving
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the toes an unusual breadth. The cavities, or pockets, which

have been described, and the muscles connected to them, form

the only peculiarities in the foot of this particular species of

lizard.

Upon examining attentively the under surfaces of the toes,

when the cavities, or pockets, are closed, they bear a consider-

able resemblance to the surface of that portion of the head of

the Echineis Remora, or sucking-fish, by which it attaches

itself to the shark, or the bottom of ships ; it therefore sug-

gested itself, that much useful information, applicable to the

present subject, might be derived from the examination of

such an apparatus, more especially as the parts of which it is

composed, are so much larger in size, and more within the

the reach of examination.

The surface on the top of the head of the Echineis Remora,

fitted for adhesion, is of an oval form, and bears a considerable

proportion to the size of the whole animal
; it is surrounded

by a broad, loose, moveable edge, capable of applying itself

closely to the surface on which it is placed.

The apparatus itself consists of two rows of cartilaginous

plates connected by one edge to the surface on which they are

placed ; the other, which is external, having the same serrated

appearance described in the mechanism of the toes of the

Lacerta Gecko. These plates are capable of being raised and

depressed at the will of the animal, there being muscles

upon the skull adapted to that purpose. The two rows
are separated by a thin ligamentous partition, and the only

apparent reason for their being so divided, is to render them
more manageable, as the two portions in every respect re-

semble one another.
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It is evident, that when the external edge of this apparatus

is closely applied to any surface, and the cartilaginous plates

are raised up, the interstices must become so many vacua,

and the serrated edge Of each plate will keep a sufficient hold

of the substance on which it rests, to retain it hi that position,

assisted by the pressure of the surrounding water, without a

continuance of muscular exertion.

It thus appears, that the adhesion of the Echineis Remora

is produced by so many vacua being formed by an apparatus

worked by the voluntary muscles of the animal, and the pres-

sure of the surrounding water.

From the similarity of the mechanism of the under surface

of the toes of the Lacerta Gecko, there can be no doubt, that

the purpose to which it is applied, is the same ; but as in the

one case, the adhesion is to take place under water, and is to

continue for longer periods, the means are more simple. In

the other, where the mechanism is to be employed in air, under

greater disadvantages with respect to gravity, and is to last

for very short periods, and then immediately afterwards be

renewed, a more delicate structure of parts, a greater pro-

portional depth of cavities, and a more complex muscular

structure becomes necessary.

Having ascertained the principle on which an animal of so

large a size as the Lacerta Gecko, is enabled to support itself

' in its progressive motion against gravity, I felt myself more

competent to enquire into the mechanism by which the com-

mon fly is enabled, with so much facility, to support itself in

still more disadvantageous situations.

In the natural size the feet of the fly are so small, that

pothing can be determined respecting them ; and when highly
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magnified, such is the liability to error, that any person with a

preconceived opinion becomes an improper observer of the

appearances that are represented. From this consideration,

I have not examined them myself, but have rather chosen to

refer to the representation of their structure taken by others.

Mr. George Adams, mathematical and optical instrument

maker, in Fleet-street, London, in the year 1746, published a

plate representing the appearance of the fly's foot when highly

magnified. This figure will be found at the end of the paper.

His account of the uses of the different parts is by no means

satisfactory, but he concludes it by saying, “ That the fly is

enabled to walk on glass, proceeds partly from a ruggedness

of the surface, or a kind of tarnish, or dirty, smoaky substance

adhering to the surface of that very hard body; and though

the pointed parts (of the fly’ s foot) cannot penetrate, yet they

may find pores enough in the tarnish, or at least make them.

This structure Mr. Hook surveyed with great diligence, be-

cause he could not comprehend, that if there was any such

glutinous matter in those supposed sponges (as most that have

observed that object in a microscope have believed), how the

fly could so readily unglew and loosen its feet ;
and also be-

cause he had found no other creature any ways like it." Jean

Christofle Keller, painter at Nuremberg, made a drawing

of the fly's foot in a highly magnified state, which was pub-

lished in 176b. The author of the publication to which these

plates are annexed, whose name is not mentioned, takes some

pains to refute the opinion of M. Reaumur, who calls the

surfaces of the soles of the fly's feet pelote^, or balls, which

this author ascribes to M. Reaumur not having seen them,

sufficiently distinctly. This author says, that they are not balls,

MDCCCXVI. X
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but concave surfaces, as Keller represents them ; a copy of

which representation is annexed.

Although the author states them to be concave surfaces, he

says that they are only used when the fly moves horizontally

;

but when it moves perpendicularly, or upon the ceiling, they

are turned up out of the way ; and the progressive motion is

carried on by fixing the crotchets into tlie irregularities of

the surface on which the fly treads, whether glass, porcelain,

or any other substance. It will, however, scarcely be doubted,

from the preceding facts, that these concave surfaces are em-

ployed to form vacua, which enable the fly to move under

such disadvantageous circumstances upon the same principle

as the Lacerta Gecko.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate VII.

The external form of the Lacerta Gecko.

Plate VIII.

Fig. 1. The under surface of one of the toes of the Lacerta

Gecko of the natural size.

Fig. 2. A toe dissected to show the appearance of the

pockets on its under surface, their serrated cuticular edge,

the depth of the pockets, and the small muscles by which they

are drawn open, the parts much magnified.

aa The two muscles which lie on the sides of the bones of

the toe, with their tendons inserted into the last bone close to

the root of the claw. From these tendons the muscles belong-

ing to the pocket go off.

Fig. 3. The upper surface of the head of the Echineis

Remora, to show the apparatus by which the animal has a
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power of adhering to the surface on which it is placed, of the

natural size. One half of this apparatus has the cartilaginous

plates closed, the other open.

Fig. 4. The under surface of the foot of the house-fly

highly magnified, showing the two concavities by which the

foot attaches itself to the surface on which it is placed, and two

claws for laying hold. Copied from a plate by G. Adams,

published in 174b.

Fig. 5. Another view of the same parts copied from a plate

published in 1766, taken from a drawing of Christofle

Keller, painter at Nuremberg.



X. On the communication of the structure of doubly refracting

crystals to glass
, muriate of soda, fluor spar, and other sub^

stances, by mechanical compression and dilatation. By David

Brevaster, LL. D. F.R. S, Lond. and Edin. In a letter

addressed to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart, G.C.B.

P.R.S.

Read February 29, 1816.

Dear Sir,

Notwithstanding the numerous discoveries which have

lately been made relative to the polarisation of light, and the

optical phenomena of crystallized bodies, not a single step

has yet been made towards the solution of the great problem

of double refraction. What is the mechanical condition of

crystals that form two images and polarise them in different

planes ; and what are the mechanical changes which must be

induced on uncfystallized bodies in order to communicate to

them these remarkable properties, are questions which are as

difficult to be answered at the present moment, as they were

in the days of Huyghens and Newton.

In the frequent attempts which I have made to obtain a

solution of these difficulties, the polarisation of light by oblique

refraction was the only phenomenon that seemed to connect

itself with the inquiry ; but the hopes of success which this

fact inspired, were soon found to be delusive, and the subject

resumed its former impregnable aspect. A new train of

experiments, however, has enabled me not only to give a
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satisfactory answer to the questions which have been stated,

but to communicate to glass, and many other substances, by

the mere pressure of the hand, all the properties of the

different classes of doubly refracting crystals. The method

of producing these effects, and the consequences to which it

leads, will be briefly explained in the following letter.

SECT. I. On the communication of double refraction to glass,

muriate of soda, and other hay'd solids.

Proposition I.

If the edges of a plate ofglass, which has no action upon polarised

light, are pressed together or dilated by any kind of force, it

will exhibit distinct neutral and depolarising axes like all

doubly refracting crystals, and will separate polarised light

into its complementary colours. The neutral axes are parallel

and perpendicular to the direction in which the force is applied,

and the depolarising axes are inclined to these at angles of 45°,

I took a plate of glass about 1 inch broad, inches long,

and 0.28 of an inch thick, and having compressed its edges

by the force of screws, I found that it polarised a white of the

.

first order in every part of its breadth. The depolarising

axes formed an angle of 45° with the edges of the plate. By

increasing the compressing force, it polarised a faint yellow

light of the first order, which gradually rose into orange.

When the screw pressed upon the glass only at a single

point, an appearance was exhibited similar to that shown in

Fig. 1, (PI. IX.) where AB is a cubical piece of glass pressed

in the clamp CDE by means of the screw S. Between the points

of pressure m, n, fringes mon, mpn, are developed. Between
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A and 0 the tint is a white of the first order/ passing into

yellow at 0, then advancing up the scale to r, and descending

by similar gradations to B. The efFect produced by turning

the glass round 45° is shown in Fig. 2.

If the axis of pressure mn, Fig. 3, ( PI. IX.) is near one side

of a plate of glass AB, an efFect is produced at B exactly like

the four sets of fringes exhibited by crystallized glass. When
the axis of pressure mn is in the middle of a plate AB, Fig. 4,

(PL IX.) about inch long, the same efFect is produced

towards A and B, as if the two pieces Amn, Bmn, had been

crystallized separately by heat.^

I experienced considerable difficulty in applying a dilating

force to glass, till I discovered the method described under

Proposition III.

Proposition II.

IFhen a plate ofglass is under the influence of a compressingforce

. its scructure is the same as that of one class of doubly rejracting

crystalsincluding calcareous spar, beryl, &c.; but when it is

under the influence of a dilatingforce, its structure is the same
as that of the other class of doubly refracting crystals, including

sulphate of lime, quartz, &c.

When a plate of dilated glass was combined with a similar

plate of compressed glass, so that the direction of the dilating

force coincided with the direction of the compressing force,

the difference of their effects was produced, and vice versa. The
truth in the Proposition was also established by combining
the glass with standard plates of sulphate of lime.

* See Phil, Trans. i8:6, p. go, fig. 35.

/
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Proposition III.

If a long plate or slip of glass is bent by the force of the hand,

it exhibits at the same time, the two opposite structures described

in the preceding Proposition. The convex, or dilated side of the

plate affords one set of colouredfringes, similar to those pro-

duced by one class of doubly refracting crystals; and the con-

cave or compressed side, exhibits another set offringes similar'

to those produced by the other class. These two sets offringes

are separated by a deep black line where there is neither com-

pression nor dilatation.

This curious result may be obtained by plates of glass of

any size, provided they are a few inches in length, but the

experiment is more easily made with a long and narrow slip.

When a very small degree of force is employed in bending it,

a faint bluish white fringe appears at both edges. As the force

increases, these fringes encroach upon the interjacent black

space, and gradually become white, yelloiv, orange, purple, in-

digo, blue, green, yellow, &c. till three or four orders of colours

are distinctly developed on each side of the black space. These

phenomena are represented in Figs. 5 and 6. (PL IX.) Fig. 5,

shows the effect produced by a very small force, and Fig. 6, the

effect produced by a considerable force. In one of these expe-

riments, when the plate of glass was 1^ inch broad, 0.28

thick, and 6 inches between the points of support, I developed

by the force of a screw no fewer than 7 orders of colours.

The black fringe was scarcely perceptible, and the white tint

arising from the mixture of all the colours, was on the eve of

being produced when the plate broke in pieces.
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Scholium.

The experiments now described, furnish us with a method

of rendering visible, and even of measuring the mechanical

changes which take place during the compression, dilatation,

or bending of transparent bodies. The tints produced by

polarised light are correct measures of the compressing and

dilating forces, and by employing transparent gums, of diffe-

rent elasticities, we may ascertain the changes which take

place in bodies, before they are either broken or crushed.

The subject, therefore, of the strength of materials, and the

cohesion of solids, will derive new lights from the principles

already established.

There is one practical application of these views which is

particularly deserving of notice. In order to observe the

manner in which stone arches yield to a superincumbent pres-

sure, Dr. Robison executed several models in chalk, and
'

deduced many general laws relative to the internal forces by

which they were crushed. If the arch stones of models are

made of glass, or any other simply refracting substance, such

as gum copal, &c. the intensity and direction of all the forces

which are excited by a superincumbent load in different parts

of the arch, will be rendered visible by exposing the model to

polarised light. If different degrees of roughness are given

to the touching surfaces of the glass voussoirs, the results

may be observed for any degree of friction at the joints. The
intensity and direction of the compressing afid dilating forces

which are excited in loaded framings of carpentry, may be

rendered visible in a similar manner.
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Proposition IV.

The tints polarised by plates of glass in a state of compression

or dilatation, ascend in Newton's scale of colours as the

fo7xes are increased; and in the same plate, the tint polarised

at any particular part is proportional to the C07np7‘essmt or

dilatation to which that part is exposed.

We have already seen, in illustrating the preceding Proposi-

tions, that higher tints are developed as the forces are increas-

ed. If ABCD, Fig. 7, (PL IX.) is a plate of glass, rendered

concave by bending, and mn the black space which separates

the dilated portion AB from the compressed portion CD, then

if ef be the natural distance of the particles of the glass, and

ah their distance when dilated at the convex edge AB, cd will

represent the distance of two particles situated at c, and the tint

at c will be to the tint at a, as cd—~ef\s to ab-^ef ;
but cd—ef i

ab—ef : \eQ\ea\ and therefore the tints at any part c will be

proportional to its distance ce from the limit of compression and

dilatation. The fringes developed on each side of mn have

.nearly the same breadth, which clearly shows that the tints

are proportional to the actual compressions and dilatations.

Proposition V.

When compressed a7id dilated plates of glass are combined trans-

versely and symmetrically, they exhibit all thephenomena which

are produced by the combination of plates of doubly refracting

crystals*
.

If a plate of compressed glass is combined symmetrically

with a similar plate, the tint polarised by the combination is

MDCCCXVI. Y
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that which is due to the sum of their thicknesses ; but if they

are combined transversely

^

the effect is that which is due to the

difference of their thicknesses. The same is true of plates of

dilated glass.

If a plate of compressed glass is combined symmetrically

with a plate of dilated glass, the effect is that which is due to

the difference of their thicknesses ; while a transverse com-

bination gives an effect due to the sum of their thicknesses.

The action of plates of compressed and dilated glass are regu-

lated by the same laws which M. Biot has investigated for

the differ*ent classes of doubly refracting crystals.

In order to observe the effects of crossing plates of glass that

possess both structures, I took a stiff bar of iron AB, Fig. 8.,

(
PI. IX.) and placed upon it the glass plate CD, which was

separated from the iron by the supports E, F ; and by means

of the screw S, I kept it in such a bent state, that it exhibited

the fringes shown in Fig. 5. (PI. IX.) When this plate was

crossed by another similar plate at right angles, the intersec-

tional figure had the form shown at Fig. 9. ( PI. IX.
)

At the

angles 0,^, where the dilated portions cross the compressed

portions, the colours rise in the scale, and the maximum tints

of each plate are exactly doubled at the angular point; but at

the other angle m^n^ where the dilated portion of the one,

crosses the dilated portion of the other, or where the com-

pressed portions cross each ether, the tints of the one plate are

counteracted by those of the other, and therefore a black fringe

mn^ extends across the diagonal of the intersectional figure.

When a plate of bent glass is crossed by a plate of glass

crystallized by heat, as shown in Fig. 10, (PI. IX.) it produces

an intersectipnal figure which can easily be determined a priori^
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and which is exactly one half of the intersectional figure that

would be produced by crossing AB with another plate of

crystallized glass, having the same tints as CD in its four sets

of fringes.

Proposition VI.

If a plate ofglass resting on two supports
^
is bent by anyforce

applied between the points of support ,
the tints are a maxhnum

at the part where the pressure is applied
^
and ascend gradually

in the scale of colours towards the poitits of support.

I took a plate of glass ABCD, Fig. 11, (PI. IX.) six inches

long, i|- broad, and 0.2S thick, and having placed its extre-

mities upon the points of support C, D, I bent it by a screw

applied to the surface at M. Seven orders of colours were

now distinctly seen on each side of the black fringe in the sec-

tion Mm. In the sections 1.1, the first order of colours only

was developed; between the sections 1 1, and 2 2, the second

order of colours appeared, and so on with the succeeding

orders, till the seventh was seen near Mm.

Scholium.

It follows from the preceding experiments, that the mecha-

nical contractions and dilatations at the points, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

are as the numbers, 7|, 13I3, 22, 2^|-, 38, 45-J, the values of

the corresponding tints in Newton’s scale.

• See Newton’s Optics, Book II. Pari IL'p. 206.
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Proposition VIL

If a plate ofglass is subject to compressions or dilatations exerted

in different directions^ the same effects are produced as zvJien

separate plates influenced by the same forces are combined in a

similar manner.

I took a plate of glass AB, Fig. 12, (PI. IX.) and having

compressed its extremity A by means of the screw S, a bright

white of the first order emerged from the points of pressure

P,0 . By a force applied at B, I now bent the glass so as to

make the lower side concave, and to produce the white tints on

each side of the interjacent black space m, 71. The effects of

bending were now combined towards m, with the effects of

compression, so that in the line mo, a black fringe appeared,

the compressed structure produced by bending having acted in

opposition to the compressed structure produced by the screw

S ;
while in the line mp, a yellow tint emerged, the dilated

structure produced by bending, acting in conjunction with the

compressed structure produced by the screw. These results

will appear perfectly conformable to Prop. V., when we con-

sider that the axis of compression produced by the screw is

PQ, while the axis of compression and dilatation produced by

bending is parallel to ni n, and consequently at right angles

to PQ.
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Proposition VilL

If tvjo plates of hent glass are placed together at their con-

cave or compressed edges, the compoundplate has exactly the

same properties as a plate of glass transiently or permanen tly

crystallized by heat, which gives the usual series offringes. But

if the tzvo plates are placed together at their cofivex or dilated

edges, the compou?id plate has the same properties as plates of

glass transiently crystallized by heat, whichproduce the unusual

series offringes.

The plates described in the Proposition exhibit the same

intersectional figures as the plates of crystallized glass, and

have in every respect the same action upon polarised lighL

Proposition IX.

If the compressing and dilating forces are applied to the centre of

a plate of glass, the pi'bicipal axes of the particles will he di-

rected to the point of compression or dilatation, and the glass

zvill exhibit the black cross, and the other phenornena which are

seen in doubly refracting crystals.

Having procured a strong lens of considerable convexity, I

pressed it by means of a screw upon the centre of a plate

of glass. When exposed to polarised light, it exhibited the

appearance shown in Fig. 13, (PI. IX.) where ABCD is part of

the lens, and m, n, o,p, four rectangular sectors, separated by

a black cross. When the pressure is increased, different tints

and fringes are developed, as in crystallized bodies.
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Proposition X.

If a plate ofglass in a state ofcompression or dilatation is inclined

to the polarised ray in a plane parallel to the axis of dilatation

and compression, the tints will descend in the scale; but if they

a?'e inclined in aplane at right angles to these axes^ the tints zvill

ascend.

This result was obtained by the inclination of plates com-

pressed by screws, and of plates compressed and dilated by

bending.

Proposition XL

If a plate ofglass that has already received the doubly refracting

structure from heat, is exposed to compression, the tints of the

interiorfringes rise in the scale, and those of the exteriorfringes

descend, when the axis ofpressure is perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the frmges ; the opposite effect being produced by a

dilatingforce. The same results are in this case obtained as if

an uncrystallixed plate similarly compressed or dilated, had been

similarly combined with the crystallized plate.

I took a plate of crystallized glass, which displayed in the'

middle fringes a blue of the second order, and having com-

pressed it by a screw in a direction perpendicular to the

fringes, the tint of the interior set rose to the red of the second

order, while that of the exterior set descended in the scale. ,

When the plate was pressed in a direction perpendicular to the

fringes, the tint of the interior set descended to a faint yellow,

and that of the exterior set rose in a similar proportion.

When a piece of crystallized glass is bent by a screw, as in

Fig. 8, (PI. IX.) the exterior fringes on the tipper or concave side
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increase in number and encroach on the interior fringes
;
but on

the lower or convex side, the fringes diminish in number, and

are encroached upon by the interior fringes. Uncrystallized

plates, when compressed or dilated, exhibit similar effects if

combined with crystallized plates not subjected to compression

or dilatation,

Phoposition XII.

Muriate of soda,Jiuor spar, diamond, obsidian, semi^opal, horn,

tortoisC'^shell, amber, gum copal, caoutchouc, rosin, phosphorus

,

the indurated ligame?it of the chama gigantea, and other sub^

stances
,
that have not the property of double refraction, or that

have it in an imperfect mamier,^ are capable of receiving it by

compression or dilatation.

Of all the substances mentioned in the Proposition, obsidian,

muriate of soda, and gum copal, receive from pressure the

greatest polarising force. Gum copal, in particular, exhibited

a greater number of fringes than a piece of glass subjected

to the same pressure.

Proposition XIII.

Calcareous spar, roch crystal, topaz, beryl, and other minerals that

already possess in a high degree the doubly refracting structure,

suffer no change by compression or dilatation.

The state of compression or dilatation in which the particles

of these crystals are already placed, according to the class in

which they belong, is so great, as not to experience any

change from the application of ordinary forces. I have

* See the Edinburgh Transactions, Vol. VIII. Part I. where I have shown that

diamond, muriate of soda, &c. possess, imperfectiy, the structure of both classes of

doubly refracting crystals.
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applied in the direction both of their neutral and depolarising

axes, forces so g'reat as to break the shoulders of all the

clamps that were employed.

Proposition XIV.

To co 7istruct a chromatic dynamometerfor measuring the intensity

offerees.

In almost every dynamometer, which has hitherto been

constructed, it is assumed that a steel spring recovers its

original shape after repeated bendings, and upon this assump-

tion the scale of the instrument is formed.^ The perfect

elasticity of glass, however, renders it, in this respect, a much

fitter substance than steel, and though it does not admit of

such a great change of shape, yet the slightest variations in

its structure can be rendered visible.

If a number of narrow and thick plates of glass AB, Fig. 14,

(PL IX.) are firmly fixed at each end in brass caps A, B ; then

if any force is applied to a ring at C in the middle of the plates,

when the ends A and B are fixed, or if C is fixed, and the

force applied at the points A, B, the plates of glass will be bent

in the middle, and the force by which this is produced, will be

measured by the tints that appear on each side of the black

space nin. By diminishing the length of the plates, or increasing

their number, they may be made to resist and to measure any

degree of force. When the force to be ascertained is small,

a single plate of glass will enable us to measure, its intensity

with great exactness.

• In the article Dynamometer, in the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, Vol.

VIII. 299, I have described an instrument in which a variable measure of force is

obtained by raising a metallic cylinder out of a fluid.
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Proposition XV.

If a parallelopiped ofglass is enclosed on all sides, except tzvo,

in a mass offluid metal, the contractions and dilatations which

the metal experiences in passing to a state ofpermanent solidity,

xcill be rendered visible by the communication of the doubly

refracting structure to the glass,

I took a cylinder of tin plate AB, Fig. 15, (PL X.) open at both

ends, and having placed a piece of glass CDEF on its lower

edge EF, I surrounded it with melted lead. As soon as the

lead lost its fluidity I exposed it to a polarised ray, and found

that the glass exhibited no colour. As the metal contracted

in its dimensions, there appeared a bluish white tint, which

gradually rose through all the tints of the first order, and

reached the red of the second order, when plunged in a

freezing mixture.

The same result was obtained when the glass was sur-

rounded by tin ; but when it was incased in the fusible

metal, consisting of eleven parts of bismuth, three of lead,

and five of tin, it exhibited after cooling the same tints as if it

had been dilated. In order to examine this point with greater

care, I exposed the glass to a polarised ray as soon as the

fusible metal was fixed. It then displayed no tints whatever,

but as the cooling advanced, a tint appeared which rose to a

yellow of the first order, as if the glass were highly com-

pressed. At a certain temperature, however, the tints gra-

dually diminished, and passed into the opposite tints produced

by dilatation. Hence it follows, that after the fusible metal

has assumed the solid state, it contracts its dimensions, and at

a certain temperature is again expanded.

MDCCCXVI. Z
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When the fusible metal assumed a settled state, I was sur-

prised to observe, that the tint over its surface CD, Fig. 16,

(PI. X.) was not uniform, but had a curved black space mno,

which inclosed a faint tint belonging to a compressed structure,

while the other part had a faint yellow tint belonging to a

dilated structure. This appearance arose from the piece of

glass CD not being placed in the middle of the tin cylinder as

shown in the figure. The distance was 0.74 of an inch,

while Yf was 0.97, and as the dilating force was greater in

the direction /F than in the opposite direction eY, and the

resistances unequal, a slight concavity would take place at e,

and produce the black space, and the two opposite structures.

Scholium.

The results contained in this Proposition lead to the con-

struction of new instruments for measuring the contraction

and dilatation of all substances whatever, whether they are

produced by variations in their temperature, or in their humi-

dity. Hence we obtain measures also of the degrees of tem-

perature and humidity by which these mechanical changes

are produced.

A plate of glass inclosed in metal, as shown in Fig. 15,

(PI. X.) forms a chromatic thermometer ^xWerent from the one

I have described in a former paper.* In the present instru-

ment, the tints are produced by the difference of pressures

upon the glass, occasioned by the difference of expansions

arising from changes of temperature ; whereas, in the other

instrument, the tints originate immediately from the changes

of temperature. The exterior case of the thermometer repre-

• Phil, TraHS, 1,8 px 108.
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sented by AB in Fig. 17, (PI. X.) may even be made of iron,

brass, or any other metal that is not easily fused. And when

this ring is brought to a high degree of heat, fluid lead, or tin,

may be poured into the centre of it, so as to be Immediately

in contact with the piece of glass CD.

A chromatic hygrometer may be constructed by surrounding

a piece of glass with a mass of any hygrometric substance, that

readily absorbs moisture. This substance may be advantage-

ously inclosed in a piece of glass or earthen ware, perforated

in different places to admit the air freely.

Instead of measuring the direct pressure occasioned by con-

traction or expansion, the magnitude of the scale would be in-

creased by employing these forces to bend a long slip of glass,

as in Fig. 18, (PI. X.) where AB is the glass resting against

fixed supports A,B, and CD a mass of lead, or a hygrometric

substance, resisted by the support E F, and altering the cur-

vature of AB, by its contractions or dilatations. If the expand-

ing mass CD Fig. 19, (PI. X.
)

is made to act on the two

extremities, A,B of the glass plate fixed at the middle M, it

may sometimes be concave towards C, and sometimes con-

vex, and the limit between these two states may be taken for

the zero of the scale.
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SECT. II. On the communication of double refraction either

transiently orpermanently to animal jellies by gradual indu-

ration, and by mechanical compression and dilatation.

Proposition I.

When a plate of animaljelly , either appwaching tofluidity ,
or in

a state of high elasticity is compressed or dilated, it possesses

the same opticalproperties as compressed or dilated glass.

It would be unnecessary labour to detail the numerous expe-

riments by which I obtained from animal jellies, the various

results described in the preceding Section.^ I shall, therefore,

content myself with pointing out a very simple method by,

which the experiments may be easily repeated. Let a paral-

lelepiped of isinglass EF, Fig. 20, (PI. X.) newly coagulated,

be cemented by isinglass of the same consistency to two plates

of glass AB, CD. By forcing the plates together, so as to

compress the jelly, various orders- of colours will be developed

at mn, having the same character as the external fringes of

crystallized glass. When the pres^sure is removed, two black

fringes meet, as it were, at m n, and upon separating the

plates, so as to dilate the Jelly, another set of fringes will

appear at m n, having a character opposite to that of the other

fringes. If we force the plates together obliquely, so as to

form an angle, and thus compress the jelly on one side, and

dilate it on the other, the two opposite sets of fringes will be

distinctly seen.

When the plates are pressed together with such force as to

* See Phil. Trans. 1814, p. 60. where I have given an account of the discovery of

this property of animal jellies.
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destroy the structure of the mass, the different tints are ar-

ranged like those of the finest variegated marble, an effect

exactly similar to what I have observed in numerous speci-

mens of the diamond, and also in mixtures of rosin and white

wax.

By bringing the jelly into such a state that it is capable of

being bent; by coagulating it in glass troughs; by applying

dilating and compressing forces to a central point ; and by

stretching it in thin elastic films over plates of compressed or

dilated glass, a number of interesting results will be obtained.

Proposition II.

If a parallelopiped ofjelly is allowed to indurate by exposure to

the air, it will acquire at its edges a variable density, similar to

'that produced by pressure, and its edges will act upon light like

doubly refracting crystals.

Having poured some melted isinglass into a glass trough,

and exposed it sometime after to polarised light, I observed a

narrow and faint bluish stripe of the first order, on looking

through the upper stratum. After a lapse of six hours, the

tint became a brilliant white of the first order, and the stra-

tum of jelly had depolarising axes inclined 45° to its length.

In order to examine the mechanical change which the stratum

had undergone, I looked through it at a small circular aper-

ture. This aperture was elliptical, and its ellipticity gradually

increased as the pencil passed nearer to the surface of the

indurated stratum. Hence it follows, that the depolarising

structure was produced or accompanied by a difference of

density.
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Proposition III.

If a plate of jelly partially indurated^ is kept in a state of com^

pression or dilatation till the induration is completed, it will

acquire permanently the structure ofdoubly refracting crystals*

I experienced considerable difficulty in endeavouring to fix

a plate of jelly in a state of permanent distension. The first

process which was successful, consisted of taking a plate of

isinglass, and allowing its two extremities to indurate, while

the intermediate part was kept moist between two plates of

glass. The isinglass was suspended by one of its indurated

extremities, and dilated by a weight hanging from the other.

In this distended state it exhibited very brilliant fringes, and

it preserved the same property when it was completely har-

dened.

In order to obtain more perfect specimens, and a greater

variety of forms I poured fluid isinglass into troughs of dif-

ferent shapes made either of glass or of soft porous wood.

The effect produced by transmitting polarised light perpendi-

cularly through one of these troughs, is shown in Fig. 21.

(Pl.X.) ;
and when the plate was inclined in the direction

AB, it had the appearance shown in Fig, 22. (PI. X.) After

standing another day it exhibited, at a vertical incidence, the

fringes shown in Fig. 23, (PI. X.) where AmD, B ;wC, are

the black spaces, and E, F, G, H, the tints of the first order

of colours extending to the indigo of the second order ; but

by inclining the plate in the direction AB, the dark spaces

AmT>,^mC approximated at the points w, n, till they met
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and formed a black space as in Fig. 21. (PI. X.) By con-

tinuing the inclination, the black space opened, and gradually

developed the black spaces, and the colours shown in Fig. 24,

(PI. X.) the fringes between A and D, and B and C having

ascended in the scale, while those between A and B and D
and C had descended. At the end of other two days, three

distinct orders of colours were developed ;
but when the isin-

glass had detached itself from the glass bottom of the trough ,

the tints again descended to the state in which they are

represented in Fig. 84. (PI. X.)

This descent of the tints will be understood from Fig. 25,

26, 27. (PI. X.) In virtue of the capillary attraction of the sides

of the trough AB, the fluid jelly rises up at the angles a^ by

and being there speedily hardened from its thinness, it ad-

heres firmly to the sides ofthe trough. As the process of indu-

ration advances, the plate of isinglass is gradually detached

from the glass bottom, at the corners m, w. Fig. 26, (PI. X.)

but still adheres firmly at the middle c. Hence the isinglass is

in a state of great distension between c and a^ and c and 6,

and consequently developes several orders of colours. But

when the isinglass separates from the glass bottom at Cy which

it almost always does, it takes the position shown in Fig. 27,

(PI. X.) where the distension has obviously suffered a great

diminution, and consequently the tints must descend in the

scale. The adhesion at c is sometimes so strong that the

isinglass carries up a portion of the glass along with it.

The combined effect of induration and distension in a narrow

glass trough is shown in Fig. 28, (PI. X.) which represents

one half of the trough. The narrow fringe produced from'

induration is shown at A w w and B o/>, and the tints developed!
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in the middle are the same as those marked in the figure.

When this plate was inclined in the plane AC, the following

results were obtained
; but from the inequalities of the plate

the measures must be very rude.
Angle of incidence

from the perpendicular.

A red of the first order, - - o°

Violet, - - - 15

Blue, - - _ _ 28

Green, - - - - 3^
Yellow, - - - - ^2

Pink red, - - - 54
Blue, - - - -61
Green of the third order. - - 71

Proposition IV.

The polarisingforce of distended isinglass exceeds that of beryl,

and is far greater than that ofglass, whether it has received the

doubly refracting structurefrom heat orfrom pressure.

A soft film of isinglass of an inch thick, developed by

dilatation a blue of the second order, when it broke.

Another film -3— of an inch thick was brought nearly to a

state of induration. When it was dilated, which was done

with some difficulty, it polarised distinctly the bright red of

the second order.

A third film, about ~ of an inch, and prepared after the

manner described in Proposition III, polarised a red of the

fifth order. By comparing this tint, which is higher than

any of the rest, with a thickness of a plate of glass which

gives the same tint, we shall find that the constant factor by
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which we must multiply the thickness of any plate of jelly, in

order to obtain the thickness of a thin plate which would afford

by reflection a tint similar to its maximum tint, is

The following are the constant factors for dilFerent doubly

refracting substances.

Calcareous spar,

Rock crystal,

Sulphate of lime.

Mica,

Isinglass

Beryl, - - "

Glass, _ - -

X 9
X

3 60

36 0
I

4T0

^according to Brox.

6T4
according to Biot.

» IrT IT Q r\

If the isinglass were made capable of resisting a higher de-

gree of distension it would give a constant factor, approaching

still nearer to that of mica.

Upon reviewing the general principles contained in the

preceding Propositions, I cannot but allow myself to hope

that they will be considered as affording a direct solution of

the most important part of the Problem of double refraction.

The mechanical condition of both classes of doubly refracting

crystals, and the method of communicating to uncrystallized

bodies the optical properties of either class, have been dis-

tinctly ascertained, and the only phenomenon which remains

unaccounted for, is the division of the incident light into two

oppositely polarised pencils. How far this part of the sub-

ject will-come within the pale of experimental inquiry, I do

' not presume to determine ;
but without wishing to damp that

ardour of research which has been so happily directed towards

this branch of optics, I fear that, as in the case of electrical

and magnetical polarity^ we must remain satisfied with refer-

MDCCCXVI, A a
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ring the polarisation of the two pencils to the operation of

some peculiar fluid. The new property of radiant heat which

enables it to communicate double refraction to a distant part

of a plate of glass, where the heat does not reside in a sensible

state ;—the existence of a moveable polarity in glass, whe-

ther the doubly refracting structure is communicated trans-

iently or permanently;—and the appearance of regular cleav-

ages varying with the direction of the axes of double refrac-

tion, are facts which render it more than probable that a

peculiar fluid is the principal agent in producing all the phe«

nomena of crystallization and double refraction.

There is one fact, hov;ever, which forms a fine connection

between the aberration of the extraordinary ray and the prin-

ciples established in this Paper. It has been demonstrated by

an eminent English philosopher,* that every undulation must

assume a spheroidal form when propagated through a minutely

stratified substance, in which the density is greater in one

direction than another, and I have proved by experiment

that such a substance actually possesses the property of double

refraction. This singular coincidence will no doubt be re-

garded as an argument in favour of the undulatory system.

I have the honour to be, &c.

DAVID BREWSTER.
To the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Ba7iks, Bart.

G, C. B. P. R. S. 4'c. 4fc. ^c.

* See Quarterly Review, Vol II.

From the Press of

W. BULMER e? Co.

Cleveland^row, St. James's,

London.
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for January, 1815.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Hy- Winds.

without. within. jro-

00
me-

Weather.
ter.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Jan. I 8 0 36 47 30,20
0

76 w 1 Hazy.

3 0 4* 48 30,29 72 NW I Fine.

2 8 0 35 46 30,46 78 N 1 Foggy.

3 0 36 48 30^47 77 NE I Cloudy.

3 8 0 33 47 30^45 69 E I Cloudy.

3 0 35 50 30-37 68 N I Cloudy.

4 8 0 32 45 30,21 68 E I Cloudy.

3 0 34 47 30,16 69 (A NE 1 Cloudy.

5 8 0 31 43 30,10 71 N I Cloudy.

3 0 34 47 30,11 71 NE I Fine.

6 8 0 32 43 30,07 70 u-> NW I Cloudy.

3 0 35 47 30,07 69 E 1 Cloudy.

7 8 0 29 43 30,01 70 cT E I Cloudy.

3 0 34 44 29,83 7 ^ X!
4-<> W I Cloudy.

8 8 0 33 42 29,51 75 0 W I Cloudy.

3 0 35 43 29-57 70 S NW I Fine.

9 8 0 27 4 « 30,05 7 «
C/5

•^ W I Hazy.

3 0 35 46 30,02 70
xz
4-* w I Fine.

10 8 0 41 44 29,78 78 NNW 1 Cloudv.

3 0 41 49 29,71 6g
CC w I Cloudy.

II 8 0 38 46 29,56 68 w I Fine.

3 0 39 50 29,64 62 w I Fine.

12 8 0 35 45 29,99 70 NW 1 Hazy.

3 0 38 49 30^09 68 NW I Fine.

^3 8 0 28 44 30,18 71 W 1 Hazy.

3 0 37 49 30,08 71 s I Rain.

14 8 0 38 46 29,82 70 N 1 Rain.

3 0 43 50 29,82 70 N 1 Cloudy.

15 8 0 34 47 30,19 70 SE I Hazy.

3 0 34 45 30,27 66 E I Cloudy.

16 8 0 3 * 43 30-33 68 N I Hazy.

3 0 34 47 30,27 68 W I Cloudy.
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for January, 1815.

1815

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy-
gro-

me-
ter.

Winds.

Weather.

r

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str,

[an. 17 8 0 36 45 30,28 74 N I Cloudy.

3 0 38 50 3 °> 3 * 68 N 1 Cloudy.

18 8 0 32 44 30,18 67 N I Fine.

3 0 35 47 30^13 70 N I Snow.

19 8 0 29 43 30,02 73 N I Cloudy.

3 0 32 4-8 29,90 70 N I Fine.

20 8 0 30 42 29,70 73 N 1 Fine.

3 0 27 45 29,81 69 N I Cloudy.

21 8 0 30 42 29,81 74
«

C/3 E I Cloudy.

3 0 32 46 29,81 73 rG N I Snow.

22 8 0 30 42 29,83 74 c NE I Snow.

3 0 33 40 29,83 74 un N I Snow.

23 8 0 30 40 29,88 75 N I Cloudy.

3 0 33 4 « 29,88 71 0 W I Cloudy.

24 8 0 22 39 29,78 73 -r:
4-'

w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 29 43 29,64 73
c:

0 1 Thick fog.

25 8 0 27 40 29,64 73 E I Cloudy.

3 0 29 44 29,62 73 c/5 E 1 Cloudy.

26 8 0 29 40 29,47 74 NE I Snow.

3 0 34 46 29,31 73 .s NW 1 Cloudy.

27 8 0 28 41 29,00 71 pi E 2 Snow.

3 0 32 45 28,95 75 E 1 Cloudy.

28 8 0 35 42 28,94 78 E I Fine.

3 0 38 49 29,01 72 E I Cloudy.

29 8 0 45
'

44 29,11 75 SSE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 40 44 3rg,ig 74 SE I Cloudy.

30 8 0 36 43 29,27 77 E I Cloudy.

3 0 39 47 29,27 72 E 1 Thick and cloudy.

31 8 0 39 49 29,36 78 E 1 Thick and cloudy.

3 0 43 50 29,38 78 E I Cloudy.
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for February, 1815.

1815

Time, Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy-
gro-

me-
ter.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points, Str.

Feb. 1 8 0 44 48 29,38
0

79 S I Cloudy.

3 0 45 52 29,40 7 « S 1 Cloudy.
2 8 0 40 ^8 29,52 77 E I Cloudy.

3 0 44 54 29,57 74 E I Hazy.

3 8 0 40 51 29,68 78 E I Cloudy.

3 0 44 54 29,65 75 S 1 Cloudy.

4 8 0 40 50 29,57 77 X Cloudy.

3 0 49 54 29,51 70 W I Cloudy.

5 8 0 44 51 29,90 76 W 1 Fine,

3 0 47 52 29,97 70 U W I Fine.

6 8 0 44 53 29,81 75
c S I Cloudy.

3 0 45 56 29,69 72 SSE I Cloudy.

7 8 0 45 52 29>59 77 S I Cloudy.

3 0 49 56 29,71 69 d W 1 Cloudy.

8 8 0 44 53 29,80 77
-C s I Cloudy.

3 0 47 56 29,69 73 0 s I Cloudy.

9 8 0 40 54 29,71 78 w I Cloudy.

3 0 44 55 29,74 77
C/5 SE I Cloudy.

10 8 0 39 55 29,69 77
'
4-; E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 42 55 29,65 76 W I Rain.

1

1

8 0 45 54 29,51 78 05 E I Cloudy,

3 0 47 56 29,44 74 S 1 Cloudy.

12 8 0 47 53 29,46 76 sw 1 Cloudy.

3 0 48 53 29,44 75 w X Showery.

13 8 0 47 53 29,46 78 s I Cloudy.

3 0 49 57 29,57 64 w X Fine.

14 8 0 40 54 29,56 76 E I Hazy.

3 0 48 57 29>53 71 E I Cloudy.

15 8 0 41 5 » 29,70 76 W I Cloudy.

3 0 49 57 29>73 75 S X Cloudy.
16 8 0 55 29,64 77 SW I Rain.

3 0 51 57 29’54 73 W 1,2 Cloudy.
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for February, 1815.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Hy- Wind s.

without. within. gro-

me-
lol J ter.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Feb. 17 8 0 45 56 29,57

0

73 W I Cloudy.

3 0 48 58 29,71 7‘ w I Cloudy.

18 8 0 40 53 29,84 73 w I Cloudy.

3 0 45 55 29,8 I 69 sw I Cloudy.

19 8 0 45 53 30,26 75 w I Cloudy.

3 0 48 53 30,20 70 w 1 Cloudy.

20 8 0 47 53 29>77 74 sw I Cloudy.

3 0 48. 56 29,70 71 C/3

OJ
w 1 Fine.

; 21 8 0 50 55 29,89 7.6
-C
0 w 2 Cloudy.

3 0 54 57 3°^°4 72 G w I Cloudy.
22 8 0 48 53 30,20 73 w I Cloudy.

3 0 53 57 30,25 71 o w 1 Cloudy.

23 8 0 43 53 30,25 72 d w I Fine.

3 0 38 58 30,24 70 sw 1 Fine.

24 8 0 46 56 30.09 7 > 0 sw 1 Cloudy.

3 0 50 58 30,06 68 w I Fine.

25 8 0 47 55 30,04 74
C/3 at I Cloudy.

3 0 49 58 30,05 71 sw I Cloudy.

26 8 0 48 53 29,99 70 NE 1,2 Cloudy.

3 0 48 55 30,10 72 a; NW I Rain.

27 8 0 38 5° 30,43 71 W I Hazy.

3 0 46 57 30,51 63 w 1 Fine.

V 28 8 0 36 50 30,49 71' w I Foggy.

3 0 43 58 30,41 65 E I Fine.
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for March, 1815.

1815

Time. Therm,
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy.
gro-

me-
ter.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points, Str.

Mar. 1 8 0 40 52 29,21
0

75 E I Hazy.

3 0 49 59 29^95 71 S I Fine.

2 8 0 40 55 30,26 76 sw I Cloudy.

3 0 45 58 30.30 76 NbyE I Rain.

3
8 0 39 51 30.25 76 W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 48 58 30,26 64 S I Cloudy.

4 8 0 45 53 30.27 75 SW I Cloudy.

3 0 50 57 30,28 68 • sw I Cloudy.

5 8 0 46 54 30,19 74
dj sw I Cloudy,

3 0 SI 55 30,16 73
u sw I Cloudy.

6 . 8 0 42 54 30.23 74 w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 50 60 30,20 66 0 s I Fine.

7 8 0 46 54 29,96 76
Nm sw 1 Cloudy.

3 0 49 57 29.85 76 sw I Rain. [night.

8 8 0 46 55 29,41 76 X w 2 Rain. Gale of wind in the

3 0 48 57 29,40 70 0 w I Rain.

9 8 0 39 48 29.54 72 § sw I Cloudy.

3 0 45 56 29,48 65 tn NW 1 Cloudy.

10 8 0 37 52 29,19 72 w - 1 Cloudy

3 0 42 54 29,29 68 c w I Cloudy.
1

1

8 0 34 49 29,38 71
cd

a? w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 44 5.7 29,49 62 WNW 1 Fine.

12 8 0 38 49 29,54 71 s I Cloudy.

3 0 48 55 29,18 76 ssw I Rain.

13 8 0 42 50 28,92 69 w 2.3 Cloudy.

3 0 47 54 28,90 68 w 1,2 Cloudy.

H 8 0 40 49 29.53 70 w I Cloudy.

3 0 45 55 29,7s 66 NNE I Cloudy.

IS 8 0 39 49 30,01 71 W I Cloudy.

3 0 50 55 29,90 77 W I Fine.

16 8 0 52 54 29,72 79 W 2 Rain.

3 0 54 58 29,86 61 NNW I Cloudy.

4
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-
for March, 1815 .

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Hy- Winds,
without. within. gro-

me-
Weather.

ter.
H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Mar. 1

7

8 0 46 55 29,97
0

73 W I Cloudy.

3 0 51 58 3°>03 59 NNW I Fine.

i8 8 0 47 53 30,05 70 NW I Cloudy.

3 0 52 57 3°>o7 66 NW I Cloudy.

19 8 0 50 55 29,96 78 W I Cloudy.

3 0 55 55 29>95 66 • N 1 Cloudy.

20 8 0 49 55 29.97 74 (L» WbyN I Cloudy.

3 0 55 59 29,96 66 0
Cl

SW I Cloudy.

21 8 0 49 55 29,82 72 H W I Cloudy.

3 0 53 57 29,72 68
0

S 1 Cloudy,

22 8 0 49 55 29,65 73
N SW 1,2 Cloudy.

3 0 54 59 29.57 70 SW I Rain.

23 8 0 52 56 29^37 73
-C w I Fine.

3 0 52 59 29,24 60 C3

0 WbyN 2 Showery.

24 8 0 46 53 29,49 68 S W I Cloudy.

3 0 51 57 29,48 71 W 1.2,3 Rain. Squally.

25 8 0 44 54 29,31 71
•£4
4-J S I Fine.

3 0 48 56 29,46 65 .s W I Fine,

26 8 0 42 49 29>77 68 ct5
SW I Cloudy.

3 0 47 55 29,71 70 SSW 2 Cloudy and squally.

27 8 0 48 52 29,51 75 SW 2.3 Cloudy and squally.

3 0 53 56 29,49 72 SW I Rain.

28 8 0 52 54 29,56 73 w 2 Cloudy.

3 0 55 58 29,83 58 NW I Fine.

29 8 0 49 54 39.03 70 S by E I Cloudy.

3 0 58 62 29.93 63 S 1,2 Fine.

30 8 0 48 56 30,01 74 W I Cloudy.

3 0 55 59 29.97 70 WSW I Cloudy.

31 8 0 47 55 29.95 74 H I Hazy.

3 0 63 63 29,89 58 E •
I Fair.
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for April, 1815.

1815

Time. Therm.
without.

pherm.

,

within.
Barom. Hy-

gro-

me-
ter.

-

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

April I 7 30 55 59 29,72
0

70 ENE 1 Fair.

3 0 63 67 29,67 56 S 2 Fair.

2 7 30 54 60 29,81 70 w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 58 64 29,90 60 w 1 Fine.

3 7 30 49 57 29,86 70 w I Hazy.

3 0 54 62 29,88 60 NW I Fine.

4 7 30 43 57 29,98 69 SW 1 Fine.

3 0 57 60 29,96 58 w I Cloudy.

5 7 30 42 55 30,24 66 • NW 1 Cloudy.

3 0 54 58 30,27 60 43

x:
NW 1 Fine.

6 7 3
° 48 53 30,22 70 u NW 1 Fine.

3 0 59 62 30,19 65 W 1 Cloudy,

/ 7 3° 55 57 3 °»i 5 73 'O s I Fine.

3 0 60 65 30,07 61
SO E 1 Fair.

8 7 3
° SI 57 30,01 72 Xi E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 56 62 29,94 64 c E 1 Fine.

9 7 30 52 56 29,88 69
0
5:

E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 56 59 29,88 68 E 1 Cloudy.

lO 7 3
® 46 56 29,91 76

• *—t NE 1 Rain.

3 0 53 57 29,92 79 ESE I Cloudy.

11 7 0 50 30,00 77 rs SW 1 Cloudy.

3 0 59 61 30,00 65 aS S 1 Fine.

12 7 0 S 3 57 29,97 73 NE 1 Hazy.

3 0 60 60 29,91 64 E I Cloudy,

*3 7 0 48 55 29,86 72 W 1 Hazy.

3 0 56 59 29,69 68 W 1 Rain and thunder.

14 7 0 42 51 29,67 68 N I Cloudy.

3 0 47 52 29,87 65 NNE I Cloudy.

IS 7 0 41 52 30,07 65 NE 1 Cloudy,

3 0 45 54 3°>ii 60 N 1 Cloudy.

16 7 0 40 51 30,16 64 N 1 Cloudy.

3 0 49 53 30,15 56 N 1 Cloudy.
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for April 1815.

1815

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy.

gro-

me-
ter.

Winds.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

1

Apr. 17 7 0 43 50 30^17
0

67 N I

3 0 48 53 30,19 60 NE
18 7 0 40 30.32 70 N 1

3 0 50 54 30.31 58 NNR I

*9 7 0 42 50 30,26 66 NNE I

3 0 5° 53 30,13 60 N I

zo 7 0 45 5 » 29,92 69 N I

3 0 50 55 29,81 63 to N I

21 7 0 43 52 29,35 69 0 S I

3 0 45 55 28,92 71 a
1—

<

E 2

22 7 0 43 51 28,78 77 E 2

3 0 45 54 28,92 71 00 N I

23 7 0 45 51 29,11 72 Variable. 1

3 0 45 52 29,22 73
-C N 1

24 7 0 42 50 29,30 72 NE 1

3 0 47 - 53 29,50 73 N 1

25 7 0 40 50 29,68 70 WNW I

3 0 48 54 29,71 61 +-• NE 1

26 7 0 46 52 29,94 70 .S E I

3 0 50 58 30,09 60. Oh E I

27 7 0 45 52 30,13 74 iNE I

3 0 54 56 30,07 68 E I

28 7 0 49 55 30,60 67 N I

3 0 58 60 29,91 55 NE I

29 7 0 49 55 29,73 68 Variable. I

3 0 50 57 29,70 67 E 1

30 7 0 46 54 29,59 ^5 E I

3 0 50 • 54 29,58 71 E I

Weather.

Fine.

Cloudy.

Fine, rather hazy.

Cloudy.

Fine.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Cloudy.

Cloudy.
Rain.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Cloudy.
Rain.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.
Fine.

Cloudv.
Cloudy.

Fine.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.
Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Rain.

MDCCCXVI.
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for May, 1815.

Time, Therm. Therm. Barom. Hy- Winds,
without. within. gro-

1815 me-
Weather,

H. M. 0 0 Inches,
ter.

Points. Str.

May X 7 0 SI ss 29,71
0

75 E I Fine.

3 0 60 60 29,72 65 E I Cloudy.
2 7 0 ss s6 29,74 70 E 1 Fine. [distance.

3 0 60 S 9 29,75 67 E I Cloudy, much thunder at a

3 7 0 SI 5.6 29,78 75 NE I Cloudy.

3 0 64 60 29>73 61 E I Fine,

4 7 0 so S 7 29>77 74 NE 1 Cloudy, [tance.

3 0 60 61 29,74 68 CD NE I Rain, and thunder at a dis-

5 7 0 S 3 S 9 29.75 73 4: W I Fine.

3 0 60 61 29.75 64 C w I Fine.

6 7 0 S° S8 29.78 7 =; w 1 Thick and cloudy.

3 0 61 61 29,78 f>3
sO sw I Fine.

7 7 0 s° 29,76 66 d s I Cloudy.

8
3 0 62 60 29,75 65 sw I Cloudy.

7 0 S4 S 9 29,7s 72
c
o- s I Cloudy.

3 0 62 64 29,74 62 sw 1 Cloudy.

9 7

3

0
0

S 3

63
59
62

29,88

29,96

68

58

CD

4-> NE
1

1

Cloudy.

Cloudy.
10 7 0 S 3 59 30,00 73 SW I Rain.

3 0 62 61 29,98 67 sw I Cloudy.
11 7 0 S 7 59 29,91 69 SW 1 Fine.

3 0 66 65 29,82 60 s 1 Fine.

12 7 0 S6 60 29,63 66 w 2 Cloudy.

3 0 62 62 29,68 61 sw 2 Cloudy.

13 7 0 SS 60 29.7s 69 > s 1.2 Cloudy.
'

3 0 62 65 29.73 61 sw I Fine.

H 7 0 51 59 29,83 68 w 1 Fine.

3 0 60 62

.

29,88 60 w 1,2 Fine.

IS 7 0 S 3 S8 29,87 67 s 1 Cloudy.

x6
3 0 61 60 29,83 61 s 1,2 Cloudy.

7 0 SO 58. 30,01 70 sw I Fine.

3 0 61 62 fSpiii 57 w 1 Cloudy.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL

for May, 1815.

1815

Time, Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy-
gro-

me-
ter.

H, M. 0 0 Inches.

May 1

7

7 0 53 58 3°’32 66

3 0 64 62 3°»33 56

18 7 0 59 60 30 » 3° 72

3 0 65 62 30,29 64

*9 7 0 60 61 ZO , z 3 68

3 0 65 62 30,17 62

20 7 0 58 60 29,96 68

3 0 61 64 29>74 65

21 7 0 54 60 29,62 62 C/3

3 0 63 63 29,62 58 -C
CJ

22 7 0 52 56 29,85 64 C
t-H

3 0 59 59 29,92 58

23 7 0 50 57 29,97 64

3 0 59 58 29,84 61 o'

24 7 0 5 * 56 29,88 74

3 0 61 60 29,90 64 c
0

25 7 0 56 58 30,07 71 s
3 0 6^ 64 30,10 59

cn

26 7 0 58
,

59 30,22 71 4-»

3 0 68 64 30,22 57
c

27 7 0 57 60 30,22 69

3 0 62 67 3 °i >5 58

28 7 0 60 61 29,99 65

3 0 66 69, 29-93 61

29 7 0 61 63 29,85 69

3 0 59 63 29,8^ 66

30 7 0 54 60 29,88 66

3 0 63 63 29,89 60

3 ^ 7 0 53 60 29,92 68

3 0 63 63 29,87 58

Wind*.

Points. Str.

w I

w 1

w 1

NW 1

N I

N 1

W 1

W I

W I

N 1

N I

N I

SW 1

W 1

W I

WNW J

w 1

w I

w I

N I

E I

E I

E I

E I

E I

SW I

S I

N I

W I

SW I

Weather.

Cloudy.

Cloudy.
Cloudy and hazy.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Cloudy.
Fine.

Cloudy.

Cloudy.
Fine.

Cloudry.

Cloudy
Cloudy.
Rain.

Rain.

Cloudy.

Cloudy,

Fine.

Cloudy.
Fine.

Fine.

Finev

Fair.

Fine.

Cloudy and hazy.

Cloudy.

Cloudy.

Cloudy.

Cloudy,

Fine.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL

for June, 1815.

1815

Time. Therm,
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy-
gro-

me-
ter.

Winds,

J

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points.' Str.

J line 1 7

r

0 55 60 29>79
0

72 E I Cloudy.

3 0 62 63 29,89 70 I E i’ Cloudy.
2 7 0 55 57 30,11 66 W I Fine.

3 0 67 64 30,08 57 W '

I Fine,

3 7 0 57 59 30,02 70 w I Rain.

3 0 65 63 29,97 65 w I Cloudy.

,
4 7 0 61 62 29’93 68 w I Fine.

3 0 68 67 29,82 61 w I Fine.

5 7 0 57 62 29,67 68 C/5

<0
w I Cloudy.

3 0 63 64 29^59 64 43 NW I Cloudy,
6 7 0 57 59 29>53 64 S

MU# s I Cloudy.

3 0 60 62 29,45 68 N N I Rain.

7 7 0 53 58 29^53 68 NW X Cloudy.

3 0 62 62 29,66 59
•M S I Fine.

8 7 0 57 60 29,70 64
x: N I Cloudy.

3 0 63 62 29>74 59
c
0 E I Cloudy.

9 7 0 59 60 29,85 60 § E I Fine.

3 0 65 64 29,85 57
f/5 E I Fine.

10 7 0 58 29,87 63
x: NW I Fine.

3 0 66 65 29,89 5 ^
_c NN W I Fine,

1

1

7 0 58 62 29,87 66
C3 SW-. 1 Fine.

3 0 67 66 29,81 56 sw 1 Cloudy.
12 7 0 55 61 29^84 67 E I Cloudy.

3 0 62 64 29,77 59 SE I Fine.

13 7 0 52 6 i 29,59 59 E 1 Rain.

3 0 61 64 29^53 64 W I Cloudy.

14 7 0 55 60 29,30 74 S I Cloudy.

3 0 62 64 29,32 62 S I Fine.

15 7 0 57 61 29,49 71 W I Cloudy.

3 0 66 65 29,67 57 s I Cloudy.

it 7 0 59 60 29,88 63 SSE 1 Fine.

i

'3 0 68 66 29,82 57 SW I Fine.

I
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL

for June, 1815.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. IHy- Winds.
without. within. gro-

me- W^cathcr*1015 ter.

H. M. 0 0
' Inches. Points. Str.

[night.

June 17 7 0 61 63 29,61 8°2 E 1 Cloudy, much rain in the

3 0 67 65 29,59 58 W 1 Cloudy.

18 7 0 58 63 29,61 62 w 1 Cloudy.
•

3 0 67 65 29,62 53 w 1 Cloudy.

*9 7 0 62 61 29,72 58 w 1 Fine.

3 0 67 64 29,71 53 w I Cloudy.

20 7 0 62 63 29,71 60 E I Cloudy.

3 0 67 67 29,70 54 x; S '

1,2 Cloudy.

21 7 0 60 63 29,77 62
0
G N , 1,2 Fine.

3 0 64 65 29,84 69
l-H

N E 1 Cloudy.

22 7 0 5S 60 29,92 66 W 1 Cloudy and hazy.

3 0 66 66 29,89 62 d N 1 Cloudy.

23 7 0 58 61 29,92 62 -C W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 65 65 30,00 65 c W 1 Fine.

24 7 0 59 62 30,07 60 NW 1! Cloudy.

3 0 67 67 30,06 53 CO W 1 Fine.

25 7 0 59 63 29,98 64 -G
•M N 1 Cloudy.

3 0 61 64 30,05 56 N I Cloudy.

26 7 0 58 60 30,11 62 N I Cloudy.

3 0 66 65 30,10 52 N 1 Cloudy.

27 7 0 56 62 30,11 58 N I Fine, rather hazy.

3 0 68 68 30,11 54 E I Fine.

28 7 0 62 63 30,20 60 E I Cloudy.

3 0 68 70 30,24 54 E 1 Fair.

29 7 0 60 65 30,29 59 E I Cloudy.

3 0 69 70 30,27 50 E 1 Fair.

30 7 0 60 64 30,24 60 E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 70 70 30,20 57 E 1 Cloudy.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL

for July, 1815.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Hy- Winds.
without. within. ^ro-

1815 me-
Weather,ter.

H, M, 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

July 1 7 0 60 64
0

66 N I Cloudy and hazy.

3 0 71 72 56 N I Fine.

2 7 0 58 65 3005 62 N I Cloudy.

3 0 67 68 30.C9 53 N I Fine.

3 7 0 58 62 30,06 57 NE I Cloudy.

3 0 65 66 30,01 52 N I Cloudy,

4 7 0 60 62 62 E I Cloudy.

3 0 64 55 30,01 57 E 1 Cloudy.

5 7 0 59 62 30,08 57 NNW 1 Cloudy.

3 0 66 67 30,09 52 N 1 Fine.
6 7 0 63 30,08 59

u W I v.loudy.

3 0 67 29,99 51 N I Fair.
*n

/ 7 0 55 62 30,08 64 CO N I Cloudy.

3 0 60 6$ 30,03 52 •\ N 1 Cloudy.
8 7 0 56 6i 30»I2 59 x:

NW 1 Fine.

3 0 63 64 30,12 50 C NW I Cloudy.

9 7 0 62 62 30,06 60 0 N 1 Cloudy,

3 0 63 64 30,11 56 NE 1 Cloudy.
10 7 G 60 62 30,19 59 NW I Fine.

3 0 62 67 30,17 58 W I Fine.
1

1

7 0 60 ^3 30,19 59 "re N 1 Fine.

3 0 68 70 30,16 53
Os W 1 Fair. •

12 7 0 62 64 30,12 60 S 1 Fair.

3 0 70 69 30,07 53 s 1 Fine.

13 7 0 62 64 30,06 60 s I Fair.

3 0 70 69 30,02 51 w I Pine.

M 7 0 63 65 30,09 61 w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 72 70 30,08 55 sw I Cloudy.

»5 7 0 67 67 30,06 61 sw 1 Fine.

3 0 71 70 30,00 57 sw 2 Cloudy,
16 7 0 64 66 29^8 62 w 1 Cloudy.

b 0 71 69 30,05 55 NW 1 Cloudy.
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for July, 1815.

CO
Cri*

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy-
gro-

me-
ter,

Winds,

Weather.

H. M. 0 c Inches. Points. Str,

July 17 7 0 63 67 30,00
0

62 W I Cloudy.

3 0 7 ^ 69 29,86 57 w 2 Cloudy.

18 7 0 58 66 29,82 61 w 2 Cloudy.

3 0 70 70 29,83 48 w I Fine.

19 7 0
1

56 65 29,76 6z s\v I Rain.

3 0 62 66 29,62 67 w I Rain.

20 7 0
, 57 64 29^73 63 N I Cloudy.

3 0 62 65 29,82 56 o;
N 2 Cloudy.

21 7 0 56 63 29,94 62 'b N I Fina.

3 0 64 68 29,94 52
c NW I Fine.

22 7 0 S8 63 29 95 58 NNE '

I Cloudy.

3 0 65 65 29,92 52 VO N 1 Cloudy.

23 7 0 57 62 29’93 59
6 N I Cloudy.

3 0 65 65 29^2 54 4-J N I Cloudy

24 7 0 59 63 29,99 60 0 N 1 Fine.

3 0 66 65 30,01 52 s NE I Cloudy.

25 7 0 62 64 30,00 59
C/D E 1 Fine.

3 0 67 ' 66 30,11 56
'4-i NW I Cloudy.

26 7 0 62 64 30,09 65 NE 1 Rain.

3 0 65 65 30,15 63 as; SW I Cloudy.

27 7 0 56 62 30,19 61 NE I Fair.

3 0 61 63 30,21 58 NEh.E 1 Cloudy.

28 7 0 57 61 30,18 59 NNE I Fair.

3 0 65 67 30,17 54 SE I Fair.

29 7 0 61 63 30,16 60 W I Fine.

3 0 68 65 30,09 53 SW 1 Cloudy.

30 7 0 68 64 30,02 58 s I Fair.

3 0 70 ; 66 30,05 64 NE 1 Fair.

31 7 0 58 54 30,12 63 ssw 1 Cloudy.

3 0 61 64 30,1 S 57 SE I Cloudy.
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for August, 1815.

1815

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy-
gro-

me-
ter.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Aug. j 7 0 57 6z 30^23
0

59 NW I Cloudy.

4 0 64 51 30,27 57 NE I Cloudy.

2 7 0 62 61 30,22 65 SE I Cloudy.

4 0 67 66 30,18 54 NNE 1 Fair.

3 7 0 64 65 30,21 69 SW T Fair.

4 0 61 63 30^17 70 SSE I Cloudy.

4 7 0 SI .64 30,08 69 NE I Fair.

4 0 63 69 30,04 6s SW I Cloudy.

5 7 0 61 65 29,79 70 C/5

1;
SSW 1 Fine.

4 0 60 61 29,77 69 U SW 1 Fair.

6 7 0 55 63 29,71 63
c

fc—

1

W I Fair.

4 0 67 . 66 29,68 69 N w I Fine.

7 7 0 60 62 2Q,6,g 66 U w 1 Fair.
•

4 0 69 63 29,81 63
0’

s I Fair.

8 7 0 59 57 29,86 65 SW 1 Cloudy. <

4 0 62 6i 29,81 67 0 W 1 Cloudy.

9 7 0 65 6s 29,86 69 2 s I Fair.

4 0 68 69 29,81 66 t/a SSE •

I Fair.

10 7 0 67 63 29,89 65 SSW 1 Fine.

4 0 65 63 29,89 66 SW' I Cloudy.

1

1

7 0 66 64 29,56 69 os SE , I Fine.

4 0 62 69 29,56 6,8 SW' 1 Fair.

12 7 0 68 66 29,57 65 SSE I Fine.

4 0 69 . 66 r 29^5 7- 68 SW 1 Cloudy.
i

13 7 0 66 62 23,78 66 SSW 1 Fair.

4 0 68 67
'

2j9,78 68 SW I Fine.
1

14 7 0 65 66 2i9,87 59 s
^

I Cloudy.
;

4 0 69. • 68: 29 , 8q 63 w 1 Cloudy.

IS 7 0 64.. 62 30,07 65 SW I Cloudy. ’

4 0 62 61 1 50,08 6z
» E I Fair.

i6 7 0 68 6i- .30, 1

1

65 SE I Cloudy.
j

4 0 69 66- "30,08 67 W ) Cioutly.
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for August, 1815,

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Hy- Winds.

without. within.
f

00
me-

r
1 Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches.
Ler*

Points, Str.

Aug. 1

7

7 0 6s 63 30,07
0

66 SE I Fair.

4 0 68 67 30,01 68 SE 1 Cloudy.

18 7

4

0
0

62
62

67

6s

29,97

29^1
66

"69,

SE
W

1

1

Fair.

Cloudy.

»9 7 0 68 66 29,97 66 W I Fair.

4 0 65 54 29,98 65 SW I Cloudy.

20 7 0 60 66 30,01 64 SW 1 Cloudy.

4 0 63 65 30,08 62 CO
(D

W I Cloudy.

21 7 0 54 54- 29,97 59
-C
u SW I Fine.

\ 4 0 64 56 29,91 57
p SSE 1 Fine.

22 7 0 52 56 29,88 5 »
N W I Fair.

4 0 69 68 29,81 68
N
N S 1 Cloudy.

23 7 0 66 58 29,76 62 0 S 1 Cloudy.

4 0 55 63 29,78 67
jC
•M SW 1 Cloudy. Rain in the night.

24 7 0 63 52 29,98 66
c SE I Fair.

4 0 52 62 30,01 6i 2 W 1 Cloudy.

25 7 0 65 64 30,11 54
CO s-sw 1 Cloudy.

4 0 68 66 30,17 52 SW 1 Fair.

26 7 0 63 65 30,01 68 G SE 1 Fine.

4 0 65 63 30,01 65 ai SW 1 Fair.

27 7 0 62 67 29-99 64 E I Cloudy.

4 0 63 65 29,92 68 W I Cloudy.

28 7 0 64 59 29,99 67 s 1 Fair.

4 0 65 67 29,92 62 ssw 1 Fine.

29 7 0 68 56 29,99 61 SW 1 Cloudy.

4 0 69 69 29,98 66 s 1 Cloudy.

3 c 7 0 67 58 30^05 59 SE 1 Hazy.

4 0 62 61 30,18 54 SW 1 Cloudy.

31 7 0 66 61 30,17 52 s 1 Fine.

4 0 61 64 5 » W 1 Fine.

MDCCCXVr. c
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for September, 1815.

1815

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy-
gro-

me-
ter.

1

Winds.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

,

Sep. I 7 0 68 62 30,19
0
62 E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 61 69 30*19 66 NE 1 Fair.

2 7 0 65 59 29,99 65 W 1 Fine.

3 0 67 67 30,01 62 • SSW I Fine.

3 7 0 66 63 30,03 64 w I Fine.

3 0 69 6? 30,03 68 NW I Fair,

4 7 0 68 67 30,08 63 E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 65 64 30.01 5 ^ W I Cloudy.

5 7 0 67 62 29,99 59
in
1)
NNW 1 Cloudy.

3 0 60 63 29,98 64 -C N I Cloudy.
6 7 0 62 6[ 30,19 62 c NE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 69 62 30,19 65 so W I Fine.

7 7 0 65 65 30,18 69
r- N 1 Fair.

3 0 63 69 30,17 68 d NNW 1 Fair.

8 7 0 61 64 30,17 63 S 'i; Fine.

3 0 68 68 30,11 67 0 SSE 1 Cloudy,

9 7 0 67 63 30^19 69 s W 1,2 Fine.

3 0 64 61
3°M 9 67 fn

1 NWbW 1 Fine.
1 C 7 0 66 68 30,19 68’ Ic E 1 Fine.

i

0 65 58 30,20 69:
G N 1 Cloudy,

1

1

7 0 69 54 ' 30,20 62I ''W i Fine.

3 0 68 69 30,16 69' E 1 Cloudy.
12 7 0 54 59 30,17 68 N 1 Cloudy,

3 0 61 59 30,19 62 W 1 Cloudy.

*3 7 0 69 68 29,99 67 E I Fine.

3 0 65 63 29,99 61 N 1 Fine.

14 7 0 68 64 29,8s 65 NW I Fine.

3 0 63 66 29,89 69 E I Cloudy,

15 7 0 62 61 29,89 59 N I Cloudy.

3 0 69 69 29,8

1

5 S NE 1 Cloudy.
16 7 0 69 59 29,83 56 E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 67 63 29. 8

1

62 NE 1 Fair.

Weather.

*
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f

for September, 1815.
I

1

1815

Time, Therm.
without.

Therrn .

withiti.

Barom, Hy-,

gro-

me-
ter.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches, Points. Str.

Sept. 1

7

7 0 67 56 2^,90
0

65 w 1 Cloudv. !

3 0 63 69 29,99 69 N I
' Cloudv. 1

18 7 0 66 54 30,06 66 NNE I Cloudy.
j

3 0 65 68 30,19 63 W : Fair. .

19 7 0 70 57 36,11 59 s 1 Fine.
;

3 0 62 69 3 ®>i 3 57 sw 1 Fine.

20 7 0 68 59 29,98 60 CO
SSE I Fine.

|

3 0 68 62 29,99 61 N 1 Fine. !

21 7 0 66 58 29,98 63
CJ

C NE I Cloudy.

3 0 67 66 ^QiQ7 62
l-H

VO E I Cloudy.
1

22 7 0 6i 61 29^79 68
rs
W 1 Cloudy. 1

3 0 63 62 29>77 69 d N I Cloudy.
j

23 7 0 59 67 29,71 67 :

NW I Fair.

3 0 61 61 29,78 63 d NW I Fair.

24 7 0 66 68 29>79 62 § NW 1 Cloudy.

3 0 59 66 29^79 61 CO W I Cloudy.

25 7 0 68 64 29,81 68 Ic S I Fine.

3 0 60 68 29,86 67. c SW I Fine.

26 7 0 59 63: 2*9,78 65
03

Dd
NW I Fine.

3 0 58 64 29,77 64: NW I Fine.

27 7 0 60 69 69,91 66 NNE I Fine.

3 0 63 62 69,98: 63 : E I Fair.

28 7 0 67 70 29,97 61* N 1 Fair.

3 0 64 67 2
,
9>99 1

S I Cloudy.

29 7 0 66 66 29,49
t

NW I Cloudy,

3 0 62 63 29,49
1 W I Fine. 1

30 7 0 6i 62 29>57
1

WNW I Cloudy,

3 0 63 65 29,59
)

E 1 Fine.
1

1

* The Hygrometer was broken by the workmen employed in repairing the building.

I
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for October, 1815.

1815

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy-
gro-

me-
ter.

Winds.

Weather.
;

1

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Oct. 1 7 0 59 62 2977
0 W I Fair.

3 0 63 59 29,86 E 1 Fair.

2 7 0 53 49 30^16 S I Firfe, rather foggy.

3 0 55 52 30,19 N I Cloudy.

3 7 0 57 54 30,02 SE 1 Cloudy.
0 57 57 30^03 S I Cloudy.

4 7 0 56 53 30,03 S I Fine.

3 0 59 56 30,04 SE I Fine.

5 7 0 57 51 30,04 (A
V E I Hazy.

3 0 60 60 29,97 u S 1 Cloudy.
6 7 0 58 60 29,89 SE I Rain.

3 0 59 60 3°>05 0\ E I Cloudy.

7 7 0 49 57 30,16 cx N 1 Fine.

3 0 57 62 30,18 - NNE 1 Fine.

8 7 0 51 57 30,28
J= N 1 Hazy..

i

3 0 54 60 3°;>29 0 E I Fine. 1

9 7 0 48 56 3=.28 s E I Fine.
1

3 0 52 59 30:>2X E I Fine.

10 7 0 48 56 30.11 w E 1 Fine. 1

3 0 53 61 30,00 E 1 Fine. r

1 1 7 0 49 56 29,82 E I Cloudy. 1

3 0 52 57 29.75 E 1 Rain. i

12 7 0 48 55 29,70 NE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 52 57
1

29,71 NNW I Cloudy. 1

13 7 0 47 54 29,78 E I Cloudy.
i

3 0 56 59 29,80 se 1 Rain.

14 7 0 55 56 29,72 W I Fine.

3 0 55 58 29,76 w 1 Fine.
'

^5 7 0 53 57 i
29,80 w I Finei

,

3 0 57 58
i

29,9.2 w I Cloudy.
16 7 0 56 58 29,86 wsw I Fine.

j

1

3 0 59 63 29,87 w Fine.
'
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for October, 1815.

1815

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Hy.
gro-

me~
ter.

H. M. 0 0 Inches.

Oct 17 7 0 52 59 29,82

3 0 54 62 29,87

18 7 0 44 57 29,94

3 0 54 60 29,85

*9 7 0 53 58 29>59

3 0 61 63 29H 4
20 7 6 59 61 29^33

3 0 59 63 29,42

21 7 0 53 60 29-54 c/5

QJ

3 0 56 63 29,65 0
22 7 0 46 57 29,88 C

HH

3 0 55 60 29,93 _ON

23 7 0 56 59 29,71 00

3 0 55 60 29,63

24 7 0 S 3 58 29.57

3 0 56 62 29.55

25 7 0 49 58 29-53

3 0 54 62 29,45
CO

26 7 0 44 57 29,47

3 0 52 61 29,50 c
"c3

27 7 0 47 ;57 2^-53

3 0 49 -58 29,52

28 7 0 48
.
56 29-74

3 0 50 60 29,92
1

29 7 0 48 56 30-05

3 0 53 58 29,99

30 7 0 49 55 29,91

3 0 50 57 29,92

31 7 0 46 55 29,99

3 0 48 58 30,03

Winds.

Weather.

Points. Str.

w I Fair.
,

w I Fair.

s 1 Rain.

w I Rain.

s I Rain.

wsw 2-3 Cloudy.

s 2 Fine.

sw I Fine.

WNW I Fine.

NW 1 Fine.

w 1 Cloudy.

s I Fine.

s I Rain.

s I Rain.

w 2 Fine.

sw 1 Fine.

s I Fine.

sw l< Fine.

|S I Fine.

1 Hazy.

!n i; Rain.

iE il Hazy and cloudy.

N i| Rain.

I Fine.

'n 1 Fair.

1 Cloudy.

NW I Fine.

'N 1 Cloudy.

N ii Fine. .

X Fine.
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for November, 1815.

Time, Therm, Therm. Bsrom, Hy- Winds. 1

without. within. gro- 1
;

1R5 c
me-

1 ,,r ,

ter. 1 j

vV catner*

II. M. 0 9 Inches, Points. Str.

Nov. I 8 0 43 54 30^03
0 w . I Cloudy and hazy.

3 0 48 57 30,04 NE 1 Cloudy.

£ 8 0 45 53 3°>03 W I Hazy.

3 0 46 55 30,20 NW 1 Hazy.

3 8 0 39 5 » 30,28 N I Fine.

3 0 45 48 30^34 NW I Cloudy.

4 8 0 36 48 30,49 W 1 Foggy.

3 0 43 50 30,37 w I Fine.

5 8 0 43 49 30,32 w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 48 SI 30,28 J w 1 Cloudy.
6 8 0 44 49 30,24 u w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 SO SO 30,19 w I Cloudy.

/
8 0 49 SI 30,13

SO w 1 Rain.

3 0 48 52 30,12 •V NW I Fine.

8 8 0 42 50 30,10 j3 w 1 Rain.

3 0 50 55 30,03 c w 1 Cloudy.

. 9 8 0 52 54 29,83
0 w I Rain.

3
0 54 58 29,93 w I Cloudy.

10 8 e 49 56 30,11 w I Cloudy.

3 0 54 58 30,15 w 1 Cloudy.
11 8 0 50 56 30,17 w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 53 58 30,11 Oh w 1 Cloudy.

12 8 0 51 56 29,96 w ,1 Cloudy.

3 0 54 57 29,84 sw I Cloudy.

*3 8 0 48 5
^ 29,06 sw 2 Rain,

3 0 45 58 29,0s w 2; Fine.

14 8 0 39 52 29,14 w 1 Fine.

3 0 45 57 29,15 w I Fine,

»5 8 0 39 52 29 06 N 1, Cloudy.

3 0 42 55 29,17 N I Fine.

16 8 0 36 51 29,33 -
NW 1 Cloudy.

1 3 0 38 1 S 3 29,48 i w 1 Fair.
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t

Time. Therm. Therm* Barom. Hy- Winds.
without. within^ gro-

r me-
ter.

H. M, 0 0 Inches. Points. Str

Nov. 1

7

8 0 3 * 49 29-55

0 w 1 Foggy.

3 0 38 53 29,70 NW 1

;

Fine.

18 8 0 30 48
, 29,94 W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 38 52 i 34,02 7 w 1 Fine.
•

19 8 0 . 29 46 ; 30^09 w I; Fine.

3 0 35 ' 45 : 3P.°9 i

!

N I Cloudy.
20 8 0 3^ 44 i 29^77 !

f N I Fine.

3 0 40 48 1 29,68 a NE 1 Fine.

21 8 0 35 46 j
29,67.

j

CJ N I Fine.

3 0 42 48 1 29,69
I

G: N 1 Cloudy.
22 8 0 32 46 1 29,83 N I Cloudy.

3 0 36 50 : 29,89 N 1 Cloudy.

23 8 0 32 45 ^ 30,14 N 1 Fine.

3 0 40 5° 30,18 N 1 Fair.

24 8 0 3 + 47 39.21
c
0 N 1 Hazy.

3 0 41 49 30.38 s NE I Rain.

25 8 0 37 47 ^ 30.49
c/5 N 1 Foggy.

3 0 43 30,6j '•w; NE I Hazy.
26 8 0 37 46

1
34,61 N 1 Foggy.

3 0 42 '45 i 30,50 NE 1 Thick, and hazy.
27 8 0 36 46

j

30,36 J^E 1 Thick and hazy.

3 0 37 48 , 30.27 "i E 1 Fine. ]

28 8 0 33 46 : 36,00
f

N 1 Thick and hazy.

3 0 35 47 i. 39.07 -
i VV 1 Cloudy,

29 8 0 29 45
‘

36,05 W I Hazy.:

3 0 32 45 : 36,00 S I Cloudy.
30 8 0 37 45 ; 29.93 i ESE 1 Raiu.

3 0 40 48 29,90

<

J

1

!

i

S I Rain.
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1815

Time. Therm,
j

without.

Therm,
within.

Barom.
'

Hy-
»ro-

me-
ter.

Winds.

Weather,

H. M. 0 0 Inches, Points. Str.

De . I 8 0 48 49 29,81
0

S I Rain.

3 0 48 53 29,91 W 2 Cloudy.

2 8 0 46 52 30.1

1

w 1 Fine.

3 0 48 54 ^0,13 w 1 Cloudy.

3 8 0 47 51 -0,03 s I Cloudy.

3 0 48 SI 30.00 w I Fine.

4 8 0 44 SO 29,79 s 1 Rain.

3 0 43 52 29,78 w I Fine.

5 8 0 39 50 29,96 .s w I Cloudy and hazy.

3 0 42 52 29,72 c w . 1 Rain.
6 8 0 39 SO 29>39 0 I Fine.

3 0 43 S 3 29,38
l-/-%

0 NW 1 Cloudy.

7 8 0 37 49 29,78 6 E I Cloudy.

3 0 35 50 29.94 x: N 2 Cloudy
8 8 0 27 46' 30,00 3 N I Fine.

3 0 31 50, 30,00 § N Fair.

9 8 0 26 44; 30,07 t/^ N I Fine.

3 0 32 48 30,14 N Fine
10 8 0 32 43 :

30,37 NNE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 36 44 .30.38 N I Cloudy.
1

1

8 0 34 42’ 30,38 N i Cloudy and hazy.

3 0 37 45 30,40 W 1 Cloudy.
12 8 0 36 44, 30,27 N I Fine, rather hazy.

3 0 38 48 30 40
1

W I Cloudy.

^3 8 0 37 44 30,29 w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 43 49 30,22 •W I Rain.
8 0 32 49 30,32 w I Fine.

3 0 38 49 30,29 w 1 Fine.

IS 8 0 45 48 29,83 w 2 Cloudy.

3 0 46 52 29,74 w Cloudy.
16 8 0 44 50 29,04 w 'l Cloudy.

3 0 42 52 29.05 w 1 Fine.
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meteorological journal

for December, 1815*

1815

Time.
\

Therm,
vithout. '

rherra.

Arithln.

Barom. I

g
|r

iy.

ro-

ne-

ar.

H. M 0 0

it

Inches.
1

8 0 34 45 i

: 1
28,95 I

0
;

3 0 36 47
1

29,08
j

8 0 29 43 :

29 ’ 39 .j

3 0 37 49 .
: ?9’39

?
8 0 z8 44 29'

5

9

3 0 33 47 zg.58

3 8 0 44 46. 29,19

3 0 43 49 28,98

I 8 0 37 46 z9'32 0
d

3 0 38
i49 29 '4 S c.

2 8 0 37
,

4 J 29,00

3 0 37 2$,67

3 8 0 32 29,76 O'

3 0 40 :,49 29'53 (

4 8 0
, ou47 ,29-35 .

4

3 0 42 48 1 29-33

5 8 0 33 29 ’ i 3 <

3 0 34 29.76

6 8 0 38 Ml '

2
g,59

3 0 43 46 . 29,30 •

7 8 0 40
.

45 f ^9,02

3 0 34 29,46

,8 8 0 33 44 !
29,91

1

3 0 42 47 29,84 f

J

59 8 0 46 47 29-95

3 0 48 50, 29,98

50 8 0 42 ^8 30- ‘5

3 0 44 30-39

31 8 0 33 46 30-54

3 0 39 47

1

30-52

Points. Str.

W
WN W
w
w
w
SSE
S
w
w
N
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
SE
S
sw
N
N

f

S
' w
w
w
w
NW
W
w

Weatlicr.

1

2

I

I

I

1

2

2.3

I

1

1

I

I

1

1

1

X

1

1

2.3

1

I>2

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

I

Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Hazy.
Fair.

Fine.

Snow.
Rain.

.

Rain.

Cloudy.

Rain.

Fine, rather hazy.

Clbudy.
Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Fine.

Fine.

Hazy.
Cloudy.

Cloudy.

Rain.

Cloudy.

Fine.

Snow.
Rain.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Fine.

Fine.

Fine.

Cloudy.

MDCCCXVI. d
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Thermometer
without.

Thermometer
within.

Barometer. * Hygrometer. Rain.t

00 • Greatest
height.

Least height.

1

Mean height.

Greatest

height.

•

..

Mean
height.

1

Greatest
height.

Least height

.

Mean height.
Greatest

height.
Least

I
height. Mean

height.

Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg. Inches. Inches. Inches, Deg. Deg. Deg. Inches.

January 45 22 50 39 45^0 30--47 28,94 29,55 78 62 71,7 0,435

February 54 36 43>6 58 48 54>2 30.51 29,38 29,81 79 ^3 73,3 0,675

March 63 34 47>6 63 48 55 >i 3°>30 28,90 29.75 79 58 70,2 1,325

April 63 40 49’4 67 50 55^6 30,60 00 00 29,66 79 55 67,0 1,660

May 68 50 58,2 69 55 60,4 30,33 29,62 29,74 75 56 65,4 0,667

June 70 52 61,6 70 57 63,2 30,29 29,30 29,84 74 50 61,6 1,752

July 72 55 62,9 72 54 65,0 30,21 29,62 30,03 67 48 57,8 1,581

lAugust 69 52 63^5 69 52 63,0 30,27 29,56 29,94 70 51 63,9 0,222

(September 70 54 64,7 70 54 63,6 30,20 29,49 29,97 69 56 61,8 0,776

October 63 44 53^2 63 49 59^0 30,29 29*33 30,33 — — — 1,889

November 54 29 41,2 58 44 50^5 30,61 29,05 29,97 — — — 1,336

December 48 26 S ^>7 54 41 47.8 30,54 28,95 29,79 — — — ° c^

Whole year j"i«6 56.9 29,86 12,968

• The quicksilver in the bason of the barometer, is 8i feet above the level of low water
spring tides at Somerset-house.

j- The Society’s Rain Gage is 1 14 feet above the same level, and 75 feet 6 inches above
the surrounding ground.

Mean Variation of the Magnetic Needle, June, 1815, 24® 17' 50" West.
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PHILOSOPHICAL

TRANSACTIONS.

XL An essay towards the calculus of functions. Part II. By

C. Babbage, Esq. Communicated by W. H. Wollaston, M. D.

Sec. R. S.

Read March 14, 1816.

In a former Paper which the Royal Society honoured with a

place in the last Volume of their Transactions, I endeavoured

to explain the nature of the calculus of functions, and I pro-

posed means of solving a variety of functional equations con-

taining only one variable quantity. My subsequent enquiries

have produced several new methods of solving these, and

much more complicated functional equations, and have con-

vinced me of the importance of the calculus, particularly as an

instrument of discovery in the more difficult branches of ana-

lysis
;
nor is it only in the recesses of this abstract science,

that its advantages will be felt : it is peculiarly adapted to the

discovery of those laws of action by which one particle of

matter attracts or repels another of the same or of a different

species
; consequently, it may be applied to every branch

of natural philosophy, where the object is to discover by

calculation from the results of experiment, the laws which

MDCCCXVI. B b



i8o Mi\ Babbage’s essay towards

regulate the action of the ultiraate particles of bodies. To the

accomplishment of these desirable purposes, it must be con-

fessed that it is in its present state unequal *, but should the

labours of future enquirers give to it that perfection, which

other methods of investigation have attained, it is not too

much to hope, that its maturer age shall unveil the hidden laws

which govern the phenomena of magnetic, electric, or even

of chemical action.

When functional equations containing two or more variables

occur, their solution presents still greater difficulties than

those we have already considered ; the new relations which

arise, necessarily require a new notation to distinguish them.

I shall endeavour, as far as I am able, to apply or extend

that already in use; but, as it is almost impossible in the

infancy of a calculus to foresee the extent to which it may be

carried, or the new views which it may be necessary to take

of it, the notation I have used should only be considered as

of a temporary nature ;
it may be employed until some more

convenient one be devised: perhaps, however, it might be

more advantageous that it should not be altered until our

acquaintance with this subject becomes more intimate, and

until the infinitely varied and comprehensive relations dis-

played in the doctrine of functions, have been more minutely

examined.

If be the characteristic of any function of two quantities

X and y, that function is thus denoted Now, if in-

stead of X in this quantity the original function be substituted,

I shall call the result the second function relative to x, and I

shall denote it thus
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The first index 2 refers to x, and the second index 1 refers

to y. Similarly if instead of y in the original function, the

function itself had been substituted, the result would have been

the second function relative to y; it would be thus denoted

If there are more than two variables in the original function,

they may be arranged in the order in which they are to be ope-

rated on, and the indices will denote the number of operations

to be performed.

Thus (a:, y, 2:, signifies that in the function

^ [x,y, z,v,) we must instead of x substitute the function

itself, and in the result instead ofy put the same function,

this latter operation must be repeated, and finally, instead of

V in the last result, put the original function ; this last opera-

tion must again be repeated twice.

There are many cases which this notation does not com-

prehend. If, for example, in the function just proposed, we
wished again to take the function relative to x or y, it would

not be easy to express this. The method I propose is to have

two ranks of indices, the lower one to distinguish the quanti-

ties operated on ; the upper one to mark the number of ope-

rations performed. According to this method the example

just chosen would be written thus:

2
, 3» I, 4
n 3, 3, 4

^(x,y,z,v)

If only such functions as these occur, we encumber our sym-

bol without any advantage ; if, however, we now wish to per-

form any farther operations, such, for instance, as to take the

second function relative to s;, and then the third relative to y,

B b 2
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we have a very convenient mode of doing it ; tliese operations

would be thus expressed ;

3> * J 4> 3

2> 3> 4, 3. 2

This notation may not appear sufficiently concise to those who
do not consider the very complicated relation expressed by

the above written symbol : it need, however, only be used

in very few cases, and when the lower series of indices is

omitted, it must always be understood, that the quantities

themselves are arranged in the order in which they are to be

operated on.

If in a function of two variable we take the se-

cond function relative to a;, and then the second function rela-

tive to y, we have

=
If we take the second function first relative to y, and then

the second relative to x we shall find

2 ,
2

4/"’
*

(a:,y
) = 4/

1
1\> (x,y), i[; (^}/ [x,y),y)

j
It appears from this, that the order in which these operations

are performed is not immaterial, as the order in which we dif-

ferentiate a function of two variables, is in the differential cal-

culus.

The two expressions just given are the two second func-

tions of tj;(jc,y), the first taken relative to x and y, and the

second taken relative toy and x. But there may be another

second function of i^.[x,y), which will arise from substituting

at the same time ^ (a;,y) for x, and ^ ( J?,y) for y, it will be

4 '('(•r.J’))
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and may for the sake of distinction be called the second simul-

taneous function relative to x and y ;
it differs from the two

preceding ones, and in order to denote it with brevity, I shall

put a line over the two indices thus,

2 2

This method of distinguishing it is equally applicable when

there are more variables.

There is only one other modification of the symbol denot-

ing function to which I shall at present allude. Suppose (after

any number of operations have been performed on a function

of two variables for example) y becomes equal to x, and the

result only is given : this will naturally be represented in a

manner analogous to that in which Euler denoted the limits

between which the integral of a quantity is to be taken.

2 , 2

Thus the equation y) =fx [y = a:] arises from

the following question : What is the form of a function of x

andy, such that taking the second function relative to x, and

then the second relative to y, the result on making y equal to

X shall be a given function of a:

It might be proposed, that after putting y equal to x, the

whole should be considered ' merely as a function of a:, and

that its function should be taken on this hypothesis, and

the result only should be given.

Such operations I would denote thus :

2,z\n 2,2^n

(^>y) =/(-r) or perhaps
| j

(x,y]=J(x)[y=x\

and in a similar manner all other relations of the same kind

may be expressed.
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I shall give one example which will illustrate these various

modifications of the original functions.

3> 2\3» 2)3

,
3> 2, 4/ 3, I I

V {x,y,z, v) =f{x)

-y == aX

_v= (2z
Z yx1

Tdhs equation contains the analytical enunciation of the follow-

ing Problem.

What must be the form of a function of four quantities

i]/ {x,y, z,v) such that taking the second function relative to 2;,

the third relative to x, and the second simultaneous one relative

toy and v: if in the result oiX be put for y and ^z for v, and

the whole be then considered as a function of x and Zj and if

on this hypothesis the third function be taken relative to z, and

the second relative to x ; and if yx be now put for 2: and the

third function of the expression considered merely as a func-

tion of X be taken, then it is required that the final result

shall be equal tofx a given function of x ?

Symmetrical functions I shall denote as in my former Paper,

by putting a line over the quantities relative to which they
I I

are symmetrical, thus ;]/ (o:,y, Zy v) is symmetrical relative to

X and y in one sense, and relative to % and v in another.

Problem I.

Required the solution of the functional equation

To avoid repetition a, /3 , 7, &c. unless otherwise mentioned,

always express known functions, and £p, i[/, x are unknown or

arbitrary ones.

Put 4^ {x,y,) = <p {fscjy,)
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then the given equation becomes

I *

Determine/ and/ from the two equations

fx z=fux 2i.ndfy =f(3yIX
this may be effected by Prob. I. or II. of my former Paper,

take any particular solution and <p may remain perfectly arbi-

trary ;
then the general solution of the problem is

^ [x,y) = (p (/r,/y)

Ex, 1 . Given the equation ^[x,y) =
here we have/(a:)=/( — x), and a particular solution is/r=x’;

also/ (y) =/(“) and a particular case is/ (y)

hence the general solution of the equation is

(?) being perfectly arbitrary.

If we employ the general solutions of the equations

f[x)=:f{-x) and/ ( y) we shall still only have one

arbitrary function. In fact, the most general solution of the

equation -4/ ~ ^-^x, with which I am at present

acquainted is

Hx,y)=ip{x%^-p-

and this only involves one arbitrary function.
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'
I

Problem II.

Given the same equation

^y)
Suppose one particular solution of this equation is known,

let it be/(x, j),

then take \p (x,y) = <pf (x,y), cp being perfectly arbitrary

and the given equation becomes

which is evidently satisfied since/ (®,y) =f{xx,liy) by the

hypothesis.

Ew. 1. Let {x,y) = \|/

one particular solution of this equation isf{x,y)

. hence the general solution is

Ex. 2. Given the equation 4/ {x,y) = 4/ a particular

case isf(x,y)= hence the general solution is

4'(-r.y)= $(J^)
Ex. 3. Given the equation x}; (:r, y ) = 4^

In order to get a particular case let us put

/ (^yy) = log.* X -I-

a

log.'y

by substituting this value we shall find that it is a particular

solution of the equation, if a=—
hence the general solution of the equation is

4- ( 3^,y )
=

<P
( log.’ a? — l^logyy ) = ?> Aog.

(tog«:y) tog*

or changing the value of (p it becomes
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= m we have ^ [w,y) = <p in the last example,

and if w= — , we have the same solution as in the first.
n

In these equations the functions have contained the varia-

bles separated ; but it may frequently happen, that they occur

mixed as in the following Problems.

Problem III.

Given the equation

Assume t]; and by making
X

this substitution the equation becomes

In order to render this equation identical, I determine/ and/
1

from the two following equations :

/ (Ay )=/ ( « (-r,y)> /3 ( 2;.;')) and/ ( ) =/( »! ( ) , /3 (^,y )

)

From these it appears, that/ and/ are merely two particular
X.

solutions of the original equation. If, therefore, we are ac-

quainted with any, the general solution is

>K y ) = ?>(/ (a?,y ),/ (a;,y
) )

X

If only one particular solution is known, the general one is

i/{x,y)=<^f{oe,y)

Eoc. 1 . Let us examine in what cases we can find the general

solution of the equation

t]; [x^y) — t]y x’^f)

In order to obtain a particular solution, put i]; ( jr,y

and making this substitution, we shall find the following equa-

tion of condition among the exponents.

(1 — ;z) (1 — r) =z km

CcMDCCCXVI.
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hence either of the following equations may be solved gene-

rally,

y X ’

= {y{j]\x [l]'}
(6)

the solution of the former is (a:,y) = (p (ay), and that of the

latter is i]; (a:,y)= q> *)

In (a) put?z=r— -j, then the solution of i|; (x, y) =
i\^xy, s/^) is iP (x,y) = ^ (ay)

In a similar manner it may be found that the solution of

i]; (a;,y) =4;
-y—y ^—y \

y ^ ,x }

is 4'(-2^.j') = 'p{ J)

As another example take the equation

</ \^2.xy]

a particular solution is -p (a:,y) = 2 a:y 4“^’ hence the gene-

ral solution is -p {x, y)~ cp
[
9. xy y'^)

,

but w'e may find ano-

ther particular solution of this equation which is totally diffe-

rent from the former, and by combining the two we shall

obtain a much more general solution. The equation (6) will

coincide with the one under consideration, if we make n=z—

^

and r= then we shall have for another particular solution

J (^x,y
) = y^— 3 hence a very general solution of the equation

= 4' sxy^ is

(p remaining perfectly arbitrary.

In the equation of this Problem it may happen that
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a{^Xiy) does not contain x nor /3 {x, y) contain y, it then be-

comes *4/ [x,y) = \|/ (ajy, (ix)

This is the case when ij/ {x,y) is required to be a symme-

trical function of x andy, the equation would then become

two particular solutions avef(x,y) =: xy andf{x,y) = c^-f-y,
I

hence the general solution of the equation is

^{x,y) =
(i>
[xy,x+y)

Though these solutions may with propriety be termed general

because they contain an arbitrary function, yet I am by no

means inclined to think them the most general of which the

questions admit, possibly we ought to except the two last equa-

tions, though I shall afterwards show that the solution of an

equation of the form 4^(x,y)= t]/ (a:r,

/

3y) may contain any

number of known functions within the arbitrary one.

Problem IV.

Given the equation

Assume as before ll^{x,y) =z(p {f{x,y),f[x,y)), then the
*

equation will become

In order to render this equation identical, determine/ and
X

from the two equations

J{^>y) [x, y],l3 (x>y)) {^>y)=f(.'^ix,y),fi{x,y))
X I

putting in the first of these cc {x,y) for x and /3 {x,y) fory

we find
^

f.{ii{x,y),l2{x,y))=f^x{a{x,y),li{x,y)),l2{a(x,y),li{x,y)) >

(1)

C C 2
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and we should find a precisely similar equation for determiti”'

ingjT. If we are acquainted with two particular solutions of

this equation, we may from them derive the general solution

of the given equation. If, however, the functions « and |Q are

of such a nature that the two following equations are fulfilled

eq.
(
1

)
becomes identical without assigning any particular

value to/ or/. (The two conditions are a {oc (x, y), ft {x, y))= x
%

and /S(a(x,y),/3(o:,y))=y).

It may be curious to enquire whether we can discover any

forms which will satisfy these equations, for this purpose let us

assume (x,y)= a+ + cy, and also ^(x,y)=a-\‘bx-\- cy,
X X

this will only lead us to a particular solution, but I shall pre-

sently show that it may be rendered general. If the two

conditions already specified are fulfilled, the arbitrary con-

stants will be determined, and we shall have the following

equations

« (^,y) = a + bx + ^y

which may be thus generalised. Let (p be any function, and

let (p* be the inverse of that function, so that (p(p'x=xthen the

conditions will be fulfilled, if

and = — — b(py^

Some remarks, however, are necessary on the inverse func-

tion (p\ If we combine x and constant quantities by any of

the direct operations, addition, multiplication, elevation of

powers, See. the result which is called a function of x admits
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only of one value, let % equal the function, then we have the

equation %= (px. If from this we endeavour to discover the

value of X in terms of %, the operation is an inverse one and.

X admits of one or more values according to the nature of the

operations denoted by p. This number may even be infinite;

if p denotes an equation of the degree, there are n values

of X in terms of %. It may then be enquired whether in using

the substitution employed in the latter part of this Problem, any

of these (perhaps infinite number) may be taken, or whether

only certain particular values should be used ? without attend-

ing to this circumstance, our conclusions may become erro-

neous : all these different values will satisfy the equation

ppf^Xy but only those must be used which also satisfy the

equation pp x=x: thus if %= px = a — x’^ we shall have

x= p'z= ± V a—'Z if we employ the upper sign we have

pip X s/

a

— ((2 X^
)
=: -j- \lX^ == ”1" X

If we use the low'er one

p\x=— V a— {a — x‘") = — \lx^=^— X

the upper sign must therefore be taken, because in the latter

ml —I

part of the Problem we suppose p px= x and p py=y.
This remark, which is of some importance, extends to the

conclusions in my former Paper and to the whole of the

subsequent enquiries.

The equation ( 1 )
might be considered as similar to the

original one, and the same transformation might be performed

on this, and thus we might continue to deduce new conditions.

In the first part we found that the equation t^x= ^ocx always

admitted of an easy solution when a^x= x and by continuing

the substitutions already pointed out, we should arrive at
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some conclusions very analogous for functional equations of

the form of those treated of in this Problem, but the length

to which these enquiries would lead, render it sufficient merely

to indicate them.

In the equations solved in Problem I. and II. it is obviously

immaterial whether we first put ux instead of a:, and then in the

result put jGy for y or conversely
;
but in the equation of Pro-

blems III. and IV. the case is different. If in the function

we put simultaneously a (x,y) for x, and (3 [x,y) for y the

result will be different from that which would arise from

first putting u {x,y) for x and then in the result putting

(2{x,y) fory, or from inverting this operation; the three results

stand thus :

i‘’)

(a { X, ^ y')') {!>)

^{cc{x,y),f3[cc {X,y\y)) (0
These three functions are evidently different, and in the solu-

tions of the Problems, regard was only had to the first of

them which may be called the simultaneous function. ThosCj

however, of the second and third class might occur, and it

becomes necessary to point out the means of solution which

are applicable to them.

According to the notation laid down, these functions may

be thus expressed

(<2)

a /3 {x,y)) ib)

(0
But to avoid the trouble of indices I shall show how those of

a
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the second and third class may be reduced to those of the

first, I shall therefore always consider functions of the first

order as simultaneous ones, and omit the indices, which if

supplied, would be \ &c.

I

To transform x^y'), (3 (x,y)) into a function whose

hidex is * put a (xf

1.

1

i> I

I. 3

“(o' (•*> :v), /3 (^,,y )
)
=

’ (“ y ))

and similarly if (3 (« {a:,y'), /3 (jr,y) )=<y (x,y) we should have

ij I

2, I
I, I

and generally whatever be the number of variables a similar

transformation might be effected.

Problem V.

Required the solution of the equation.

^ == A (x,y) 4> Qa (x,y'), (3 (x,y'))

Assume (x,y)=f {x,y)
(p [f {x,y'),f{x,y)'^ and sub-

stituting this in the given equation, we find

Kx,y) <p[f{3;,y'),f{x,y)] =A{x,y)f(^(x,y).H{x,y))
1 a.

This equation will be satisfied if we are acquainted with par-

ticular solutions of the three following equations

f[x,y)-^A{x,y)f{ct{x,y),l3{x,y))

f[x,y)=.fK^,y),l3(.^,y))^n<if{^,y)=fi‘>^{x,y),l3{x,y)}
I It II
the first of these is nothing more than the original equation.
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If therefore we know one particular solution of the original

equation, and also one or two particular solutions of the other

equation, we may deduce the general solution of the Problem.

Ex. Let ^j/(x,j>) = (-ll’if-O.x)

in this cdisef(x,y ) =f[y, x) and two particular solutions are
X X

f{x,y) = xy and/(a?,y) z^x-\-y also a particular solution
X V"

of the given equation is/(x,y
)
= hence its general solu-

tion is

Problem VL
Given the equation

^{x,y)=A.[x,y) i/ {a{x,y),(i {x,y)) -]; B {x,y)

Suppose we are acquainted with one particular solution

which satisfies the equation and let it be/ (a;, y), then assume

^ {x,y) =f {x,y) + {x,y)

and making this substitution the equation becomes

f {x,y) + ^ {x,y) — K{x,y)f {a{x,y),a[x,y))+K{x,y)

x<p{a{x,y),P{x,y)) +B(x,;/)

Substracting from this the particular solution

f{x,y) = A{x,y)f{a{x,y),^{x,y))-{-B{x,y)

there remains

<P{x,y')—A.{x,y) (p{x{x,y),^{x,y))

an equation which may be solved by the preceding Problem.

The same substitution is applicable to the more general equa-

tion

0=4'{x,y)+A {x,y) 4/ («(x,^),/3 {x,y))-]^B{x,y) 4< (:i{x,y),fi{x,y))^

&c. + K (ap,y

)
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Problem VII.

Given the functions

See.
X ^

/3 K}'),/3(A%jy),/3 {x^y) See.
X 2.

Required the nature of the function \|/ (<r,jy) such that it

shall not alter its form by the simultaneous substitution of

a [x,y), /3 [x,y) for x and y, and generally that it shall re-

main the same when for x andy are respectively substituted

any of the functions denoted by « (a?,y )
and /3 (<*?,y ). The

n n

conditions which determine may be thus expressed

Assume ^ ( ®,jy) = <j) ^f{x,y),f {x,y)'^
(
1

)

then from the first condition we have

this will be satisfied by making

f{x,y) =/ (« {x,y),(i{x,y)) andf{x,y) ^f[«,{x,y),^{x,y])

these are two particular solutions of the first equation.

The second condition is (x,y) = -4/ {^{^iy)>
^ X 1

which becomes

1 I I * * *

wherey and/are known functions ; make
X

f(u (<*?,>'), /3 {x,y)) = K {x,y) and/(^ {x,y), /3 (r,y))— !K(ci%y)
X X XXX

K and ’K are therefore also known functions.

D dMDCCCXVI.
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Assume q> {oo,y^= (p(^f (oc,y'), f(x, y')), then equation (2)
1 a 3

^ ^

becomes

f{Vi(oc,yyKia,,y)-)-^

This equation must be solved in the same manner as the for-

mer by means of two particular solutions, and by continuing

the same method, we shall find that the form of the function

may be determined by means of 2W- particular solutions of

certain functional equations, when there are n pair of conditions

assigned. A less general solution may, however, be found

when we are only acquainted with n particular solutions.

A similar method would lead us to the form of whatever

might be the number of variables. If, however, we are ac-

quainted with any number of particular solutions which remain

the same, in all the cases assigned by the conditions of the

Problem, we may have the general solution by making

or the whole of the conditions may be more concisely denoted

by the expression

]
a?, a?, X . .X >-

t 1 a 3 n J

' We may easily find 71 parti'cular solutions which fulfill these

equations : for in the first place it is evident that the sum of

/,/, . ./being it i particular solutions.

Ex. Let it be required to find a symmetrical function of

a?, X, . X, the equations to be satisfied are
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any number of quantities is symmetrical with respect to them,

therefore

/ (cr, <2?,. . :c) + c-r &c. -f- a?= S (ai)
1^14 n la n I

' Again the sura of their products two by two is also sym-

metrical, therefore

f (w, cc, . . c-r) == .'VcV + AW + AA + &c. =r= S (aa)
2^1% n la as *3 \ i 7. !

and similarly the sums of their products three by three, four

by four, &c. are symmetrical. We may, therefore, find n dif-

ferent particular solutions, and the general solution will be

any arbitrary function of all these particular solutions, or

^(~AfA, .,A)-(p [ S (a),S{aa), . . .S (<*7.17.. a?)
I

Instead of taking for particular solutions the sura of all the

quantities, the sura of all the products by two's, the sum of all

the products by three’s, &c. &c. we might have employed the

sum of all the quantities, the sum of their squares, the sum of

their cubes, &c. but the solution thus deduced would not be

essentially different from the former.

Onfunctional equations of the second and higher orders involving

two or more variables.

The notation to be employed in these enquiries has already

been sufficiently explained, and the different species of second

functions have been noticed. Preserving the same symbols,

let it be required to solve theffoilowing Problem.

Problem VIII.

Given the equation

This equation though apparently involving two variables

D d 2
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may in fact be solved by the methods of the first part ; fory

may be considered as a constant quantity, and if in the solution

of (p'^oc— x (Probs. 9, lo, and 14, Part I.) we put arbitrary

functions ofy instead of the constant quantities which occur,

we shall have a solution of the given equation, thus a parti-

cular solution o^ x=. w \sf (a?) = instead of c put % (y)

then a solution of the given equation is

TV I—
for

h—

X

x—hx%y
b—

X

1— fev'y
^

We might also instead of h put any other arbitrary function

ofy, and the result will be the same. The equations

"(a7,y
)
= a (a?,y) and \x,y) == a (a?,y)

may he treated in a similar manner, in the firsty must be con-

sidered as constant, and x must be so treated in the latter.

In general, when functions are taken only relative to one of

the variables, the rules delivered in my former Paper are

sufficient for their solution, such is the equation

F 4^ Qx^,y')i^^'^{x,y'), . .
4/”’ \x,y)

j
=a

It might however occur, that though the order of the function

does not vary relative to the other variable, yet that that vari-

able may occur in different forms in each function. An

example will render this more evident «, /3, &c. being known

functions, let

F{ 4^ {
00 \x, ay), 4/^'

*(c^>, ^y), . . %{/”’ \x, vy) ]=: 0

here though the functions do not vary in order relative toy.

2,

1

4^
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yet they do vary in a certain sense, because y is differently

contained under each functional chanicteristic ; the method

of treating these kind of equations will be explained hereafter.

PaOBLEM IX.

Given the functional equation

V’"{oc,y')=o

This signifies that the second simultaneous function is equal

to zero. It is evident that a?—y or y— a? will be a particular

solution, for if ^ (a?,y) = a?—

y

we have

V y))~Q^—y') — —y')=

^

By observing the process just gone through, it appears that

it would equally succeed if for a? we put/ (a?) and fory we

put/(y) for if if/ (a7,y) =fcc —fy, we have

y) =O—fy) —O —Jy') = °

This solution is considerably more general than the former,

yet is by no means the complete solution, a more general one

may be obtained thus : we found one particular solution to be

4^(a7,y)=a?— y, now if we multiply the right side of this

equation by an arbitrary function of a? andy the condition will

still be fulfilled; for if {cc,y') = (a?—y) (p (pc,y') we shall find

"(a?,y)== |a7-ycf)(a?,y)— a?—y (p(a?,y)
|
x

(p
1

00—y <p (a?,y), oc—y <p (a?,y)
|
= o

provided p |a?—y p (a?,y), <*’ — y (^jy) |
does not contain in

its denominator any factor which vanishes.
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Problem X.

Given the equation ^ (x,y') =; a.

In this case the second simultaneous function of ct? and y is

constant. The first solution which presents itself is ^ Qc^y') =z=

A, then we shall find

V' y~) == ((^— + A) — — jy + A) + A=A= ^

therefore h.-=a and one particular solution is

v|/ Qo^y') = X — y ^

This may be rendered more general, nearly in the same

manner as the lastProblem
; thuslet =(<37—y) <?)(a?,y)

then

4'"’ "ix,y) = [(x—y (x,y) + a)—(x—y<fi (x, y) + a)] x

jo;—y <p (Xjyy + a,x—y <p (x, y~) a = a

Another particular solution which readily occurs is

^ (cr,y) = A Y this gives = A— A =a
y

therefore A = a and a particular solution is

x,y') =yor^ (x,y)=^
this readily points out another general solution, let

A ^
At/(,^>,j;)==A(p[y)hencei!/"' )=z^(p(i)=^

A 9

.

3'

make A = the general solution is

From the combination of the two preceding solutions we
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may obtain another value of which will also satisfy the given

equation ;
it will be

ax{^y^C^>y')><pY}
^ (<r, y)= —J

This on trial will be found to agree with the condition, and

X, (p and p are arbitrary functions
X

The equation we are considering will also be satisfied by

making p (yo,y) =za~^ov more generally by the constant

quantity a multiplied by any fraction W’hose numerator and

denominator become equal when x is put for y : such are the

following.

a
^ -b ^ (y^ + — S3’

y + 2x'^
-,a

23 ,
a ZX yj

X

&c.

•Problem XI.

Given the equation

4^”’”(a;,y)= aoc + by

Assume p {oc,y)—px + c^y then we have

Ky)=t [pf + gj*)+ 9 + 9jv) = (^ + g) {px -f- qy)

and p^'^Qcj y) = (y> + qT {P^ 4“

and generally

= (p + qT~\p^^ + (ly)

hence p. {p + 5 and q {pp- b, which gives for

the values ofp and q.a j b

P — n-i and q =
P+ ^)

ji
i^ + b)

^

This is a very limited solution not containing even an arbi-

trary constant, it might easily be rendered more general, but
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the problem itself would scarcely have been worth noticing

had it not been for the very curious results to which it led me.

The relation between \}/ [w, y) =px qy and (<5r, y)

={P {poo qy) is very remarkable, it appears from

this, that in the present case in going from the to the

n -f” simultaneous function, v;e have only to multiply by the

sum of the co-efficients of the original function. On enquir-

ing a little more minutely into the cause of this circumstance,

it will be found that it depends on the original function con-

taining x and y of the same dimensions in all its terms, or

more generally that the expression of ^(a?,y) is homogeneous.

Let us now assume some homogeneous function, and examine

its second and higher simultaneous functions, let

^ {oo,y) = aaP' + by^ -J- &c.

the second simultaneous function is

y)= {
4/ (<^r, y) }

”+ ^
I
4^ (-r, y) I

” + r
{

(a? y) I
&c.

or 4>^>^(<37,y)=
1 4; (o7,y)

]
”
| 6-fr-j-&c. |

=4/(i ,i)
1
4/(a?,y)

| \a)

If we now take the simultaneous third functions we have

4/3>3(x,y)r=4/(i, i) (x,y) 4/(i, i) [4^(1, i) (4^G'r,y))”;]«

henc3

Repeating the same operation we should have

4/^’4(<r,y) = |4/(i, i)| X |4^(c^,y)}"

and generally

k— I i -|- n + &c, +«

4/^^^(<i?,y) = |4/(a:,y)]'^ X {4^(li)| ==
A—

I

k—

z

I—

n

k—

I
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This elegant property of homogeneous functions will assist

us in solving a variety of equations.

Problem XII.

Given the equation

Determine w from the equation b=?i‘ * and also determine

k—

I

I H

\|/ ( ij i) from the equationj^^ ( 1, i)
I

=a
Or the given equation will be satisfied by any homogeneous

I

function of the degree indicated by provided the sura of

all its coefficients is equal to the quantity a .

^

Ex. Let ^ ~ 3 jy

here 6= 4, ^= 3, therefore — 6= 4 and w =: + 2

I

also ^ 8 and 4/(i,i) = 8^ = 2

therefore any of the following quantities will satisfy the equa-

tion 2 xy, + y**, coy + y® a?® — ocy + 2/
The properties of homogeneous functions are so nearly

connected with the solution of equations containing simulta-

neous functions, that it will be convenient to examine into

them a little farther, and to adopt some means of denoting

them with brevity. In order to signify that a function of

several variables has in each of its terms the sum of the

indices of any two of them always the same, I shall make

use of a line placed beneath those two variables : thus

•4/(<r,y) signifies an homogeneous function of .randy; and

MDCCcxvi. E e
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as it may be convenient also to denote the sum of the two
indices, I shall place it underneath on the outside of the

parenthesis; thus then the expression \p (a?, y) denotes any

homogeneous function of x and y of the degree. A func-

tion of three variables x, y, and z, may be homogeneous, with

respect to two of them andy
)

in one sense, and also rela-

tive to y and 2; in another
;
but it does not from thence follow

that it will be homogeneous relative to all three, such a func-

tion would be denoted thus

— - - p>q

a particular case of this expression is x^ z^ -f- xyz— ix,y, 2^)

This notation being premised, we have the following theorems

relative to homogeneous functions.

1=2
*-

And generally if we have any homogeneous function of the

degree, and instead ofx andy w^e substitute any other func-

tion whatever as 4- (^, y), then we shall have the following

equation
’

't' ix,y), (;r,^)}=4.(i, 1
) (S)

^ I I n

{

CC
(
Xy y)

Wt^)h
'

call the latter member, for the sake of brevity, K, and take the

second simultaneous function on both sides ; in this case

will become « ( 1 ,
1 )
K” by eq. (3), and for the same reason (5 (x,y )^

will become /3 (1, 1) K**, and consequently we shall have
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* <*>

let (1, 1 ) = /3 ( 1, 1 )
and also let m:=n, then this equation

becomes = (p (1

)

this aftbrds another and a more direct solution of Prob. 10.

for if vp""’* (jr,jv) = ^, a general solution is

4/ {x,y)
I

<« ( 1, 1) being equal to
/
3 (i, 1), this latter condition, however,

is not absolutely necessary, and if we wish to avoid it, the

general solution will be
a

(P

» (1,1)

/3 (I, i)

r»(^> y)„

the following is another solution of the same question

Assume
a + bx -t cx*' + &c.

by + cxy

4.{x,y)z=(p^ -i-V+T

cy^
%

{-^bx &c.

^by ^’’cxy

2.

>= K

taking the second function on both sides we have

a + b\
O
c\

6 >K + * >K*+&c,
*

I
c\

J "J

*6 *c
I

‘ Pk + *>K»+&c.
I

J
cl
aj.

J

^ + i?= + *0 r + 6 + r = 'r 4. V + &c.
» 1 12 ' I ' a

E e 2
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then the equation is reduced to

If therefore we assume

f a + hx cx^ -j- &c."^
J by cxy i

O'
%

\h (j7, 'V)= —— (b ^\ ’ J/ 9 CO ‘

[
^ + ^bx -f 'c:r^ 4- &c.

^by ^cxy

>

^cy^

the original equation will be satisfied.

I am inclined to think, that this solution is not the most
general of which the Problem admits, even though the series

were continued back, as it might, to negative powers of x
and y. The two solutions which follow are possibly more
general, although on this point I am not certain. It would
indeed be a very important step, ifwe could assign the number
and nature of the arbitrary functions which enter into the com-
plete solution of functional equations.

Another solution of the equation ^ = ^ may bethus

deduced, let

^ i^,y) = (p

S- :''m ^ (f’ y^i

^ (-r. y)
n

&c.
I
= K

then taking the second simultaneous function on both sides,

it will be perceived by the construction of the second side of

the equation, that

2 , 2 .
»(gi)

,
&c

^
I

a
(
1 , l)’ ^ (l, l)'

call the right side of the equation A, then a very general

4
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solution of our equation is

(3 (x, v) - 1
^ &C. I

207

W
2
^ ^ /

where the numbers m, riy />, &c. are not confined to integers.

Another solution may be found in the following manner;

let = K

and determine % so that % {x, y) = x y) when y is made
I I

equal to x, then taking the second simultaneous functions on

both sides, we have

= =>(i)

a general solution of the equation in question is therefore

4- (•t;. :v)
— <P

X

this solution depends on that of the equation

z (x, y)= x (^. y) Cy =
1

which belongs to a class of equations we shall speak of here-

after.

Let us now return to the consideration of equation (4) it is

for n put n-\~i and for m put n, then it becomes

take the third simultaneous function then
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if we suppose a(i,i) = ]Q(i,i) these equations become

and generally we should find

where 4. {x, y) = <p and also « (1, 1) = /3 (1 , 1)

A more general expression, and one which contains {b) as a

particular case may be deduced in the following manner.

(
6

)

Let =

taking the second simultaneous functions on both sides we find

^~(r v\— 5

<

3 (^> 0 ^ ^ ^>11 7
j L(b,l2 -(r) lii>-

0

and if we continue to take the succeeding simultaneous func-

tions we shall find generally, that when
I

—

m

, , , ^ _ V gQ. A?”

this expression is much more general than the preceding
(
6
)
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with which it coincides when « (i, i) = (3 (i, i) and

7t —m i by their assistance we may solve a variety of pro-

blems relating to simultaneous functions.

From (b) we have

/« I

putting in this for ^ J
value {oc, y) we have

from this we may deduce the solution of the following Pro-

blem.

Problem XIII.

Given the equation

(a7,y) = F^K.r,y)

make <?>= F and take a any homogeneous function

of the n ith degree, and (3 (c'r,y)„ a similar function of the

also let a (i, i) = /3 (i, i) then the equation is satisfied by

making

Ex. Let * (x, y)= i/^ (x,y)

Suppose a {x, y) =x‘‘+ y' = 2«>then one solu-

tion is -ii {x,y) =
or let « (x,y)n+ ,

= (*“+ /)?’( 1
)
and |3 (x. = a y ip(y

)

T ?> ( l)
2i y (p
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Problem XIV.

Given the equation

In equation (6) we have

\ «-i A(f^A+i'

/»
(f»2^n+

A

put for <p

j
its value ^ (x, y} then we have

+ (*. y) = <P"-'^ (^, 2^) = F <1/ (X, y)

determine from the equation cp”~*u = Fu by Prob. 13.

Part 1. and the general solution of the equation is

Ex. 1

.

Let x];
3 »

3 y)= (a?, y)

in this case = Fu becomes (p® v=v solutions of which are

I

,
mcpu— -^, (pu=a—V, (pu,=(a—v^)‘

let oi {x,^ = -|- and /3 {x, y)^ =:x -{ y then solutions

of the equation 3 y)= are

^ y) = Hx,y)= a-—
X +y

_ and4/(^,y) = {.-(^^*)“}

fc. 2. Let ^”^^(x,y)= ^yl^(x,y)Y ^
in this example (p”“*u= Fu becomes and (pv=u

its particular solutions are therefore

1

m

n—i

i1±j!
+y

H—

I

+ 2xy —y^
«—

1
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other more general ones are

211

4-(x,^) =
{x^ + ^ (i)

X
2 X(i

.
,^

\ y I J

and\J/(x’,^’)

2 -r^y (i)

(x -i-y)(p (-^
\ X I J

H—

I

Problem XV.

Required the solution of the equation

~ n-p, n—p

r (^,^)= Fv^ {x,y)

In
(
6

)
we have

,
n,n, .

4; ^

n,nf ^ n I

" — 1 "^ p _
n—pf^ 1

^ (P

n— + 1A(f>2\+

A

but 4/ (a?, jv) = (^-^-(^73;)^

J

consequently <p

n—p, n—

p

i[y and substituting this value, we shall find

~ P n—p, n—p

4' (a:,y) = (piP (x,y)

make u = Fu and find the value cp, then the general soiu-

A(£.j)„, A
fion of the equation is 4^ (.r,y

)
= if « (I5 i) =

/3 (i,i).
___ __

Ea:. 1. Let y ) = }

here (p®u= Fu = and (p v=

therefore 4'(t^.:v) =| j
‘f l) = /3 (i, i)

more particular solutions are

= f and 4<(x,:y)=

X

+ ',xy + / \

^y

MDCCCXVL Ff
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Problem XVI.

Given the equation

y)> V’"" y)» • • P(x, y) 1=0
The same substitution as that employed in the last Problem
will reduce this equation of two variables to a similar one

which contains only one

putting^ we have

and ^ (x,y) =
<p J

also making
"(f-A+x

the given equation becomes

F
I

(pv, (p%f . . (pfv
I
= <>

an equation which contains only one variable, and may there-

fore be solved by the methods described in the first part.

Problem XVII.

Required the solution of the equation

F {4^ ^ JV), .
. (o:,y) 1= 0

The following considerations lead to another mode of solu-

tion applicable to this Problem. If in the function ^ [x,y)

we put y equal to x it becomes 4^ {x, x) call this cpx : then if

in the second simultaneous function of ip {x^y) we puty equal x,

the result will be the same as if we had taken the second

function of 4^ (<3?, .r) or (p x relative to x^ or symbollically ex-

pressed, it is

V' \^^y) = 4^ (4^ [x, x), 4; (x, o:)j,= <p^x \_y=x~\

this may be rendered evident by substituting for the right

side of the equation its value {x,y)y ^ {x,y}).
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In the same manner it may be shown, that if we take the

simultaneous function, and then put x for y, the result will

be the same as the function of cpx, or expressed in symbols

it is

i>P>P[x,y):=z(p^{x) \_y=:x]

Now since this equation is identical when y is equal to Xy it

will remain so when any other quantity as v is put for x, if

the same quantity is also put for y, therefore

v) = (p^ {v)

now let (x,y
)
this equation becomes

(x,y), vf/
{x,y))=z(pP ^ {x,y)

but the right side of ‘this equation is nothing more than the

^4- simultaneous function of ^ (;r,y), consequently

If now in the equation of the Problem we substitute the seve-

ral values thus formed of the simultaneous functions, we shall

have

F{'I' <P J*),

+

{x,y), . . =0
and putting % for >)/ (jr, y) we have

F Zy . . (p
P'^^Z

^
=0

which is a functional equation of one variable, and may be

solved by the methods of the first Part. The form of (p being

thus ascertained, we have for determining 4/ (a:,y) the equa-

tion

^(x,y)^(px [y=a:]
or expressed in words (.r,y) may be any function of x and

y which becomes equal to <px when y is equal to x.

Ff 2
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Problem XVIII.

Given the equation 4^ ( x, jy )
~ F ( x, j

)

F ( Xy y )
being such a function of x and y that it may be redu-

cible to the form F7 ( a:,y).

Assume 4/ (x, y )
= |3(i,i) (f ^ 1

» (I, i) ^ /

then from eq.
( 7 )

we have

|3(G i)

a.{\, l)

“ Cf.y0«
make ^ = y (^,y) ~ af^d since 7 (x, y) is given and

^ ^—2/m ~ ~ ~ ~

oc and ^ are indeterminate, this equation may be easily satisfied

in an infinite number of ways
;
put v for 7 (a?, y) our equation

becomes
1

which contains only one variable and may be solved by the

methods of the former part.

Ex. 1 ,

Assume a {x,y) — [x +y)f
|j|

and (3 (x,y) = sj {i)

then it becomes
(pPV— V

and calling/any particular solution of this equation we have
a

for the general one
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Ex. 9,. = y
put a and rrrj/

then the equation to be solved is v=-v 2, particular solution

of which is putting for v its value and using the

the general solution we have

r
1 I

i
^

Ii—3<p— I

L ^ j

as a particular case, take

I / A f y'+-»^ ) «

which will be found on trial to satisfy the condition.

Problem XIX.

Given the equation

F (£>2)> j=o
This equation is evidently capable of solution by the same

means as the last
;
putting

m

:L'm

we have as before
I

n—nt

« y\
and assuming « and (3 such that x” " = y (x, y) = v

PK ‘

and
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making ^ equation becomes

I 11
j. n—-m n—m n-—m

^
F

I
t;, (p z;), [aq>^v)y . . . {acp^) j=o

which may be solved by Prob. XIX. Part I.

Problem XX.
Given the equation

This equation, containing no simultaneous function, is diffe-

rent from any we have yet solved, and requires the application

of a peculiar artifice.

In my former Paper, in order to reduce the equation •^‘^x=ua7

to one of the first order, I made use of the substitution (p^y’cp;^

for : an analogous one must be employed on the present

occasion ; let us suppose

the effect of this will be very similar to that of the one just

alluded to, and its great utility will be evident by considering

its result in the various orders of the same function, thus

•(^,;y)=^'/(<p<p’f(<p^,<py),<py)= <p'f(/(<ps:,<pj), (py)

= (f'frr{(pX,(py)

^'>^{x,y)=4'f{<px, <P (p'/ (<px, <Py))=^'f{(px,f{(px, cpy))

^)=<p'/(<p(p f(<px, %), <p<pf{<px, (py))= $'/(/ ((px, (py),

f(<px,<py))=pf~^ (<px, (py)

and continuing the same substitutions we shall find

J^3>'t{x,y)= p'fi> >(px, (py) and -t/i>3{x,y)=p fi, s(ps, (py)
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and generally

If there are more variables than two, the proper substitution

to be made is

{x, X, . .x)= $ f^> (px, .
.
q>x)

1 z i * a i

and there would result generally

n, m, p, Sic _ j
n, m, p. See.

^ [x, X, . . x)=(p f((px, ^x, . . . (px)
t 7. i 12 j

By such substitutions all simple functional equations of every

order and of any number of variables, may be reduced to

those of the first order; but the difficulty is not then over-

come, the resulting equations are by no means easy to solve,

and in a variety of cases it appears, that they are contradic-

tory or impossible.

Let us apply this substitution to the equation of this Pro-

blem, then since (x, = (p'/ (^<px, (py) we have

<Py)=T (ipx, <py)

Performing the operation denoted by on both sides it

becomes <py) ==/*’ ^y)

Put cp X for X and cp *y for y then it becomes

/*’

which is nothing more than the original equation ; from it,

however we learn, that if we can find one particular solution,

we can always deduce from it the general one, which sup-

posing/ a particular case, will be

^{x,y) = ^y((px, <py)

After repeated endeavours I have been unable to find any

particular case which will satisfy the equation

V* y)= \x, y]
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I have also made some attempts at discovering particular

solutions of the two following equations, and have met with

no success.

Should, however, any particulai case be found, their general

solutions flow immediately from the method just explained.

With regard to the equation of the Problem {^,y) =
I have little expectation of finding any particular

case, as I think the following reasoning, though perhaps not

quite so satisfactory as might be wished, will show the impos-

sibility of it. First, let us suppose, that 4/ (x,y) is a symme-

trical function of x andy, let it be % {^^y) then our equation

becomes

x{x(^>y)>y}
Comparing the first of these expressions with the third,

we may observe that in the first, wherever % (F,y) occurs, the

same quantity % y) also occurs in the third, consequently

in this respect, the first and third are identical : but wherever

y occurs in the first, x occurs similarly in the third, therefore

in this respect they cannot be identical, unless y is equal to x.

From this it appears, that the equation in question cannot be

solved by any symmetrical function. Again, the given equa-

tion 4/^> ^(x, y) — 4^ 1
, 2 (x,y) contains x and y in the same man-

ner, and no reason can be assigned why in the solution x

should be contained differently from y: this may, perhaps,

be made more clear, thus. Let/ (^, y) be the quantity to

which each side of the given equation is equal, then

(x,y) =J{x,y) = ii'’^{x,y)

Now since (4/ y)}^) =/ V) ^Iso ^ [x, ^ {x, y))=
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fix^y); and since taking the second functions is a direct ope-

ration, it is evident that the original function [x, y) will

produce the same result, whether we take the second func-

tion relative to x or relative to y ;
therefore it must be simi-

larly composed of x and y ;
that is to say, it must be symme-

trical relative to x and y : but we have before shown that no

symmetrical function can satisfy the equation, consequently

the equation is contradictory.

This train of reasoning I offer with considerable hesitation,

well aware of the extreme difficulty of reasoning correctly on

a subject so very general, and which, from its novelty, the

mind has not been sufficiently habituated to consider, so as to

rely with confidence on any lengthened process of reasoning.

I thought it, however, right to mention this proof, that those

who may seek for particular cases, might first enquire whether

the equation be possible.

Problem XXL
Given the equation

xx\h-fx,y)

Substituting f^cpXyCpy) for 4/ (x,y )
in this equation we have

xff^>fcpx,(py)=y (py^>^{(px, (py)

putting f X for X and *

y for y it becomes

f X
.

{x,y) = fy . ’^'/‘•'{x.y)

This equation will be satisfied if we could find such a form

forjf, that the two following equations might be fulfilled.

/‘•^{x,y)=y andf‘>'{x,y) = x

for in that case it would become

<p" X. py = (p'y
. X

which is identical.

MDCccxyi. G g
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Our enquiries must therefore be directed to this point, and it

will be found that/(x,y) =:a — x —y has the required pro-

perties, and is a particular solution of the given equation :

hence the general solution is

= <p‘ (a~(px— (py)

There are many other particular cases which fulfil the same

condition, such as

/ ( J-

)

== ^ and/ (a:, y)=
these give tlie general solutions

Problem XXII.

Given the equation

^\i{x,y) .
^i^^(x,y) = xy

Using the same substitution employed in the last Problem,

this equation becomes

(p7^> * (cp X, (py) . (p‘/^> /(px, cpy) = xy

and putting <p x for x, and (p y for y we have

which becomes identical, if
^

(‘^^y )
= ^ and/o (x,y )=y

consequently all the solutions of the last Problem also solve

this.

Problem XXIII.

Given the equation

f|x, y)} = (x,y),yj

this equation may be solved by the same artifice as the two

last, assuming tp (x,y
)
= (p~"/ ( (p x, (py )

we have

F [i, =f{
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and putting f ^ for x, and (pf for y, it becomes

this is identical if we assume / so that the two conditions

fx ,2 y and/^> * (x,jv) = x may be fulfilled.

The same method is applicable to the equation

[^‘''{x,y)—x\F [x,y, J/ (x,y) &c.) = (
4/'- '-{^>y)~y\

S

for the two factors which multiply F and F vanish on account
t

of the value of f.
Problem XXIV.

Given the equation

x4;^(x,y) = y)

this equation,by means of the substitution already so frequently

employed, becomes

X (p '/^» ®(^x, (py) = a (p /^» * ( (p X, py)

and putting (p‘x for x, and p' y for y we have

p' x.p' {x,y) =a p'

An artifice somewhat similar to the one already employed,

will afford the solution of this equation : if we can find such

a value of/(x, y,) that/^” (x, y) == c and also/^» ^ (x, y)= x

the equation will become identical by making c = pa. Such

a value off is/(x, y) = r for
1

f’’^(x,y') = c—^ = cand/‘’’(x,y) =c j-= x
C :L- C
X X

hence the general solution of the given equation is
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Problem XXV.
Given the equation

F ^a,

making the substitution (p /((px^(py) for 4^ (x,y) and in the

result putting ^ a? for a?, and (p*y for j/, we shall find

F ^(p a?| =F <p^ (x,y)^

which will become identical ifwe select such a value forf(xiy)

that Cp 2 also/*> * (a?, y) z=z x such a value

isf {x, y) (p a y— a?; hence the general solution of the

Problem is

4/ (x,y)= (p\(pa + (py — (pa?)

the more general equation

|iP=‘>^(a?,jv)— a?}F|a?,>', ip {x, y) &c.} == 4^~(a?,jy) .

F [x,y,-i/{x,y),hc.'\

may be solved nearly in the same manner, its solution will be

Problem XXVI.
Given the equation

F
{

a?, y, 4/ (a?,y), ^ (a?,y), 4/
2 . i ( a?, y), &c.

j
c= o

Assume 4? (a?,y)= (p jT((p a?, (py) then we have * (a?,y)=
(py^>^ ((pa?,(py), and '>p^^^(x,y) = generally

4/«. (a?,y
)
== (p'/”’ QP Py )

Substituting these values the equation becomes

F{d7,:v, ?'/($», (yi),?'/'-
2
(<pa?, <y>),?ya. «($^,<y),&c.| = o
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and putting <p^ sc for oc and (p y for y we have

F f &c. j=o

Some particular value off must now be assumed, and the

equation treated as one of the first order relative to (p .

The form to be assigned to/ is of some consequence; it

ought to be a particular solution of the original equation : for

if we assign to it any other form, this adds a limitation to

the original equation which may or may not agree with it,

a particular solution should therefore always be employed.

This remark is applicable to several Problems in my former

Paper, and with this restriction, their solutions will remain

correct.

Problem XXVII.

To transform the equation

F
I
oD,y, %{/ (<a?,y), * (of-sCy /3y),

^ &c.
|
= 0

into the form of the equation of the preceding Problem.

Assume %|/ (a?,y) = ^'f{(pw, (py), then the equation becomes

F <p‘/(cpa?,(py),(p (<pua?y(pfy^),(py^^^(<p^^,0y)A(^-}=o

find for <p by Prob. VII. Part I. such a value that it shall not

change when any of the following quantities are substituted

for X,

CiOG (2x

uW (3x
X 1

ux (3x
ft ft

&c. &c.

let this value be A, then the equation becomes

¥{x,y, K'f{hx,hy) K' {^x, Ay), &c.
}
= o
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or putting A x for x, and K y for jy we have

F{A'<;r, A"y,Ky{x,y), A ^(<37,;/), a’/i> 2 (^,>’), &c.| =0
an equation of the required form.

One important use of this transformation as the solution of

equations of the form

F i i^,y), -^^>^{i^x,y), 4/ 02
/3X,;;), &c.| =0

in which the functions are taken only relative to y, and yet x

is not altogether constant. It may be transformed into

F [x,y,iJ^{x,y),-^^>^{x,y),4^^>3{a^,y), &c.| =0

which may be treated as an equation of one variable, x being

constant. This is the species of equation alluded to at page

(198)

After considering the various equations amongst the higher

orders of functions, another question presents itself, which

maybe thus stated. What must be the form of a function

of (n) variables, such that taking the functions relative to

any or to all of them any number of times, and combining

these quantities in any manner, the result shall (when all

these variables are made equal to x') be equal to a given func-

tion of X ? This question might thus be expressed when there

are only two variables

F| a?, y, %|/ (a?,y ), 4/
2

^2, 1 &c.
]=f(a) [j—ar]

this condition obviously enlarges the signification of the func-

tion 4^, and the solutions ought to be more general. We shall

accordingly find that some equations, of which without this

condition we cannot find even a particular solution, are capa-

ble, when it is added, of very extensive ones. When there are

more than two variables, the condition may be, that making
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them equal by pairs, the result shall be given : a particular

case would be the equation ^

x,y,%, v,w,r,-^{x,y,%,v,w, r, &c.
I
= F I X,

Instead of making y equal to x, and z to v and so 011,3/ might

become a given function of x, and 2; a given function of v.

See, thus

:

F^x,y,z,v,w,r,-^(x,y,z, t;,zt;,r,),&c.
|
=F| x,v,r,j

a few examples will sufficiently explain the method to be

pursued in treating these equations.

Problem XXV III.

Given the equation

=^^>^(x,y) \Ly— x^

This Problem, of which without the condition ofy being made

equal to x we could not find even a particular case, readily

admits of solution in its present state. Since is

only equal to 4/ " (x,y), when y = x we may put for the given

equation

4; 2, X =
(?) { (x, y), 4

^
^
(x,y)

I
( 1)

provided that when ij is equal to x, the latter side ofthe equation

shall become 4/^» ^ (^,y ), and this fully satisfies the condition of

the Problem. If, therefore, w'e can find such a value of (p,

the equation ( 1) may be treated as a common functional equa-

tion ol two variables, and may be solved by the rules already

given.

Nor is it at all difficult to find such a value of (p ; ifwe make

4^ij = (p must be such a function that

<p(x,y,.*s)=.^ D=
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It is evident that particular values of (p are

oc—

y

-|- % and dL %

many others might be mentioned, but it is desirable to deter-

mine (p more generally

Since cp (oc^y, z):= z fy=
it is evident that p

and since this is independent on any particular value of x we
have

p (y, V, z) = z

that is to say, that whatever quantity is substituted for x, if the

same quantity is also substituted for y, the result will be equal

to z. Now let =
(f)
(x,y, 2:), it becomes

p[p (x,y, z'), p (x,y, z'),z'^ :=z
but this expression is nothing more than the second simulta-

neous function relative to x and y, and may be therefore

more concisely expressed thus

p ^>^>^(x,y, z) =z
in which equation, since it does not vary relative to z, that

quantity may be co^idered as a constant
; and the equation

p ^(a?,y) = 2; = constant

being solved, we have only to substitute instead of the various

constant quantities arbitrary functions of s;: thus then the solu-

tion of the equation

G'Tjy, z) = cr Cy =
is reduced to that of

%}/ ^y^(x,y~) ^ constant

and we have only to refer to Problem ( 10) for its general

solution.

Let us apply this to the solution of the equation of this

Problem ^ (o7, y) = 4/ ^ (x, y) Q= x^
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take as a particular case of the equation %)=^z

(p(oG,y, %)= then the equation of the Problem becomes

[oc,y') or

this is the equation solved in Prob. XXL therefore all its solu-

tions are also solutions of this equation. This however is,

comparatively speaking, but a very limited answer: every

different solution of the equation y,z) =z furnishes

a new solution of our Problem, containing one or more arbi-

trarv functions; each of these may very justly be called a

general solution ; but to investigate the number and nature of

the arbitrary constants which enter into the complete solution,

is an enquiry of considerable difficulty.

Problem XXIX.

Given the equation

2, 2\n

This signifies, that after taking the second function relative

to X, and then the second relative to y ; the result is consi-

dered T.erely as a function of w, and its n*^ function taken rela-

tive to that variable : lastly, the quantity to which this becomes

equal, after performing these operations, is given. The man-

ner of treating these equations is very simple; put

x)~% (x), then our equation becomes

2, 2^ n

"^(x,y) = x"' 0^0= F (a?) [y= ccx']

determine % from the equation x^^=^ (<^) hy Prob. XIII.

Part L and let its solution be F (a?), then we have
X

)
= F (a?) =

H hMDCCCXVI.
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This equation may be solved by nearly the same method as

that employed in the last Problem.

If the function occurs in different shapes or of various orders,

this method is inapplicable, as in the following Problem.

Problem XXX.
Given the equation

F (,:r,y), a?, y j
= 0

The difficulties in this case appear to be much encreased from

this circumstance, that the second function of ^(a?, a?) rela-

tive to a? is quite different from the second function of ^(a:, x)

relative to the same quantity. The method of solution which I

shall explain is equally applicable to all of this species, and con-

sists in reducing them to a class which has been already solved.

It may be observed, that whether we take the second func-

tion of ^ [w, x) relative to a?, or whether w^e take the simul-

taneous function of {^>y) considered as a simple function,

and in the result put a? fory, the two expressions will be the

same ; the first gives

vj/
I ^^2, I 2, I

^2?))

and the second is

4/ ^
' (a?,y ) ,

v!/"» ^ ( a?,y)

)

'which when y becomes equal to a? is identical with the former;

but

^{x%y), J/"’ ^(a7,y))=x}/2>
' { ^ ('K

}

3, I, I, I, I

I 3 I 2 I

= 4^ (a7,y)

the lower line of indices denoting the quantities relative to

which the operations are performed. In a similar manner it

may be shown, that i, a, a

I, 2)3 I, 3, I, 2, 2

.
{x,y)=^ (x,y)
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Substituting these values in the original equation, we have

2, 1 , 1 ,

1

,

1

1 , 3, 2, 2,

2

I, 3, I, 3, I I, 2, I, 2, 2

This is an equation similar to that

may be solved by the same means.

y]—o =
of Problem XXVIIL, and

JYew methods of solvingfunctional equations of the first order, and

also differentialfunctional equations.

The new methods which I now propose to explain are only

applicable to equations of the form

Y X, OCX, cd OCi . . 4^ <!J?| =0
where cc must be such a function that cc^-^'^x=x. By the me-

thod of Prob. VII. Part I. all functional equations of the first

order may be reduced to this form ; and although in many

cases this reduction is very difficult, or even in the present

state of analysis out of our power, yet it is theoretically pos-

sible, and we shall therefore consider all equations as so

reduced. There is this remarkable difference between the

former methods and the present one

:

Those which I have already given always led to the general

solution, and perhaps, in some cases, to the complete one ;

these, on the contrary, which I shall now propose, always

conduct us directly to a particular solution, which does not

contain even an arbitrary constant. ^ It has, however, several

advantages ;
it is the most direct method with which we are

yet acquainted ; and if by any means we could introduce into

these solutions an arbitrary constant, it would afford us gene-

ral ones : this is a step which is wanting to connect it with

the former methods. In the case of differential functional

H h 2
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equations, this step is supplied by the integrations which are

necessary, and we thus arrive at their general solutions.

Problem XXXI.
Given the equation

F
1
^, = 0

and also w = x

Find in terms of x and ^ ax; let it be

put ax for x; then it becomes

a X = F^aXj yp X^ = Y X , -p X^

put this value of pax in the former equation, and we have

= F I <37, F (ax, px)\1^1 J

from which equation may be found in terms of x.

If a^x = x instead of arx= x, we should find

^^/<37 = F I
07, F I

a 07, F I
a® 07, ij/ 07 1 | j

Ex, 1. Take the equation (p xY . p(a~-‘X) = 07»' where
ccx = a— 07

and ^ (a— x) =
this substituted in the former gives

px

from which we find

which will be found on trial to satisfy the equation.

np
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j

Ex. 2. Given the equation <3?'* — aip —

here ~ and and we havex *

= hx^

hxt — a 4^—
X

x"

and putting— for x it becomes
PC

^
I ___ hx^—a

^ X

Substituting this in the former equation we find for the value

of i[/X

Ex. 3. Given the equation x”- a?—a:'” J/
f

^

by employing the same method its solution will be

Problem XXXII.

Given the equation

F
I

a:, -v|/ a?, i|/ a a:, .
. 4/ a” a;

I
= a

and also a«+* ==a:

putting successively a:, ux, «®a:,&c. «”a: fora:, we have the

following equations

:

F
I

a:, -^Xj ^ a Xf . , yp x~^ =: 0 (1)

F
I
a a:, 4^ a a:, i(/a® a:, .

. 4^ a:, 4^a: |
= 0 ( 2

)

&c. &c.

F 4/a'^a:,4/a:,4/«a:, .,4/«w~ia:| =5 0 («+i)
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From these ;z+ i equations we may eliminate the n quan-

tities (X, X, Wj and x, and there will remain an equa-

tion of the form

F aXi cdXj . . <x^Xf ifyj:
j
= 0

from which 4fix may readily be found.

Ex. 1. Let -i^X
-if! a X =fx 2X\di od X z== X

then -^ax + -^oiX =fxx
also -i^X =zfoi*X

hence we find = -L (/x—fox -{-fcx x)

Ex. 2. take the equation

^x -\-fx \j/osX =fx
1

where/and/are perfectly arbitrary and ^ cl? -cl?
;
then making

use of process above described we find

fx—fxfccx
1 X

^ i—faxfxx

if cx x=x we should have

fx.-~fxfa,X +fxf»xf»^X

X
I —fxfccxfa.^x

and generally when = x we shall have

fx—fxfxx + fxfxxfaP-x—kc. ±,fxfa,X . . X XXXX J

\}/ X =
i—jxfxxftxP-x . . .fci^ ^X

Ex. 3. Take the equation

^X ij/aX -j-/r -Jf^X =fx
z

if cc^x=x, "ifiX must be deduced from the equation

fx
X

\}/X = -

Jxx

fax + 4'“^
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and generally when a.^ x= x the form of -^x is determined

by the equation.

A

+

X

fax +
fct^X + &C.

1

^x + 4'^

It may be observed, that this method of discovering particular

solutions by elimination, will not apply when the given equa-

tion contains only the different forms of the function without

the variable quantity itself: thus it is not applicable to the

equation

F
1
4^X, 4^a,X, , . X I

= 0

the reason of this is obvious
; for if we eliminate from this

equation (by means of the n equations which arise by chang-

ing the order in which the functions are placed), all the func-

tions but we shall have a result containing nothing but ->px

and constant quantities, and therefore, is equal to a con-

stant quantity : it is true such a value of 4/x will satisfy the

equation, but it scarcely deserves the name of a solution.

Another exception is, when the equation

F
I
X, %f/X, &C. Ci^x

J
= 0

is homogeneous relative to the different forms of the unknown
function

; for in this case when we attempt to eliminate them,
they all disappear together, leaving an equation of condition

;

thus given

^x = (a -- x) ^ oix and od x = x
we have ^p^x ?= (a — xx) ax (a— ax) ^px

and ^x == x) (x—«x) ypx or i = (a— ax) (a—«®x)

which equation is not necessarily true.
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Another exception is, when the given equation can be made

to assume the form

F
I

X .
.

j
—fx

In this case the equation cannot be fulfilled unless fx is a

symmetrical function of x, ax, &c. a^x, because the first side

is such a symmetrical function : this reason, however, should

be received with caution, for if the operation denoted by -J/ be

an inverse one, it may admit of several values, and it seems

possible, that in such a case the condition relative to the form

of^need not be fulfilled. In my former paper I explained

the means of finding solutions of the equation = I then

contented myself with explaining the theory without men-

tioning particular cases; as these latter may be required in

our present enquiry, I shall subjoin the following particular

solutions of x=x
^x=.a—X -if>x=\og {a—e"") — x’^)\ i^x=-V

i

—x*

\(/X=

4/x=
j

JC— 1

I— .r

-f^

a—bx

•^X=X— log(g*' 1)

%|/x=tan'(iz~ tanx)

X

, ,

—*/sin(a

—

x)
^f/x=tan '—

cos a cos Xb-\-cx

Particular cases of 4^^ x = x

, ,
V —a®

•vl/x = vyx =
' a—X ^

4'^= a-\-bx

b^+bc+c^

•4/X=
ac— c^x

^X-
{ax"—a^) n

X
4x= log (<2e^

—

a^)—

X

4>x =

=

ax—a'^

X

I +x
^X =

a—xP

1

1—3-^ I—a:

i|/X= log (e*— e")
—X-Y^^

4x= — log (l—
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Particular cases of 4
^'^

<27= x

235

4;<27=

4/a:= 2

2

2

—

X

X 1

X

3(1—x)

4/07

07 =
I X

'X = zed'

zac—d'x

0? = a-\-bx

c-b^-Tc
za

if X:= 07

3x—

1

3x

(2X” 2) «

X4/0?=
4/0?=log2 O'+logO*— 1 )

-a:

4/0? = a + bx

^
_b^-bc+c\

3«

4/0?

^ I « I \
«— 07”

^ I 34^*^-— 3_x ^
3ac—

c"
2r

4,X = 3 =^ 4/^=l0g3_x + l0g(£'— 1
)

Problem XXXIII.

Given the equation

4/fli 07
d 4' •X

dx

a being such a function that a' x= x

For 0? put ctfO?, then

4/a 0?= 4^ 07= “j—

—

“
' a »

X

by differentiating this we have

d'vj/x d. d X 3;

•

dx dx dxx

but the left side of this equation is by the Problem equal to

4/ao?; therefore

O)

but we also have

consequently

MDCCCXVI.

,
d. d4> « X

' dx
,

d»x

d X, X d-^x-x dxx
dx d kx ' dx

d'vj/ax d-l^xx (dax

dxx dx

I i

Id ax\

* \~/
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this being substituted in (a) gives

put =: % then
dx {

d a, X
I

a x\^

dx
\ dx I §

d.
(
dzjdct x\

\

^ dx* j

which is a differential equation, from whose solution z or -^xx

may be found.

Ex. 1 , Given the equation

• , 1 « d cc X
in this case -r- =dx

- 1 , and the differential equation is

z d x^~ d' z z=i 0

its integral is (a — x) = 6 cos a: -f- r sin x.

The two constant quantities which have entered by integra-

tion^ must be determined so as to satisfy the original equation.

This condition gives

c =
— b cos a

sm a

the quantity h still remaining arbitrary ; the solution of the

equation {a-—^ x)
d-^ X

dx
is therefore

X = h cos {^a — x)

Ex. 3. Take the equation

b cos a . , ^
:— sin ( a—X )

[ — sin a V '

d X
dx

in this case ax and‘^ = =i
X dx X

and the differential equation becomes

Z d X dX d z x"~ d^ z = 0

whose solution is

z
I

X

b — —

I

____ -j.

2p + l'^

and = —
2/> + l

h x^
1

x^^^-\- b x~^

—i±v^—

3
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in order to determine the constants b and b, substitute this
1

expression in the given equation and it will be found that

= — bp therefore
2^+1

P + 1 —p
J/x= — bpx b X

^

K I

in which there still remains one arbitrary constant.

It is observable that both these solutions contain one con-

stant. Let us suppose this to be changed into an arbitrary

function of x, and let us determine what conditions it must

be subject to, that it may satisfy the Problem : taking the

second example we have

^x = (x

and the equation becomes

~~P . y—px
)

<px

from this equation (px must be determined (the method of

doing which will appear in a subsequent Problem). If this

solution contains an arbitrary constant, the same process may
be again repeated. We may thus continue deducing one

solution from another as long as we can solve the differential

equations to which they give rise, but still these will only be

particular solutions.

Problem XXXIV.
Given the equation

and ct^x= x^ put for x successively odXy

we have

oLp—^ X then

d" 4/jr
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t a d" ^XZ
\\lU X

&c. &c.

^ I P 2
p— 1 a i|/a^ X

•>biz X= r—-

—

M . p— \

^c^Px = i±_^
{d^P-':.f

but if/oifj:= 4/a’ and combining all these equations we have

I * (
d." d." d’^ Xx

(d,f-':rf ^dJ-\)"- ^dxf

which is a differential equation of the /ik'* order and putting

^pcV= z we have

(dx^ ^x.dx^ ^ X. . . . dax. dx)^

this being integrated gives the value of ^ or \]ix.

Problem XXXV.
Given the equation

P I
a;, -i^x, ^ocx, 1=0 also x = x

Find the value of -i^ocx from this equation and substitute in

it ax, ax, &c. x for X, then we have

^PaX = F [x,

I a T-' ^ I d-^xx 7iPa^X=F lax, ipax,

&c. &c.

;pa^X= -^ci^ --
‘I

- I
* I dxP-^x J

In each of these equations for
d-^xx d-^x'^x

5
—

'

dxx dx^x »

d-\fc^ ^x

dx
^' X

put their values \dxx\ ‘
_
d^x^x {dx^x\^ d^jrx^'^^x(dx^'~'^x]

dx [dxl ~[‘^l d^ dx
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and also differentiate the results,

two following sets of equations

Then we shall have the

(0

(3)

(/-)

&c. &c.

Since a^x-=x equation {p) becomes

= F
)
a,P'~'^Xj ^X, ^ ^

\ I^ * ' dx \ dx I

^

from this by means of equations {p
—

j) and {ccyp— 1
)
we may

eliminate and^ii~--5 the resulting equation will con-

tain only X) ^x, ^otx, &c. and their differentials. From

this by means of (p—Q) and {cc,p— 2
)
we may eliminate

and its differential, leaving an equation containing only x,\px,^ax,

&c. \i^aP~^x and their differentials. In the same manner

7pcxP~~^x may be eliminated, and the process may be continued
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until the last equation will only contain sc, -vf/x and their difFe--

rentials ; this equation must be integrated, and it will deter-

mine the value of in terms of x.

The same method may be employed for the solution of the.

much more general equation

AT, ^^x, -^ux, . .

p.— l d'‘ ^ciX

dsf‘ dxf"
&C. \ =

}
= 0

provided also, that aP x= x.

By substituting successively for x the quantities ax, cdx,

&c. uP—^x, we shall ha.vep equations containing the functions

i^x, -i/ux, and -^aP—^x and their differentials.

Let each of these be differentiated as often as may be

required, and we shall have two sets of equations by means

of which all the quantities except x and -^x, and their diffe-

rentials may be eliminated, the result is a common differential

equation whose integral will afford the value of in terms

of X. If after satisfying the conditions of the Problem, there

remain any arbitrary constants, we may suppose them func-

tions of X, and new equations will thence arise by which they

may be determined.

It might occur (when there are several arbitrary quanti-

ties) that, by assigning particular values to some of them,

the others might remain in a certain degree arbitrary, should

this be the case, we should obtain general solutions.

Problem XXXVI.
Given the equation

A ly

Assume ^x^<p f(px, then the equation becomes
-I dl'fp^

f f <t>^ = -sr
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putting (p for X we have
^1

d<p fx dp fx

•X

fo dp X dp fx— = -^
Some particular solution of the original equation must now be

assumed as the value off and the resulting differential func-

tional equation must be solved. The. only particular case of
7 1

the equation =-^withwhichIam atpresent acquainted, is

i+V— 3 3

Other more complicated equations containing the various

orders of functions, and their differentials may be reduced to

those of the first order by the same means, but great dif-

ficulties still remain
; it is by no means easy to discover par-

ticular solutions of the original equations, and even when these

are found, the functional equations of the first order which

remain to be solved, are of considerable difficulty. I shall

therefore refrain from giving any more examples, and pro-

ceed to show how functional equations involving definite inte-

grals may be reduced to those we have already treated. Such

equations might occur in a variety of curious and interesting

enquiries, few of which have yet been noticed. D’Alembert,

in one of the volumes of his Opuscules, has examined a ques-

tion which may be referred to this class
;

it is the following.

Suppose a sphere composed of particles of matter, what must be

the law of attraction amongst these particles, so that the force

of the whole sphere acting on a particle at a distance, may fol-

low the same law ? the question might be varied by supposing

the law to be given, and the form of the solid to be required

;
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but the general solution of such questions is by no means

easy.

Problem XXXVII.

Required the nature of the function such that

^doD = -^a

the integral being taken between the limits x^o and x=za.

Assume <p (x, v) such that

<p (Xj v) — (p (o, v) =:v

the form of <p may be ascertained from this equation by means

already described. Then if we make

y^x =z (p (x,^a) (
1 )

it is evident that between the two limits a: = o and a? = a, the

integral will be reduced to and we have therefore a diffe-

rential functional equation whose mode of solution has already

been pointed out. Other more complicated equations may be

solved in the same way
;
these I shall omit. I shall, however,

make some observations on this method of solution, with a

view to point out some questions of considerable importance.

In equation (i) the function indicated by (p is so assumed

that we may have

<p (a, ypa) — p (o, ypa) = \pa

from which, perhaps, it might be imagined, that p (Xj ypa)

must contain only x, ^a and constant quantities, but the con-

dition would still be fulfilled if it contained yp^a, or ^‘^a,

which though not actually variable cannot strictly be regarded

as constant. To fix our ideas, let us consider the example in

this Problem ; one value of p {x, ypa) is evidently p (a?, -i/a)=
— ypa, we have therefore

Jdx yf/a
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and by differentiating

from which -i/x may be found.

This is a solution derived from a certain form attributed to

but we might also give to (p the form

(p (x, T^a) = x^ {x—ayf{a, 4^, 4*^, . . 4”^)

and, in that case, the eomation to be solved would be

this contains only the second function of the unknown quan-

tity and must be solved as a second functional equation, con-

sidering &c 4”^ as constant quantities ;
let its solution be

then we must put x=^a and determine -^a from the equation

the value of thus deduced, will furnish the values of 4'"^,

&c. and these being substituted in a, will give the value

of 4/jc ; this solution is evidently of a different nature from the

former, and forms another species.

Again, the following form of (p. will also agree with the

conditions

(p ( Xf">pa )
(X“-^ayf ^ Uf •• 4^^^? 4*^ >

4

which being substituted in the Problem ^x must be found

from a functional equation of the order
;
x must then be

put equal to a, and the new functional equation of the

order relative to a must be solved ; this is a third species of

solution different from either of the former. Respecting

these three species of solutions, a very important question

MDCCCXVI. K k

nx

a
4a + ^ (x [x—ay)f{a^ 4^, 4*a, . . 4“^)

)
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may be proposed. What degree of generality does each pos-

sess, and how many and what sort of arbitrary functions does

each solution involve ? To discuss this question, and to point

out the nature of other solutions yet more general, which may
be found for these and other similar Problems, would far ex-

ceed the limits of a mere outline of the calculus. I shall con-

clude my remarks on this Problem by stating the plan to be

pursued in one particular case, which may serve as a model

for all similar operations. Take as the form of cp (a:, -^a)

then we have

a

this is a differential functional equation which must be solved

on the hypothesis of a, and -^^o, being constant

quantities. Let its solution be

= F
I j;, 4^, 4®^, 4o,

j ( 1

)

we must now put 57=^2 and treat the resulting equation as

one of the second order, considering -^o and 4^0 as constants.

Let its solution be

4^ = F I 40, 4’^ } ( 3

)

Now substitute 0 for a retaining 0 as a letter instead of making

it actually zero, there will result a new functional equation of

the second order, whose solution is

\{/o = F
j

0 1

and lastly, substituting this value of -^o, and also that of

which may be deduced from it in (2) we have the value of

•4^, from this 4*^ may be found, and these being substituted

in (1) give the value of 4‘^’*
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Problem XXXVIII.

Given the equation

where ot y’==.y.

For y put ciy and the equation becomes

differentiate this relative to x, then we have

d^l/ {X, (ty)

dx dx~^

this substituted in the original equation, gives

^ y)
which is a partial differential equation, whose solution is

'J'(-E.j') =/©' +7<py
1

(py and (py being two arbitrary functions ofy, so constituted as
I

to fulfil the original equation. These may thus be deter-

mined, since

^{x,y) =:f(py + e''(py
1

we have
d-\>(^x, uy)

dx

—M= f^cpay — £ (pot,y

1

and, since these two quantities must be equal, we have the

following equations

cpy = (pay and (py
= — (pay

1 X

the former of these is easily satisfied by putting for <py any

symmetrical function ofy and ;
and a particular solution of

the latter is

<py = {r-y + ^
1

and since this solution contains an arbitrary constant, it may

Kk s
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be changed by Prob. VIII. Part I. into any arbitrary function

which does not vary when y becomes ay ; its general solution

is therefore

ipy= (— >> + ay)ip (y,

and consequently the general solution of the equation of this

Problem is .

X

Ex. 1. Take the equation

in this case o^y=a—y, and the general solution is

^ i^>y) =£"(p {y, (i—y) + f {a’~Qy)(p (y, a^y)
1

Ex. 2. Let the given equation be

(X, — )V /

4/(x,y) = dx

here ay = — and the general solution is

’i'ix,y) — f<pCy, ~) +7~ (y, j)

Problem XXXIX.
Given the equation

supposing u^y =y.
By substituting successively ay, a®y, &c. aP-'y for y, we have

the following equations

+ (x, =

See. &c.
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From the first of these we may eliminate — by means of

the differential of the second, and from the result —
may be eliminated by means of the differential of the third.

And by continuing this process, observing that ^ (^, =
•4 {x,y) we shall find

this partial differential equation must be solved, and the arbi-

trary functions which enter into its integral, must be made to

satisfy the conditions of the Problem.

Let^=4,, then 4/ (a:,y) = ^^^^-^^^and the solution of

the resulting partial differential equation will be

4 (a:, y)=z£^q>y — 7 (?>y+ sino:.(f)y + cos x. (py
II la iJ 14-

hence

^ ..j- cos a: . (pocy— sin jc . <pa.y

II i» II 14

the first condition to be satisfied is

<py = <p<^y
XI XX

which is readily fulfilled by making (py = (p (y, «y, «“y,
XX X

the next condition is

oy =— cpoiy

la la

This must be solved by Prob. VIII. Part I., and we shall have

<py = {—y + ^y — «*>' + »!y) <p

the third and fourth conditions are

(py = — (pay and py = pay
13 14 14 13

In the second of these put ay fory, and it becomes poty=pcx,y,
14 >3
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this substituted in the former, gives

(py =— a?ody
IJ 13

whose general solution being found by the method in the first

part gives

?>'= i—y + ‘^y) ^
13 13

and consequently

(f>y = (— ay -f x^y) cp (^, y

)

14
^

3

these values being respectively substituted, we have for the

general solution of the Problem in this example,

{---y-\‘uy^ocy+oyy)<^:^^y~^y) -f
I t I t

+{—y+^y)(p{y^ ^y,^y>ciy)sinw+ {-^£iy-\r£cy)(p{ocy,oiy,ciy,y)cos x
a 3

If the original equation had been

the partial differential equation to be solved would have been

This form is rather remarkable, the equation can always

be integrated when np is a whole number ; let us suppose n

to be a fraction and p a whole number, some multiple of the

denominator of n.

Ex. Let w = f,/> = 2, then «;/)=i,and ot*y=y, and the

equation to be solved is
I.

whose solution is 4' y) or by assigning a proper
I

form to <py it becomes
1

Not only may the index of differentiation become fractional.
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but the index of the order of a function may be a fraction^ or

even a variable quantity, and such equations as the following

might occur

V'dx dn^

To notice the extreme difficulty of the enquiries to which

such equations would lead, might seem superfluous, though it

may not be (deemed equally so to support my own opinion

of their utility by the authority of one well acquainted with

these subjects, Lacroix, in the third volume of his Traite du

Calcul, Diff. et Int. speaking of fractional indices of difleren-

tiation, observes, “ L"Analyse offre une foule d'expressions

de ce genre, qui tiennent presque toutes aux theories les

plus importantes et les plus delicates, et les reflexions que

j’ai exposees dans le No. 96^, me portent a croire que leur

consideration peut contribuer beaucoup aux progres de la

science du calcul.”

Problem XL.
Given the equation

d (X, By) d 4/ (ax, y)

dx dy

also (zo: = X and |G®y = y.

Put ax for X, and fly For y, then the equation becomes
d-^ (ccx, y) d-^ (X, gj)

dxx d^y

,
d-^(xx,y')j dax y d-^(x,^y) I d0y

hence = sf-
differentiate this equation relative to y, and the original one

relative to x: then the two results are

^"4 (dX, y) doiX d.
f
d-^ (x, Py) id^y\

dxdy dx dy i dy 1 dy )

* The difficulties which occur in treating functions with negative indices are simi-

lar to those in which they are positive j it may however be observed, that from the

notation we have established, the following consequences follow :

4,°’^ (x,y) — X and 4"^’° (®, y) zzy

and ge^ally (x, y) z= x and (x, y) =y
also (x, x) ~ * and if y) — then we have

X zz 4^'* (v, y) and also — y 4’^’ ^
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(ax, y) ___ (x, (3y)

dxdy f/x®'
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and

hence

put (3;/ for observing that
(^) = || (^] |

= ^^

and also , then there will result the

equation

d^y v]/ (x, y) dxx d® -4/ (x, 3»)

dy rfx® rfx rfy®

This is a partial differential equation from whose solution

[x,y) may be found.

Ex. 1 . Given the equation m this

case ax=a—

x

and (2y = b —y, and the differential equation

to be solved is

d* ^ (x, 3>) d’’ 4' (x, jy)

rfx® dy^

and its solution is

the two arbitrary functions cp and q> must be determined so as to

fulfil the given equation, for which purpose we have

d-3^ (a—X, 3>)

and

dy

d'^ (x, b—y ')

dx

<p (a—x-\~y)— (p (a— x—y)

(p{b+ x-y)+(!>{‘-^b + x+y')

(p and (p being respectively the differential coefficients of (p and
X

(p, since these two expressions must be equal, we have

(p(_a— x—y) = ip{b+x —y]

— ‘tp (a — X + y) = (p {
— b + X + y)and
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whose solutions are

P (
x~y

) = x{ ^—y> a+b—x+y }

and (p (£c-\-y)= {a-^b — 2jy) % a— b— x—
hence the general solution of the equation

d-\>(^a~-x, y) _____
(a?, b—y)

dy dx

is -^(x.y} =J[dx + dy)x {^+y^ a + 6—-a?

—

y] +
~\-J(dx— dy) {a — b — 2x -j- sy) % {<»?

—

y,a— b-—x+
Ex. 2. Given the equation

-L]
y J \ ^ I

dx dy

the partial differential equation to be solved is in this case

(x,y) a;* d^ (x, y)

dy^ dx*'

and its solution is

4/(a7,>)= {y]+|(iTV)

determining <p and (p so as to fulfil the conditions of the equa-

tion, we have

i/{x,y)=c{x-!ry) ->rfd{ocy)fY^

Problem XLI.
Given the equation

4/ {x,y),<^,(:ix,y), &c. &c. |=o
and let al x = x and (3^y =y,
then there may be pq different forms of the function

\J/
con-^

tained in the general expression ^ {xx, l3y), r varying from 0

to/)— 1, and s varying from 0 to q— 1.

In the first place it may be observed, that if we substitute

ax for X in such a quantity as

^y)

dx"

LIMDCCCXVI.
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we shall have

Mn Babbage^s essay towards

d" 4” (a* X, By')

which may always be reduced to the form

rf"4' ^y)
/(^) dx"

If now in the original equation we substitute successively

oi£Cf u Xi . . aP-“'^x for and /3y, /3®y, &c. fory, we shall

hzNepq equations containing forms of the unknown func-

tion and their differentials. By means of these pq equations

and the differentials of them, we may eliminate all the diffe-

rent forms of the function except one : let the one which

remains be ^ (a7,y), then we have an equation of partial diffe-

rentials containing only x,y, ij/ (<r, y) and their differentials :

and from the solution of this equation [x,y) may be found;

a certain number of arbitrary functions will be contained in

this integral ; these must all be determined so as to satisfy the

original equation.

Amongst the numerous questions to which the calculus

of functions is applicable, I shall select a problem proposed by

Euler in one of the volumes of the Acta Acad. Petrop. as it

will offer an example of a mode of treating of functional equa-

tions of a nature yet more general than those contained in

this paper.
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Problem XLIL

Required the nature of a curve such that taking any ordi-

nate

DB, and drawing a normal at the point D, the next ordinate

CE raised at the foot of the normal shall be equal to that

normal.

Let AB = X, BD andy == be the equation of the

curve, then BC =

and DC = v/y* + {^)"and by the condition of the Problem

we have

hence

This is apparently a very difficult functional equation, and I

am not acquainted with any direct method of solving other

similar ones. It is in fact only from a peculiar condition which

this equation involves that any solutions have been obtained,

the condition to which I allude is, that the quantity does

not change, when for x we substitute x + or expressed

in symbols, that

Lis
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which may be thus proved differentiate [a') which gives

(^+^)

=

and by dividing both sides of this equation by

we have

'x
1 1

pX
j

^\^dx —j“ ^
Px

dx
j

^

-j/x dpy

d\
Pxd-Px\

1 ^3* j

dx d\^
jpx rf'4'-*'^

i dx 1

dx

From this it appears, that the subnormal is constant in the

same series of ordinates, but it does not follow that it must be

Constantin different series ; this property, viz. that does

•Uy"!' /iJy'T' '

not change when x becomes x will furnish us with a

solution of the equation in question; for [a) becomes by put-

, . , r> •d'X diLx
ting t for

where t may be considered as a constant quantity, the gene-

ral solution of this equation is

•hx— Vxt (pt

pt being an arbitrary function of t, therefore the general solu-

tion of eq. [a) is

or y=
from w'hich differential equation the curves which satisfy the

Problem may be found. It ought, however, to be observed.
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that the constant quantity introduced by integration, is not

perfectly arbitrary, it must be determined so as to make the
'

equation between oc andy fulfil the equation [a). If for in-

stance, we assume q>
('^J

to be equal to a we should find

the equation of the curve to be

y=z {a-\- w)c

c being the constant introduced by integration, and on sub-

stituting this value ofy in [a) we shall find c= o, so that

y = (a + x)o

Let us suppose a to be infinite and equal to-^, then we have

y =: x^c ==.h cx^hy since = o

which is the equation of a straight line parallel to the axis

of the w’s, which in fact agrees with the conditions of the

Problem. If we suppose
<?> |^J

= a constant quantity^

we should find

this value being substituted in gives for deterniining c the

equation

1
)
=:0

whence and + v/— i, using this latter value we have

x= \l — 1 X s/y^— a*—y®

which is the equation of the circle, and it is obvious, that this

curve satisfies the conditions.

It is very necessary to attend to this mode of determining

the constants, as we should otherwise meet in the solution

with many curves which do not satisfy the conditions
;
thus

in the last example, the curve is apparently an hyperbola,

but owing to the constant becoming imaginary, it is in fact a

circle.
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To complete the outline of this new method of calculation,

it would be necessary to treat of equations involving two or

more functional characteristics, and to explain methods of eli-

minating all but one of them ; these lead to a variety of inte-

resting and difficult enquiries, and will probably be of consider-

able use in completing the solutions of partial differential equa-

tions : it would also be proper to consider the maxima and

minima of functions, and to apply to this subject the method

of variations
;
these are points of considerable difficulty, and

although I have made some little progress in each of them, I

shall forbear for the present any farther discussion on this

subject. In the mean time, the sketch which I have offered,

and the few applications I have given, are sufficient to point

out the great importance of this method. It should however

be observed, that its applications have only been noticed inci-

dentally ; my object has been to direct the attention of the

analyst to a new branch of the science, and to point out the

manner of treating it : the doctrine of functions is of so general

a nature, that it is applicable to every part of mathematical

enquiry, and seems eminently qualified to reduce into one

regular and uniform system the diversified methods and

scattered artifices of the modern analysis ; from its compre-

hensive nature, it is fitted for the systematic arrangement of •

the science, and from the new and singular relations which

it expresses, it is admirably adapted for farther improvements

and discoveries.
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XII. Experiments and obse?vaiions to prove that the beneficial

effects of many medicines are produced through the medium of

the circulating blood, more particularly that of the colchicum

autumnale upon the gout. By Sir Everard Home, Bart.

V. P. R. S. Communicated by the Societyfor improving animal

chemistry.

Read March 21, 1816.

A KNOWLEDGE of the readiiiess with which liquids pass from

the stomach into the circulation, carrying along w'ith them the

impregnation of different medicines ;
and the readiness with

which such medicines are carried off from the circulating

blood, by the action of the kidneys, led Mr. Brande and

myself to an enquiry respecting the prevention of gravel and

gout, upon which subject he has laid two separate papers

before the Society.

In these communications, the action of different substances

on the contents of the stomach has been considered, and those

substances most efficient in depriving them of the principal

ingredient met with in stone and gout, are pointed out.

For the cure of gout, the eau medicinale of Husson has

been most fortunately discovered to be a specific remedy,

and it is now ascertained, by experiments on different people,

that a vinous infusion of the colchicum autumnale, or meadow

saffron, is equally so, and therefore the two medicines must

be considered as the same.

To ascertain their mode of action, appeared to me an enquiry

connected with the objects of this Society, which are not con-
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fined to the knowledge of purely chemical combinations in the

stomach, or other parts of the body, but include the effects of

galvanism on the nerves, and of mineral and vegetable solu-

tions on the blood, so far as they affect the actions of life, or

the symptoms of disease.

It has already been determined by experiment, that almost

every mineral, vegetable, and animal poison, if not the whole

of them, is carried into the circulation before it produces its

specific effects upon particular parts, whether these are the

stomach, skin, or other parts of the body. The most truly

specific medicine that we have been hitherto acquainted with,

is mercury for the venereal disease, and it is completely esta-

blished, that this remedy, when in the circulation, is equally

efficient in the cure of a recent chancre produced by inno-

CLilation, and a venereal sore throat, in consequence of the

disease having been carried into the circulation.

That other medicines can be received into the circulation,

and, as soon as they arrive there, produce their effects upon

different parts of the body, is proved by experiments made

by the late Mr. Hunter, although he had no idea of their

being usually carried there before they produce the different

actions so well known to follow their exhibition by the

mouth. He found that infusions of the following substances

received into the circulation by the jugular vein, immediately

produced the same effects which more slowly follow their

being taken by the mouth. Infusion of opium brought

on drowsiness. Infusion of ipecacuanha vomiting. Jalap

vomiting and purging. Infusion of rhubarb a profuse flow of

urine. These effects ceased in a few hours, and appeared to

have in no respect injured the animafs health. Except the
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venereal disease, gout is the only one whose local symptoms

have been completely removed by medicine, in so short a time,

as to put it beyond all doubt that their removal is the effect

of the medicine. The effect of the eau medicinale and of the

vinous infusion of the colchicum autumnale on gout, is indeed

more rapid than that of mercury on the venereal disease, but

in all other respects corresponds with it, and if these medi-

cines act through the medium of the circulation, the only

difference may be, that the one is more quickly received into

it than the other.

This power of the eau medicinale, which I have stated to

be exactly similar to that of the colchicum autumnale over the

local symptoms of gout, I have ascertained by experiment

more than six times upon myself ; at one time the symptoms

went off in six hours, at another in 12, and at others in 24

hours.

As we know the sensible effects of mercury, whether it is

introduced into the circulation by the absorbents, or received

into the stomach, are the same, we conclude whenever these

sensible effects are met with, that mercury is actually in the

circulation.

It therefore occurred to me, that if the sensible effects of the

infusion of the colchicum should prove to be the same, whe-

ther it is introduced into the circulation by the jugular vein,

or received by the mouth into the stomach, that we might
' equally in both cases conclude it to be in the circulation. To
determine this point, 30 drops of the vinous infusion of the

colchicum (made by macerating two pounds of the fresh roots

in 24, ounces of Sherry wine, in a gentle heat for six days,

the spirit being previously carried off by heat,) was diluted

MDCCcxvi, M m
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with a dram of water, and conveyed into the circulation of a

moderately sized do^ by the jugular vein. The dog's pulse

in a natural state is 140 in a minute.

In 5 minutes, the dog had a tremulous motion of the mus-
cles and fluttering of the pulse, accompanied with nausea, but

no retching to vomit. In 14 minutes, the pulse was 180 in a

minute and had frequent intermissions. In 4 hours, the pulse

was 120 in a minute, of its naturaE strength, and had fre-

quent intermissions. In 7 hours, the dog had a natural

motion, the pulse had no intermission, was 140 in the minute.

The dog had a good appetite for food, and appeared in per-

fect health.

The same dog at the end of three complete days, swallowed

60 drops of the same infusion, exactly double the quantity

that had been introduced into the circulation. In 3 hours, he

became languid, the pulse wiry and weak, but 140 in the

minute. In 4^ hours, the languor much less and the pulse

natural. In 8 hours, the dog had had a natural motion. In

11 hours, was in good spirits and very well.

The sensible effects, upon the dog, were similar to those

produced upon myself, but in a less degree. Under the in-

fluence of a violent fit of the gout, in the ankle, on the 23d of

December, 1815, at 10 o’clock in the morning, I took 60

drops of the eau medicinale
; the pain of the gout was insuf-

ferable, I got into bed, and was so chilly as not to be able to

keep my hands warm, even under the bed clothes. In 2 hours,

I became rather hot and thirsty. In 3 hours, the pain was so

much diminished as to be tolerable, while the limb was at rest.

In 7 hours, I had a confined motion from the bowels, and the

pain in the ankle became severe, while the foot was placed
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on the ground, but this went off as soon as the foot was again

placed in a horizontal posture. A nausea, or half sickness,

came on ; my pulse, which is naturall}'' 80 in a minute, was

lowered to 60, and intermitted. In 10 hours, the nausea was

gone off, but I remained languid, the pulse beating 70 in a

minute. I had some appetite for food.

The following morning, my pulse was 80, and having

passed a good night, I was enabled to walk as usual, and fol-

low the duties of my profession.

If these observations shall be confirmed, they must lead us

to conclude, that the different kinds of substances, which pro-

duce specific diseases, are first carried into the circulation, in

the same manner as mineral and animal poisons, and that the

medicines by which they are acted upon, go through the same

course, before they produce their beneficial effects ; a mate-

rial step will thus be gained in the consideration of diseases,

and the modes of treating them.

M m 2
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XIII, An appendix to a paper on the effects of the colchicum

autumnale on gout. By Sir Everard Home, Bart, V.P.R.S,

Read April 25, 18

When I laid before the Society my Paper upon this sub-

ject, I was anxious to establish what appeared to me to be

two important facts ; one, that the infusion of the colchicum

can be received into the circulation without producing any

permanent mischief; the other, that it is through the medium

of the circulation, its beneficial effects upon gout are produced^

and, therefore, the sudden relief which is experienced can be

readily explained. Having attended to the effects of the eau

medicinale, and of this medicine for several years in cases of

gout, both in my own case, and in those of my friends, I

found, invariably, that they diminished the frequency of the

pulse, 10 or 20 beats in a minute, and this effect generally

took place about twelve hours after the medicine was ex-

hibited : I therefore considered this to be the criterion of

the constitution being under the influence of the medicine;

and when I found that the pulse was affected in the same

way by the medicine received into the circulation, and in a

much shorter time, I became satisfied that in both cases this

arose from an effect upon the circulation, and not upon the

stomach, and therefore did not farther prosecute the enquiry ;

since exhibiting larger doses could only confirm what is

already known, namely, that the medicine is capable, when

injudiciously used, of producing very violent effects.
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It has been suggested to me since the Paper was read, that

the only mode of proving that the medicine acts through the

medium of the circulation, is to show that when a sufficient

quantity is received into the blood, all the violent effects are

produced, that result from a large dose taken by the mouth

;

and as I had no object but the pursuit of truth, I lost no

time in complying with this suggestion, and introduced into

the circulation of a dog 160 drops of the same infusion before

employed.

The animal instantly lost all power of voluntary motion,

the breathing became extremely slow, and the pulse was

hardly to be felt. In 10 minutes, the pulse was 84, the inspi-

rations natural, which are 40 in a minute. In 20 minutes, the

pulse was 60, the inspirations 30 in a minute, a tremulous

motion had taken place in the hind legs. In an hour, the

pulse was 1 15, and irregular
; the animal was capable of sit-

ting up, but was in a state of violent tremor, and the inspira-

tions could not be counted.

In i-l hour, the tremor had gone off, the]* pulse continued

the same ; the animal made ineffectual attempts to vomit, and

continued to do so for ten minutes, accompanied with great

languor; the inspirations were 54 in a minute.

In 2 hours, the pulse was 130, and very weak; the animal

had voided i|- ounce of water, had vomited twice, each time

bringing up a quantity of mucus tinged with bile, and had

two liquid stools.

In 3 hours, had vomited again, and had another stool ; the

pulse too weak to be counted.

In 4 hours, continued extremely languid.

In 5 hours, vomited some bloody mucus, and expired.
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On opening the body, the stomach contained mucus tinged

with blood, and its internal membrane was inflamed ; the

duodenum had its internal surface universally inflamed, the

same appearance in a less degree was met with in the jeju-

nium and ilium, and more strongly marked in the colon than

in the ilium.

The facts which I have now adduced, afford sufficient proof

of the action of the colchicum autumnale upon the different

parts of the body, being through the medium of the circula-

tion, and not in consequence of its immediate effects upon

the stomach and intestines.
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XIV. On the'cutting diamond. By W. H. Wollaston, M. D.

Sec. R. S.

Read May s, 1816.

When we consider how long the diamond has been in

common use for the purpose of cutting glass, it is rather sur-

prising that no adequate explanation has been given' of that

remarkable property, and that even the conditions on which

the effect depends have not been duly investigated.

Many persons, indeed, are not aware of the distinction

that is to be drawn between scratching and cutting. In the

former, the surface is irregularly torn into a rough furrow

;

in the latter a smooth fissure, or superficial crack, is made,

which should be continued without interruption from one end

to the other of the line in which the glass is intended to be cut.

The skilful workman then applies a small force solely at one

extremity of this line, and the crack which he forms is led by

the fissure almost with certainty to the other.

Any other substance harder than glass, possesses the

power of scratching in common with the diamond. But the

power of cutting has been thought confined to the diamond ;

and it is true that its peculiar hardness certainly contributes

to the duration of that power.

I was informed that persons employed in setting diamonds

for the use of the glazier, always select natural diamonds dis-

tinctly crystallized, which they term sparks ; but upon what
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circumstance this supposed superiority of the natural diamond

over that which has been cut by art, could depend, I was not

able to gain any information.

Having procured a common glazier’s diamond ready set,

and such a quantity of glass as I thought would be sufficient

for learning by experiment the art of cutting, I endeavoured

first by forcible pressure on the point in different directions

to effect my purpose. But although I could thus tear the

surface to a considerable depth, I could by no means com-

mand the direction of the fracture.

When I placed the diamond more inclined to the surface, I

could occasionally, and in part, obtain what I thought to be a

proper cut; but I was unable to continue the stroke with

steadiness, and so incapable of repeating it a second time with

a' similar effect, that I was convinced the precise direction

necessary for cutting was confined within very narrow limits.

Having found that the diamond required to be moved in the

direction of one of its edges, and having by repeated trials

formed a judgment of the requisite inclination of its handle,

I mounted it in a frame, in which I could fix it at any angle

of elevation that appeared suitable, and could turn it round its

axis to adjust the direction of its edge. By this arrangement

I had no difficulty in repeating any successful trial, or of vary-

ing it according to hints derived from such imperfections as

were observable ; and I soon discovered that difference in the

form of the natural diamond, from that of diamonds cut by

art, on which I believe the power of cutting to depend.

' When a diamond is formed and polished by the lapidary,

all the surfaces are plain surfaces, as far as it is in his power

to make them so, and consequently the edge or jine in which
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they meet is straight. But in the natural diamond there is this

peculiarity in those modifications of its crystals that are chosen

for this purpose, that the surfaces are in general all curved,

and consequently the meeting of any two of them presents a

curvilinear edge. If the diamond be so placed, that the line

of the intended cut is a tangent to this edge near to its extre-

mity, and if the two surfaces of the diamond laterally adja-

cent be equally inclined to the surface of the glass, then

the conditions necessary for effecting the cut are complied

with. The curvature, however, of the edge is not consi-

derable, and consequently the limits of inclination are very

confined ; for if the handle be either too much or too little

elevated, then one or other extremity of the curve will be

made to bear angularly upon the glass, and will plough a

ragged groove by pressure of its point. But on the contrary,

when the contact is duly formed, a simple fissure is effected

as if by lateral pressure of the adjacent surfaces of the dia-

mond directed equally to each side. By that means, adjacent

portions at the surface of the glass are forced asunder farther

than the mere elasticity of the parts beneath will allow, and

a partial separation or superficial crack is produced.

The effects of inequality in the lateral inclination of the

faces of the diamond to the surface of the glass, are different

according to the degree of inequality. If the difference be

very small the cut may still be clean ; but as the fissure is

then not at right angles to the surface, the subsequent frac-

ture is found inclined accordingly. But when an attempt is

made to cut w'ith an inclination that deviates still more from

the perpendicular, the glass is found superficially flawed out

MDcccxvi. N n
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on that side to which the greater pressure was directed, and

the cut completely fails.

It might be thought that the weakness of the glass in this

part would nevertheless occasion it to break in the desired

direction ; but the bottom of a flaw is in fact of very great

breadth when compared to the simple crack produced in a

proper cut. In one case the force applied to break the glass

is dispersed over a space of some extent, and may be di-

verted from its course; in the other the whole force is

confined successively to the mere points of a mathematical

line, which may be conceived the bottom of the fissure, and

is directed onward by the facility with which the adhesion of

each particle in succession yields to its progress. -

The depth to which the fissure made by the diamond pe-

netrates, need not be greater than of an inch, for I found

that the fracture might be completely turned from its course,

at any part of the intended line, by grinding away a portion

of the surface ; and by an average of several experiments

the thickness ofthe glass was not found to be diminished so

much as -Q^ooths of an inch.

Since the form of the cutting edge appeared from the

above trials to be the principal circumstance on which the

property of cutting depends, I thought it not improbable that

other stones possessed of the requisite hardness, might be

found to produce the same effect, if brought to a similar

curvilinear edge. By a little pains I succeeded in giving this

form to a sapphire, a ruby, a spinell ruby, to rock crystal,

and some other substances, and found that each of these

bodies has |the power of cutting glass for a short time with
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a clean fissure. But notwithstanding the hardness of the ruby

was such as to occasion a great deal of labour in giving it the

form I wished, the edge of this stone was by no means pro-

portionally lasting. I am inclined to ascribe this defect in

part to the grain or position of its laminse having been un-

luckily oblique. And it seems highly probable that the

singular durability of the edge of the cutting diamond, is

owing in some measure to this circumstance, that its hardness

in the direction of the natural angle of its crystal, is greater

than in any other direction, as we find to be the case in other

crystals of which the various degrees of hardness in different

directions can be more easily examined.
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XV. An account of the discovery of a mass of native iron in Brasil.

By A. F. Mornay, Esq. in a letter to W. H. Wollaston,

M. D. Sec. R. S.

Read May i6‘, 1816.

Dear Sir,

Near five years have elapsed since I presented you with a

specimen of native iron from Brasil. Particular reasons

prevented me at that time, from making it more generally

known, and since then my private affairs have not allowed

me a moment to look into my notes, and give you this short

account of the block from which your specimen was cut,

although I have so often promised it you.

In the autumn of 1810, 1 discovered near Bahia, a spring of

water strongly impregnated with iron, which was esteemed

a most valuable acquisition in that country. This circum-

stance called to the recollection of the government, that,

about 30 years before, information had been received of the

discovery of certain thermal springs, situated at the distance

of 40 or 50 leagues to the northward ; and as his Royal High-
ness the Prince Regent of Portugal had enquired, during his

stay at Bahia, whether the country possessed any thermal

waters, I was requested to visit the spot where they were
supposed to exist. The Governor General offered me every

facility and protection, and in order to induce me to under-

take the journey, some of my friends described to me an
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extraordinary stone which had been found still farther up the

country, in the same direction. It had been supposed to be

silver, or iron, or that ferruginous agglomeration so common
in Brasil, which often envelopes gold, and I believe sometimes
diamonds. On the other hand, some persons who pretended

to have seen it, asserted that it was not a mass of any metal,

but had only the metallic sound on being struck, common to

numerous blocks of stone in the same neighbourhood, called

by the inhabitants “ serpent stones,” in consequence of their

exfoliating by decomposition at the surface. As the serpent

casts his skin yearly, so they suppose these stones to do.

Some account of the discovery of this extraordinary mass
had been given to the government of Bahia, and through the

inspector general of the militia, a man of great talents and
considerable learning, I obtained a sight of the papers on the

subject existing at the government house. On reading them,

I was decidedly of opinion, that the mass described was native

or meteoric iron, and I determined to go to see it. But before

I relate my own observations, I will give you the substance of

the notes which I took out of those papers.

In the year 1784, a man of the name of Bernardino da
Mota Botelho, while looking after his cattle, noticed the block

in question, as being different from all the other stones on
the spot, and informed the Governor General of the province

of Bahia of his observation. His Excellency immediately
ordered the head man of a neighbouring village, that is to

say, at the distance of near fifty leagues, to go and examine
it. He did so, and reported very marvellous things, calling

the mass sometimes iron, and sometimes stone, but giving to

understand that it contained gold and silver. The Governor
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General commanded him, in consequence, to have it con-

veyed to Bahia. This man returned to the spot, and after

having excavated round the block, so as to be able to get the

ends of four powerful levers under it, he contrived by great

exertion, with the assistance of thirty men, to turn it on its

side. He observed the bed on which it rested, to be of the

same scaly substance that was attached to the bottom of the

mass, and about eighteen inches thick.

About the latter end of 1785, he conveyed to the spot a

waggon, or rather a truck built for the purpose, and suc-

ceeded in getting the mass of iron into it, but having spent

three days in this operation, the men employed were obliged

to depart, in consequence of the neighbouring rivulet being

brackish, and not fit to be drank. They returned, however,

and yoked oxen to the truck, but they could not move it

until they had put on twenty pair of oxen on each side. You

must observe that their oxen are not of the strength of ours,

that the ground was a loose gravel, and that the truck was

constructed on the very worst plan, the wheels being fixed to

the axle trees, and the two axle trees remaining constantly

in a parallel position with respect to each other.

They proceeded, however, in this manner to the distance

of about one hundred yards, when they got into the bed of

the rivulet abovementioned, called the Bendego. There it

was stopped by the prominent point of a rock, and as the

truck was only calculated to move in a straight line, it was

abandoned.

I visited this mass on the 17th of January, 1811, and found

it still on the waggon or truck, where it had been lying for

five and twenty years. It is situated near the left bank of
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the rivulet, but entirely in its bed
,
which was then dry, and is

very seldom otherwise.

I send you a very correct outline of this mass. (PI. XI.) It is

about 7 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2 feet in thickness, besides

a sort of foot on which it now stands, of about six inches in

height. 1 he solid contents, however, cannot be inferred

correctly from these dimensions, since the broad part is hol-

lowed out underneath very considerably. After making due
allowance for the cavities, I estimated, on the spot, the solid

contents of the whole mass to be at least 28 cubic feet, which
at 50olb. will make its weight to be 14,0001b.

Its colour is exactly that of a chesnut, and is glossy at the

top and sides, but the hollow part underneath is covered with

a ciust in thick flakes, outwardly of the colour of rust of iron,

and staining the fingers. The flakes are very brittle, and
the fresh fiacture is black and brilliant, like some magnetic
iron ores.

The glossy surfaces of the block are not smooth, but
slightly indented all over, as if they had been hammered with
a rather large round headed hammer.

There are several cavities in it, from the diameter of a
i2lb. cannon bail, to that of a musket ball

;
the larger ones

being shallow, but the others much deeper. They all contain
the same substance as is attached to the great cavity under-
neath, and some of them also fragments of quartzous stones,
which I was obliged to break in the holes in order to get
them out.

The brown colour of the surface of the block is merely
a very thin coat of rust, for the slightest scratch with a
knife produces a bright white metallic streak; and yet.
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wherever the mass is struck with a steel, it gives out sparks

abundantly.

When rubbed with a quartzous pebble in the dark, it be-

comes beautifully luminous.

The block is magnetic, and even possesses well marked

poles. In the outline I have indicated their position. The
N. pole is not so well characterized at the shorter point of

the same end.

The N. pole of the block lies at present nearly E.N.E.;

before it was removed it lay about N. N. E. I ought to tell

you that La Mota Totelho, who first noticed this object,

accompanied me, and, as he was present at its removal, he was

able to give me much information, being a very intelligent

man.

The N. pole is by much the most massive end, and lay

deeper in the ground than the other.

No part of the mass has the power of attracting iron filings,

whether the spot have been filed to brightness or not.

I had provided myself with a sledge hammer and tools for

cutting off some specimens of the iron, but it was with the

utmost difficulty that I could detach the few small pieces

which you have seen, one of which I gave to you on my arrival

in England. The largest I presented to my Lord Dundas,

to whom 1 am under many obligations, and who promised to

place it in the collection of the Geological Society. I also

presented fragments to our lamented friend Mr. Tennant,

and to Dr. Marcet. Another specimen, beautifully crystal-

lized, I disposed of to Mr. Heuland, and I have only some

small pieces left. As soon as the first piece was detached, I

was struck with the appearance of internal crystallization not
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hitherto noticed in meteoric iron, but as your specimen shows

this circumstance very well, I need not describe it.

None of the fragments possess magnetic poles.

No vitreous substance appears about the mass, as in many

of the known blocks of meteoric iron.

Having taken a few reagents with me, for the examination

of the thermal springs which had been pointed out to me, I

tried the malleable part of the mass on the spot, for nickel,

and I thought at the time that its presence was indicated ; but

I am now satisfied that the phsenomena which I noticed, might

have arisen from iron alone.

I have found my specimens more liable to rust, I think,

than wrought iron generally is ; and in a damp atmosphere

a liquid oozes out from the crevices.

I repaired to the spot where the mass was discovered,

namely, on a rising ground on the left bank of the river

Bendego, and caused the soil and gravel to be removed until

we came to the bed described in the government documents.

We found it at less than three feet depth. I had expected

to find in it a considerable protuberance, such as might have

fitted tlie cavity underneath the mass of iron, for I was con-

vinced that the block itself must have been firmly attached

to the bed, otherwise it would not have required such a con-

siderable power to turn it on its side.

However, I did not; and thinking that we were not exactly

on the spot, I caused two trenches to be opened down to the

bed, and crossing each other, the one being between two and

three yards long, and the other between one and two. Every

part of the bed that was uncovered was perfectly fiat and hori-

zontal, except where we dug first
; there it was broken, and,

MDCCCXVI. Oo
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according to the statement of La Mota Botelho, that was

done when the block was removed.

I found no termination to the bed in the directions of the

trenches, and at the spot where the mass had laid, it was

about one foot thick, or hardly so much
;
but atone end of the

longer trench, not above three inches, I did not break through

it any where else. Nearly the same loose gravel appears

underneath the bed, as over it. I brought away specimens

of the bed, which I considered extremely curious, supposing

them to contain nickel. On my return to England I told you,

therefore, that I hoped I had found iron ore containing nickel,

for I thought that the bed, on which had rested the mass,

was one of those of which there are so many all over the

province. But as I gave you some specimens, I will not

describe it.

The surface of the soil, or rather coarse gravel, at the spot, is

about 10 or 15 feet above the main granite rock of the country.

I can only give you an approximation of the latitude and

longitude of the place. Th sun was much too high at noon

to take its altitude with a sextant and mercurial horizon; and

the artificial horizon, which I had been compelled to construct

myself, occasioned such a loss of light, as to make it impossible

to observe the southern stars for determining the latitude. Dif-

ferent altitudes of the sun at a distance from the meridian, did

not give me satisfactory results. I had with me an excellent

watch, and having computed the latitude to be about 10° 20'S.

I concluded the longitude to be 33' 15" W. of Bahia, after

making every allowance, and comparing this result with those

obtained before and afterwards, at the house of Major

Dantas, called Camuciata, near Itapicuru.
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The rapidity of growth in plants is wonderful in the neigh-

bourhood of the Bendego, although the main granite rock is

so near the surface as to protrude in many places ; and what

lies on it is chiefly a coarse gravel, consisting of rolled frag-

ments of quartz, felspar and granite of the size of eggs, toge-

ther with smaller pebbles and sand, which contains, of course,

a great deal of mica, but hardly any vegetable earth.

At about 40 leagues to the southward, are found hills of

yellow and red sand stone, in which organic remains have

not been found ; while to the northward, there is a formation

of similar hills, in which are observed most beautiful impres-

sions of whole fishes and remains of vegetables.

Between the Bendego and the sandstone hills to the south-

ward, I observed a great deal of what I certainly take to be

basalt. I met with balls from the diameter of two inches to

that of upwards of three feet, and numberless prisms, with

three and with six faces, scattered about ; all of these small,

that is to say, about three or four inches in length, and two or

three in diameter.

To the southward of the sandstone hills is a sandy plain,

almost barren, extending many miles, perhaps 60 or 80, east

and west to the sea, but not 20 in breadth, where I crossed

it. Small conical hillocks are scattered over it, some of

which, the largest, have flat tops, and appear all to be of the

same height, about 20 fathoms.

Appearances impressed me with the idea, that they were
the remains of a plain which formerly extended over the one
on which I then stood, but which had been washed away in

a tumultuous manner by a violent current running nearly

in an easterly direction, i he larger hillocks appear to be

O o 2
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stratified, but they consist of loose sandy materials, except in

so far as they contain beds of a dark red iron ore, containing

imbedded minute crystals of magnetic iron ore : the thick-

ness of these beds is about two inches, and they are exactly

similar to those which are found in the clay hills of Bahia.

The smaller hillocks consist of confused heaps of gravel

and loose stones, intermixed with a very large quantity of the

same iron ore in fragments, and lumps of manganese, very

compact, and of a steel grey colour, containing arsenic, but

apparently no iron.

The dreary appearance of this plain is increased by the

numerous nests of cupim, (white ants,) standing upright like so

many tombstones. On being viewed nearer, they are conical,

rather compressed, so that the base is elliptic. All those

which I examined were precisely of the same shape. The

materials of which they consist are white sand, whitish clay,

and particles of wood.

Many of them were full five feet in height.

The soil of the valleys and low grounds, which are occa-

sionally swampy, is abundantly impregnated with sea salt,

which the inhabitants wash out for their own consumption

;

but it contains some bitter salts, which render it purgative to

tho^e who are not accustomed to it.

The thermal springs which were pointed out to me, were

several, but they hardly deserve the name.

One of them was at 86° of Fahrenheit when the atmos-

phere was at 8 1°.

Another was at 8S°, when the atmosphere was at 77^°

;

and also at 88° when the atmosphere was at 80°.

The water of both of these is the purest I had ever seen.

V
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Many small fish were swimming in the basin of the last,

from which runs, at all seasons, a considerable rivulet.

A third was at 90° when the atmosphere was at 73°. The

water very pure.

A fourth was at 101° when the atmosphere was at 85!-°;

also at 101° when the atmosphere was at 93°.

Taste of the water rather ferruginous, and very brackish,

extremely disagreeable and nauseous. No peculiar smell,

and very transparent, although it deposits iron and lime, and

an iridescent film is formed on its surface. Contains no sul-

phuretted gas. The rocks of the neighbourhood contain

pyrites not magnetic.

This spring is called the Mai-d'agoa, and is situated on the

left bank of the river Itapicuru, near the waters edge, at a

short distance from a place called the Mato-do-cip6.

_ It was during this journey that I had an opportunity of see-

ing that curious plant called cipo de cunanam. It grows

abundantly between Monte Santo and the river Bendego. It

is a climbing plant destitute of leaves ; it was so when I saw it,

and I believe it to be always the same ; it bears no thorns

;

but often growing so as to form an impenetrable which

the cattle will hardly approach, much less attempt to break

through, because when the juice of this plant sticks to their

hair, it occasions blisters and great irritation. It contains a

milky juice, and I suppose that it is an eupfiorbiuhi. When
I made a cut at the bush with my hanger, in the dusk of the

evening, the wounds inflicted presented a beautifully lumi-

nous line, which was not transient, but lasted for several se-

conds, or a quarter of a minute. Having taken a piece of the

plant, I bent it in the dark until the skin cracked, when every
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crack showed the same light, which is of a phosphorescent

appearance. I continued to bend the twig until the milky

juice dropped out, when each drop was a drop of fire, very

much like what I have seen on dropping inflamed tallow.

I did not observe any particular smell. The milky juice is

said to be very poisonous ; it is caustic, and occasions much
itching and irritation when applied to the skin. It becomes

viscous in the air, and soon dries of a yellowish colour,

slightly tinged with green, when it has the appearance of a

gum-resin.

The above account contains all the information that I can

give you on the subject: should you think it deserving to be

laid before the Royal Society, I would beg of you to add your

observations, as they would render the communication inte-

resting.

I am, with sentiments of the highest esteem and respect.

My dear Sir,

Your faithful friend and devoted servant,

A. F. MORNAY.
London, 27th April, 1S16.

To Dr, Wollaston,

Secretary of the Royal Society,
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XVI. Observations and experiments on the mass of native iron

found in Brasil. By W. H. Wollaston, M, D. Sec. R. S.

Read May 16, 1816.

The preceding letter from Mr. Mornay, relating to tlie

discovery of a mass of native iron in Bahia, was drawn up at

my request, as a valuable addition to our stock of knowledge

on that most curious subject; and 1 am in hopes that the

results of my own experiments may contribute something

not uninteresting to the Society.

The specimen of the iron with which Mr. Mornay very

liberally supplied me for experiment, though it necessarily

bears marks of the hammer by W'hich it has been detached,

presents also other surfaces, not only indicating that its tex-

ture is crystalline, but showing also the forms in which it is

disposed to break, to be those of the regular octohedron and

tetrahedron, or rhomboid, consisting of these forms combined.

In my own specimen, the crystalline surfaces appear to

have been the result of a process of oxidation, which has

penetrated the mass to a considerable depth in the direction of

its laminse ; but in the specimen which is in the possession of

the Geological Society, the brilliant surfaces that have been

occasioned by forcible separation from the original mass, ex-

hibit also the same configurations, as are usual in the fracture

of octohedral crystals, and are found izi many simple native

metals.

1 he magnetic qualities of the fragments, fortunately.
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enable us to appreciate rigMy, those of the entire mass from

which they have been detached; for though the mass, when

tried upon the spot by Mr. Mornay, gave indications of having

distinct N. and S. poles, it is pretty clear that these were only

so by induction, in consequence of position with respect to the

magnetic meridian. For though the fragments are not in the

least attractive as magnets, and have in themselves no pola-

rity, they are precisely like any other pieces of the best soft

iron, and assume polarity instantly, according to the position

in which they are held with respect to the magnetic axis of

the earth. When a long fragment is held in a vertical posi-

tion, its lower extremity being then within 20° of the dip of

the N. magnetic pole, becomes N., and repels the N. pole of

a magnetic needle suspended horizontally. But this power

is instantly reversed by being suddenly inverted. So that the

apparent contradiction between the observed polarity of the

mass, and the seeming^want of it in the fragments, is thus

completely removed.

Although Mr. Mornay reasonably expected that this iron

would not differ from the many others now on record that have

been found in various parts of the world, and from his expe-

riments was led to infer the. presence of nickel, it appeared

desirable, to ascertain this point with more precision than he

had been enabled to do, and to determine also in what pro-

portion this peculiar ingredient of meteoric bodies might be

found to prevaiL-

I believe the means which I am accustomed to employ for

detecting xhQ presence of nickel in native iron to be new, and

may deserve to be described, on account of the very small

quantity of the iron required for this mode of examination.
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Having filed from my specimen as much as Ijudged suflBcient

for my purpose, (which need not exceed of a grain), I

dissolved it in a drop of nitric acid, and then evaporated the

solution to dryness. A drop or two of pure ammonia was

then added to the dried residuum, and gently warmed upon

it in order to dissolve any nickel that might be present. The

transparent part of the fluid was then led by the end of a rod

of glass to a small distance from the remaining oxide ofiron,

and the addition of triple prussiate of potash immediately de-

tected the presence of nickel by the appearance of a milky

cloud, which was not discernible by the same means from a

similar quantity of common wrought iron tried at the same

time.

For the determination of the quantity of nickel I employed

a different method. A piece of the iron weighing 50 grains

having been dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid, the solution was

evaporated to dryness. Ammonia was then added, and the

solution again evaporated to dryness, in order that the oxide

of iron might be rendered more dense, and more easily sepa-

rated from the soluble portion. A fresh addition of ammo-

nia then readily dissolved the nickel, and the solution after

filtration appeared of a deep blue colour.

A small quantity of sulphuric acid having then been added,

the whole was again evaporated not merely to dryness, but

with sufficient heat to expel the excess of ammonia, muriate

of ammonia, and sulphate of ammonia. The remainder was

sulphate of nickel which was then redissolved in water, and

after being suffered to crystallize weighed 8,6 grains. Hav-

ing found by experiment previously made for that purpose,

MDCCCXVI. P p
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that 10 grains of nickel give 44 grains of sulphate of nickel,

I infer that 8,6 of the sulphate correspond to 1,95 of metallic

nickel, which is nearly 4 per cent of the quantity of native iron

taken for experiment.

By an analysis conducted in a similar manner on 23 grains

of the scaly flakes of oxide brought home by Mr. Mornay,
from the spot were the mass was found, I obtained 3,1 grains

ofsulphate of nickel, which correspond to 7,05 nickel, amount-

ing to no more than 3,0b per cent, of the oxidated crust taken

for analysis. But, if we consider the weight which 100 parts

of the metallic alloy would acquire by oxidation, we shall find

the two experiments correspond with a degree of accuracy

that may occasion more reliance to be placed on these expe-

riments than they really deserve.

g6 parts of iron in the state of black oxide will be

combined with 28,3 oxygen

and 4 nickel will take

about 1.1 oxygen,

so that 129,4 ^he crust will contain only 4 parts of

metallic nickel, and 100 ditto will contain 3,1, which scarcely

exceeds the quantity actually found by trial.

From the presence of nickel in this mass we cannot but

regard it as having the same meteoric origin with the various

other specimens that have before been found ; and although

in the spot whence it had been first removed, Mr. Mornay
discovered a bed of matter from which it appears, by analysis,

that similar iron might be formed by art, it seems by far more
probable, that an opposite change has really taken place,

and that the whole of this supposed ore is the result of pro-
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gressive oxidation, during a series of years of which we have

no other evidence, and affords the sole ground on which a

conjecture could be formed of the very rerpote period at

which this problematic body has fallen upon the earth.
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XVII. On icefound in the bottoms of rivers. By T. A. Knight,

Esq. F. R. S, In a letter addressed to the Right Hon. Sir

Joseph Banks y Bart. G. C. B. P.R. S.

Read May 23, 1816.

Dear Sir,

Accounts of ice having been found in the bottoms of rivers,

have been so numerous, that the existence of it, in such situ-

ations, has ceased to be questioned, though no satisfactory

hypothesis, relative to the manner in which it can be formed

in, or conveyed to, such situations has, I believe, ever been

offered. Indeed its existence in such situations does not appear

to be a common occurrence, and possibly it has never been

seen, during its progressive formation, by any person likely

to trouble himself about the causes of its existence. I there-

fore take the liberty to submit the following account to your

consideration,

I first witnessed the existence of ice in the bottom of the

water in the river Teme, which passes near my residence in

Herefordshire, in the last winter. In a morning which suc-

ceeded an intensely cold night, the stones in the rocky bed of

the river, appeared to be covered over with frozen matter,

which reflected a kind of silvery whiteness, and which, upon

examination, I found to consist of numerous frozen spicula

crossing each other in every direction, as in snow ;
but not

having any where, except very near the shore, assumed the
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state of firm compact ice. The river was not, at this time,

frozen over in any part ; but the temperature of the water

was obviously at the freezing point, for small pieces of ice

had every where formed upon it in its more stagnant parts

near the shores; and upon a mill pond, just above the shal-

low streams, (in the bottom of which I had observed the ice,)

I noticed millions of little frozen spicula floating upon the

Water. At the end of this mill pond, the water fell over a

low weir, and entered a narrow channel, where its course was

obstructed by points of rock and large stones. By these,

numerous eddies and gyrations were occasioned, which appa-

rently drew the floating spicula under water ; and I found the

frozen matter to accumulate much more abundantly upon such

parts of the stones as stood opposed to the current, where

that was not very rapid, below the little falls, or very rapid

parts of the river. I have reason to believe, that it would

have accumulated in very large quantities, if the weather had

continued sufficiently cold
; for I had previously heard, from

persons of respectable character, who had no interest, nor, I

believe, intention, to deceive me, that, during a long and

severe frost. Some yeai!-s ago, before I became an inhabitant

of my present house, the whole bed of the river, in the part

above-mentioned, had been covered over with a thick coat of'

ice. But it was not till the month of February that I wit-

nessed the apparent deposition of ice in the manner which I

have described
; and as the day afterwards became bright,

the spicula soon ceased to form, and the ice to accumulate;

and before the middle of the day the greater part of it had

disappeared.

Upon some large stones, near the shore, of which parts
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were out of the water, and upon pieces of native rock, under

similar circumstances, the ice beneath the water had acquired

a firmer texture, but appeared from its whiteness, to have

been first formed of congregated spicula, and to have subse*

quently frozen into a firm mass, owing to the lower tempera-

ture of the stone, or rock. Ice of this kind extended, in a

few places, eighteen inches from the shore, and lay three or

four inches below the level of the surface of the water, and

did not dissolve nearly so rapidly as that which was deposited

upon stones more distant from the shores.

The cause of the appearance of large quantities of porous

ice, in some of the continental rivers, upon a thaw taking

place after a long and severe frost, may, I conceive, be ex-

plained, without much difficulty, consistently with the fore-

going hypothesis : for such ice would be removed by the

increasing force of the rising water, and might be driven toge-

ther in large masses, provided the temperature of the water

were sufficiently low, and that it would be, ifafforded by melting

snow, or after having flowed over frozen ground. But there

have been reports of large quantities of firm and solid ice

having been found in this country at the bottom of deep and

sluggish rivers, where there existed neither streams nor eddies

to occasion the descent of frozen spicula from the surface of

the water ;
and, if such ice have ever been found in such situ-

ations, it must be admitted, that it could not possibly have

been conveyed there by the means above-mentioned.

I am, &c. &c.

T. A. KNIGHT.
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XVIII. On the action of detached leaves of plants. By
T. A. Knight, Esq. F. R. S. In a letter addressed to ih

Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks
^
Bart. G. C. B. P. R, S.

Read June 13, 1816.

Dear Sir,

Since I had last the honour to address a communication to

you, with a request that you would lay it before the Royal

Society, I have repeated great nart of the experiments which

formed the subjects of my former Letters, with such addi-

tions and variations, as might probably lead to the detection

of any erroneous conclusions which I might have drawn :

but I have not been able to detect any errors, nor to add any

thing very important to my former observations. I have,

however, been able to ascertain a few new facts, which I

think too interesting to be lost.

I endeavoured, in my former communications, to adduce

evidence, that the matter, which becomes vitally united to

trees, previously passes through their leaves
; and I shall

now proceed to state some facts, which, 1 trust, will prove,

that a fluid possessing the power which 1 have attributed to

the true sap, actually descends through the leaf stalks.

A slender knife was passed through some leaf stalks of the

vine, about two thirds of an inch distant from their junction

to the branch; and, down to that point, the leaf stalks were

divided longitudinally, and a transverse section, about half an
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inch long, was made through the bark opposite the middle

of the leaf stalk. A similar transverse section through the

bark, was made somewhat less than an inch distant below ;

and these sections were united by two longitudinal sections

through the bark, which extended from the extremities of

the upper transverse sections to the extremities of the lower

;

by which means, pieces of bark, about half an inch broad, and

nearly an inch long, were separated from the adjoining bark.

These were then detached from the alburnum, and sur-

rounded by two folds of paper coated with wax on each side

;

by which all connection and communication with the tree,

except through the divided leaf stalks, were cut off. The

insulated pieces of bark, nevertheless, continued to grow, and

extended downwards, and laterally, and in thickness
;
and

thin layers of alburnum were deposited.

Leaves of the potatoe, without any portion of bark being

attached to them, were taken from the plants, just at the period

when the tuberous roots began to be formed
; and I conceived

that these leaves, consistently with my former experiments and

conclusions, must contain portions of the living organizable

matter, which would subsequently have been found in their

tuberous roots. The leaves were, therefore, planted in pots,

and placed under glass, where, being regularly and properly

supplied with water, they continued to live till winter, though

without emitting fibrous roots ; and I then expected to find

some small tubers at their bases. In this expectation I was

disappointed ; but the result of the experiment was not less

satisfactory, the bases of the leaf-stalks themselves having

swollen into conic bodies of more than two inches in circum-

ference, and being found to consist of matter apparently
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similar to that which composes the tuberous roots of the

plant. The enlarged parts of the leaf-stalks remained alive

in the following spring; but whether they are capable of

generating buds or not, I have not been able to ascertain.

Leaves of mint were planted in the same manner as those

above-mentioned ; which grew^, and continued alive through

the winter, and were still living in the end of the last month,

having assumed the character of the thick fleshy leaves of

.evergreen trees. Upon examining the mould in the pots, I

found it to contain very numerous roots, which must have

derived their medullary, and their cortical, and alburnous

substances from matter which had emanated and descended

from the leaves.

I had frequently observed, in former experiments, that the

destruction of the mature leaves of young plants not only sus-

pended the growth of the roots, but also the growth of the

immature leaves ; whence I inferred, in a former communi-

cation, that the organizable matter, which composes the young

leaves, has always undergone a previous preparation in other

leaves of the plant, either of the same, or preceding season

;

and I was thence led to expect that, under favourable circum-

stances, the mature leaves might be made to nourish and pro-

mote the growth of immature leaves, without the aid of roots.

Several shoots of the vine, each about a yard long, were de-

tached from the trees, and laid over a succession of basins of

water, into which each of the mature leaves was in part de-

pressed ; and thus circumstanced, the young leaves continued

to grow, and the points of the shoots to elongate ; and all

were alive, and in perfect apparent health at the end of a

month. The water necessary to preserve the young leaves

Mpcccxvi. Q q
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must in this case have been derived from the mature leaves

;

and I entertain no doubt, but that the organizable matter

which occasioned their growth, was derived from the same

source. Intersection of the bark between the mature and

young leaves was not attended with any injurious conse-

quences, and the sap must, therefore, have passed to the

young leaves through the alburnum.

Consistently with the preceding circumstances, if the ma-
ture leaves be destroyed, or taken oft', the fruit ceases to grow,'

or, if full grown, remains without richness or flavour ; and

the power of feeding fruits in winter and early spring seems

to be confined to evergreen plants. The orange and lemon

tree, the ivy and holly, aftbrd familiar examples of this ; and

where a genus of plants consists of evergreen and deciduous

species, as that of mespilus and viburnum, the evergreen

.species alone nourish their fruit in winter and early spring.

The probable passage of the sap from the mature to the

young leaves and fruit, may, I think, be easily pointed out,

though decisive proof of its course will probably never be

adduced. Having often detached the bark from the albur-

num of the stems of young oaks, just at the period when the

midsummer shoots were beginning to elongate, I observed,

as others have done, that a fluid exuded from those parts

of the surface of the alburnum, which are called (most im-

properly) the medullary processes, and from correspondent

points of the bark, which resemble the medullary processes

in organization. This fluid has been proved, by its power of

rapidly generating an organic substance, to be the true sap of

the tree, part of which, I conceive, at this period, to be pass-

ing from the bark to join the ascending current in the albur-
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num
;
which current feeds the young succulent shoots and

growing leaves. Subjecting the alburnum to a slight degree

of pressure at this period, I found that a considerable quan-

tity of liquid, being apparently the true sap of the tree, issued

out laterally through the medullary processes, as well as

longitudinally through the cellular substance of the alburnum:

but the tubes of it continued empty, and their position was

marked by depressions of the surface of the extravasated

fluid. I endeavoured to ascertain, what proportion of water

a given quantity of the alburnum of such oak trees contained

at this period ;
and I found that 1000 parts lost by drying

only 371 parts ; which is not more than the weight of the

water that the cellular substance appears capable of containing,

entirely independent of the tubes. That the tubes, never-

theless, are not always empty, but that they act at other

periods of the year as reservoirs for the sap, I have given an

opinion in a former communication ; and I am now in pos-

session of facts which prove them to perform this office, even

in the heart wood, to a much greater extent than I had ever at

any former period suspected; and which incline me to believe,

that the durability of the heart wood, as well as of the albur-

num of the oak, will be found to depend to a great extent

upon the period in which the tree is felled: but I propose to

make my observations upon these points the subject of a

future communication.

' I am, my dear Sir, &c.

T. A. KNIGHT.
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XIX, On the manufacture of the sulphate of magnesia at Monte

della Guardia, near Genoa. By H. Holland, M. D. F. R. S.

Read June 13, 1816.

The following account, which I have the honour to present

to the Royal Society, of the manufacture of sulphate of

magnesia at Monte della Guardia, near Genoa, has been

drawn up chiefly from the note I made, when visiting this

spot, in the spring of 1815. These notes have received addi-

tions from a paper, drawn up in 1803, by my friend Signore

G, Mojon, lecturer on chemistry at the college of Genoa,

who has bestowed much attention on the subject, and made
several experiments on the composition and comparative

purity of the manufactured salt.^

The Monte della Guardia, situated eight miles to the N.
west of the city of Genoa, is one of the higher points in that

part of the chain of the Ligurian Appenines, which borders

immediately on the coast. The mountains in this portion of

the chain are chiefly of primitive slate, with some subordi-

nate formations of marble and serpentine, a considerable ex-

tent of transition and secondary limestone, chiefly to the east-

ward of Genoa, and a few more partial deposits of sandstone

and coal.

The summit of Monte della Guardia is somewhat more than

2000 feet above the level of the sea, from which it is five

* This paper was published by the Society of Medical Emulation in Genoa.
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miles distant. The ascent towards the mountain from Sestri,

the nearest point on the coast, is uniform, though rugged;

following the course of the rapid torrent, called the Panigaro.

The ravine of this torrent is interesting, inasmuch as it forms

the division between a high ridge of serpentine, which occurs

on its eastern side; and an insulated formation of magnesian

limestone, which composes the hill of Monte del Gazzo, to

the north of Sestri, and other adjacent heights on the western

side of the stream. This magnesian limestone, which in

Monte del Gazzo reaches a height of more than 1200 feet,

forms in various places naked cliffs, distinctly showing the

stratification of the rock ; which stratification, as well as the

colour of the limestone, is very remarkably contrasted with

the character of the serpentine rocks, on the opposite side of

the ravine.

The latter, together with some argillaceous and chlorite

slate of the same formation, compose for several miles, the

ridge of hills between the torrent of Panigaro, and the broader

valley of the Polcevera to the east ; stretching upwards in a

direct line from the sea towards the summit of Monte della

Guardia. The primitive schistus is doubtless the base of this

formation ;
the serpentine reposes upon it in vast unconform-

abie masses ; exhibiting a surface of great ruggedness, and

almost entirely bare ofvegetation ; with the dark green colour,

and usual resinous lustre of this mineral. 1 observed much stea-

tite, talc, and asbestus in it ; also many small veins of pyrites.

The asbestus of this place affords numerous fine specimens to

the cabinets of Genoa.

Monte della Guardia may be considered the summit of this

ridge. It exposes to the south a somewhat concave outline ;
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the front of which is deeply worn out, so as to show the stra-

tification of the primitive slate, mixed with chlorite slate, with

the other magnesian minerals just noticed, and with nume-
rous veins, or layers of copper and iron pyrites. The speci-

mens of' this pyrites have a steel grey, or greenish yellow

colour, according to the respective predominance of iron or

copper. The whole substance of the pyrites has a schistose

structure, corresponding with that of the rocks in which it is

situated. It is so intimately mixed with the same magnesian

minerals, as to be for the most part extremely unctuous to

the touch. It is in general easily sectile. The specific gra-

vity varies from 3.6 to 4.6.

It is on this side of the Monte della Guardia, and from the

materials just described, together with the magnesian lime-

stone of Monte del Gazzo,that the manufacture of sulphate of

magnesia has been established
; it is at present carried forvvard

on a small scale, but is evidently capable of extension and

improvement. The original object of attention in this place

was the working of the copper and iron pyrites
; but the obser-

vation of the crystals of sulphate of magnesia, formed during

the processes applied to these ores, changed in great degree

the character of the manufacture
; and the green vitriol and

copper obtained here are now become secondary objects to

the proprietors. The process employed for the formation and

separation of the sulphate of magnesia is briefly as follows

:

the pyrites is worked out of the mountain by tunnels,

which the steep natural section of its front, and the general

direction of the veins, allow to be carried nearly on an hori-

zontal level. Some of these galleries, which I saw, were

more than 300 feet in length, and varying from 10 to 15 feet
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in width. Others, which are now filled with water, or de-

stroyed by the crumbling down of the rock, were described

to me as of still greater length. The ore, thus obtained, is

broken down into small pieces, and roasted in an open pit, or

kiln, about 20 feet in depth ; with the alternation of wood, so

disposed as most effectually to aid the combustion. This

process of roasting continues generally for ten days. The

kiln being sufficiently cooled, the ore is removed thence, and

disposed in large heaps, underneath a shed in the vicinity.

Here it remains for several months fully exposed to the air,

and occasionally moistened with water thrown upon it, to aid

the chemical changes by which the salt is found. An efflo-

rescence of sulphate of magnesia soon commences, and gra-

dually proceeds, so as to cover with minute crystals the sur-

face of the ore, which, during this time, crumbles down into

very small fragments.

This is ihe usual commencement of the process, but there

are varieties of the ore, more easily decomposable, which re-

quire less roasting, or may even be submitted to the after

processes, without any application of heat. Other varieties,

on the contrary, require more roasting, to prepare them for

the proper efflorescence of the salt, which efflorescence itself

varies in rapidity, according to the particular description of

the ore.

The materials, brought into this strata, are then lixiviated

;

and the liquor containing in solution the sulphates of mag-

nesia, of copper, and of iron, is filtered ; in passing it through

layers of sand and straw, disposed in large wooden vessels.

These processes repeated as often as may be necessary, the

next object is the separation from the liquor, of the metallic
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sulphates. When the sulphate of copper is perceived to be
abundant, the metal is precipitated by refuse of iron, intro-

duced into the liquor. The sulphate of iron, and any remain-
ing sulphate of copper, are decomposed by the addition of
lime, in the state of milk of lime, which causes a precipitate

of sulphate of lime, together with the metallic oxides.

Ihe lime employed for this decomposition, is obtained

from the magnesian limestone, already described as belong-

ing to this district. 1 hat of Monte del Gazzo is preferred,

both as nearer to the spot, and possibly from its containing

a larger proportion of magnesia, than the other magnesian

limestones of this coast, about per cent,, as appears from
analysis made of it. It appears probable, 'that a certain por-

tion of sulphate of magnesia is obtained from the use of this

limestone, in decomposing the metallic salts, and the process

of manufacture thereby rendered somewhat more productive.

The quantity of lime employed may equal about part

of the weight of the pyritic ore.

- The metals being thus separated from the saline liquor, it

is filtered anew, and then evaporated to a certain point in a

large copper boiler. It is subsequently let off into small

glazed earthen vessels where the crystallization of the salt

takes place. M. Mojon mentions the circumstance of its

being needful frequently to disturb the crystallization, to

satisfy the prejudice of the purchasers, who consider it essen-

tial that the salt should be delivered to them in the form of

small spicular crystals.

The produce of sulphate of magnesia varies of course ac-

cording to the quality of the ore. In general, perhaps, it may
be stated at of the weight of the material employed. The
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ore remaining after the first filtration, is usually roasted and

lixiviated a second time, to obtain the portion of salt which it

is still capable of affording.

It is almost unnecessary to make any remarks on the

theory of the process just described. The sulphuric acid,

formed by the action of heat, air, and water upon the pyritic

ore, combines with the metals, and with the magnesian earth,

which the ore contains. I am not aware of any experiments

that have been made, to ascertain the proportion of salt which

may be derived from the use of the magnesian limestone.

Probably, however, it is extremely small
; and it would

seem very doubtful, from the nature of the process, whether

any improvement to the manufacture can be expected from

this source. The effect of employing more of the limestone

than is strictly necessary, would be, that the lime, rather

than the magnesia, would unite with the sulphuric acid ; and

if the addition of the mixed earth were in excess, the lime

alone would have effect in the decomposition ; and sulphate

of lime, with the metallic oxides, would be the new products

obtained.

M. Mojon has proposed a variation in the manufacture at

Monte della Guardia ; depending on the different tendency of

the sulphate of magnesia, and of the metallic sulphates to-

wards crystallization. The principal object of the variation

would be to save the sulphate of iron, now lost by decompo-
sition

; and to increase the value of the produce of copper by
obtaining it in the state of sulphate. This change in the pro-

cess has not hitherto been adopted ; and probably might
be found to be attended with several difficulties in practice.

The buildings connected with the establishment at Monte
MDCccxvi. R r
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della Guardia, are on a small scale ; their situation is a singular

one, at the height of 1600 feet above the level of the sea.

The present conductor, and, as I believe,\ the chief proprietor

of the establishment, is Signore ANSALp©x\'of Sestri, a man
of intelligence and activity. xi b*r-

The produce of the sulphate of magnesia, as far as I could

ascertain from enquiries on the spot, does not at present

exceed cwt. per week. It might doubtless be increased to

a much larger amount, from the abundance of the materials of

manufacture. The colour and general^appearance of the salt

are good, and M. Mojon has found if by^analysis to be a very

pure sulphate of magnesia. It is used- pretty extensively in

the ntiedicaf^ practice of Italy^^nder llfie^hame of the Sal

Inglese; andfhight, in the extension^^fhe manufacture, be-

come kn^arlKile of very considerable to the proprietors

of the es'tablishmeiit.
^

^

Before coiicluding this paper.^I may^aSk, that I have been
^ Ir -'‘fp

; fj'i' i. ^

‘ informed of^an analysis by Vauouelin of the pyritic ore of

the 'Monte ^ della Guardia; but, from
‘

the
^

want of sufficient

references, I have hitherto been unable to ascertain the results

of thiS e^mination .
^
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XX. On theformktion offat in the intestine of the tadpole, and

on the use of th&^eWm theformatmi of the embryo in the egg.

By Sir Everard .Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read May 23, 1 816. >

T -

'8f ; idij. 'h 1
'

H E tadpoles^ in ^England are so small, that, np person hgs

attempted to make ^aji accurate investigation of the interrtal

changes of structure that take place in thepi„l|etween the time

of the animal lea^n^ the egg and becoming a frog.

The rana parado^p ofgurinam, in its tadpole state, is larger

than in any other rspecies o^frog yet known, an^ so closply

resembles fishes, th^t in that country it is sold as such in the

market, for the use of the table, under the narpe pf Jackip;
{ ' M ^

' • i. k •

and, as the frog pj’oduced from it, is in the first instance as

large as a common frog in this country, it is highly probable,

that it becomes an animal pf considerable size, Mr. Ireland,

a surgeon in the army,, who resided several years at Surinam.
°

^ ^
orl isn- 1 -> • 0

' *

and v/atched the tadpole through many of its changes, has

brought home specimens in different stages of its metamor-

phosis. These he has kindly submitted to my examination,

and has in the most liberal manner, deposited the specimens

in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London,
of which he is a member.

As Mr. Ireland had no opportunity of examining the tad-

pole, before the hind legs begin to make their appearance

through the skin
; with a view to render the series complete,

I have since examined the progress of the changes, from the

#
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^um in of the English frog.* The jelly of which

^tpVov I have upon a foi^hier occasion given

^an acc(?unt o^ lo'Vhe Society. The ova th"eths6lves differ from

th^e'oT shakes and lacertae in general, iK having no yelks.

^ tadpole is once formed, it ajjpears to feed uponen

the jeTly, which although not absolutely albdmen, is a near

approach to
» yiui

Tn"^ this stage, each ovum is pressed intb' the form of an

hex^^dhal p^ism^wh^ flattened ends, so as th' form the whole

mio one compaCr mass.

^^^Th^tSpBlejWfter it leaves the oTum, has on each side ten

filame®^^^ from the neckf fer purpose of aera-

tion' 8f the^oM'i' such filaments mh^t hC cShsidered as tem-

'^^'T'h^^facfeM ^bf' this country,' calM' ife%ewt or eft, in its

sfateylrfaW the same projecting ffl'amehts,' which drop off

pgfiis^are formed^; th*ey afd rridfe complex in their

three ih number,'^dn ekch side. This cir-

c\MkanCb J'^that the larVa of an eftM^ a species of tad-

e eft itself does ho^^ to the tribe of

f is^a nearer approach to that of frogs. In the tad-

^^,^Ks^Oofl aS the abdomen begins to enlarge, these exter-

hWfilanie^ti 3fsa:ppear. Twenty -fotir^Similar filaments are

%efwithin^thBToetus of the shark whifd contained in the egg,

whfdh Srop^-6^^ the foetus escapekfrdm the shell.

' The h’plWh^of the English frog was^ Collected on the istof

April, i8ib. On the 15th, the tadpofe left the egg, but the

fiI^Sients^o?''extern^^ gills were not Visible, only a deep notch

Vi: v^., ' or - r SC!: k<'

* The ,tadpole|^having become frogs since this Pamper was^read, I have been enabled

to complete the series.

i
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on each side nearly separating the head from the body. On

the 23d, the tep,^:^|aments on each side were distinct *^^on t]^p

27th they dis^,ppe,?red. June, the external prifice pn the

left side, for thp ^yatjer to pass off from the gills^ was vet*y

distinct, but none was seen on the right. On July the 8th,

the hind legs began to appear, but the toes were not separated.

On the 14th of July, the hind legs were seen externally com-

pletely formed, and on opening the skin of the chest, the^ fore

legs were equally so; but there was no external projection

by which this could be known. The lungs were com-

pletely formed. ..On removing the intestine, there was no

fat deposited on |he Ipins. On the 16th, the contents of

the intestine wepp voided in considerable quantity. On the

18th, the elbows of the forelegs projected under the external

skin, and so much pf thp contents of the intestine Jjad been

voided as to givp^^ taper form to the lower pqrt;of the body.

On the 39th, tbe were completely di$engaged^p^d

appeared externally^; Jtbe mouth had become wid^glil^eJ^,a,t of

a frog. The tail had a. notch ayhat part "syhere

wards separates pf^i.e^inteatine was reduced in diameter, an^tp

the length of tliat^pf a^frog an appearance of pil^was i^epn

on the loins. On^tbe 23d^ the tail had dropped off^leaving lji.e

projecting root, '^he animal had left the water ap^r^emained

among the grass, . Behind the intestines upon^ the, loin^werp

several small membranous appendages in an empty .^state. s

On the 28th, the xpot of
.
the tail had wholly dfsapppared;

the appendages had bpcpme more opaque. -
'd' Hi I

The ova of the frgg;qpi,pqar, to be hatched at wery di|fer^^

periods, since some of the tadpoles become complete frogs,

before others liave^th'ei'r kind legs^pfotfuded^t^^^^ kkin.
__ . . ,

^ t •}»! fjrno

Upon examining the tadpole of the rana paradoxa, just
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wlien, the hind feet appear externally, I found the mouth very

small, and nearly round, the teeth cuticular, the upper ones

overlapping the under, the oesophagus, stomach, and intestine,

forming one uniformly continued canal, which passed down to

the lower part of the abdomen ;
it was bent upon itself, passed

up again, and then made a great number of coils in a circular

form ; its coats were very firm, its capacity Very small. There

were three gills completely enclosed on each side, and a little

way below the. eye on the left side, a small round orifice, for

the water, by which the gills are supplied, to pass out ;
but

none on the right. When the tadpole is arrived at its full

growth, and the hind legs are complefeiy formed, which

takes place, according to Mr. Ireland’s observations, in 14

days after their first appearance, the cavity of the abdomen

had become exceedingly enlarged, the intestine very capa-

cious, its coats almost as thin as cobweb

:

, it was completely

distended, through its whole extent, with a soft substance,

which when burnt had the smell of hay. Behind the intes-

tine, all along the posterior part of the' abdomen, a large

quantity of fat was met with of a yellow colour, enclosed in

long, thin, transparent membranous bags ; no part of this fat

was met with in the prior stages of the tadpole’s growth.

The lungs were completely formed.

When the mouth of the tadpole has been changed into that

of the frog, and the fore legs completely protruded, but the tail

remaining entire, which happens 21 days after the last men-

tioned change, the large coils of intestine were found con-

tracted into a canal one fourth of its original length ;
the coats

had become as firm as those of an artery, the external surface

was corrugated and the canal empty. The stomach had be-

come a distinct cavity, and there was a contraction, where it
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terminates in the intestine. All these parts were embedded

in fat, which filled every part of the abdomen, not occupied

by the liver, which had acquired a large size. The lungs

were filled with air, and the gills had entirely disappeared.

When the tail has dropped off, leaving the projecting root,

which takes place in seven days more, the only internal

change met with,, was, that no fat whatever was found in the

cavity of the abdomen.

The great length of the intestine w'hich has been described,

has nothing analogous to it in the caterpillar, and is probably

confined to the frog tribe.

The egg of a frog bears no proportion in size, to those of

the other animals of the same class, and differs from them in

having no yelk, therefore, although it contains sufficient mate*

rials for the formation of the tadpole, something is still want*

ing, before it can be metamorphosed into a frog; and in the

tadpole state, a store of fat is laid up, beyond what is required

for its own immediate support and future growth, to furnii^h

the necessary means of supplying the different structures in

the frog, not already existing in the tadpole ; and this fat

appears to be formed in the intestine.

The length of intestine in the tadpole, when its relative pro-

portion to the size of the animal is considered, exceeds every

thing of the kind that is met with in other animals'.

In the tadpole of the Surinam frog, the intestine after it has

acquired its full size, does not remain of this enormous length,

beyond the period of its metamorphosis into the frog taking

place ; and what is deserving of particular attention, the fat

is deposited, when- the intestine has acquired its full size, and

no sooner is the intestine deduced in length, than not only 110
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more fat is deposited, but all that was previously formed is

found to have been consumed, in producing the metamoV-
phosis into the frog : which leads me to conclude, that such

a deposit of fat is necessary to the metamorphosis of a tad-

pole into a frog, and that such unusual length of intestine, is

required to admit of so large a quantity of fat being formed

in so short a time, and, therefore, that the. intestine is the

laboratory in which the fat is formed.

To ascertain, whether the necessity of such a supply of fat

is occasioned by the soft parts of the tadpole not being con-

vertible into bones, and other parts of the frog, which did not

exist in the tadpole, or, simply, from a deficiency of materials,

I have had the assistance of m}'- friend and fellow labourer in

animal chemistry, Mr. Hatchett, who some years ago ascer-

tained, that the yelk of an egg is essentially composed of

concrete oil, combined with a small proportion of albumen,

and he has made out the following important facts. “ That

the spawn of the frog, has no yelk, and contains no oil what-

ever; he also corroborates Mr. Brande's statement, that it

consists of a substance intermediate between albumen and

gelatine, inclining principally to the former. That the ova

of the shell snail, both of those that have a shell, and those

that have only a strong membranous covering, have no yelks,

and consist of albumen, since they coagulate in proof spirit of

wine, and, when so coagulated, and examined some time

afterwards, appear not to contain any oil. That the ova of

the, lobster have no yelk, and contain no oil.

But he remarks, that the spawn of the lobster, when recent,

is filled with albumen mingled with a substance of a dark olive

colour, and whilst the former as usual is coagulated by heat,
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the latter becomes of a vivid red; this, Mr. Hatchett observes,

is the colouring matter of the shell, which three or four years

ago, Mr. Brande found to become red by the application of

acids without heat
; for dilute sulphuric, nitric, rhuriatic, and

the strong acetic acids immediately produce the same effect on
the colouring matter of the spawn, but this is not the case

when a weak acid, such as common distilled vinegar, is em-
ployed.

When this bright red colour has been produced by the

above acids, it appears to be permanent, excepting when nitric

acid has been used, for then the red colour changes to yellow,

which by the affusion of ammonia becomes orange colour, as

is usual with animal substances so treated.

Dilute nitric acid in which it had been digested, afforded

slight traces of a phosphate, which was not phosphate of lime.

As the red colour is produced by acids as well as by heat,

there was some reason to expect that it would have been de-

stroyed, or at least that its intensity would have been dimi-

nished by a great excess of the alkalies, but not the smallest

effect was produced by any of these, and indeed so far from
it, that the recent spawn when put into a solution of caustic

potash, became in a few seconds changed to as bright a red as

when the mineral acids had been employed.

The red colour is also produced by the effects of air, light,

and the evaporation of moisture, for paper or linen which
have been stained with the olive coloured substance, become
red in the course of a few minutes, so that in this respect it

somewhat resembles the secretion obtained from the bucci-

nurn lapilliis, or purple whelk. The purple colour of this last

does not, however, suffer any change, whilst the colouring

MDCCCXVI. S S
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matter of 'lobsterJn the course sBfi?6"^idays becomes of .

ah ^ooHracOBus' 6o^ In this stafe it be permanent,

for it Was re^^^ which had%^eii^*marked with it,

after repeated boiling in water and Wa^%Mg^^with soap.

From these cursory experiments, Mr?H®c6 observes,

fhaf this' anlbial colouring substance'hs ^pli^ehtly of a pecu-

h>r nature,ahd that it is the same in i:he'iBthWi6n cray fish and

the prawnj as"" well as in the sea cray fish^;^'d the crab, but in

the two last, it' has already assumed its i%d’ colour.

That the o^a of the salmon and'^i^ikB^fiave no yelk, and

consist principally of albumen/as
''

^Ba^ulate by heat,

but contain alsb a small portion of^bil,^WBiBli^perhaps is a sub-

stitute fbrisrelE '4 "

^ That the bva^bf the caftilkgiiibb’d'ffi^H as those of

thedizafd and Snake, have a fegui'a^ly^TBfe yelk, like that

of the hdnf'cbinposed oPtile saiiie^h^gfdifieteT but in both the

viviparous afiB bViparous sharks 'thd^d S’lib perfectly formed

aibum^, but in' its place 'a 'Wela'tiflo&y^^fifistahce, which Mr.

BRXkDE^albdttaihed^to be ihternfeffi‘atS''%‘d^ween gelatin and

albumen, ^Mrfi'ilar to whatsis meP'WffH^'ltl^ifie spawn of the

anii vOflj ‘^raotauooB sis 8

‘*^!.In additiofi'fb^that which has bfedti^aficl^e^itated, Mr,

H

at-

dnEW^has cbiiimunicated to me the'¥bllo*WfAg observations.

^blk^of the eggs of birds is ‘^t^ibcipally and essen-

tially composed of a butyraceousihil? combined with a small

pfoportiSi? of"albumen, the averagd^of which in the yelk of

the common fowl amounts to about one fifth. Yelk, when tri-

turated and diluted with water, forms (as is well known) an

emulsion, and yelk may be regarded as ah emulsion in a high

State of concentration.
‘ '
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In milk, thegCa?9Qfjj;s part, or curd, correspppds to the albu^

minous part of ;)^eJ^j,,..a§ the butter in milk idoes to the,9ther

part or oil of th^^^^^.^.p{Xhe prin^^ differ^fpce, therefoi;p^

between milk ^d,^j^j|kjis, that the former is inv %,dilute,,ap^

the latter in a cj()^g^|trated,state. Hence, Mr. H^t'CHET't' ob-

serves, it app^j^r^iqtJ^t pnany of the oviparous animals dur-

ing the period pf^^pbatipn, are nourished by a.,pabulum simi-

lar in quality to |^lji^t,^ young viviparpus amraals are

supported, whilj^^t^,e. great degree of conceiiitration of this

pabulum in the^firstj pse is essentially necessary|4n order

that the quantityg0j npt^bious matter which is[p^quir(2d during

incubation, and wl]jj]]],p included with the aniqial y/jthin; the

egg, should be condensed into the smallest possible bul^.

Young viviparc|us, gpiraals are at first incapable pf support-

ing themselves ib^tjiqs^ysubstances which are aftpwpds to'

become their fo|^(^^^^^id^they’1are ^t^^ for^a

certain period ^pf ^}i{ne Jiy.fjthe mjlk of their mothers
;
but

young oviparoqs such as jhe chicken, partridge,*and

birds in general, c^pg^^prthjfr^ the shells compile in their

bodily faculties, and^pjip^dijtely parjtake of thp^fqpd tp which

the parent birds are accustomed, so that it seems they are pre-

pared for this, |iid^|j|;er^ipUTighe| ^ub-

stance similar in itj.^gffir,eJspj that by which, yj.^jpaj-pus

animals are supppr.te^!^j, pr suckled, during a certain tirn^: after

their birth, and th^yh^ process corresponding to that, of suck-

ling, is, with regaijd to .birds^^. and cornpleted in the

course of incubatimyijj
,,,.,^^,^^

The experinients wljich Hatchett has made upoq the

ova of these different tribes of animals, lead to the conclusion,

that in all ova, the embryos of which have bones, there is a

S s a
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certain portion of oil, and in those ova whose embryos con-

sist entirely of soft parts, there is none.

Thi^'^ cdhciusion is much strengthenedi byithe peculiarity,

which’ paper-ito^^point out, of the

tadpole- fajiri^ %p a magazm of fat before the metamor-

p'hb^is^ht^ takes place ; dt is,'a!therefore, rendered

probable, that a certain portion of oil is: necessary for the

formation of bone, and that the proportion in different ova

corresponds with the greater or less degree of hardness of

the bones of the foetus.
'

?Kfl doMw ^lolaid ijBn;:sL.n ' joojpne on t?,qsdi9>

io znobonui bne siulouii? sdi zb ^nohnoWs do':

£sd rioiffw snon gr Jjne • zfBmin

nsod 2Bf{ ii iioiilw riiiv/ luodfil bns orlj

^bulB ot bsl asw iaigoloizyrlq eriT

sril B9VhD9i nfim riaidw rfguoiril nBgio hb to cr

^isflqoBoliri'q iBinlBn aril bne
; zinsm^oj^na zid

YiJnsb'iB tsonagillalni siindni io diow sdl zs i

sdt moif BJnamuiJani Jfioitqo lo insmsvoiqmi 9

ol ,i9V9Wod gnigBiuoozib zhi dsbomlDsHsq aii

-isq ol bn£ ^ano sdl lo ziuodfil arit to iniJOffiB

sfll maril moiT: bsvhsb nasd Bed agBtnBvbB al

yi9V llhz 91B 9'\^9 9flJ fo znoitonid Jnsnimuiq taorr?

-slat 9x1} lo inamsvo'tqmi aril bn*i ^bnotsiabn

ifUBiuq adi ^d^bsonfivbs Ofidi isdisi tbabiBiai v

ni noboBlzdsB acnoz ^oiofs-xedl
,
9V£d I

douB lo 109[du8 B noqu id^d IfinoidbbB woirij •

moil dlod §nil89i9tnt: ylk^anag o^ bns tnoilsgii ^

giiohsht iBoigofoiz^dq f
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There is, perhaps, no subject in natural history which has

excited so much attention, as the structure and functions of

the eyes of animals ; and there is certainly none which has

so ill repaid the anxiety and labour with which it has been

investigated. The physiologist was naturally led to study

the mechanism of an organ through which man receives the

noblest of all his enjoyments ; and the natural philosopher,

considering it as the work of infinite intelligence, ardently

anticipated the improvement of optical instruments from the

imitation of this perfect model. It is discouraging however, to

estimate the real amount of the labours of the one, and to per-

ceive how little advantage has been derived from them by the

other. The most prominent functions of the eye are still very

imperfectly understood, and the improvement of the tele-

scope has been retarded, rather than advanced, by the pursuit

of a false analogy. I have, therefore, some satisfaction in

being able to throw additional light upon a subject of such

difficult investigation, and so generally interesting both from

its optical and physiological relations.
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Dr. Brewster on the structure of. the

.
Having found that the doubly refracting structure could be

communicated to glass and other bodies, by giving them a

variable density either through the agency of heat or mecha-

nical pressure, I was led to conclude, that the same structure

would be YoUnd Yn the crystalline lens 6T fishes and other

animals,'"which was known, by direct expehment, to increase

in density towards the centre. I had formerly examined

the action of the crystalline upon polansed' light, without ob-

taming any new, result; but I now placed such reliance' on

the truth of the general principle, that lYesumed the subject

With' the utmost confidence of success.
;-ji *5^ 9/n

fex,pb_si^ fo a polarised r^^jie^'CTystallitie' lens of a

large co^j* include in its capsule^ I could not perceive, as hap-

pened m my early experiments, any very distinct indications

of a peculiar action. I plunged it, however, in Canada balsam

coritain^d^irP hollow paralleio'pipe^ of glas^ and was sur-

prise® m a regular optfcal' fi^ute^varying its shape
J ^

- ^ I
<y> rfei rY ° ^

during the fevolution of the crystalline.

I how 'turned the spherical crystalline,, till the diameter

wfifcif corffespbnd^ to the axis ofthe 'eye^^o^ line joining

the ^oies to which the fibres conVe®e, was parallel to the

6f 7, 13> separated from ^acfi' other by a black

crdss^ and hy two dark concentric circles. The interior sec-

tors, i, a, 7, Sfwere small and exhibited a white tint of the

first brder, increasing in brilliancy towards the centre. The

niiddle sectors 3, 4,, 3, 10, which arb very large, are sepa-

rated from'the interior ones, by a broad* dark circle, and dis-

play a white tint of the same 'intensrty^”^ The outer sectors
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^

5, 6, 11, 13 ,
are ektremely^^fo^ seen with consi-

derable difficultyjn tM position of the lens.

If the crystalline is
^
now

,
turned round, so that

_
its axis,,

which corresponds.to the axis of vision, may always be parallel

to the polarised ray, the same appearances will be seen .with-

out the slightest yariation . But if this axis is inclined to .the

polarised ray in the. direction ij 2, the sectors 1, 3, will dimir^

nish, and 7 , 8 , will increase in size, and an additional white^

spot will appear at the centre as in Fig. 2, till by increasing

the inclination, the sectors 1, 2, and the white spot will copa-

pletely disappear leaving the sectors 7, 8, much enlarged and

of a bluish white tint. If the inclination is in the direction 7, 8,

the sectors 1, 2, will increase, and 7> b, will diminish in the.
‘I. -

^
.

same manner.

By transmitting ,the polarised light through other two. faces

of the glass parallefojpipnd, so, as to traverse the crystalline in
^

aline perpendicular to its axis, the optical figyrn presented

new appearances. When the axis of the lens was either

parallel or perpendicuiar to^the plane of primitive polarisatipn,

which happened four times in the course of a revolution

exhibited the form shown m Fig. g. The tints 1., 2,.7, 8,^ere

now reduced to a pale blue of the first order*, and the black

cross was very ill defined at the centre. The middle sectors

3, 4> 9, 10, were a little reduced in size, whife the; exterior

ones 5, 6, 11, 13, had experienced a very sensible 3.ugmen-

tation. At intermediate positions of the crystalline, when its

axis was inclined 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315° to the plane of

primitive polarisation,, the optical figure assumed the appear-

ance shown in Fig,. 4, where the two sectors 7, 8, are greatly

enlarged, and the other two 1, 2, have wholly, or almost

wholly, disappeared.
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1 now removed the capsule of the lens, so as to let out the

semifluid matter which it enclosed, and having rubbed off

the very soft exterior coat, I immersed the diminished sphere

in Canada balsam, but I could never observe the exterior sec-

tors, 5,6, 11, 13, all the other appearances being exhibited as

before, I next removed the middle coats of the crystalline,

and replacing the nucleus, which was now reduced to' one-

eighth of an inch in diameter, in the glass parallelepiped, I

observed the central sectors 1, 3, 7, 8 , without any of the

middle or exterior ones. By pressing the nucleus between

two plates of glass, or by allowing it to indurate gradually,

the depolarised tints ascended in the scale of colours, as in

the case of animal jellies.

If we now take a plate of sulphate of lime which polarises a

blue of the second order, and combine it with the crystalline

lens, so that its axis may be parallel to the line 6, 10, 2, 1,9,5,

the white tints 9, 10, will ascend to a green of the second

order, while those at 1, 2, 5, 6, will descend to an orange red

of the first order. In like manner, if the axis of the plate of

sulphate of lime is parallel to the line 11,3, 7, 8, 4, 12, the

tints 3,4, will become green, and 7, 8, 11, 12, an orange red.

Hence, it follows, that the nucleus 1, 3, 7,8, and the exte-

rior coatf 5, 6, 11, 12, have the same structure as one class of

doubly refracting crystals, while the middle coats 3, 4, 9, lo,

have the structure of the other class.

In order to compare these different structures with those

of glass crystallized by heat and by pressure,* I took a polished

sphere of crown glass, and, having brought it to a red heat,,

I cooled it by rolling it quickly in every direction over a

smooth surface. When it was immersed in Canada balsam,

* Sec Phil. Trans. 1816, p, 46, 156,
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and exposed to polarised light, it had the appearance shown

in Fig. 5, in what^ever position it was held, fhe^highest tint

being an orangd yellow of the first order. ' By ex^ibining

these sectors Witfi sulphate of lime, I found that the^Fak^'bsid'

the same structure ks the middle coats of the cryfetalliife?' fa’

like manner, it appeared that the sectors, exhibited by pre'ss^'

ing a convex lenis upon a flat piece of glass, wete produced

by a structure the skme as that of the central huclelis"'of the

crystalline. The structure of the crystalline lehs, in short,^

is similar to that Of a plate of glass that gives fae tiriuslial

fringes* bent ihtd a circular shape. Hence it folldws, that the

central nucleus ^ahA'^e (^x^rndlcoat are in a stdte of
'

dilatation.

while the internieMht^^'cSats-'Hre in d state of coHiradltonfcmd that

these opposite states are not dependent upon eachdtIJer as in crys-

tallized glass, '.xr-ino * -i,' *

The phenomeUk%hich’haVe now been'desct’ib^d are visible
’

also in the crystallihe DFthe'/z^z^M?c;^. They appearlikewise

in that of sheep duadi oxen, but there is here only one series of

luminous sectors Oofresponding with the interriiediate set in

the crystalline of fishes; The human crystalline will lio doubt

display similar properties, but in an inferior degree.

The cornea both of fishes and quadrupeds, and also the

human cornea, have an analogous structure
; in which the

optical axes of all the particles are directed to its centre. Its

structure is the same as that of the internal nucleus, and it

produces an effect upon polarised light similar to what is

shown in Fig. 6.
’

The sclerotic Coat of fishes has the property of depolarising

light in separate spots like the diamond, or a mass of crushed

f SW Phil. Trans. i8i6, p. 65, 66.

TtMDCCCXVI.
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isinglass; but it derives this property from a bluish white

membrane which covers the outside of it, for when this is

removed, it loses the doubly refracting structure. If the

sclerotic coat is boiled, it is capable of receiving the structure

of doubly refracting crystals by mechanical compression and

dilatation. In its natural state, it possesses the same pro-

perty, but in an inferior degree. The cornea is also capable

of having its doubly refracting force increased by compres-

sion or dilatation.

From these experiments the following conclusions may be

deduced.

I. All the parts of the crystalline lens of fishes correspond-

ing to the two dark concentric circles, exercise no action upon

polarised light. The outward spherical shell which acts upon

light like one class of doubly refracting crystals, and also the

solid nucleus which exercises a similar action, are in a state

ofmechanical dilatation, while the middle spherical shell whicli

acts upon light like the other class of crystals, is in a state of

mechanical contraction.^

II. The structure of the crystalline lens in fishes is not

symmetrical, as has hitherto been supposed, consisting merely

of a number of coats of different densities ; but it has a dis-

tinct relation to that diameter of the sphere which is the axis

of vision.

III. The variations of density which produce the doubly

refracting structure, are not related to the centre of the crys-

* When the crystalline lens is examined by common light, there is an obvious

appearance of a rapid change of density at the line which separates the middle and

the exterior sectors. This is probably the boundary of the fluid coat adjacent to the

capsule.
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talline, but to the diameter which forms the axis of vision.

For if the variation of density were related to the centre, the

sphere would have a symmetrical structure, and like the glass

ball already mentioned, would exhibit the same figure in every

position.

IV. It is highly probable, that this peculiar structure of the

crystalline is necessary for correcting the spherical aberration.

I have the honour to be, &c.

D. BREWSTER.

To the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G.C.B. P. R, S,

Edinburgh, May 20, 1816,

Xt£
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'K^W. Somefarther account of the fossil remains of an animal,

of which a description was given to the Society in 1814. By

Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S. q :

.
"

.

' Read June 13, 1810.
'

-j; i£-J

For the materials of the former Paper I was indebted to Mr.

Bullock, who has in his possession the skull, a great numb.er

of the vertebrae, many mutilated ribs, and other bones of this

animal, in a fossil state.
^ iv b’lP

These now brought forward are_ in, ^thCi collections of the

Rev. Mr. Buckland, of Corpus Christi GoUege, Oxford, and

of Mr. Johnson of Bristol, who have very kindly allowed me
to make use of them upon this occasion. Mr. Johnson has

been a collector of specimens of fossil remains for ©5 years

;

during several summers, he devoted five or six weeks at a

tirae.^to a close inspection of the cliffs and bjeach at Lyme. In

the summer of 18 34, with the assistance^of a friend, at great

personal risk, he dug out of the cliffi the bones of the pectoral

fin; the single bone, he states, was immediately connected

with the scapula, and was imbedded in marie ; a representa-

tion is annexed.

From these valuable specimens I am enabled, in a great

measure, to complete the account of the skeleton of this very

extraordinary animal, and, what is of infinitely more conse-

<}uence, to determine the class to which it belongs.
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The structure of the vertebrse explained in the former

paper, made it evident, that the animal in its mode of pro-

gressive motion resembled fishes ; it could not, however, be

determined that it Was in all respects a fish, till the articulations

of the ribs with the vertebrae, and the bones of which the

pectoral fin is composed, had been examined.

In all animals that breathe by means of lungs, each rib, to

admit of its being raised and depressed, is articulated both

to the body and the transverse process of the vertebrae ; but

in fishes, the ribs requiring no such motion, are only connected

to the bodies of the vertebrae laterally, so as not to interfere

with their extensive motion on one another. In this animal,

the ribs are placed in this respect like those of fishes; they are

uncommonly large, and the chaetodon from Sumatra, the ske-

leton of which is described by Mr. Bell in the first part of

the 83d vol. of the Philosophical Transactions, is the only fish

I know of in which the ribs bear the same proportion to its

size. The form of the scapula, as well as of the bones of the

pectoral fin, is entirely different from those of the whale, but

bears a resemblance to that of the same parts in the shark, so

that it is only necessary to compare them together as repre-

sented in the annexed plates, to recognise their similarity.

The other circumstances that confirm this skeleton being

that of a fish, are the bones in a growing state having no

epiphyses, as will appear from the first bone of the pectoral

fin, which is represented of its natural size, having hone,

although when compared with the single vertebra, also repre-

sented of its natural size, the fin must have belonged to a

growing animal
; the ribs having been grooved longitudinally

by pressure, showing the softness and toughness of their
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texture, the fibrous appearance of the scapula, arising from a

mode of growth only met with in the bones of fishes.

The drawings annexed to this and to the former Paper,

represent the principal bones composing the skeleton of this

very extraordinary animal, and they correspond sufficiently

with those of fishes, to remove all doubt of its having been a fish,

but different from any fishes now in existence
; for although

the pectoral fins bear a certain resemblance to those of the

shark, there is none between many of the other parts, parti-

cularly the long projecting snout and the conical teeth.

In truth, on a due consideration of this skeleton, and of that

represented in the 13th vol. of the An. Mus. p. 424, we cannot

but be inclined to believe, that among the animals destroyed

by the catastrophes of remote antiquity, there had been some

at least that differ so intirely in their structure from any which

now exist, as to make it impossible to arrange their fossil

remains with any known class of animals,

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

The drawings w^ere taken from specimens of bones in very

different stages of growth, but undoubtedly belonging to the

same species of animal.

Plate XIII.

Shows the manner in which the ends of the ribs correspond

with the impressions on the vertebrae formed to receive them.

The parts of the natural size. From a specimen of the Rev.

Mr. Buckland.
Plate XIV.

A single vertebra of the natural size: it shows that the
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animal grows to a large size, and points out the particular

parts of the circumference to which the rib is attached. ^^From

a specimen of the Kev. Mr. Buckland,

Plate XV.

Fig. 1. Shows the scapula in a more perfect state than in the

plate belonging to the former Paper ; the spine, which in the

other specimen was broken off, in this is in its place, although

very nearly detached ; it also shows the bone intermediate

between the scapula and the small bones of the fin, with some

of these bones on a scale of four inches to a foot. From a

specimen of the Rev. Mr. Buckland.

Fig. 2. The scapula and bones of the pectoral fin in the

squalus acanthus, natural size.

Plate XVI.

The bones of the pectoral fin, natural size. From a spe-

cimen of Mr. Johnson,



XXIII. Farther observations on the feet of animals whose pro-

gressive motion can be carried on against gravity. By Sir

Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read June 27, 1816.

Since my observations on the foot of the lacerta gecko and

By were laid before the Society, Mr. Bauer, of Kew, has

made drawings of the feet of both these animals ; in the hands

of an artist who has attained such excellence in the correct

representation of objects highly magnified, the mechanism by

which the feet are fitted for supporting the weight of the

animal against gravity, is much better shown.

Mr. Bauer has not confined his labours to these objects,

but has applied the powers of the microscope to the exami-

nation of the feet of other insects, and has enabled me to

show, that the principle on which progressive motion against

gravity depends, is very extensively employed by nature in

the structure of the feet of insects ;
indeed the means em-

ployed for this purpose are so various, as to form characters

by which many genera may be distinguished.

I shall not enter farther into this enquiry than to show

some of the varieties of the structure.

My friend. Dr. Leach, whose researches in entymology

fit him so admirably for the purpose, will, I trust, prosecute

this subject, and ascertain the peculiarities that belong to the

feet of different insects, fitting them for their peculiar habits
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of life ;
which will assist him in giving a better arrangement

of the subdivisions of this numerous class than has been

hitherto done.

This structure of the feet of insects, now that it is known,

can be very readily demonstrated by looking at the move-

ments of the feet of any insect upon the inside of a glass

tumbler, through a common magnifying glass
; the diflPerent

suckers are readily seen separately to be pulled off from the

surface of the glass, and reapplied to another part.

The pockets on the under surface of the toes of the lacerta

gecko, as they are represented in Plate XVII, show that

what looked like a pectinated edge when seen through a

common magnifying glass, consists of a complex structure,

composed of rows of a beautiful fringe, which are applied to

the surface on which the animal walks against gravity, while

the pockets themselves are pulled up by the muscles attached

to them, so as to form the cavities into suckers.

In the blue bottle fly, it will be seen, in Plate XVIII, that

the suckers are two in number, that they are connected to

the last joint of the toe, immediately under the root of the

claw, and have a narrow infundibular neck attached to the

toe, which has the power of motion in every direction
; when

these suckers are to be applied, they are separated from each

other, and the membrane of each is expanded so as to in-

crease the surface; but when disei gaged, they become nearly

closed, and are brought together, so as to be confined within

the space between the two claws.

The external edge of each sucker is beautifully serrated, and

the concave surface is granulated. When the fly is walking

against gravity, and its motions are observed, they all appear

MDCCCXVI. U u
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to be the fesuit of muscular action, regulated by the will of

the animal.

All the six toes are supplied with suckers.

In the horse fly, the tabanus of Fabrioius, the suckers differ

from those of the blue bottle fly in being three in number, in

all other respects they are the same. In this fly, when the

suckers are not used, the two outer ones close in before the

other, and are only spread out when they are to be brought

into use.

In the yellow Saw fly, the cimbex lutea of Fabricius, the

suckers are differently situated from those of the fly; they

are placed upon the under surface of the four first joints of the

toes, one sucker upon each. These suckers are spoon shaped;

they are represented in Plate XIX. The exterior part is thin

and pellucid, but at half their depth they suddenly become

thicker in their coats, forming a ridge at this part which gives

the appearance of an inner cup, but this is a deception; the

exterior membranous portion is alone expanded on the sur-

face to which the sucker is applied, and the neck of the sucker

forms the vacuum,

t
' All the six feet have suckers.

'-The apparatus which has been described to support the

animal in its progressive motion, is also applied to other pur-

poses. In the great water beetle, the dytiscus marginalis, in

which there is no appearance of suckers on the under side of

the feet of the female, they are placed on the three first

joints of the first and second pair of feet of the male, as is

shown in Plate XX. ; from which it is evident, that such

suckers are used to retain the female in the embrace of the

male. In the male, the three first joints of the feet of the
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fore legs have the form of a shield, the under surface of which

is covered with suckers, one very large, a second one-third

smaller, and all the rest very small. In the second pair of

feet, the corresponding joints are much narrower in propor-

tion, and are covered on their under surface with very small

suckers.

All these suckers, as is seen in Fig. 13, 14, and 15, have

long tubular necks, which show more plainly than in the

others the mode in which the vacuum is produced ; it is exactly

similar in its effect to that of a piece of leather with a string

in the centre, applied in a moistened state to the surface of

a stone.

Having explained this apparatus, so .beautifully contrived

to attach the feet to the surface on which the animal moves,

I shall conclude this Paper by an account of a structure of a

very different kind, for the purpose of taking off the jar when

the body of the insect is suddenly brought from a state of

motion to a state of rest : this is met with in the grylli and

locustse. Some of them have suckers at the ends of the toes,

others have not.

In a species of gryllus with a corcelated thorax, brought

from Abyssinia, by Mr. Salt, the feet are made up of tliree

joints; on the under surface of the first are three pair of glo-

bular cushions, filled with an elastic fibrous substance, looser

in its texture towards the circumference, which renders it still

more elastic; under the second joint is one pair of similar

cushions, and under the last joint, immediately between the

daws, is a large oval sucker. A similar sucker is met with

between the claws in a British grasshopper, the acrydiura

biguttuium (Lath.) These are common to all the six feet.

They are represented in Plate XXI.

U u 2
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In theJocusta varia, whose feet have four joints, under the

first are two very small globular cushions, and two large

oval ones ; under the second, a corresponding pair of oval

ones
;
and under the third, a pair of cushions different from

the others, in being much larger, globular, and semi-trans-

parent ; there is no sucker between the claws, and this insect

has no power of supporting itself against gravity.

As the flea has powers of jumping not exceeded by any

other insect, it was natural to expect a similar apparatus under

its feet ; but as no such cushions are met with, we must con-

clude that the lightness of its body rendered them unne-

cessary.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XVII.

Represents six different views of the third toe of the fore

foot of the lacerta gecko.

Fig, 1. Is the upper surface of the toe, to show the manner

in which it spreads laterally.

Fig. 2. The under surface of the same toe, to show the

orifices of the pockets or suckers. These two figures are

magnified loo times.

Fig. 3. Two portions of two contiguous suckers, showing

that the fringed termination is only continued from the ends

of the alternate membranous partitions. The parts are magni-

fied 2500 times.

Fig. 4. A front view of a longitudinal section, to show the

bones and muscles.

Fig. 5. A side view of a longitudinal section. These two

are magnified 100 times.
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Fig. 6. A side view of a portion of some of the suckers,

showing the insertion of the muscles, magnified 2,5®^ times.

Plate XVIII.

Fig. 1. A left front leg of the blue bottle fly, musca vomi-

toria, magnified 100 times.

Fig. 2. A view of the under side of the last joint of the

toe, with the two suckers expanded, as seen when the fly is

walking against gravity.

Fig. 3. Side view of ditto.

Fig. 4. Upper side of ditto. These three figures are mag-

nified 6400 times.

Fig. 5. View of the under side of a single sucker of a dead

fly-

Fig. 6. Side view of ditto.

Fig. 7. Upper side of ditto. These three figures are mag-

nified 6400 times.

Fig. 8 . Left front leg of bibio febrilis (Latr.) Magnified

100 times.

Fig. 9. The under side of the last joint of the toe pf ditto.

Fig. 10. Side view of ditto*.

Fig. 11. Upper side of ditto. These three figures are mag-

nified 6400 times.

Plate XIX.

Fig. 1. The left front leg of cimbexlutea, (Fabr.) thigh;

6, shank ; c, calces ;
toe ; <?, plantar suckers

; f, sucker be-

tween the claws
; g, unguis or claw.

Fig. 2. Side view of ditto.

Fig. 3. Under side of the left front leg. These three

magnified 100 times.
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Fig. 4,. Last joint of toe, upper side, magnified 400 times.

Fig. 5. Under side of toe, and extremity of the shank, mag-

nified 400 times.

Fig. 6 and 7. Upper and side views of two joints of the toe,

magnified 400 times, to show the plantar suckers.

Fig. 8 and 9. Calces, magnified 1600 times, to show the

form of the sucker with which each is terminated.

Plate XX.

Fig. 1. The left front leg of the male dytiscus marginalis.

Fig. 2. Ditto, under side. They are both magnified 35 times.

Fig. 3- Tarsus of ditto.

Fig. 4. Side view of ditto.

Fig. 5. Under side of ditto. These three are magnified

100 times.

Fig. 6. Front view of the sucker [a) fig. 5, magnified 100

times.

Fig. 7. Side view of the sucker (6) fig. 5, magnified 100

times.

Fig. 8. Front view of the suckers (r) fig. 5, magnified 400

times.

Fig. 9. Several of the suckers (r) fig. 5, magnified 400

times.

Fig. 10. Second or middle left leg of dytiscus marginalis,

magnified 25 times.

'Fig. 11. Tarsus of ditto, under side, magnified 100 times.

Fig. 12. Several of the suckers (^) fig. 11, magnified 900

times.

Fig. 13, 14, and 15. Suckers (^z) fig. 11. magnified 40,000

times, to show the articulation between the peduncle and the
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sucker, and the johit by which the peduncle is attached to the

tarsus.

Fig. 16. The hinder left leg of dytiscus marginalis, male,

magnified 25 times.

Fig. 17. The left front leg of dytiscus marginalis, female, •

magnified 25 times.

Plate. XXI.

Fig. 1. The left front leg of a species of the genus gryllus,

(Fabr.) with a corcelated thorax, from Abyssinia, magnified

9 times.

Fig. 2. A toe of ditto, to show the under side, on which are

cushions attached to the first and second joints; a, the oval

sucker between the claws ; bbbb, the cushions.

Fig. 3. Ditto, side view.

Fig. 4. Ditto, upper side.

Fig. 5. Vertical section of the organs, fig. 2. b.

Fig. 6. Longitudinal section of ditto. All these are mag-

nified 100 times.

Fig. 7. A front view of the left fore foot of a British spe-

cies of grasshopper, acrydium biguttulum, (Latr.) to show

that it has the same oval sucker between the claws, and the

cushions, as in the grasshopper from Abyssinia. The parts

were drawn from the animal while alive. The Abyssinian

grasshopper had been preserved in spirit.

Fig. 8. A side view.

Fig. 9. A back view. These three views are magnified

2500 times.

Fig. 10. A left front leg of a British species of grasshopper,

locusta varia, (Fabr.) magnified $6 times.
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Fig. 11. View of the underside of the toe.

Fig. 12. Side view of ditto.

Fig. 13. Upper side of the toe. These are magnified 625

times.

The cushions under the joints of the toe in this grasshopper,

resemble in structure those of the Abyssinian grylius, but

differ in their form and situation. There is no sucker between

the claws.
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XXIV. A new demonstration of the binomial theorem. By

Thomas Knight, Esq. Communicated by W. H. Wollaston,

M., D. See. R. S.

Read July 4, 181&.

It is somewhat remarkable that, amongst the various and far-

fetched methods and artifices by which the binomial theorem

has been obtained, no one should once have thought of the

only course which seems obvious and natural. The equation

(a + x)” X {a + J')”’= I
(a 4- x) (<2 4-y) I”

expresses the

general property of powers, whether m be positive or nega-

tive, whole or fractional ; and from this equation, without the

help of any artifice, the series in question is deduced.

Some investigations have been found fault with, as drawn
from principles allied to the method of fluxions ; whilst, on
the other hand, a demonstration, taken from the “ Theorie

des Fonctionsf has been represented as perfect: but hcannot
help thinking that it is as much connected with the fluxional

calculus as any of the rest ; for it seems to make no difference

whether, in {a jr)“, we substitutes; + u for X, and take the

coefficient of u, or substitute x + x, and take the coefficient

of X. The former substitution was made because it was
known to be equivalent to the other, and has so little appa-

rient connection with the subject, that a student would hardly

understand why it was made. The demonstration of Mr.
La Croix in the Introduction to his “ Calcul Differentier is

MDCCCXVI. X X
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liable of course to the same objection. If we multiply

continually, first by itself, and then by the powers successively

arising, we easily see that the second term of each succeeding

product is of the form na^~^x, n being the exponent of the

power : this does not require a more formal proof, and I as-

sume it in what follows. Nor is it more difficult to perceive

that, generally, m being positive or negative, whole or frac-

tional, the following form may be assumed,

-j- '"Ad"'^^x^ +
where 'A, "A, ""A, &c. are expressions depending on m alone,

consequently, {a

and because
\
{a x) y) |*”=: ( a*+ ax ay xy )'”=

=aXa+^+y+^y=^'”{^+^+ 70')'">'^3^^^king (7r=i-j-^
|

' JSt.

we have also
C ' Ui *

,

I
{a-\-x) (a-]-y) | a”

|

or neglecting-all the powers of y but- the first,

+ I'Aa^”V+ 2 “Aa^~^ ttx ‘^^"*AcT'~^7rx^ -f-

1

-f- .

Having thus the forms of the Series,' nothing is required

but to substitute them in the equation

^(d + xY'x {a+yY=: ^{a+x) (a+y) j*”

and to compare the coefficients of the first power ofy on each

side, and we find

'Aa“”-‘ + 'A 'Aa””“=‘x + 'A"Aa"”“V+ V+
='Aa"’”-V+ s"Aa"”-=‘»x+s "'Aa"’”-?5rx-+ 4""Aa"'”-W4.
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+
+

by putting for v its y4ue i + f-
And by comparing the co-

efBcients of the differep|:,i)owers ofx there arise 'A='A ;
'A'A

= 2"A+ 'A

;

'A"4 =fr 3i”A+ ® "A ; 'A '"A= 4 ""A + 3 A

;

'A('A—I). MA __'A('A—2). m/4
and so on; whence!3fA=—^ ,

A — -
, ,

—
WAr'A 1 bsnm <•

; and so on.
4

Such is the lav/ by which the coefficients are derived from

each other, whatever be the value of w ; it remains to find 'A

;

but I shall first obserVe,'th^t if, instead of the assumed form

of the expansion, we had made

(a+ jcy= a'^-h 'Aa^—^x + "Ax^+ '"Ax^ + as some do, our

demonstration would have succeeded exactly the same ; be-

cause the exponent (m) and the first term {a) of the binomials

are the same in all the^three powers employed.

We have already seen that 'A=.m, ifm be a whole posi-

tive number ; or that {a -{- a:)'”= a”* -{- /j- and from

the value of 'A in this, one case its value in all the others is

easily discovered : thus, let

L 1 £-1
(a+ x')^= ’\-'Aa‘>n x +, the power of this is a -j- a:;

' / A f ,

-

but + w 'Ax 4- = a+ x, consequently 'A= ~;^and

I I I I—

m

(a xy^= mam next raise this to the power,

n being a positive integer,

I—?n \n nI M—

1

1—nC
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n

x + . Lastly (^ + jc)

—

n

m .

n

{a + x)~^
b-rswba aKOnvrftVv .

, \o ' —n
_ , . .M a-SP^ >wmwv^ ( by actutf ‘x +

jn n
« +~«

.»+

In all cases therefore 'A is ^qual^tf the exponent of the

power.

knoilBi lo aJnonft orfi ni alaylBfiB ’lo •

aiuodfil liorlj bns JulagoDoi;?. ylololqrnoD nssd -:)v.

lo godonBid hjlitjj'iTod bna loslioq JBom sdi

ew jiavowod jgnbhono’t fsnortB'nr adj nl ,8u1u::^!k

OMifiAW lo noilqooxf) orlj riliW .botosRo slJ^

adJ oJ ,^^B1loqmr prndj yriB babbB ton dvBd ajevil-

' UJUOM:jHa8 bnB ,8jTro'’'i .oiahD ^viotw^M ^

^Bnnol riwofi>j erit ol sbErri nasd 8b:!

8ino3« ,xk)bD aJ ^Jofa^due -r^dt no ’oihw tnsnimo ^

moil oldbubab Jon ,8Jlu8ot Jnabfjyqobni bb madt

li^iudatoJa^ adJ oi ?n bnf. /aafqbhnq n*

^niwollol adJ nl T'.tiouoallfO 8uoanBH''iO?jiTr

•wofiA luo asiJBinaJiv bim "jSiiBianag bi boJqnjaJJ>

amiol nwori^I adt lia UAli footle uj bim , Jaajdov^ <

^nibnaqab Jon tJnaJxt? adJ f-.' grrnol laib:

'

iBaoiJBi ilslo aah'iaqc-TC) .nxi«tiu J,ud ;8aoborsi>^
• '

*
'

.lavoih;
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i8i6.

The efforts of analysts in determining the fluents of rational

functions, have been completely successful, and their labours

form one of the most perfect and beautiful branches of the

fluxionary calculus. In the irrational functions, however, we

find but little effected. With the exception of Waring,

modern analysts have not added any thing important, to the

forms given by Newton, Craig, Cotes, and Bernoulli.

No attempt has been made to generalize the known forms,

and the last eminent writer on the subject. La Croix, seems

to consider them as independent results, not deducible from

any common principles, and refers us' to the Petersburgh

Acts, and other miscellaneous Collections. In the following

pages, it is attempted to generalize and systematize our know-

ledge on this subject
;
and to show that all the known forms

result from other forms of the greatest extent, not depending

on particular functions, but upon the properties of all rational

functions whatever.

R, R, R, R, denote rational functions of any kind ; R““^, R“”^,
X 2 n ,

R""^ R—* their inverse functions. Thus if a:=t=R (?:;) any
2 n

rational function of (v), then v = R-* (.r) the inverse

function*
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It is thought unnecessary to prove, that the fluxions of all

rational functions, and all rational functions of them, are

themselves rational.
' Prop. I.

|
can be rationalized.

.
Let R*^^ Qcy ==.v \ a; = R (z; ) ; dx •==. dv , DR ( z; )

^
1 1 1

vv^hich substituted produce the rational form

^ £)J^ ^ R |R '

1 l

Cor. 1 . This form includes

dx ,^^x, R"“* (x), R ^x, R"“* (-t)j, . . . R R"“*(ar)
j j

Cor. 2. We may find, a priori, what fluents will come under

this form.
,
For let a;’= R (z>) any;.rational function whatever

X

06 06 9 06 • • • •OX %

O X 4

which is the general form taken by rational functions, when

the integer powers are expanded, and the fractions reduced

to a common denominator, the coefficients being positive,

negative, orj^nothing. Hence
,

we haye R“* {x) ~ Vy deter-

mined from this equation. M

,x— i a? — aj — aj '.
z;® -|- ... = o

Cor. 3. Let the equation be

(ax — a) -J- (bx-^fi)v^ = o

Then R- (X) = r-

=

I

* See Note at the end of the Paper,
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Cor. 4j-. Let the equation be

{ax — «) .+ :(-^ - (3) . + {cx r- 7} .v'>‘=0

from which we can determine

337

Jdx . R |x, |-

bx— ^
-f- 1

bx— 0 \
® ax ei\ n ^

[zcx — zyl
-011

ZC^— Zy

and therefore any fluent of the form

Jdx . R I VaX ^ 'V' X^ /3x *-|- y
I"

It is obvious that these deductions may be carried to any eXf

tent, producing forms hitherto supposed impracticable.

Cor. 5. is both of the form R““\^) and R+* (x)..
ax + b

Prop. II.

We can rationalize •

dx.'R.lx, R~'(i);R“'R"’(a:),...R”‘R“'...R“’R’^’W}
'-'a , n n—I 21

Let R~ \ . . R"“*(a:) == 77.
.
Then

n

. x= RR . . .R (v)
i

• i w

R“^a; = R...R(7:')

&c. See.

which substituted ifl the original expression, make it rational.

Cor. 1. If R = R= R, the fluxion becomes
\ *3» n

dx . R |x, R”“' (x), R"''(x), ... . R”’”(x)}
J 0. .

Cor. 2. By this theorem, any of the expressions deducible

from Prop. I. may enter contemporaneously, and we may find

fluents of very great intricacy.

Cor 3. The fluents
r I / I V 1 “1

f a b “V CO 4- ^ I
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Jdx . R [x, + \^b+ n/. . R— {x), . . }
and some of the most complex expressions in Waking's
Med. Anal, are very particular cases of this form.

Prop. III.

We can rationalize

*.R{^,R-(.^, (R-'(^)]” (R-V))^,(R-‘(x))t • ••
}

Let R * {^x) .

Then a: == R (?7** ” • •

•)

* ^
|r"~Y'^) |^= • •

I

I

. r . . .

&c. = &c.

which substituted make the expression rational.

Cor, 1 . The more general form is this ;

If R can be so assumed that R~* R, R R, R“'^ R shall
m n m

be all rational; then by assuming R ^(j:),== R [v) we
K m

can render rational

dx. R|x, R-‘(a;), R~‘ R— (x), . . . R— R-'(ar) I
C * a 1 n I J

Cor. 2 , We can find

1 I I

Jdx . R|a’, a; ”, x~, . .
.

}

I I

Jdx . R[a:, (^ta; + /3)“ (ax + ZS)"”, . . .j

Jdx . R I
a’,

aAT + (3

ax b] ^ \ax + b

m I
etx + |S 1
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Jdx . R I
v/a* X® -j- -j- *y, {oiX -f* c? x^ (3x

with an indefinite number of forms too complex for conve-

nient expression.

Cor. 3. This form may be extended to Prop. II. and other

general expressions. Thus we know

The forms given above are wholly inapplicable, when the

fluxion involves expressions, such as R“*R R“^.. (x) where
I £ 2

the functions are alternately inverse and direct. The cases

are very few, in which the difficulty can be overcome, and

perhaps the following Propositions will be found to include all

the instances,' in which analysts have effected the reduction.

. Cor. 1. We can generally reduceJdx . D(p (x) . qxp(x) to

tions of frequent occurrence, by which analysts have given

their forms an appearance of generalization without the reality.

Prop. IV.

We can rationalize

dx . DR (x) . |r (x), R~‘R (x) ]a '•a I a ^

Let R (x) = and it becomes -

MDCCCXVI.
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Cor. 2. This form may be extended to all the former

Propositions.

Cor. 3. As it is very tedious and often impracticable to find

X in terms of v, in order to know whether the reduction be

applicable ; the following process may sometimes be useful.

Let the expression be

dx . DR {x) . R"' R (a:). R R{x)
X IX X

Then if it be divided by dx . DR (x) . R *R (x) the quo-

tient will be a rational function of R (x) or of the form

a + a . R(^) + « . + . .

—
,

'
D, ^

^
vd ^ V. .

— the coefficients being indeterminate.
a + a . R(jc) + a .

(R (x)\^ + . .
^

o *a 2. \% /

If the reduction be applicable, these may be found, and the

substitution made at once.

Cor. 4. We may thus reduce

Jdx .

n—i
,

. n—

z

nx + («

—

i)c.x

m\/ n
,

—

J

^ X + cx +
. R a;” -J- c x^ *

-{- • •
•

I"

to) R which may be found.

Cor. 5. In dx . . {ax”' + . r|«x” + /3

1

divide by dx . wajc"""* . (ax” + iS)^, and the quotient is

A
. . R (aX” 4- /

3 ). 1 he latter factor is already of the

required form, and by assuming

xir-iT = a . («x” + iS)'-— I -f a . («x” -f /3)^-2 . .

O I

the indeterminates may be found. In particular cases there

are readier processes, but this method is universally applicable.
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Prop. V.

We can rationalize

dx {x, R””‘R {x) I if we can determine, R"“*R (x) =
R (x) . R~^\x), for the fluxion then becomes
»

*

dx . R|^, R{x) .
R‘~*(:c)|as in Prop. I. Cor. i.

Con 1 . We also know

dx . RU^R-' (x), R“^R(jc}|
i ^ 1 „ 3

Con 2 . We may thus transform

J

dx . R {x, ”>V(«x + /3) .
(ax + by-}

into ^ jL

a known form.

Hence we know

Jdx . R{a:,
/
3’') .

. R I
j:, 4- ^ ) ( -^ + /^)*

}

. R I X, y ( (aiu: +fi) + 6)}

Jdx . R I X,V(ci* + e X + c
I

which last form will sometimes introduce imaginaries, that

may be avoided by particular artifices.

Cor. 3 . If R~^ R (u:) = (R (^))”* . R""* (a:)
I m

’

' / a
I*

R-‘R(^)= |R (o:n«.R-’(4

&c. == &c.
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we can determine
JL

fdx.R\x,K^\x')A { R-^R(x)}”,. . I

Cor. 4. IfR-‘ R(x)= R (x) R-'(x) ; R-‘ R (a;) == R (x)

.

* ” » z n

a
' . iwe know

fdx. nlx,R-' (x), R“' R (j:), R~‘ R (x), R~'R (x), . ..}

as in

rfx . R[x, ”^(^x+ |S).(axH^“-', '‘^(*x+ /3).(ax+6)»-'„.

Cor. Generally if R (x) and R \x) are so related,
1 a

that R R (a:) can = R R (jc), R and R being any rationalin a n» n m

functions whatever taken at pleasure,then . R
|

oc, R”“* R(j:)
J

can be rationalized by taking x = R (r^). It then becomes
m

<fr>.DR(p).R{R(t'),R(K)|.
'

Prop. VI.

By combining Prop. IV. and V, we can rationalize

. DR (x) . R { R {x), R“* R R (jr) ]
.

,

.
^ m 1 n p,

J

if R— * R (v) — R {v) . R—
*
{v) ; for let R (x) = v, and it

1 n
f

a m

becomes

. R 1 27, R (?:>) . R * {v)
j
as before.

V
^

Cor. 1. If we have
p

dx .
xm—i (ax” + iG) ? . R

[
a + j3x-“«

I
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Remove the multiplier as in Prop. V., and it becomes,

^ . (a+ . R (a +
w+

np

which will fall under Prop. IV. If ^ ? can be expressed

by a rational function of « -f" j3x— This will happen if

-j- = — n . r, or if^+—= ± r any integer. Hence wem
know

/
dx

T . R {a-^bx^}
i,ax “ + bx^f

J
"

.
r dx

^
r dx

+ Bx’^ + I "JwX*—- IV« + /Sj:"V •'V;?3 +

Cor. 2. We can determine

I-
u,x“ & dx

ocx^" + 7^" + ^ + caf* + j3

which becomes by Prop. 5.

«-
(3x"

-I

« I o tax + po: + y

X . ”1/ ” I o" aX -4- CXaX + iSx + C

Now this falls under Prop. IV. For let

oiXfi + (2x—*^ 0 =z= z;

* — jSj:—«—0 •

M-—2 j

Whence the fluxion becomes of which a particular

case is deduced in Legendre's Elliptic Transcendents.

Prop. VII.

If we can rationalize

dx ,'r\^x,(p (x), (p (x), ,
.

I

we also can
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. r{o:, R * (x), (p R *(x), (pR
1 1 ax ^

for by taking R~* (jt) = v, it is reduced to the former form^
I

Cor. 1. If we can rationalize

. R
j

a?, R”"* R(jt) [, we also can

dx .'RIx, R~^ (x), R“^ R R~‘' (a;) \
^ m M n m ^

Therefore we can find

Jdx . Rjj;, R-' (x), Va + b . R-‘ (x) + c
.
(R-" (x)]»}

jdx , R
^
Xj ^u jix —j* "V^u bx 1 &c.

Cor, 2. Generally we can reduce

. R|x, R R""* . . . R R"~* (a-)
|

to

dx R“^ . . . R (x)|

Cor. 3. InJdx . (p (a:), let v = <p (x), and if it be an alge-

braic function, R |jr, z',

j
=0. Now take x == R [%)

Cft “f* U ^ Ct> -f- &C»

and = R (2;) =
/3 + /3 « .+ &c.

X

64-62: + &c.
with in-

determinate coefficients.

Hence we have R |R (2;), R (z)| = 0; remove fractions

and make the coefficients of the powers of ^ vanish. This

will give the indeterminates, if x and v admit common ration-

alities. Thence we have dz . DR {%) . R (%) rational.
X 2

Should all the artifices in the foregoing propositions fail,

we must attempt to resolve the fluxion into a series of terms,

such that each term may be separately rationalized. This is
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often possible, when the original function does not admit a

rational expression, and can be effected sometimes directly,

and sometimes by introducing a new variable. But it will

first be necessary to reduce all irrational functions whatever

to a definite form.

Lemma.

To reduce all irrational functions to a definite form.

1. By successively multiplying numerators and denomina-

tors into the same expressions, every irrational function may

at last be reduced to a series of terms, whose numerators and

denominators do not contain any fraction or negative index.

Thus-hl-ilL, = + et j ^ ^ are

functions involving fractions or negative indices, themselves,

the reduction is continued in the same manner.

s. Now multiply both the numerators and denominators

of the expressions so reduced, by such multipliers, as will

render the denominators rational. This factor is the product

of all the different values of the denominator, with the excep-

tion of the denominator itself. The new numerators will still

consist of a series of terms not involving any fraction or

negative index.

3. If R, R, R, &c. denote functions of the form cx^ -{-

* *

c . 4" • *5 the irrational takes the form,
1

R (x) R (x) a c R (x) cc.

13 5

4. By reducing the fractional indices of the factors to the
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common denominator (n), the whole will consist of a series of

R (x)

terms . W cp \x)p . cp (a:)? . .

.

5. By expanding all the integer powers under the index

—

;

and again reducing the indices of the sums and products,

which are under it, to a common denominator w' ; we shall

by continuing the same operations, ultimately reduce the

whole expression, to a series of terms of the form

R(^)
^ — -

1/S«'v/S»"v/...S«"-y'R^
m

S denoting the sum of any number of terms such as follow

it, wherein R (x) may be different in each term, but always
tn

of the form cxm + Cxm-^l

6. If every value of R (x) contains a factor (ax'‘ +
hx^—i + it may be taken entirely out of the

radical ;
and conversely the rational coefficient may be intro-

duced entirely under the radical.

7.' When the surd is so reduced, that no rational factor

can be withdrawn from the radical, it is said to be in its

lowest terms ; and is said to be an irrational of the 1*^,

or order, according to the number of the indices

. Thus the general expression for a surd of the first
« *

order

R (x)

is a series of terms. R (x)
3

”V ex^ cx^—^ 4“ • • •

8. A more convenient general form for all irrationals, than
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the series of terms above exhibited, may readily be found

;

by introducing all the rational parts entirely under the radi-

cals; by reducing the indices of all the terms to a common

denominator y. ;
by expanding all integer powers ; and by

again reducing all the products and sums contained under —

’

to indices with a common denominator ^

.

These operations

continued, will ultimately lead to the expression

S V^...S «
, where*— may be of any diffe-

R (x)

rent values in the different sums, but always of the form

ax^ + ax* * + .

.

I

X

R (x)

9. is said to be of « jS dimensions ; and if «— /3 be

dimensions of that rational part, whose dimensions are great-

a— 19

est ; then the dimensions of the whole irrational are —
10 . The fluxion, and its dimensions in any irrational, may

be found by applying this formula, d ^<p <p <p , , , (p

=rr D cp . . (p « D (p (p . . <p ^x ^
• D (p • dXf the Daan «

only referring to the functional characteristic immediately

succeeding it.

Prop. VIII.

To divide a fluxion into^expresSions admitting distinct ra-

tionalities.

Z zMDCCGXVI.
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Let q> (^’) be any irratioWal^'^ &c. surds
ad*

deduced as in the Lemma, Then ,. 01

p pdx .R x) f'dx . R {x)

jdx
.
p(x-) +y + &c.

where the fluent of. the 1st term may always be found, and

the other terms may often be rationalized by distinct substi^

tutions, when we are unsuccessful withyii^. . <p (x). Again
since in each of the terms,

. ^ ^

/
'dx . R (j;) R (,r)

* »— • (p may be reduced ‘to a series of terms
3 * » X.

A
of the form Aa:” and

; therefere ,tl;ie fluent depends
(X .*ffr dj ''

\,j. .1 T

on a series of terms fdxH . Ip (x)^ ati'd -fcix . {x-^d) ” . (p (jc).

In the latter case, the form of (p (jr) is not changed by sub-

stituting X for X ^ dj ari(i the fluents all irrationals are

sjinibi rr-

Cor. 1. If we multiply the denominator of:‘:*('

dx . R^4ry

f u it n R -c. f (
+ bx ^ c + R (:»f)

. +flx + y

by its 'rationalizing factor, fthe fluxion^>yJfl^be reduced to two

termsjlwhich admit distinct' rationalities,r^jdw 'lo';

Cor. 2. Sometimes by the substitution of a new variable,

for some function of the fluXioUf>yiU bp jd^v|ded into a series

of terms, of which may be separately made rational.

Bu1^ unfa;rrtuiiately no goperal p^ipcipH, has been discovered,

to which these reductions can be referred.

Cor. 5.-^ As the fluent^ of each terra can sometimes be found
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apart, when the fluent of the whole cannot be found at once

;

so conversely, the fluent of a series of terms may be found,

when each separate term surpasses the powers of analysis.

Thus we know "

•rf (p (x) -I- (p (x) 4- . . 'v

. 1

cyr. V .t

'But we do not kndW'^

d Ip (x)

p (x) + p (x) +

n ' “
i~ '^1 p(x) + p

d(p(x) ri^

+

I

, '] .Vi!i

'•'.fvijrioi

‘>1 '''If a-:

• '

i ,1

P (x) + p(x) + . • • * / p (x) + p (x) + • •

*
' *:

,
>

'1

Again, let cp (a:) bje such a function of

that cp ®(x) == ~; let cp (x) = x

;

Thenfdx . cp (xj '== i ^ ?> (•^) Jd(p Qc)
' ''

-^J^d (p ^x) . fp (•3<) *1^ ' ^

— ^ fd k ^ (p (x)

y'<^X . <P (x) ’ <P C-^)
=iX . X

.
J

Which theorem admits farther extension, and may be ^^plied

to elliptic arches., . , ,
r <r-

== X . X
3oni

Ol X

Should the above processes for rendering the fluxion

rational fail us, we foust attempt the fluxion ate once; in its irra-

tional state, for which^purpose I shall add a few miscellaneous

observations. ^

1 . If (p (x), ^'('x) be any algebraic functions, firfl n;noe

then d {<f (x) -f 'log; <? (x)
}
= dip (x) is an'a-lge-

hantiiw. > ihitW

braic expressiOlP? Whenever, theFeforeJiweT meet^ an
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algebraic fluxion, we may legitimately try q> (a?) + log. {x),
1

as a form to which the fluent may possibly belong.*

2. It presents three cases: ist. where the fluent is wholly
algebraic, for which we assume some expression so general,

that its fluxion will include the given fluxion, if it admit an

algebraic fluent; or we find the fluent implicitly by an equa-

tion : adly. where the fluent is mixed, when we attempt to

separate the algebraic part
:
gdly. where the fluent is purely

logarithmic, when we assume, as in the fir^t case, some ex-

pression with indeterminate constants, sufficiently general to

include the given fluxion.

3. In assuming for an algebraic fluxion, it must be observed,

that the fluent will always be a surd of the same order as the

fluxion. On this principle Waring gives some assumptions

for surds of the second order, but nothing has been attempted

generally for surds of all orders, for want ofsome definite form
which should include them all. In irrationals of the first order,

the fluxion may always be reduced to series of terms, such as

dx . ay
.

^x -f- ay .
. .

where the factors are all different, and where the indices are

positive, negative, fractions, integers, or unity. Then let

R (a?ji be any expression -f + • . . with inde-
n—i - *

- j. .

terminate coefficients. Assume for the fluept

I
. +

«J»

+ I

R {X)
n—

1

a:.

* It is obvious, that the fluent of an algebraic fluxion' cannot be of the form
^

^
d. )

<p (x) + (p {x) . log. (p (or), for its fluxion d<p (x) + d<p^\}() , k)^. (jr) -f- (px
^

is a transcendent.
<p[xl
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Its fluxion will be

DR
n
I (x) . + a'j . . -\r

-RR. (^x)
•

I

+ i)

•(•*
* + + (^ + i) • • • (^x 4” +

• |.

- {L,
^ ^

multiplied hj doc . -{-, aY , .
. (<27 + original fluxion.

* n

Now that the two expressions may be equal, the coefficient

found above must be = 1 , or we must have

DR (x).Q-R M.Q'=JR (^)p

where O and Q' are the expressions in the coefficient involv-

ing a, a, a. By equating the terras in this equation, the inde-
s n

terminates r, r, r, 6cc. may be found ; but the reduction will
X 2

often be impossible, as there are more equations to be satis-

fied than there are indeterminates.

4. If any index «, /3, «y =— 1 , the expression fails, and there

is no algebraic fluent; also Waring says, that if the dimen-

sions of a fluxionai coefficient be = -— 1, the fluenf^ canqot

be algebraic.

5. If ® (a?) be an irrational function, let z == fdx̂ . a (^)

=fdoc . v\ then since R] a?, t;j= 0, there are cases, where iwe

can determine, R] a:, 2: f
= 0.^

’ i '

,,

jr '
-i 'n + V,

6. If (p (a:), -TT (a?) bedi^r^tbnal functions a?, we have

fdoc , <p (a?) = fdoc . |(p (a?) + }
— /^a? . tt (a?)

Now let 7T (a?) be so assumed, that

• See '^rkns. i764.-i-^EMERSON*s Fluxidnb
' ’ /

^

‘

D! I
'

.
1

'
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Jdoc . + -TT (ct?)

j
—

(p and we have

(a?) = (p (of) -jd^ , TT (.iJ?).

If therefore tc (a?) be a simpler expression than <p (<a?), the

fluxion will be reduced to a simpler form. In order to find

TT (a?) ; (p (a?) is assumed with indeterminate coefficients, so
X

that its fluxion may be of the same form as . <p (a?). Now
equate the similar terms in the two expressions, and the inde-

terihinates may be found. But as there may be more equa-

tions than indeterminates, we add tt fa?), a function of the
• t '/be-

same form, and containing indeterminates of sufficient num-

ber, to satisfy all the deficient equations. We shall thus have

D
^

(a?)= (p (x) + -7T (a?) and /. (p (^) :^Jdw. |'(p {oc) + tt (a?)
|

by which the difficulty may be reduced to finding/i/a? . tt (a?).

Reductions of particular kinds were discovered by Simpson

and others, but this is universally applicable.

7. It may be of advantage to reduce the: index of the vari-

able under the radical, which may sometimes be effected. In

assume y

Then we have
,'in.Jixs'a or; -, j.

+ 1}“= . dv , !>• i 'Ct)'— 1)” +

"

And in the same manner surds of one order may be trans-

formed into another.

If fluent be wholly logarithmic, wo may assume for

V

' £f!' —

1

irrationals of the first order
,15 : r 1 w 1-

log. r R(,^) -[-R (a?)
.
(a?+ a:)*. (a? -h bf. . . R (a?)

.
(a? -f-

|
'i.'T''

’

T.^ ’

. . j j

^

/_ sr'TZ’LT'’ ' !?n£k3'''’ ;-C
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g, I shall conclude by observing that the fluxion may al-

ways be made rational, if the fluent be wholly algebraic, or

wholly logarithmic. Thus, if (a?) be any algebraic function,

take ^ * R
(

Then d(p (a?) d (^)

and<i (log.ip(»)) (tog. R(»)) =
are both rational,,;ti Ify the fluent be of the mixed form

(a?) -(- log, (p (a?)i its fluxion may be made rational, if R, R,
* .

* *

can be so assumed t^af^—* R (a?) = cpr** R (a?) ; and it may
' I »

always be effected by introducing two new variables.

First let oo =;= <p^i R (y), and the fluxion becomes

i/R M 4- ———

;

now let v = R“^ R (^)> ^n

%

we get d R (y) which is wholly rational.

u. ^ED;PARE) FFEENCt? mOMHEAD.

Note.—As modern analysts have in general confounded the fluxions, either with

the increments or the derivefl^fun'Stionsi^'it may not be superfluous W slate precisely,

what is meant by the symbols d and D.

If it be possible, (wliich must* be shown in ^ch particular case) to expand ip (jj+u)

in the form (p (x) + <p (x) . + <p (x) . ; then ip (Arj iit^callted the derived

function of (p (x), and l^s^felanofi to ^ (,c) is thus expressed, p (x) = Dtp (x). Hence,

if X be considered a function of itself, we have (x + v) = (x) + D (x) . v, and

D (jr) = I.
'

I g .L
„ .

H -r^-

Now to avoid a constant reference to the variable x, of which other variables are

considered as functions, we introduce fluxions. If y, », w, .

.

. are functions of the



t

«c
«
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.

same variable, then dy, dz, dw, . . are expressions proportional to the derived func-

tions of y, z,W}.. whatever may be the variable of which they are common func-

tions, Hence z:~ ; and if y be a function of x, or = 9 (x), then ~ =
dz Dz dx

dy zz dx . Dp (*)

.

Dx
Moreover, since the derived functions are in the limiting ratio of the increments, so

also are the fluxions. From this consideration we can in the applications of analysis,

practically determine the ratio of the fluxions, when the derived functions are

unknown.

ERRATA.

Page 7^, line 20, for parts, read part.
—

—

- 73, line 3, for between, read below,
.— . 98, line 4 from bottom, dele the comma after A.
—— 101, line 6 from bottom, dele BH.—- 102, line 4, for axes, read axis.

164, line II, dele the comma between m and n.—— 174, line 7, for consisted of, read consisted in.

—
, line last, for m, n, read m, m.— 191, line 13, for (pip x, read p px.

213, line 14, for 4 (w, y), read pf •>]/ (x, y).

I. 214, line 10, dele ** in an infinite number ofways”.

224, line 22, for/(fl), read/(x).,

' 226, line 24, for = x» read zz z.

232, line 16, in the denominator, for i—, read 1 +.
, line 18, ditto, ditto, for i— , read i±.

251, line 9, for

d-p X,
7) read

d-p (x,-—

)

dx ” dx

-, line 1 1, for d in both numerator, read d^

- line 13, for read x p
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